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Foreword

The great neurologists and psychiatrists of the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries were masters of description, and
some of their case histories provided an almost novelistic
richness of detail. Silas Weir Mitchell—who was a novelist as
well as a neurologist—provided unforgettable descriptions of
the phantom limbs (or “sensory ghosts,” as he first called
them) in soldiers who had been injured on the battlefields of
the Civil War. Joseph Babinski, the great French neurologist,
described an even more extraordinary syndrome—
anosognosia, the inability to perceive that one side of one’s
own body is paralyzed and the often−bizarre attribution of the
paralyzed side to another person. (Such a patient might say of
his or her own left side, “It’s my brother’s” or “It’s yours.”)
Dr. V.S. Ramachandran, one of the most interesting
neuroscientists of our time, has done seminal work on the
nature and treatment of phantom limbs—those obdurate and
sometimes tormenting ghosts of arms and legs lost years or
decades before but not forgotten by the brain. A phantom may
at first feel like a normal limb, a part of the normal body
image; but, cut off from normal sensation or action, it may
assume a pathological character, becoming intrusive,
“paralyzed,” deformed, or excruciatingly painful—phantom
fingers may dig into a phantom palm with an unspeakable,
unstoppable intensity. The fact that the pain and the phantom
are

“unreal” is of no help, and may indeed make them more
difficult to treat, for one may be unable to unclench the
seemingly paralyzed phantom. In an attempt to alleviate such
phantoms, physicians and their patients have been driven to
extreme and desperate measures: making the amputation
stump shorter and shorter, cutting pain or sensory tracts in the
spinal cord, destroying pain centers in the brain itself. But all
too frequently, none of these work; the phantom, and the
phantom pain, almost invariably return.

To these seemingly intractable problems, Ramachandran
brings a fresh and different approach, which stems from his



inquiries as to what phantoms are, and how and where they are
generated in the nervous system. It has been classically
considered that representations in the brain, including those of
body image and phantoms, are fixed. But Ramachandran (and
now others) has shown that striking reorganizations in body
image occur very rapidly—within forty−eight hours, and
possibly much less— following the amputation of a limb.

Phantoms, in his view, are

generated by such reorganizations of body image in the
sensory cortex and may then be maintained by what he terms a
“learned” paralysis. But if there are such rapid changes
underlying the genesis of a phantom, if there is such plasticity
in the cortex, can the process be reversed? Can the brain be
tricked into unlearning a phantom?

By using an ingenious “virtual reality” device, a simple box
with a transposing mirror, Ramachandran has found that a
patient may be helped by merely being given the sight of a
normal limb—the patient’s own normal right arm, for
example, now seen on the left side of the body, in place of the
phantom. The result of this may be instantaneous and magical:
The normal look of the arm competes with the feel of the
phantom.

The first effect of this is that a deformed phantom may
straighten out, a paralyzed phantom may move; eventually,
there may be no more phantom at all. Ramachandran speaks
here, with characteristic humor, of

“the first successful amputation of a phantom limb,” and of
how, if the phantom is extinguished, its pain must also go—for
if there is nothing to embody it, then it can no longer survive.
(Mrs. Gradgrind, in Hard Times, asked if she had a pain,
replied, “There is a pain somewhere in the room, but I cannot
be sure that I have got it.” But this was her confusion, or
Dickens’s joke, for one cannot have a pain except in oneself.)
Can equally simple “tricks” assist patients with anosognosia,
patients who cannot recognize one of their sides as their own?
Here too, Ramachandran finds, mirrors may be of great use in
enabling such patients to reclaim the previously denied side as



their own; though in other patients, the loss of “leftness,” the
bisection of one’s 2

body and world, is so profound that mirrors may induce an
even deeper, through−the−looking−glass confusion, a groping
to see if there is not someone lurking “behind” or “in” the
mirror. (Ramachandran is the first to describe this “mirror
agnosia.”) It is a measure not only of Ramachandran’s tenacity
of mind but of his delicate and supportive relationship with
patients that he has been able to pursue these syndromes to
their depths.

The deeply strange business of mirror agnosia, and that of
misattributing one’s own limbs to others, are often dismissed
by physicians as irrational. But these problems are also
considered carefully by Ramachandran, who sees them not as
groundless or crazy, but as emergency defense measures
constructed by the unconscious to deal with sudden
overwhelming bewilderments about one’s body and the space
around it. They are, he feels, quite normal defense
mechanisms (denial, repression, projection, confabulation, and
so on) such as Freud delineated as uni−

versai strategies of the unconscious when forced to
accommodate the intolerable or unintelligible. Such an
understanding removes such patients from the realm of the
mad or freakish and restores them to the realm of discourse
and reason—albeit the discourse and reason of the
unconscious.

Another syndrome of misidentification that Ramachandran
considers is Capgras’ syndrome, where the patient sees
familiar and loved figures as impostors. Here too, he is able to
delineate a clear neurological basis for the syndrome—the
removal of the usual and crucial affective cues to recognition,
coupled with a not unnatural interpretation of the now
af−fectless perceptions (“He can’t be my father, because I feel
nothing—he must be a sort of simulacrum”).

Dr. Ramachandran has countless other interests too: in the
nature of religious experience and the remarkable



“mystical” syndromes associated with dysfunction in the
temporal lobes, in the neurology of laughter and tickling, and
—a vast realm—in the neurology of suggestion and placebos.
Like the perceptual psychologist Richard Gregory (with whom
he has published fascinating work on a range of subjects, from
the filling−in of the blind spot to visual illusions and
protective colorations), Ramachandran has a flair for seeing
what is fundamentally important and is prepared to turn his
hand, his freshness, his inventiveness, to almost anything.

All of these subjects, in his hands, become windows into the
way our nervous systems, our worlds, and our very selves are
constituted, so that his work becomes, as he likes to say, a
form of “experimental epistemology.” He is, in this way, a
natural philosopher in the eighteenth−century sense, though
with all the knowledge and know−how of the late twentieth
century behind him.

In his Preface, Ramachandran tells us of the
nineteenth−century science books he especially enjoyed as a
boy: Michael Faraday’s Chemical History of a Candle, works
by Charles Darwin, Humphry Davy and Thomas Huxley.
There was no distinction at this time between academic and
popular writing, but rather the notion that one could be deep
and serious but completely accessible, all at once. Later,
Ramachandran tells us, he enjoyed the books of George
Gamow, Lewis Thomas, Peter Medawar, and then Carl Sagan
and Stephen Jay Gould.

Ramachandran has now joined these grand science writers
with his closely observed and deeply serious but beautifully
readable book Phantoms in the Brain. It is one of the most
original and accessible neurology books of our generation.

—Oliver Sacks, M.D.



Preface

In any field, find the strangest thing and then explore it. —
John Archibald Wheeler This book has been incubating in my
head for many years, but I never quite got around to writing it.
Then, about three years ago, I gave the Decade of the Brain
lecture at the annual meeting of the Society for 3

Neuroscience to an audience of over four thousand scientists,
discussing many of my findings, including my studies on
phantom limbs, body image and the illusory nature of the self.
Soon after the lecture, I was barraged with questions from the
audience: How does the mind influence the body in health and
sickness?

How can I stimulate my right brain to be more creative? Can
your mental attitude really help cure asthma and cancer? Is
hypnosis a real phenomenon? Does your work suggest new
ways to treat paralysis after strokes? I also got a number of
requests from students, colleagues and even a few publishers
to undertake writing a textbook. Textbook writing is not my
cup of tea, but I thought a popular book on the brain dealing
mainly with my own experiences working with neurological
patients might be fun to write. During the last decade or so, I
have gleaned many new insights into the workings of the
human brain by studying such cases, and the urge to
communicate these ideas is strong. When you are involved in
an enterprise as exciting as this, it’s a natural human tendency
to want to share your ideas with others. Moreover, I feel that I
owe it to taxpayers, who ultimately support my work through
grants from the National Institutes of Health.

Popular science books have a rich, venerable tradition going as
far back as Galileo in the seventeenth century.

Indeed, this was Galileo’s main method of disseminating his
ideas, and in his books he often aimed barbs at an imaginary
protagonist, Simplicio—an amalgam of his professors. Almost
all of Charles Darwin’s famous books, including The Origin of
Species, The Descent of Man, The Expression of Emotions in
Animals and Men, The Habits of Insectivorous Plants—but not



his two−volume monograph on barnacles!—were written for
the lay reader at the request of his publisher, John Murray. The
same can be said of the many works of Thomas Huxley,
Michael Faraday, Humphry Davy and many other Victorian
scientists. Faraday’s Chemical History of a Candle, based on
Christmas lectures that he gave to children, remains a classic
to this day.

I must confess that I haven’t read all these books, but I do owe
a heavy intellectual debt to popular science books, a sentiment
that is echoed by many of my colleagues. Dr. Francis Crick of
the Salk Institute tells me that Erwin Schrödinger’s popular
book What Is Life? contained a few speculative remarks on
how heredity might be based on a chemical and that this had a
profound impact on his intellectual development, culminating
in his unraveling the genetic code together with James Watson.
Many a Nobel Prize−winning physician embarked on a
research career after reading Paul de Kruif’s The Microbe
Hunters, which was published in 1926. My own interest in
scientific research dates back to my early teens, when I read
books by George Gamow, Lewis Thomas, and Peter Medawar,
and the flame is being kept alive by a new generation of
writers—Oliver Sacks, Stephen Jay Gould, Carl Sagan, Dan
Dennett, Richard Gregory, Richard Dawkins, Paul Davies,
Colin Blakemore and Steven Pinker.

About six years ago I received a phone call from Francis
Crick, the codiscoverer of the structure of deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA), in which he said that he was writing a popular
book on the brain called The Astonishing Hypothesis. In his
crisp British accent, Crick said that he had completed a first
draft and had sent it to his editor, who felt that it was
extremely well written but that the manuscript still contained
jargon that would be intelligible only to a specialist. She
suggested that he pass it around to some lay people. “I say,
Rama,” Crick said with exasperation, “the trouble is, I don’t
know any lay people. Do you know any lay people I could
show the book to?” At first I thought he was joking, but then
realized he was perfectly serious.

I can’t personally claim not to know any lay people, but I
could nevertheless sympathize with Crick’s plight.



When writing a popular book, professional scientists always
have to walk a tightrope between making the book intelligible
to the general reader, on the one hand, and avoiding
oversimplification, on the other, so that experts are not
annoyed. My solution has been to make elaborate use of end
notes, which serve three distinct functions: First, whenever it
was necessary to simplify an idea, my cowriter, Sandra
Blakeslee, and I resorted to notes to qualify these remarks, to
point out exceptions and to make it clear that in some cases the
results are preliminary or controversial. Second, we have used
notes to amplify a point that is made only briefly in the main
text—so that the reader can explore a topic in greater depth.
The notes also point the reader to original references and
credit those who have worked on similar topics. I apologize to
those whose works are not cited; my only excuse is that such
omission is inevitable in
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a book such as this (for a while the notes threatened to exceed
the main text in length). But I’ve tried to include as many
pertinent references as possible in the bibliography at the end,
even though not all of them are specifically mentioned in the
text.

This book is based on the true−life stories of many
neurological patients. To protect their identity, I have followed
the usual tradition of changing names, circumstances and
defining characteristics throughout each chapter. Some of the
“cases” I describe are really composites of several patients,
including classics in the medical literature, as my purpose has
been to illustrate salient aspects of the disorder, such as the
neglect syndrome or temporal lobe epilepsy. When I describe
classic cases (like the man with amnesia known as H.M.), I
refer the reader to original sources for details. Other stories are
based on what are called single−case studies, which involve
individuals who manifest a rare or unusual syndrome.

A tension exists in neurology between those who believe that
the most valuable lessons about the brain can be learned from
statistical analyses involving large numbers of patients and
those who believe that doing the right kind of experiments on



the right patients—even a single patient—can yield much
more useful information. This is really a silly debate since its
resolution is obvious: It’s a good idea to begin with
experiments on single cases and then to confirm the findings
through studies of additional patients. By way of analogy,
imagine that I cart a pig into your living room and tell you that
it can talk. You might say, “Oh, really? Show me.” I then wave
my wand and the pig starts talking. You might respond, “My
God! That’s amazing!” You are not likely to say, “Ah, but
that’s just one pig. Show me a few more and then I might
believe you.” Yet this is precisely the attitude of many people
in my field.

I think it’s fair to say that, in neurology, most of the major
discoveries that have withstood the test of time were, in fact,
based initially on single−case studies and demonstrations.
More was learned about memory from a few days of studying
a patient called H.M. than was gleaned from previous decades
of research averaging data on many subjects. The same can be
said about hemispheric specialization (the organization of the
brain into a left brain and a right brain, which are specialized
for different functions) and the experiments carried out on two
patients with so−called split brains (in whom the left and right
hemispheres were disconnected by cutting the fibers between
them). More was learned from these two individuals than from
the previous fifty years of studies on normal people.

In a science still in its infancy (like neuroscience and
psychology) demonstration−style experiments play an
especially important role. A classic example is Galileo’s use of
early telescopes. People often assume that Galileo invented the
telescope, but he did not. Around 1607, a Dutch spectacle
maker, Hans Lipperhey, placed two lenses in a cardboard tube
and found that this arrangement made distant objects appear
closer. The device was widely used as a child’s toy and soon
found its way into country fairs throughout Europe, including
France. In 1609, when Galileo heard about this gadget, he
immediately recognized its potential. Instead of spying on
people and other terrestrial objects, he simply raised the tube
to the sky—something that nobody else had done. First he
aimed it at the moon and found that it was covered with



craters, gullies and mountains—which told him that the
so−called heavenly bodies are, contrary to conventional
wisdom, not so perfect after all: They are full of flaws and
imperfections, open to scrutiny by mortal eyes just like objects
on earth. Next he directed the telescope at the Milky Way and
noticed instantly that far from being a homogeneous cloud (as
people believed), it was composed of millions of stars. But his
most startling discovery occurred when he peered at Jupiter,
which was known to be a planet or wandering star. Imagine his
astonishment when he saw three tiny dots near Jupiter (which
he initially assumed were new stars) and witnessed that after a
few days one disappeared. He then waited for a few more days
and gazed once again at Jupiter, only to find that not only had
the missing dot reappeared, but there was now an extra dot—a
total of four dots instead of three. He understood in a flash that
the four dots were Jovian satellites—moons just like ours—
that orbited the planet. The implications were immense. In one
stroke, Galileo had proved that not all celestial bodies orbit the
earth, for here were four that orbited another planet, 5

Jupiter. He thereby dethroned the geocentric theory of the
universe, replacing it with the Copernican view that the sun,
not the earth, was at the center of the known universe. The
clinching evidence came when he directed his telescope at
Venus and found that it looked like a crescent moon going
though all the phases, just like our moon, except that it took a
year rather than a month to do so. Again, Galileo deduced
from this that all the planets were orbiting the sun and that
Venus was interposed between the earth and the sun. All this
from a simple cardboard tube with two lenses. No equations,
no graphs, no quantitative measurements: “just” a
demonstration.

When I relate this example to medical students, the usual
reaction is, Well, that was easy during Galileo’s time, but
surely now in the twentieth century all the major discoveries
have already been made and we can’t do any new research
without expensive equipment and detailed quantitative
methods. Rubbish! Even now amazing discoveries are staring
at you all the time, right under your nose. The difficulty lies in
realizing this.



For example, in recent decades all medical students were
taught that ulcers are caused by stress, which leads to
excessive acid production that erodes the mucosal lining of the
stomach and duodenum, producing the characteristic craters or
wounds that we call ulcers. And for decades the treatment was
either antacids, histamine receptor blockers, vagotomy (cutting
the acid−secreting nerve that innervates the stomach) or even
gastrectomy (removal of part of the stomach.) But then a
young resident physician in Australia, Dr. Bill Marshall,
looked at a stained section of a human ulcer under a
microscope and noticed that it was teeming with Helicobacter
pylori—a common bacterium that is found in a certain
proportion of healthy individuals.

Since he regularly saw these bacteria in ulcers, he started
wondering whether perhaps they actually caused ulcers. When
he mentioned this idea to his professors, he was told, “No way.
That can’t be true. We all know ulcers are caused by stress.
What you are seeing is just a secondary infection of an ulcer
that was already in place.”

But Dr. Marshall was not dissuaded and proceeded to
challenge the conventional wisdom. First he carried out an
epidemiological study, which showed a strong correlation
between the distribution of Helicobacter species in patients
and the incidence of duodenal ulcers. But this finding did not
convince his colleagues, so out of sheer desperation, Marshall
swallowed a culture of the bacteria, did an endoscopy on
himself a few weeks later and demonstrated that his
gastrointestinal tract was studded with ulcers! He then
conducted a formal clinical trial and showed that ulcer patients
who were treated with a combination of antibiotics, bismuth
and metronidazole (Flagyl, a bactericide) recovered at a much
higher rate—and had fewer relapses—than did a control group
given acid−blocking agents alone.

I mention this episode to emphasize that a single medical
student or resident whose mind is open to new ideas and who
works without sophisticated equipment can revolutionize the
practice of medicine. It is in this spirit that we should all
undertake our work, because one never knows what nature is
hiding.



I’d also like to say a word about speculation, a term that has
acquired a pejorative connotation among some scientists.
Describing someone’s idea as “mere speculation” is often
considered insulting. This is unfortunate.

As the English biologist Peter Medawar has noted, “An
imagi−

native conception of what might be true is the starting point of
all great discoveries in science.” Ironically, this is sometimes
true even when the speculation turns out to be wrong. Listen to
Charles Darwin: “False facts are highly injurious to the
progress of science for they often endure long; but false
hypotheses do little harm, as everyone takes a salutary
pleasure in proving their falseness; and when this is done, one
path toward error is closed and the road to truth is often at the
same time opened.”

Every scientist knows that the best research emerges from a
dialectic between speculation and healthy skepticism. Ideally
the two should coexist in the same brain, but they don’t have
to. Since there are people who represent both extremes, all
ideas eventually get tested ruthlessly. Many are rejected (like
cold fusion) 6

and others promise to turn our views topsy turvy (like the view
that ulcers are caused by bacteria).

Several of the findings you are going to read about began as
hunches and were later confirmed by other groups (the
chapters on phantom limbs, neglect syndrome, blindsight and
Capgras’ syndrome). Other chapters describe work at an
earlier stage, much of which is frankly speculative (the chapter
on denial and temporal lobe epilepsy). Indeed, I will take you
at times to the very limits of scientific inquiry.

I strongly believe, however, that it is always the writer’s
responsibility to spell out clearly when he is speculating and
when his conclusions are clearly warranted by his
observations. I’ve made every effort to preserve this
distinction throughout the book, often adding qualifications,
disclaimers and caveats in the text and especially in the notes.
In striking this balance between fact and fancy, I hope to



stimulate your intellectual curiosity and to widen your
horizons, rather than to provide you with hard and fast answers
to the questions raised.

The famous saying “May you live in interesting times” has a
special meaning now for those of us who study the brain and
human behavior. On the one hand, despite two hundred years
of research, the most basic questions about the human mind—
How do we recognize faces? Why do we cry? Why do we
laugh? Why do we dream? and Why do we enjoy music and
art?—remain unanswered, as does the really big question:
What is consciousness? On the other hand, the advent of novel
experimental approaches and imaging techniques is sure to
transform our understanding of the human brain. What a
unique privilege it will be for our generation—and our
children’s—to witness what I believe will be the greatest
revolution in the history of the human race: understanding
ourselves. The prospect of doing so is at once both
exhilarating and disquieting.

There is something distinctly odd about a hairless neotenous
primate that has evolved into a species that can look back over
its own shoulder and ask questions about its origins. And
odder still, the brain can not only discover how other brains
work but also ask questions about its own existence: Who am
I? What happens after death? Does my mind arise exclusively
from neurons in my brain? And if so, what scope is there for
free will?

It is the peculiar recursive quality of these questions—as the
brain struggles to understand itself—that makes neurology
fascinating.
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By the deficits, we may know the talents, by the exceptions, we
may discern the rules, by studying pathology we may construct
a model of health. And— most important—from this model
may evolve the insights and tools we need to affect our own
lives, mold our own destinies, change ourselves and our
society in ways that, as yet, we can only imagine.
— Laurence Miller
The world shall perish not for lack of wonders, but for lack of
wonder.
—J.B.S. Haldane



CHAPTER 1

The Phantom Within

For in and out, above, about, below, Tis nothing but a Magic
Shadow−show Play’d in a Box whose Candle is the Sun,
Round which we Phantom Figures come and go.
—The Rubàiyât of Omar Khayyam

I know, my dear Watson, that you share my love of all that is
bizarre and outside the conventions and humdrum routines of
everyday life.
— Sherlock Holmes
A man wearing an enormous bejeweled cross dangling on a
gold chain sits in my office, telling me about his conversations
with God, the “real meaning” of the cosmos and the deeper
truth behind all surface appearances.

The universe is suffused with spiritual messages, he says, if
you just allow yourself to tune in. I glance at his medical chart,
noting that he has suffered from temporal lobe epilepsy since
early adolescence, and that is when “God began talking” to
him. Do his religious experiences have anything to do with his
temporal lobe seizures?

An amateur athlete lost his arm in a motorcycle accident but
continues to feel a “phantom arm” with vivid sensations of
movement. He can wave the missing arm in midair, “touch”
things and even reach out and

“grab” a coffee cup. If I pull the cup away from him suddenly,
he yelps in pain. “Ouch! I can feel it being wrenched from my
fingers,” he says, wincing.

8

A nurse developed a large blind spot in her field of vision,
which is troubling enough. But to her dismay, she often sees
cartoon characters cavorting within the blind spot itself. When
she looks at me seated across from her, she sees Bugs Bunny



in my lap, or Elmer Fudd, or the Road Runner. Or sometimes
she sees cartoon versions of real people she’s always known.

A schoolteacher suffered a stroke that paralyzed the left side of
her body, but she insists that her left arm is not paralyzed.
Once, when I asked her whose arm was lying in the bed next
to her, she explained that the limb belonged to her brother.

A librarian from Philadelphia who had a different kind of
stroke began to laugh uncontrollably. This went on for a full
day, until she literally died laughing.

And then there is Arthur, a young man who sustained a terrible
head injury in an automobile crash and soon afterward claimed
that his father and mother had been replaced by duplicates
who looked exactly like his real parents. He recognized their
faces but they seemed odd, unfamiliar. The only way Arthur
could make any sense out of the situation was to assume that
his parents were impostors.

None of these people is “crazy”; sending them to psychiatrists
would be a waste of time. Rather, each of them suffers from
damage to a specific part of the brain that leads to bizarre but
highly characteristic changes in behavior. They hear voices,
feel missing limbs, see things that no one else does, deny the
obvious and make wild, extraordinary claims about other
people and the world we all live in. Yet for the most part they
are lucid, rational and no more insane than you or I.

Although enigmatic disorders like these have intrigued and
perplexed physicians throughout history, they are usually
chalked up as curiosities— case studies stuffed into a drawer
labeled “file and forget.” Most neurologists who treat such
patients are not particularly interested in explaining these odd
behaviors. Their goal is to alleviate symptoms and to make
people well again, not necessarily to dig deeper or to learn
how the brain works. Psychiatrists often invent ad hoc theories
for curious syndromes, as if a bizarre condition requires an
equally bizarre explanation. Odd symptoms are blamed on the
patient’s upbringing (bad thoughts from childhood) or even on
the patient’s mother (a bad nur−turer). Phantoms in the Bruin
takes the opposite viewpoint. These patients, whose stories
you will hear in detail, are our guides into the inner workings



of the human brain—yours and mine. Far from being
curiosities, these syndromes illustrate fundamental principles
of how the normal

human mind and brain work, shedding light on the nature of
body image, language, laughter, dreams, depression and other
hallmarks of human nature. Have you ever wondered why
some jokes are funny and others are not, why you make an
explosive sound when you laugh, why you are inclined to
believe or disbelieve in God, and why you feel erotic
sensations when someone sucks your toes? Surprisingly, we
can now begin to provide scientific answers to at least some of
these questions. Indeed, by studying these patients, we can
even address lofty “philosophical” questions about the nature
of the self: Why do you endure as one person through space
and time, and what brings about the seamless unity of
subjective experience? What does it mean to make a choice or
to will an action? And more generally, how does the activity of
tiny wisps of protoplasm in the brain lead to conscious
experience?

Philosophers love to debate questions like these, but it’s only
now becoming clear that such issues can be tackled
experimentally. By moving these patients out of the clinic and
into the laboratory, we can conduct experiments that help
reveal the deep architecture of our brains. Indeed, we can pick
up where Freud left off, ushering in what might be called an
era of experimental epistemology (the study of how the brain
represents knowledge and belief) and cognitive
neuropsychiatry (the interface between mental and physical
disorders of the brain), and start experimenting on belief
systems, consciousness, mind−body interactions and other
hallmarks of human behavior.

9

I believe that being a medical scientist is not all that different
from being a sleuth. In this book, I’ve attempted to share the
sense of mystery that lies at the heart of all scientific pursuits
and is especially characteristic of the forays we make in trying
to understand our own minds. Each story begins with either an
account of a patient displaying seemingly inexplicable



symptoms or a broad question about human nature, such as
why we laugh or why we are so prone to self−deception. We
then go step by step through the same sequence of ideas that I
followed in my own mind as I tried to tackle these cases. In
some instances, as with phantom limbs, I can claim to have
genuinely solved the mystery. In others—as in the chapter on
God—the final answer remains elusive, even though we come
tantalizingly close. But whether the case is solved or not, I
hope to convey the spirit of intellectual adventure that
accompanies this pursuit and makes neurology the most
fascinating of all disciplines. As Sherlock Holmes told
Watson, “The game is afoot!”

Consider the case of Arthur, who thought his parents were
impostors. Most physicians would be tempted to conclude that
he was just crazy,

and, indeed, that is the most common explanation for this type
of disorder, found in many textbooks. But, by simply showing
him photographs of different people and measuring the extent
to which he starts sweating (using a device similar to the lie
detector test), I was able to figure out exactly what had gone
wrong in his brain (see chapter 9). This is a recurring theme in
this book: We begin with a set of symptoms that seem bizarre
and incomprehensible and then end up—at least in some cases
—with an intellectually satisfying account in terms of the
neural circuitry in the patient’s brain. And in doing so, we
have often not only discovered something new about how the
brain works but simultaneously opened the doors to a whole
new direction of research.

But before we begin, I think it’s important for you to
understand my personal approach to science and why I am
drawn to curious cases. When I give talks to lay audiences
around the country, one question comes up again and again:
“When are you brain scientists ever going to come up with a
unified theory for how the mind works? There’s Einstein’s
general theory of relativity and Newton’s universal law of
gravitation in physics.

Why not one for the brain?”



My answer is that we are not yet at the stage where we can
formulate grand unified theories of mind and brain. Every
science has to go through an initial “experiment” or
phenomena−driven stage—in which its practitioners are still
discovering the basic laws—before it reaches a more
sophisticated theory−driven stage.

Consider the evolution of ideas about electricity and
magnetism. Although people had vague notions about
lodestones and magnets for centuries and used them both for
making compasses, the Victorian physicist Michael Faraday
was the first to study magnets systematically. He did two very
simple experiments with astonishing results. In one
experiment—which any schoolchild can repeat—he simply
placed a bar magnet behind a sheet of paper, sprinkled
powdered iron filings on the surface of the paper and found
that they spontaneously aligned themselves along the magnetic
lines of force (this was the very first time anyone had
demonstrated the existence of fields in physics). In the second
experiment, Faraday moved a bar magnet to and fro in the
center of a coil of wire, and, lo and behold, this action
produced an electrical current in the wire.

These informal demonstrations—and this book is full of
examples of this sort—had deep implications:1 They linked
magnetism and electricity for the first time. Faraday’s own
interpretation of these effects remained qualitative, but his
experi−

ments set the stage for James Clerk Maxwell’s famous
electromagnetic wave equations several decades later—the
mathematical formalisms that form the basis of all modern
physics.

My point is simply that neuroscience today is in the Faraday
stage, not in the Maxwell stage, and there is no point in trying
to jump ahead. I would love to be proved wrong, of course,
and there is certainly no harm in trying to construct formal
theories about the brain, even if one fails (and there is no
shortage of people who are trying). But for me, the best
research strategy might be characterized as “tinkering.”
Whenever I use this 10



word, many people look rather shocked, as if one couldn’t
possibly do sophisticated science by just playing around with
ideas and without an overarching theory to guide one’s
hunches. But that’s exactly what I mean (although these
hunches are far from random; they are always guided by
intuition).

I’ve been interested in science as long as I can remember.
When I was eight or nine years old, I started collecting fossils
and seashells, becoming obsessed with taxonomy and
evolution. A little later I set up a small chemistry lab under the
stairway in our house and enjoyed watching iron filings “fizz”
in hydrochloric acid and listening to the hydrogen “pop” when
I set fire to it. (The iron displaced the hydrogen from the
hydrochloric acid to form iron chloride and hydrogen.) The
idea that you could learn so much from a simple experiment
and that everything in the universe is based on such
interactions was fascinating. I remember that when a teacher
told me about Faraday’s simple experiments, I was intrigued
by the notion that you could accomplish so much with so little.
These experiences left me with a permanent distaste for fancy
equipment and the realization that you don’t necessarily need
complicated machines to generate scientific revolutions; all
you need are some good hunches.2

Another perverse streak of mine is that I’ve always been
drawn to the exception rather than to the rule in every science
that I’ve studied. In high school I wondered why iodine is the
only element that turns from a solid to a vapor direcdy when
heated, without first melting and going through a liquid stage.
Why does Saturn have rings and not the other planets? Why
does water alone expand when it turns to ice, whereas every
other liquid shrinks when it solidifies? Why do some animals
not have sex? Why can tadpoles regenerate lost limbs though
an adult frog cannot? Is it because the tadpole is younger, or is
it because it’s a tadpole? What would happen if you delayed
metamorphosis by blocking the action of thyroid hormones
(you could put a few drops of thiouracil into the aquarium) so
that you ended up with a very old tadpole? Would the geriatric
tadpole be able to regenerate a missing limb? (As a schoolboy



I made some feeble attempts to answer this, but, to my
knowledge, we don’t know the answer even to this day.)3

Of course, looking at such odd cases is not the only way—or
even the best way—of doing science; it’s a lot of fun but it’s
not everyone’s cup of tea. But it’s an eccentricity that has
remained with me since childhood, and fortunately I have been
able to turn it into an advantage. Clinical neurology, in
particular, is full of such examples that have been ignored by
the “establishment” because they don’t really fit received
wisdom. I have discovered, to my delight, that many of them
are diamonds in the rough.

For example, those who are suspcious of the claims of
mind−body medicine should consider multiple personality
disorders. Some clinicians say that patients can actually
“change” their eye structure when assuming different personas
—a nearsighted person becomes farsighted, a blue−eyed
person becomes brown−eyed—or that the patient’s blood
chemistry changes along with personality (high blood glucose
level with one and normal glucose level with another). There
are also case descriptions of people’s hair turning white,
literally overnight, after a severe psychological shock and of
pious nuns’ developing stigmata on their palms in ecstatic
union with Jesus. I find it surprising that despite three decades
of research, we are not even sure whether these phenomena are
real or bogus. Given all the hints that there is something
interesting going on, why not examine these claims in greater
detail? Are they like alien abduction and spoon bending, or are
they genuine anomalies—like X rays or bacterial
transformation4—that may someday drive paradigm shifts and
scientific revolutions?

I was personally drawn into medicine, a discipline full of
ambiguities, because its Sherlock Holmes style of inquiry
greatly appealed to me. Diagnosing a patient’s problem
remains as much an art as a science, calling into play powers
of observation, reason and all the human senses. I recall one
professor, Dr. K.V.

Thiruvengadam, instructing us how to identify disease by just
smelling the patient—the unmistakable, sweetish nail polish



breath of diabetic ketosis; the freshly baked bread odor of
typhoid fever; the stale−beer stench of scrofula; the newly
plucked chicken feathers aroma of rubella; the foul smell of a
lung abscess; and 11

the ammonialike Windex odor of a patient in liver failure.
(And today a pediatrician might add the grape juice smell of
Pseudomonas infection in children and the sweaty−feet smell
of isovaleric acidemia.) Inspect the fingers carefully, Dr.
Thiruvengadam told us, because a small change in the angle
between the nail bed and the finger can herald the onset of a
malignant lung cancer long before more ominous clinical signs
emerge. Remarkably, this telltale sign—clubbing—disappears
instantly on the operating table as the surgeon removes the
cancer, but, even to this day, we have no idea why it occurs.

Another teacher of mine, a professor of neurology, would
insist on our diagnosing Parkinson’s disease with our eyes
closed—by simply listening to the patients’ footsteps (patients
with this disorder have a characteristic shuffling gait). This
detectivelike aspect of clinical medicine is a dying art in this
age of high−tech medicine, but it planted a seed in my mind.
By carefully observing, listening, touching and, yes, even
smelling the patient, one can arrive at a reasonable diagnosis
and merely use laboratory tests to confirm what is already
known. Finally, when studying and treating a patient, it is the
physician’s duty always to ask himself, “What does it feel like
to be in the patient’s shoes?” “What if I were?” In doing this, I
have never ceased to be amazed at the courage and fortitude of
many of my patients or by the fact that, ironically, tragedy
itself can sometimes enrich a patient’s life and give it new



meaning. For this reason, even though many of the clinical
tales you will hear are tinged with sadness, equally often they
are stories of the triumph of the human spirit over adversity,
and there is a strong undercurrent of optimism. For example,
one patient I saw—a neurologist from New York—suddenly at
the age of sixty started experiencing epileptic seizures arising
from his right temporal lobe.

The seizures were alarming, of course, but to his amazement
and delight he found himself becoming fascinated by poetry,
for the first time in his life. In fact, he began thinking in verse,
producing a voluminous outflow of rhyme. He said that such a
poetic view gave him a new lease on life, a fresh start just
when he was starting to feel a bit jaded. Does it follow from
this example that all of us are unfulfilled poets, as many new
age gurus and mystics assert? Do we each have an untapped
potential for beautiful verse and rhyme hidden in the recesses
of our right hemisphere? If so, is there any way we can
unleash this latent ability, short of having seizures?

Before we meet the patients, crack mysteries and speculate
about brain organization, I’d like to take you on a short guided
tour of the human brain. These anatomical signposts, which I
promise to keep simple, will help you understand the many
new explanations for why neurological patients act the way
they do.

It’s almost a cliché these days to say that the human brain is
the most Figure 1.1

complexly organized form of matter in the universe, and there
is actually some truth to this. If you snip away a section of
brain, say, from the convoluted outer layer called the
neocortex and peer at it under a microscope, 12



you’ll see that it is composed of neurons or nerve cells—the
basic functional units of the nervous system, where
information is exchanged. At birth, the typical brain probably
contains over one hundred billion neurons, whose number
slowly diminishes with age.

Each neuron has a cell body and tens of thousands of tiny
branches called dendrites, which receive information from
other neurons. Each neuron also has a primary axon (a
projection that can travel long distances in the brain) for
sending data out of the cell, and axon terminals for
communication with other cells.

If you look at Figure 1.1, you’ll notice that neurons make
contacts with other neurons, at points called synapses. Each
neuron makes anywhere from a thousand to ten thousand
synapses with other neurons. These can be either on or off,
excitatory or inhibitory. That is, some synapses turn on the
juice to fire things up, whereas others release juices that calm
everything down, in an ongoing dance of staggering
complexity. A piece of your brain the size of a grain of sand
would contain one hundred thousand neurons, two million
axons and one billion synapses, all “talking to” each other.
Given these figures, it’s been calculated that the number of
possible brain states—the number of permutations and
combinations of activity that are theoretically possible—
exceeds the number of elementary particles in the universe.
Given this complexity, Figure 1.2 Gross anatomy of the human



brain, (a) Shows the left side of the left hemisphere. Notice the
four lobes: frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital. The
frontal is separated from the parietal by the central or
rolandic sulcus (furrow or fissure), and the temporal from the
parietal by the lateral or sylvian fissure, (b) Shows the inner
surface of the left hemisphere. Notice the conspicuous corpus
cal−losum (black) and the thalamus (white) in the middle. The
corpus callosum bridges the two hemispheres, (c) Shows the
two hemispheres of the brain viewed down the top. (a)
Ramachandran; (b) and (c) redrawn from Zeki, 1993.

how do we begin to understand the functions of the brain?
Obviously, understanding the structure of the nervous system
is vital to understanding its functions5—and so I will begin
with a brief survey of the anatomy of the brain, which, for our
purposes here, begins at the top of the spinal cord. This region,
called the medulla oblongata, connects the spinal cord to the
brain and contains clusters of cells or nuclei that control
critical functions like blood pressure, heart rate and breathing.
The medulla connects to the pons (a kind of bulge), which
sends fibers into the cerebellum, a fist−sized structure at the
back of the brain that helps you carry out coordinated
movements. Atop these are the two enormous cerebral
hemispheres—the famous walnut−shaped halves of the brain.
Each half is divided into four lobes—frontal, temporal,
parietal and occipital—that you will learn much more about in
coming chapters (Figure 1.2).
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Each hemisphere controls the movements of the muscles (for
example, those in your arm and leg) on the opposite side of
your body. Your right brain makes your left arm wave and
your left brain allows your right leg

to kick a ball. The two halves of the brain are connected by a
band of fibers called the corpus callosum. When this band is
cut, the two sides can no longer communicate; the result is a
syndrome that offers insight into the role each side plays in
cognition. The outer part of each hemisphere is composed of
cerebral cortex: a thin, convoluted sheet of cells, six layers



thick, that is scrunched into ridges and furrows like a
cauliflower and packed densely inside the skull.

Right in the center of the brain is the thalamus. It is thought to
be evolutionarily more primitive than the cerebral cortex and
is often described as a “relay station” because all sensory
information except smell passes through it before reaching the
outer cortical mantle. Interposed between the thalamus and the
cortex are more nuclei, called basal ganglia (with names like
the putamen and caudate nucleus). Finally, on the floor of the
thalamus is the hypothalamus, which seems to be concerned
with regulating metabolic functions, hormone production, and
various basic drives such as aggression, fear, and sexuality.

These anatomical facts have been known for a long time, but
we still have no clear idea of how the brain works.6 Many
older theories fall into two warring camps—modularity and
holism—and the pendulum has swung back and forth between
these two extreme points of view for the last three hundred
years. At one end of the spectrum are modularists, who believe
that different parts of the brain are highly specialized for
mental capacities. Thus there is a module for language, one for
memory, one for math ability, one for face recognition and
maybe even one for detecting people who cheat. Moreover,
they argue, these modules or regions are largely autonomous.
Each does its own job, set of computations, or whatever, and
then—like a bucket brigade—passes its output to the next
module in line, not “talking” much to other regions.

At the other end of the spectrum we have “holism,” a
theoretical approach that overlaps with what these days is
called “connectionism.” This school of thought argues that the
brain functions as a whole and that any one part is as good as
any other part. The holistic view is defended by th fact that
many areas, especially cortical regions, can be recruited for
multiple tasks. Everything is connected to everything else, say
the holists, and so the search for distinct modules is a waste of
time.

My own work with patients suggests that these two points of
view are not mutually exclusive—that the brain is a dynamic
structure that employs both “modes” in a marvelously



complex interplay. The grandeur of the human potential is
visible only when we take all the possibilities into account,
resisting the temptation to fall into polarized camps or to

ask whether a given function is localized or not localized.7 As
we shall see, it’s much more useful to tackle each problem as it
comes along and not get hung up taking sides.

Each view in its extreme form is in fact rather absurd. As an
analogy, suppose you are watching the program Baywatch on
television. Where is Baywatch localized? Is it in the phosphor
glowing on the TV screen or in the dancing electrons inside
the cathode−ray tube? Is it in the electromagnetic waves being
transmitted through air? Or is it on the celluloid film or video
tape in the studio from which the show is being transmitted?

Or maybe it’s in the camera that’s looking at the actors in the
scene?

Most people recognize right away that this is a meaningless
question. You might be tempted to conclude therefore that
Baywatch is not localized (there is no Baywatch “module”) in
any one place—that it permeates the whole universe—but that,
too, is absurd. For we know it is not localized on the moon or
in my pet cat or in the chair I’m sitting on (even though some
of the electromagnetic waves may reach these locations).
Clearly the phosphor, the cathode−ray tube, the
electromagnetic waves and the celluloid or tape are all much
more 14

directly involved in this scenario we call Baywatch than is the
moon, a chair or my cat.

This example illustrates that once you understand what a
television program really is, the question “Is it localized or not
localized?” recedes into the background, replaced with the
question “How does it work?” But it’s also clear that looking
at the cathode−ray tube and electron gun may eventually give
you hints about how the television set works and picks up the
Baywatch program as it is aired, whereas examining the chair
you are sitting on never will. So localization is not a bad place
to start, so long as we avoid the pitfall of thinking that it holds
all the answers.



So it is with many of the currently debated issues concerning
brain function. Is language localized? Is color vision?
Laughter? Once we understand these functions better, the
question of “where” becomes less important than the question
of “how.” As it now stands, a wealth of empirical evidence
supports the idea that there are indeed specialized parts or
modules of the brain for various mental capacities. But the real
secret to understanding the brain lies not only in unraveling
the structure and function of each module but in discovering
how they interact with each other to generate the whole
spectrum of abilities that we call human nature.

Here is where the patients with bizarre neurological conditions
come into the picture. Like the anomalous behavior of the dog
that did not

bark when the crime was being committed, providing Sherlock
Holmes with a clue as to who might have entered the house on
the night of the murder, the odd behavior of these patients can
help us solve the mystery of how various parts of the brain
create a useful representation of the external world and
generate the illusion of a “self” that endures in space and time.

To help you get a feel for this way of doing science, consider
these colorful cases—and the lessons drawn from them—taken
from the older neurological literature.

More than fifty years ago a middle−aged woman walked into
the clinic of Kurt Goldstein, a world−renowned neurologist
with keen diagnostic skills. The woman appeared normal and
conversed fluently; indeed, nothing was obviously wrong with
her. But she had one extraordinary complaint—every now and
then her left hand would fly up to her throat and try to strangle
her. She often had to use her right hand to wrestle the left hand
under control, pushing it down to her side—much like Peter
Sellers portraying Dr. Strangelove. She sometimes even had to
sit on the murderous hand, so intent was it on trying to end her
life.

Not surprisingly, the woman’s primary physician decided she
was mentally disturbed or hysterical and sent her to several
psychiatrists for treatment. When they couldn’t help, she was
dispatched to Dr. Goldstein, who had a reputation for



diagnosing difficult cases. After Goldstein examined her, he
established to his satisfaction that she was not psychotic,
mentally disturbed or hysterical. She had no obvious
neurological deficits such as paralysis or exaggerated reflexes.
But he soon came up with an explanation for her behavior:
Like you and me, the woman had two cerebral hemispheres,
each of which is specialized for different mental capacities and
controls movements on the opposite side of the body. The two
hemispheres are connected by a band of fibers called the
corpus callosum that allows the two sides to communicate and
stay “in sync.” But unlike most of ours, this woman’s right
hemisphere (which controlled her left hand) seemed to have
some latent suicidal tendencies—a genuine urge to kill herself.
Initially these urges may have been held in check by

“brakes”—inhibitory messages sent across the corpus
callosum from the more rational left hemisphere. But if she
had suffered, as Goldstein surmised, damage to the corpus
callosum as the result of a stroke, that inhibition would be
removed. The right side of her brain and its murderous left
hand were now free to attempt to strangle her.
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This explanation is not as far−fetched as it seems, since it’s
been well known for some time that the right hemisphere tends
to be more emotionally volatile than the left. Patients who
have a stroke in the left brain are often anxious, depressed or
worried about their prospects for recovery. The reason seems
to be that with the left brain injured, their right brain takes
over and frets about everything. In contrast, people who suffer
damage to the right hemisphere tend to be blissfully indifferent
to their own predicament. The left hemisphere just doesn’t get
all that upset. (More on this in Chapter 7.)

When Goldstein arrived at his diagnosis, it must have seemed
like science fiction. But not long after that office visit, the
woman died suddenly, probably from a second stroke (no, not
from strangling herself). An autopsy confirmed Goldstein’s
suspicions: Prior to her Strangelovean behavior, she had
suffered a massive stroke in her corpus callosum, so that the
left side of her brain could not “talk to” nor exert its usual



control over the right side. Goldstein had unmasked the dual
nature of brain function, showing that the two hemispheres are
indeed specialized for different tasks.

Consider next the simple act of smiling, something we all do
every day in social situations. You see a good friend and you
grin. But what happens when that friend aims a camera at your
face and asks you to smile on command? Instead of a natural
expression, you produce a hideous grimace. Paradoxically, an
act that you perform effortlessly dozens of times each day
becomes extraordinarily difficult to perform when someone
simply asks you to do it. You might think it’s because of
embarrassment. But that can’t be the answer because if you
walk over to any mirror and try smiling, I assure you that the
same grimace will appear.

The reason these two kinds of smiles differ is that different
brain regions handle them, and only one of them contains a
specialized “smile circuit.” A spontaneous smile is produced
by the basal ganglia, clusters of cells found between the
brain’s higher cortex (where thinking and planning take place)
and the evolutionarily older thalamus. When you encounter a
friendly face, the visual message from that face eventually
reaches the brain’s emotional center or limbic system and is
subsequently relayed to the basal ganglia, which orchestrate
the sequences of facial muscle activity needed for producing a
natural smile. When this circuit is activated, your smile is
genuine. The entire cascade of events, once set in motion,
happens in a fraction of a second without the thinking parts of
your cortex ever being involved.

But what happens when someone asks you to smile while
taking your photograph? The verbal instruction from the
photographer is received and understood by the higher
thinking centers in the brain, including the auditory cortex and
language centers. From there it is relayed to the motor cortex
in the front of the brain, which specializes in producing
voluntary skilled movements, like playing a piano or combing
your hair.

Despite its apparent simplicity, smiling involves the careful
orchestration of dozens of tiny muscles in the appropriate



sequence. As far as the motor cortex (which is not specialized
for generating natural smiles) is concerned, this is as complex
a feat as playing Rachmaninoff though it never had lessons,
and therefore it fails utterly. Your smile is forced, tight,
unnatural.

Evidence for two different “smile circuits” comes from
brain−damaged patients. When a person suffers a stroke in the
right motor cortex—the specialized brain region that helps
orchestrate complex movements on the left side of the body—
problems crop up on the left. Asked to smile, the patient
produces that forced, unnatural grin, but now it’s even more
hideous; it’s a half smile on the right side of the face alone.
But when this same patient sees a beloved friend or relative
walk through the door, her face erupts into a broad, natural
smile using both sides of the mouth and face. The reason is
that her basal ganglia have not been damaged by the stroke, so
the special circuit for making symmetrical smiles is intact.8

Very rarely, one encounters a patient who has apparently had a
small stroke, which neither he nor anyone else notices until he
tries to smile. All of a sudden, his loved ones are astonished to
see that only one half of his face is grinning. And yet when the
neurologist instructs him to smile, he produces a symmetrical,
albeit unnatural grin—the exact converse of the previous
patient. This fellow, it turns out, had a tiny stroke that only 16

affected his basal ganglia selectively on one side of the brain.

Yawning provides further proof for specialized circuitry. As
noted, many stroke victims are paralyzed on the right or left
side of their bodies, depending on where the brain injury
occurs. Voluntary movements on the opposite side are
permanently gone. And yet when such a patient yawns, he
stretches out both arms spontaneously. Much to his
amazement, his paralyzed arm suddenly springs to life! It does
so because a different brain pathway controls the arm
movement during the yawn— a pathway closely linked to the
respiratory centers in the brain stem.

Sometimes a tiny brain lesion—damage to a mere speck of
cells among billions—can produce far−reaching problems that
seem grossly out of proportion to the size of the injury. For



example, you may think that memory involves the entire brain.
When I say the word “rose,” it evokes all sorts of associations:
perhaps images of a rose garden, the first time someone ever
gave you a rose, the smell, the softness of petals, a person
named Rose and so on. Even the simple concept of “rose” has
many rich associations, suggesting that the whole brain must
surely be involved in laying down every memory trace.

But the unfortunate story of a patient known as H.M. suggests
otherwise.9 Because H.M. suffered from a particularly
intractable form of epilepsy, his doctors decided to remove
“sick” tissue from both sides of his brain, including two tiny
seahorse−shaped structures (one on each side) called the
hippocampus, a structure that controls the laying down of new
memories. We only know this because after the surgery, H.M.
could no longer form new memories, yet he could recall
everything that happened before the operation. Doctors now
treat the hippocampus with greater respect and would never
knowingly remove it from both sides of the brain (Figure 1.3).

Although I have never worked directly with H.M., I have often
seen patients with similar forms of amnesia resulting from
chronic alcoholism or hypoxia (oxygen starvation in the brain
following surgery). Talking to them is an uncanny experience.
For example, when I greet the patient, he seems intelligent and
articulate, talks normally and may even discuss philosophy
with me. If I ask him to add or subtract, he can do so without
trouble. He’s not emotionally or psychologically disturbed and
can discuss his family and their various activities with ease.

Then I excuse myself to go to the restroom. When I come
back, there is not a glimmer of recognition, no hint that he’s
ever seen me before in his life.

“Do you remember who I am?”

“No.”

I show him a pen. “What is this?”

“A fountain pen.”

“What color is it?”

“It’s red.”



I put the pen under a pillow on a nearby chair and ask him,
“What did I just do?”

He answers promptly, “You put the pen under that pillow.”
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Then I chat some more, perhaps asking about his family. One
minute goes by and I ask, “I just showed you something. Do
you remember what it was?”

He looks puzzled. “No.”

Figure 1.3 Artist’s rendering of a brain with the outer
convoluted cortex rendered partially transparent to allow
inner structures to be seen. The thalamus (dark) can be seen in
the middle, and interposed between it and the cortex are
clusters of cells called the basal ganglia (not shown).
Embedded in the front part of the temporal lobe you can see
the dark, almond−shaped amygdala, the “gateway” to the
limbic system. In the temporal lobe you can also see the
hippocampus (concerned with memory). In addition to the
amygdala, other parts of the limbic system such as the
hypothalamus (below the thalamus) can be seen. The limbic
pathways mediate emotional arousal. The hemispheres are
attached to the spinal cord by the brain stem (consisting of



medulla, pons and midbrain), and below the occipital lobes is
the cerebellum, concerned mainly with coordination of
movements and timing. From Brain, Mind and Behavior by
Bloom and Laserson (1988) by Educational Broadcasting
Corporation. Used with permission from W. H. Freeman and
Company.

“Do you remember that I showed you an object? Do you
remember where I put it?”

“No.” He has absolutely no recollection of my hiding the pen
sixty seconds earlier.

Such patients are, in effect, frozen in time in the sense they
remember only events that took place before the accident that
injured them neu−rologically. They may recall their first
baseball game, first date and college graduation in elaborate
detail, but nothing after the injury seems to be recorded. For
example, if post accident they come upon last week’s
newspaper, they read it every day as if it were a brand−new
paper each time. They can read a detective novel again and
again, each time enjoying the plot and the surprise ending. I
can tell them the same joke half a dozen times and each time I
come to the punch line, they laugh heartily (actually, my
graduate students do this too).
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These patients are telling us something very important—that a
tiny brain structure called the hippocampus is absolutely vital
for laying down new memory traces in the brain (even though
the actual memory traces are not stored in the hippocampus).
They illustrate the power of the modular approach: In helping
to narrow the scope of inquiry, if you want to understand
memory, look at the hippocampus. And yet, as we shall see,
studying the hippocampus alone will never explain all aspects
of memory. To understand how memories are retrieved at a
moment’s notice, how they are edited, pigeonholed
(sometimes even censored!), we need to look at how the
hippocampus interacts with other brain structures such as the
frontal lobes, the limbic system (concerned with emotions) and
the structures in the brain stem (which allow you to attend
selectively to specific memories).



The role of the hippocampus in forming memories is clearly
established, but are there brain regions specialized in more
esoteric abilities like the “number sense” that is unique to
humans? Not long ago I met a gentleman, Bill Marshall, who
had suffered a stroke a week earlier. Cheerful and on his way
to recovery, he was only too happy to discuss his life and
medical condition. When I asked him to tell me about his
family, he named each of his children, listed their occupations
and gave many details about his grandchildren. He was fluent,
intelligent and articulate—and not everyone is so soon after a
stroke.

“What was your occupation?” I asked Bill.

Bill replied, “I used to be an Air Force pilot.”

“What kind of plane did you fly?”

He named the plane and said, “It was the fastest man−made
thing on this planet at that time.” Then he told me how fast it
flew and said that it had been made before the introduction of
jet engines.

At one point I said, “Okay, Bill, can you subtract seven from
one hundred? What’s one hundred minus seven?”

He said, “Oh. One hundred minus seven?”

“Yeah.”

“Hmmm, one hundred minus seven.”

“Yes, one hundred minus seven.”

“So,” said Bill. “One hundred. You want me to take away
seven from one hundred. One hundred minus seven.”

“Yes.”

“Ninety six?”

“No.”

“Oh,” he said.

“Let’s try something else. What’s seventeen minus three?”

“Seventeen minus three? You know I’m not very good at this
kind of thing,” said Bill.
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“Bill,” I said, “is the answer going to be a smaller number or a
bigger number?”

“Oh, a smaller number,” he said, showing that he knew what
subtraction is.

“Okay, so what’s seventeen minus three?”

“Is it twelve?” he said at last.

I started wondering whether Bill had a problem understanding
what a number is or the nature of numbers.

Indeed, the question of numbers is old and deep, going back to
Pythagoras.

I asked him, “What is infinity?”

“Oh, that’s the largest number there is.”

“Which number is bigger: one hundred and one or
ninety−seven?

He answered immediately: “One hundred and one is larger.”

“Why?”

“Because there are more digits.”

This meant that Bill still understood, at least tacitly,
sophisticated numerical concepts like place value. Also, even
though he couldn’t subtract three from seventeen, his answer
wasn’t completely absurd. He said “twelve,”

not seventy−five or two hundred, implying that he was still
capable of making ballpark estimates.

Then I decided to tell him a little story: “The other day a man
walked into the new dinosaur exhibit hall at the American
Museum of Natural History in New York and saw a huge
skeleton on display. He wanted to know how old it was, so he
went up to an old curator sitting in the corner and said, T say,
old chap, how old are these dinosaur bones?’

“The curator looked at the man and said, ‘Oh they’re sixty
million and three years old, sir.’



” ‘Sixty million and three years old? I didn’t know you could
get that precise with aging dinosaur bones. What do you mean,
sixty million and three years old?’

” ‘Oh, well,’ he said, ‘they gave me this job three years ago
and at that time they told me the bones were sixty million
years old.’ ”

Bill laughed out loud at the punch line. Obviously he
understood far more about numbers than one might have
guessed. It requires a sophisticated mind to understand that
joke, given that it involves what philosophers call the “fallacy
of misplaced concreteness.”

I turned to Bill and asked, “Well, why do you think that’s
funny?”

“Well, you know,” he said, “the level of accuracy is
inappropriate.”

Bill understands the joke and the idea of infinity, yet he can’t
subtract three from seventeen. Does this mean that each of us
has a number center in the region of the left angular gyrus
(where Bill’s stroke injury was 20

located) of our brain for adding, subtracting, multiplying and
dividing? I think not. But clearly this region—the angular
gyrus—is somehow necessary for numerical computational
tasks but is not needed for other abilities such as short−term
memory, language or humor. Nor, paradoxically, is it needed
for understanding the numerical concepts underlying such
computations. We do not yet know how this

“arithmetic” circuit in the angular gyrus works, but at least we
now know where to look.10

Many patients, like Bill, with dyscalculia also have an
associated brain disorder called finger agnosia: They can no
longer name which finger the neurologist is pointing to or
touching. Is it a complete coincidence that both arithmetic
operations and finger naming occupy adjacent brain regions,
or does it have something to do with the fact that we all learn
to count by using our fingers in early childhood? The
observation that in some of these patients one function can be



retained (naming fingers) while the other (adding and
subtracting) is gone doesn’t negate the argument that these two
might be closely linked and occupy the same anatomical niche
in the brain. It’s possible, for instance, that the two functions
are laid down in close proximity and were dependent on each
other during the learning phase, but in the adult each function
can survive without the other. In other words, a child may need
to wiggle his or her fingers subconsciously while counting,
whereas you and I may not need to do so.

These historical examples and case studies gleaned from my
notes support the view that specialized circuits or modules do
exist, and we shall encounter several additional examples in
this book. But other equally interesting questions remain and
we’ll explore these as well. How do the modules actually work
and how do they “talk to” each other to generate

conscious experience? To what extent is all this intricate
circuitry in the brain innately specified by your genes or to
what extent is it acquired gradually as the result of your early
experiences, as an infant interacts with the world? (This is the
ancient “nature versus nurture” debate, which has been going
on for hundreds of years, yet we have barely scratched the
surface in formulating an answer.) Even if certain circuits are
hard−wired from birth, does it follow that they cannot be
altered? How much of the adult brain is modifiable? To find
out, let’s meet Tom, one of the first people who helped me
explore these larger questions.



CHAPTER 2

Knowing Where to Scratch

My intention is to tell of bodies changed to different forms.
The heavens and all below them, Earth and her creatures, All
change, And we, part of creation, Also must suffer change.
— Ovid
Tom Sorenson vividly recalls the horrifying circumstances that
led to the loss of his arm. He was driving home from soccer
practice, tired and hungry from the exercise, when a car in the
opposite lane swerved in front of him. Brakes squealed, Tom’s
car spun out of control and he was thrown from the driver’s
seat onto the ice plant bordering the freeway. As he was hurled
through the air, Tom looked back and saw that his hand was
still in the car, “gripping” the seat cushion—severed from his
body like a prop in a Freddy Krueger horror film.

As a result of this gruesome mishap, Tom lost his left arm just
above the elbow. He was seventeen years old, with just three
months to go until high school graduation.
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In the weeks afterward, even though he knew that his arm was
gone, Tom could still feel its ghostly presence below the
elbow. He could wiggle each “finger,” “reach out” and “grab”
objects that were within 21

arm’s reach. Indeed, his phantom arm seemed to be able to do
anything that the real arm would have done automatically,
such as warding off blows, breaking falls or patting his little
brother on the back. Since Tom had been left−handed, his
phantom would reach for the receiver whenever the telephone
rang.

Tom was not crazy. His impression that his missing arm was
still there is a classic example of a phantom limb—an arm or
leg that lingers indefinitely in the minds of patients long after
it has been lost in an accident or removed by a surgeon. Some



wake up from anesthesia and are incredulous when told that
their arm had to be sacrificed, because they still vividly feel its
presence.1 Only when they look under the sheets do they come
to the shocking realization that the limb is really gone.
Moreover, some of these patients experience excruciating pain
in the phantom arm, hand or fingers, so much so that they
contemplate suicide. The pain is not only unrelenting, it’s also
untreatable; no one has the foggiest idea of how it arises or
how to deal with it.

As a physician I was aware that phantom limb pain poses a
serious clinical problem. Chronic pain in a real body part such
as the joint aches of arthritis or lower backache is difficult
enough to treat, but how do you treat pain in a nonexistent
limb? As a scientist, I was also curious about why the
phenomenon occurs in the first place: Why would an arm
persist in the patient’s mind long after it had been removed?
Why doesn’t the mind simply accept the loss and “reshape”
the body image? To be sure, this does happen in a few
patients, but it usually takes years or decades. Why decades—
why not just a week or a day? A study of this phenomenon, I
realized, might not only help us understand the question of
how the brain copes with a sudden and massive loss, but also
help address the more fundamental debate over nature versus
nurture—the extent to which our body image, as well as other
aspects of our minds, are laid down by genes and the extent to
which they are modified by experience.

The persistence of sensation in limbs long after amputation
had been noticed as far back as the sixteenth century by the
French surgeon Am−broise Paré, and, not surprisingly, there is
an elaborate folklore surrounding this phenomenon. After
Lord Nelson lost his right arm during an unsuccessful attack
on Santa Cruz de Tenerife, he experienced compelling
phantom limb pains, including the unmistakable sensation of
fingers digging into his phantom palm. The emergence of
these ghostly sensations in his missing limb led the sea lord to
proclaim that his phantom was “direct evidence for the
existence of the soul.” For if an arm can exist after it is
removed, why can’t the whole person survive physical



annihilation of the body? It is proof, Lord Nelson claimed, for
the existence of the spirit long after it has cast off its attire.

The eminent Philadelphia physician Silas Weir Mitchell2 first
coined the phrase “phantom limb” after the Civil War. In those
preantibiotic days, gangrene was a common result of injuries
and surgeons sawed infected limbs off thousands of wounded
soldiers. They returned home with the phantoms, setting off
new rounds of speculation about what might be causing them.
Weir Mitchell himself was so surprised by the phenomenon
that he published the first article on the subject under a
pseudonym in a popular magazine called Lippincott’s Journal
rather than risk facing the ridicule from his colleagues that
might have ensued had he published in a professional medical
journal. Phantoms, when you think about it, are a rather
spooky phenomenon.

Since Weir Mitchell’s time there have been all kinds of
speculations about phantoms, ranging from the sublime to the
ridiculous. As recently as fifteen years ago, a paper in the
Canadian Journal of Psychiatry stated that phantom limbs are
merely the result of wishful thinking. The authors argued that
the patient desperately wants his arm back and therefore
experiences a phantom—in much the same way that a person
may have recurring dreams or may even see “ghosts” of a
recently deceased parent. This argument, as we 22

shall see, is utter nonsense.

A second, more popular explanation for phantoms is that the
frayed and curled−up nerve endings in the stump (neuromas)
that originally supplied the hand tend to become inflamed and
irritated, thereby fooling higher brain centers into thinking that
the missing limb is still there. Though there are far too many
problems with this nerve irritation theory, because it’s a simple
and convenient explanation, most physicians still cling to it.

There are literally hundreds of fascinating case studies, which
appear in the older medical journals. Some of the described
phenomena have been confirmed repeatedly and still cry out
for an explanation, whereas others seem like far−fetched
products of the writer’s own imagination. One of my favorites
is about a patient who started experiencing a vivid phantom



arm soon after amputation—nothing unusual so far—but after
a few weeks developed a peculiar, gnawing sensation in his
phantom. Naturally he was quite puzzled by the sudden
emergence of these new sensations, but when he asked his
physician why this was happening, the doctor didn’t know and
couldn’t help. Finally, out of curiosity, the fellow asked,
“Whatever happened to my arm after you removed it?” “Good
question,” replied the doctor, “you need to ask the surgeon.”
So the fellow called the surgeon, who said, “Oh, we usually
send the limbs to the morgue.” So the man called the morgue
and asked, “What do you do with amputated arms?” They
replied, “We send them either to the incinerator or to
pathology. Usually we incinerate them.”

“Well, what did you do with this particular arm? With my
arm?” They looked at their records and said, “You know, it’s
funny. We didn’t incinerate it. We sent it to pathology.”

The man called the pathology lab. “Where is my arm?” he
asked again. They said, “Well, we had too many arms, so we
just buried it in the garden, out behind the hospital.”

They took him to the garden and showed him where the arm
was buried. When he exhumed it, he found it was crawling
with maggots and exclaimed, “Well, maybe that’s why I’m
feeling these bizarre sensations in my arm.” So he took the
limb and incinerated it. And from that day on, his phantom
pain disappeared.

Such stories are fun to tell, especially around a campfire at
night, but they do very little to dispel the real mystery of
phantom limbs. Although patients with this syndrome have
been studied extensively since the turn of the century, there’s
been a tendency among physicians to regard them as
enigmatic, clinical curiosities and almost no experimental
work has been done on them. One reason for this is that
clinical neurology historically has been a descriptive rather
than an experimental science. Neurologists of the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries were astute clinical observers,
and many valuable lessons can be learned from reading their
case reports. Oddly enough, however, they did not take the
next obvious step of doing experiments to discover what might



be going on in the brains of these patients; their science was
Aristotelian rather than Galilean.3

Given how immensely successful the experimental method has
been in almost every other science, isn’t it high time we
imported it into neurology?

Like most physicians, I was intrigued by phantoms the very
first time I encountered them and have been puzzled by them
ever since. In addition to phantom arms and legs—which are
common among amputees—I had also encountered women
with phantom breasts after radical mastectomy and even a
patient with a phantom appendix: The characteristic spasmodic
pain of appendicitis did not abate after surgical removal, so
much so that the patient refused to believe that the surgeon

had cut it out! As a medical student, I was just as baffled as the
patients themselves, and the textbooks I consulted only
deepened the mystery. I read about a patient who experienced
phantom erections after his penis had been amputated, a
woman with phantom menstrual cramps following
hysterectomy, and a gentleman who had a phantom nose and
face after the trigeminal nerve innervating his face had been
severed 23

in an accident.

All these clinical experiences lay tucked away in my brain,
dormant, until about six years ago, when my interest was
rekindled by a scientific paper published in 1991 by Dr. Tim
Pons of the National Institutes of Health, a paper that
propelled me into a whole new direction of research and
eventually brought Tom into my laboratory. But before I



continue with this part of the story, we need to look closely at
the anatomy of the brain—particularly at how various body
parts such as limbs are mapped onto the cerebral cortex, the
great convoluted mantle on the surface of the brain. This will
help you understand what Dr. Pons discovered and, in turn,
how phantom limbs emerge.

Of the many strange images that have remained with me from
my medical school days, perhaps none is more vivid than that
of the deformed little man you see in Figure 2.1 draped across
the surface of the cerebral cortex—the so−called Penfield
homunculus. The homunculus is the artist’s whimsical
depiction of the manner in which different points on the body
surface are mapped onto the surface of the brain—the
grotesquely deformed features are an attempt to indicate that
certain body parts such as the lips and tongue are grossly
overrepresented.

The map was drawn from information gleaned from real
human brains. During the 1940s and 1950s, the brilliant
Canadian neurosurgeon Wilder Penfield performed extensive
brain surgeries on patients under local anesthetic (there are no
pain receptors in the brain, even though it is a mass of nerve
tissue). Often, much of the brain was exposed during the
operation and Penfield seized this opportunity to do
experiments that had never been tried before. He stimulated
specific regions of the patients’ brains with an electrode and
simply asked them what they felt. All kinds of sensations,
images, and even memories were elicited by the electrode and
the areas of the brain that were responsible could be mapped.

Among other things, Penfield found a narrow strip running
from top to bottom down both sides of the brain where his
electrode produced sensations localized in various parts of the
body. Up at the top of the brain, in the crevice that separates
the two hemispheres, electrical stimulation elicited sensations
in the genitals. Nearby stimuli evoked sensa−

Figure 2.1 (a) The representation of the body surface on the
surface of the human brain (as discovered by Wilder Penfield)
behind the central sulcus. There are many such maps, but for
clarity only one is shown here.



The homunculus (“little man”) is upside down for the most
part, and his feet are tucked onto the medial surface (inner
surface) of the parietal lobe near the very top, whereas the
face is down near the bottom of the outer surface. The face
and hand occupy a disproportionately large share of the map.
Notice, also that the face area is below the hand area instead
of being where it should— near the neck— and that the
genitals are represented below the foot. Could this provide an
anatomical explanation of foot fetishes’? (b) A whimsical 24

three−dimensional model of the Penfield homunculus— the
little man in the brain— depicting the representation of body
parts. Notice the gross overrepresentation of mouth and hands.
Reprinted with permission from the British Museum, London.

tions in the feet. As Penfield followed this strip down from the
top of the brain, he discovered areas that receive sensations
from the legs and trunk, from the hand (a large region with a
very prominent representation of the thumb), the face, the lips
and finally the thorax and voicebox. This “sensory
homunculus,” as it is now called, forms a greatly distorted
representation of the body on the surface of the brain, with the
parts that are particularly important taking up
disproportionately large areas. For example, the area involved
with the lips or with the fingers takes up as much space as the
area involved with the entire trunk of the body. This is
presumably because your lips and fingers are highly sensitive
to touch and are capable of very fine discrimination, whereas
your trunk is considerably less sensitive, requiring less cortical
space. For the most part, the map is orderly though upside
down: The foot is represented at the top and the outstretched
arms are at the bottom. However, upon close

examination, you will see that the map is not entirely
continuous. The face is not near the neck, where it should be,
but is below the hand. The genitals, instead of being between
the thighs, are located below the foot.4

These areas can be mapped out with even greater precision in
other animals, particularly in monkeys. The researcher inserts
a long thin needle made of steel or tungsten into the monkey’s
somatosensory cortex—the strip of brain tissue described



earlier. If the needle tip comes to lie right next to the cell body
of a neuron and if that neuron is active, it will generate tiny
electrical currents that are picked up by the needle electrode
and amplified. The signal can be displayed on an oscilloscope,
making it possible to monitor the activity of that neuron.

For example, if you put an electrode into the monkey’s
somatosensory cortex and touch the monkey on a specific part
of its body, the cell will fire. Each cell has its territory on the
body surface—its own small patch of skin, so to speak—to
which it responds. We call this the cell’s receptive field. A
map of the entire body surface exists in the brain, with each
half of the body mapped onto the opposite side of the brain.

While animals are logical experimental subjects in which to
examine the detailed structure and function of the brain’s
sensory regions, they have one obvious problem: Monkeys
can’t talk. Therefore, they cannot tell the experimenter, as
Penfield’s patients could, what they are feeling. Thus a large
and important dimension is lost when animals are used in such
experiments.

But despite this obvious limitation, a great deal can be learned
by doing the right kinds of experiments. For instance, as we’ve
noted, one important question concerns nature versus nurture:
Are these body maps on the surface of the brain fixed, or can
they change with experience as we grow from newborns to
infancy, through adolescence and into old age? And even if the
maps are already there at birth, to what extent can they be
modified in the adult?5

It was these questions that prompted Tim Pons and his
colleagues to embark on their research. Their strategy was to
record signals from the brains of monkeys who had undergone
dorsal rhizotomy—a procedure in which all the nerve fibers
carrying sensory information from one arm into the spinal cord
are completely severed.6 Eleven years after the surgery, they
anesthetized the animals, opened their skulls and recorded
from the somatosensory map. Since the monkey’s paralyzed
arm was not sending messages to the brain, you would not
expect to record any sig−



nals when you touch the monkey’s useless hand and record
from the “hand area” of the brain. There should be a big patch
of silent cortex corresponding to the affected hand.
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Indeed, when the researchers stroked the useless hand, there
was no activity in this region. But to their amazement they
found that when they touched the monkey’s face, the cells in
the brain corresponding to the

“dead” hand started firing vigorously. (So did cells
corresponding to the face, but those were expected to fire.) It
appeared that sensory information from the monkey’s face not
only went to the face area of the cortex, as it would in a
normal animal, but it had also invaded the territory of the
paralyzed hand!

The implications of this finding are astonishing: It means that
you can change the map; you can alter the brain circuitry of an
adult animal, and connections can be modified over distances
spanning a centimeter or more.

Upon reading Pons’s paper, I thought, “My God! Might this be
an explanation for phantom limbs?” What did the monkey
actually “feel” when its face was being stroked? Since its
“hand” cortex was also being excited, did it perceive
sensations as arising from the useless hand as well as the face?
Or would it use higher brain centers to reinterpret the
sensations correctly as arising from the face alone? The
monkey of course was silent on the subject.

It takes years to train a monkey to carry out even very simple
tasks, let alone signal what part of its body is being touched.
Then it occurred to me that you don’t have to use a monkey.
Why not answer the same question by touching the face of a
human patient who has lost an arm? I telephoned my
colleagues Dr. Mark Johnson and Dr. Rita Finkelstein in
orthopedic surgery and asked, “Do you have any patients who
have recently lost an arm?”

That is how I came to meet Tom. I called him up right away
and asked whether he would like to participate in a study.
Although initially shy and reticent in his mannerisms, Tom



soon became eager to participate in our experiment. I was
careful not to tell him what we hoped to find, so as not to bias
his responses. Even though he was distressed by “itching” and
painful sensations in his phantom fingers, he was cheerful,
apparently pleased that he had survived the accident.

With Tom seated comfortably in my basement laboratory, I
placed a blindfold over his eyes because I didn’t want him to
see where I was touching him. Then I took an ordinary Q−tip
and started stroking various parts of his body surface, asking
him to tell me where he felt the sensations. (My graduate
student, who was watching, thought I was crazy.)

I swabbed his cheek. “What do you feel?”

“You are touching my cheek.”

“Anything else?”

“Hey, you know it’s funny,” said Tom. “You’re touching my
missing thumb, my phantom thumb.”

I moved the Q−tip to his upper lip. “How about here?”

“You’re touching my index finger. And my upper lip.”

“Really? Are you sure?”

“Yes. I can feel it both places.”

“How about here?” I stroked his lower jaw with the swab.
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cluster of points on the face that evoke sensations in the
phantom and a second cluster on the upper arm, corresponding
to the two body parts that are represented on either side (above
and below) of the hand representation in the brain.8

It’s not often in science (especially neurology) that you can
make a simple prediction like this and confirm it with a few
minutes of exploration using a Q−tip. The existence of two
clusters of points suggests strongly that remapping of the kind
seen in Pons’s monkeys also occurs in the human brain. But
there was still a nagging doubt: How can we
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be sure that such changes are actually taking place—that the
map is really changing in people like Tom? To obtain more
direct proof, we took advantage of a modern neuroimaging
technique called magnetoence−phalography (MEG), which
relies on the principle that if you touch different body parts,
the localized electrical activity evoked in the Penfield map can
be measured as changes in magnetic fields on the scalp. The
major advantage of the technique is that it is noninvasive; one
does not have to open the patient’s scalp to peer inside the
brain.

Using MEG, it is relatively easy in just a two−hour session to
map out the entire body surface on the brain surface of any



person willing to sit under the magnet. Not surprisingly, the
map that results is quite similar to the original Penfield
homunculus map, and there is very little variation from person
to person in the gross layout of the map. When we conducted
MEGs on four arm amputees, however, we found that the
maps had changed over large distances, just as we had
predicted. For example, a glance at Figure 2.3 reveals that the
hand area (hatched) is missing in the right hemisphere and has
been invaded by the sensory input from the face (in white) and
upper arm (in gray). These observations, which I made in
collaboration with a medical student, Tony Yang, and the
neurologists Chris Gallen and Floyd Bloom, were in fact the
first direct demonstration that such large−scale changes in the
organization of the brain could occur in adult humans.

The implications are staggering. First and foremost, they
suggest that brain maps can change, sometimes with
astonishing rapidity. This finding flatly contradicts one of the
most widely accepted dogmas in neurology—

the fixed nature of connections in the adult human brain. It had
always been assumed that once this circuitry, including the
Penfield map, has been laid down in fetal life or in early
infancy, there is very little one can do to modify it in
adulthood. Indeed, this presumed absence of plasticity in the
adult brain is often invoked to explain why there is so little
recovery of function after brain injury and why neurological
ailments are so notoriously difficult to treat. But the evidence
from Tom shows— contrary to what is taught in textbooks—
that new, highly precise and functionally effective pathways
can emerge in the adult brain as early as four weeks after
injury. It certainly doesn’t follow that revolutionary new
treatments for neurological syndromes will emerge from this
discovery right away, but it does provide some grounds for
optimism.

Second, the findings may help explain the very existence of
phantom limbs. The most popular medical explanation, noted
earlier, is that nerves that once supplied the hand begin to
innervate the stump. Moreover, 28



Figure 2.3 Magnetoencephalography (MEG) image
superimposed on a magnetic resonance (MR) image of the
brain in a patient whose right arm was amputated below the
elbow. The brain is viewed from the top. The right hemisphere
shows normal activation of the hand (hatched), face (black)
and upper arm (white) areas of the cortex corresponding to
the Penfield map. In the left hemisphere there is no activation
corresponding to the missing right hand, but the activity from
the face and upper arm has now “spread” to this area.
these frayed nerve endings form little clumps of scar tissue
called neuromas, which can be very painful. When neuromas
are irritated, the theory goes, they send impulses back to the
original hand area in the brain so that the brain is “fooled” into
thinking the hand is still there: hence the phantom limb and the
notion that the accompanying pain arises because the
neuromas are painful.

On the basis of this tenuous reasoning, surgeons have devised
various treatments for phantom limb pain in which they cut
and remove neuromas. Some patients experience temporary
relief, but surprisingly, both the phantom and the associated
pain usually return with a vengeance. To alleviate this
problem, sometimes surgeons perform a second or even a third
amputation (making the stump shorter and shorter), but when
you think about this, it’s logically absurd. Why would a
second ampu−



tation help? You’d simply expect a second phantom, and
indeed that’s usually what happens; it’s an endless regress
problem.

Surgeons even perform dorsal rhizotomies to treat phantom
limb pain, cutting the sensory nerves going into the spinal
cord. Sometimes it works; sometimes it doesn’t. Others try the
even more drastic procedure of cutting the back of the spinal
cord itself—a cordotomy—to prevent impulses from reaching
the brain, but that, too, is often ineffective. Or they will go all
the way into the thalamus, a brain relay station that processes
signals before they are sent to the cortex, and again find that
they have not helped the patient. They can chase the phantom
farther and farther into the brain, but of course they’ll never
find it.

Why? One reason, surely, is that the phantom doesn’t exist in
any one of these areas; it exists in more central parts of the
brain, where the remapping has occurred. To put it crudely, the
phantom emerges not from the stump but from the face and
jaw, because every time Tom smiles or moves his face and
lips, the impulses activate the “hand” area of his cortex,
creating the illusion that his hand is still there. Stimulated by
all these spurious signals, Tom’s brain literally hallucinates his
arm, and perhaps this is the essence of a phantom limb.
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If so, the only way to get rid of the phantom would be to
remove his jaw. (And if you think about it, that wouldn’t help
either. He’d probably end up with a phantom jaw. It’s that
endless regress problem again.) But remapping can’t be the
whole story. For one thing, it doesn’t explain why Tom or
other patients experience the feeling of being able to move
their phantoms voluntarily or why the phantom can change its
posture. Where do these movement sensations originate?
Second, remapping doesn’t account for what both doctor and
patient are most seriously concerned about—the genesis of
phantom pain. We’ll explore these two subjects in the next
chapter.

When we think of sensations arising from skin we usually only
think of touch. But, in fact, distinct neural pathways that



mediate sensations of warmth, cold and pain also originate on
the skin surface. These sensations have their own target areas
or maps in the brain, but the paths used by them may be
interlaced with each other in complicated ways. If so, could
such remapping also occur in these evolutionarily older
pathways quite independently of the remapping that occurs for
touch? In other words, is the remapping seen in Tom and in
Pons’s monkeys peculiar to touch, or does it point to a very
general principle—would it occur for sensations like warmth,
cold, pain or vibration? And if such remapping were to occur
would there be instances of accidental “cross−
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wiring” so that a touch sensation would evoke warmth or
pain? Or would they remain segregated? The question of how
millions of neural connections in the brain are hooked up so
precisely during development—and the extent to which this
precision is preserved when they are reorganized after injury—
is of great interest to scientists who are trying to understand
the development of pathways in the brain.

To investigate this, I placed a drop of warm water on Tom’s
face. He felt it there immediately but also said that his
phantom hand felt distinctly warm. Once, when the water
accidentally trickled down his face, he exclaimed with
considerable surprise that he could actually feel the warm
water trickling down the length of his phantom arm. He
demonstrated this to me by using his normal hand to trace out
the path of the water down his phantom. In all my years in
neurology clinics, I had never seen anything quite so
remarkable—a patient systematically mislocalizing a complex
sensation such as a “trickle” from his face to his phantom
hand.

These experiments imply that highly precise and organized
new connections can be formed in the adult brain in a few
days. But they don’t tell us how these new pathways actually
emerge, what the underlying mechanisms are at the cellular
level.

I can think of two possibilities. First, the reorganization could
involve sprouting—the actual growth of new branches from



nerve fibers that normally innervate the face area toward cells
in the hand area in the cortex. If this hypothesis were true, this
would be quite remarkable since it is difficult to see how
highly organized sprouting could take place over relatively
long distances (in the brain several millimeters might as well
be a mile) and in such a short period. Moreover, even if
sprouting occurs, how would the new fibers “know” where to
go? One can imagine a higgledy−piggledy jumble of
connections, but not precisely organized pathways.

The second possibility is that there is in fact a tremendous
redundancy of connections in the normal adult brain but that
most of them are nonfunctional or have no obvious function.
Like reserve troops, they may be called into action only when
needed. Thus even in healthy normal adult brains there might
be sensory inputs from the face to the brain’s face map and to
the hand map area as well. If so, we must assume that this
occult or hidden input is ordinarily inhibited by the sensory
fibers arriving from the real hand. But when the hand is
removed, this silent input originating from the skin on the face
is unmasked and allowed to express itself so that touching the
face now activates the hand area and leads to sensations in the
phantom hand. Thus every 30

time Tom whistles, he might feel a tingling in his phantom
arm.

We have no way at present of easily distinguishing between
these two theories, although my hunch is that both
mechanisms are at work. After all, we had seen the effect in
Tom in less than four weeks and this seems too short a time for
sprouting to take place. My colleague at the Massachusetts
General Hospital Dr. David Borsook9 has seen similar effects
in a patient just twenty−four hours after amputation, and there
is no question of sprouting’s occurring in such a short period.
The final answer to this will come from simultaneously
tracking perceptual changes and brain changes (using imaging)
in a patient over a period of several days. If Borsook and I are
right, the completely static picture of these maps that you get
from looking at textbook diagrams is highly misleading and
we need to rethink the meaning of brain maps completely. Far
from signaling a specific location on the skin, each neuron in



the map is in a state of dynamic equilibrium with other
adjacent neurons; its significance depends strongly on what
other neurons in the vicinity are doing (or not doing).

These findings raise an obvious question: What if some body
part is lost other than the hand? Will the same kind of
remapping occur? When my studies on Tom were first
published, I got many letters and phone calls from amputees
wanting to know more. Some of them had been told that
phantom sensations are imaginary and were relieved to learn
that that isn’t true. (Patients always find it comforting to know
that there is a logical explanation for their otherwise
inexplicable symptoms; nothing is more insulting to a patient
than to be told that his pain is “all in the mind.”)

One day I got a call from a young woman in Boston. “Dr.
Ramachandran,” she said, “I’m a graduate student at Beth
Israel Hospital and for several years I’ve been studying
Parkinson’s disease. But recently I decided to switch to the
study of phantom limbs.”

“Wonderful,” I said. “The subject has been ignored far too
long. Tell me what you are studying.”

“Last year I had a terrible accident on my uncle’s farm. I lost
my left leg below the knee and I’ve had a phantom limb ever
since. But I’m calling to thank you because your article made
me understand what is going on.” She cleared her throat.
“Something really strange happened to me after the
amputation that didn’t make sense. Every time I have sex I
experience these strange sensations in my phantom foot. I
didn’t dare tell anybody because it’s so weird. But when I saw
your diagrams, that in the brain the foot is next to the genitals,
it became instantly clear to me.”

She had experienced and understood, as few of us ever will,
the remapping phenomenon. Recall that in the Penfield map
the foot is beside the genitals. Therefore, if a person loses a leg
and is then stimulated in the genitals, she will experience
sensations in the phantom leg. This is what you’d expect if
input from the genital area were to invade the territory vacated
by the foot.



The next day the phone rang again. This time it was an
engineer from Arkansas.

“Is this Dr. Ramachandran?”

“Yes.”

“You know, I read about your work in the newspaper, and it’s
really exciting. I lost my leg below the knee about two months
ago but there’s still something I don’t understand. I’d like your
advice.”

“What’s that?”
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“Well, I feel a little embarrassed to tell you this.”

I knew what he was going to say, but unlike the graduate
student, he didn’t know about the Penfield map.

“Doctor, every time I have sexual intercourse, I experience
sensations in my phantom foot. How do you explain that? My
doctor said it doesn’t make sense.”

“Look,” I said. “One possibility is that the genitals are right
next to the foot in the body’s brain maps. Don’t worry about
it.”

He laughed nervously. “All that’s fine, doctor. But you still
don’t understand. You see, I actually experience my orgasm in
my foot. And therefore it’s much bigger than it used to be
because it’s no longer just confined to my genitals.”

Patients don’t make up such stories. Ninety−nine percent of
the time they’re telling the truth, and if it seems
incomprehensible, it’s usually because we are not smart
enough to figure out what’s going on in their brains.

This gentleman was telling me that he sometimes enjoyed sex
more after his amputation. The curious implication is that it’s
not just the tactile sensation that transferred to his phantom but
the erotic sensations of sexual pleasure as well. (A colleague
suggested I title this book “The Man Who Mistook His Foot
for a Penis.”)



This makes me wonder about the basis of foot fetishes in
normal people, a subject that—although not exactly central to
our mental life— everyone is curious about. (Madonna’s book,
Sex, has a whole chapter devoted to the foot.) The traditional
explanation for foot fetishes comes, not surprisingly, from
Freud. The penis resembles the foot, he argues, hence the
fetish. But if that’s the case, why not some other elongated
body part?

Why not a hand fetish or a nose fetish? I suggest that the
reason is quite simply that in the brain the foot lies right next
to the genitalia. Maybe even many of us so−called normal
people have a bit of cross−wiring, which would explain why
we like to have our toes sucked. The journeys of science are
often tortuous with many unexpected twists and turns, but I
never suspected that I would begin seeking an explanation for
phantom limbs and end up explaining foot fetishes as well.

Given these assumptions, other predictions follow.10 What
happens when the penis is amputated? Carcinoma of the penis
is sometimes treated with amputation, and many of these
patients experience a phantom penis—sometimes even
phantom erections! In such cases you would expect that
stimulation of the feet would be felt in the phantom penis.
Would such a patient find tap dancing especially enjoyable?

What about mastectomy? An Italian neurologist, Dr. Salvatore
Aglioti, recently found that a certain proportion of women
with radical mastectomies experience vivid phantom breasts.
So, he asked himself, what body parts are mapped next to the
breast? By stimulating adjacent regions on the chest he found
that parts of the sternum and clavicle, when touched, produce
sensations in the phantom nipple. Moreover, this remapping
occurred just two days after surgery.

Aglioti also found to his surprise that one third of the women
with radical mastectomies tested reported tingling, erotic
sensations in their phantom nipples when their earlobes were
stimulated. But this happened only in the phantom breast, not
in the real one on the other side. He speculated that in one of
the body maps (there are others besides the Penfield map) the
nipple and ear are next to each other. This makes you wonder



why many women report feeling erotic sensations when their
ears are nibbled during sexual foreplay. Is it a coincidence, or
does it have something to do with brain anatomy? (Even in the
original Penfield map, the genital area of women is mapped
right next to the nipples.)
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A less titillating example of remapping also involving the ear
came from Dr. A. T. Caccace, a neurologist who told me about
an extraordinary phenomenon called gaze tinnitus.

People with this condition have a weird problem. When they
look to the left (or right), they hear a ringing sound. When
they look straight ahead, nothing happens. Physicians have
known about this syndrome for a long time but were stymied
by it. Why does it happen when the eyes deviate? Why does it
happen at all?

After reading about Tom, Dr. Caccace was struck by the
similarity between phantom limbs and gaze tinnitus, for he
knew that his patients had suffered damage to the auditory
nerve—the major conduit connecting the inner ear to the brain
stem. Once in the brain stem the auditory nerve hooks up with
the auditory nucleus, which is right next to another

structure called the oculomotor nerve nucleus. This second,
adjacent structure sends commands to the eyes, instructing
them to move. Eureka! The mystery is solved.11 Because of
the patient’s damage, the auditory nucleus no longer gets input
from one ear. Axons from the eye movement center in the
cortex invade the auditory nucleus so that every time the
person’s brain sends a command to move the eyes, that
command is sent inadvertently to the auditory nerve nucleus
and translated into a ringing sound.

The study of phantom limbs offers fascinating glimpses of the
architecture of the brain, its astonishing capacity for growth
and renewal12 and may even explain why playing footsie is so
enjoyable. But about half the people with phantom limbs also
experience the most unpleasant manifestation of the
phenomenon—phantom limb pain. Real pain, such as the pain
of cancer, is hard enough to treat; imagine the challenge of



treating pain in a limb that isn’t there! There is very little that
can be done, at the moment, to alleviate such pain, but perhaps
the remapping that we observed with Tom may help explain
why it happens.

We know, for instance, that intractable phantom pain may
develop weeks or months after the limb is amputated. Perhaps
as the brain adjusts and cells slowly make new connections,
there is a slight error in the remapping so that some of the
sensory input from touch receptors is accidentally connected
to the pain areas of the brain. If this were to happen, then
every time the patient smiled or accidentally brushed his
cheek, the touch sensations would be experienced as
excruciating pain. This is almost certainly not the whole
explanation for phantom pain (as we shall see in the next
chapter), but it’s a good place to start.

As Tom left my office one day, I couldn’t resist asking him an
obvious question. During the last four weeks, had he ever
noticed any of these peculiar referred sensations in his
phantom hand when his face had been touched—when he
shaved every morning, for example?

“No, I haven’t,” he replied, “but you know, my phantom hand
sometimes itches like crazy and I never know what to do about
it. But now,” he said, tapping his cheek and winking at me, “I
know exactly where to scratch!”



CHAPTER 3

Chasing the Phantom

You never identify yourself with the shadow cast by your body,
or with its reflection, or with the body you see in a dream or in
your imagination. Therefore you should not identify yourself
with this living body, either.
— Shankara (a.D. 788−820), Viveka Chudamani (Vedic
scriptures) When a reporter asked the famous biologist J.B.S.
Haldane what his biological studies had taught him about God,
Haldane replied, “The creator, if he exists, must have an
inordinate fondness for beetles,” since there are more species
of beetles than any other group of living creatures. By the
same token, a neurologist might 33

conclude that God is a cartographer. He must have an
inordinate fondness for maps, for everywhere you look in the
brain maps abound. For example, there are over thirty different
maps concerned with vision alone.

Likewise for tactile or somatic sensations—touch, joint and
muscle sense—there are several maps, including, as we saw in
the previous chapter, the famous Penfield homunculus, a map
draped across a vertical strip of cortex on the sides of the
brain. These maps are largely stable throughout life, thus
helping ensure that perception is usually accurate and reliable.
But, as we have seen, they are also being constantly updated
and refined in response to
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vagaries of sensory input. Recall that when Tom’s arm was
amputated, the large patch of cortex corresponding to his
missing hand was “taken over” by sensory input from his face.
If I touch Tom’s face, the sensory message now goes to two
areas—the original face area (as it should) but also the original
“hand area.” Such brain map alterations may help explain the
appearance of Tom’s phantom limb soon after amputation.
Every time he smiles or experiences some spontaneous



activity of facial nerves, the activity stimulates his “hand
area,” thereby fooling him into thinking that his hand is still
there.

But this cannot be the whole story. First, it doesn’t explain
why so many people with phantoms claim that they can move
their “imaginary” limbs voluntarily. What is the source of this
illusion of movement? Second, it doesn’t explain the fact that
these patients sometimes experience intense agony in the
missing limb, the phenomenon called phantom pain. Third,
what about a person who is born without an arm? Does
remapping also occur in his brain, or does the hand area of the
cortex simply never develop because he never had an arm?

Would he experience a phantom? Can someone be born with
phantom limbs?

The idea seems preposterous, but if there’s one thing I’ve
learned over the years it’s that neurology is full of surprises. A
few months after our first report on phantoms had been
published, I met Mirabelle Kumar, a twenty−five−year−old
Indian graduate student, referred to me by Dr. Sath−yajit Sen,
who knew about my interest in phantoms. Mirabelle was born
without arms. All she had were two short stumps dangling
from her shoulders. X rays revealed that these stumps
contained the head of the humerus or upper arm bone, but that
there were no signs of a radius or ulna. Even the tiny bones of
her hands were missing, although she did have a hint of
rudimentary fingernails in the stump.

Mirabelle walked into my office on a hot summer day, her face
flushed from walking up three flights of stairs.

An attractive, cheerful young lady, she was also extremely
direct with a “don’t pity me” attitude writ large on her face.

As soon as Mirabelle was seated, I began asking simple
questions: where she was from, where she went to school,
what she was interested in and so forth. She quickly lost
patience and said, “Look, what do you really want to know?
You want to know if I have phantom limbs, right? Let’s cut the
crap.”



I said, “Well, yes, as a matter of fact, we do experiments on
phantom limbs. We’re interested in …”

She interrupted. “Yes. Absolutely. I’ve never had arms. All
I’ve ever had are these.” Deftly, using her chin to help her in a
practiced move, she took off her prosthetic arms, clattered
them onto my desk and held up her stumps. “And yet I’ve
always experienced the most vivid phantom limbs, from as far
back in my childhood as I can remember.”

I was skeptical. Could it be that Mirabelle was just engaging in
wishful thinking? Maybe she had a deep−seated desire to
conform, to be normal. I was beginning to sound like Freud.
How could I be sure she was not making it up?
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I asked her, “How do you know that you have phantom
limbs?”

“Well, because as I’m talking to you, they are gesticulating.
They point to objects when I point to things, just like your
arms and hands.”

I leaned forward, captivated.

“Another interesting thing about them, doctor, is that they’re
not as long as they should be. They’re about six to eight inches
too short.”

“How do you know that?”

“Because when I put on my artificial arms, my phantoms are
much shorter than they should be,” said Mirabelle, looking me
squarely in the eye. “My phantom fingers should fit into the
artificial fingers, like a glove, but my arm is about six inches
too short. I find this incredibly frustrating because it doesn’t
feel natural.

I usually end up asking the prosthetist to reduce the length of
my artificial arms, but he says that would look short and
funny. So we compromise. He gives me limbs that are shorter
than most but not so absurdly short that they look strange.”
She pointed to one of her prosthetic arms lying on the desk, so
I could see. “They’re a little bit shorter than normal arms, but
most people don’t notice it.”



To me this was proof that Mirabelle’s phantoms were not
wishful thinking. If she wanted to be like other people, why
would she want shorter−than−normal arms? There must be
something going on inside her brain that was giving rise to the
vivid phantom experience.

Mirabelle had another point. “When I walk, doctor, my
phantom arms don’t swing like normal arms, like your arms.
They stay frozen on the side, like this.” She stood up, letting
her stumps drop straight down on both sides. “But when I
talk,” she said, “my phantoms gesticulate. In fact, they’re
moving now as I speak.”

This is not as mysterious as it sounds. The brain region
responsible for smooth, coordinated swinging of the arms
when we walk is quite different from the one that controls
gesturing. Perhaps the neural circuitry for arm swinging
cannot survive very long without continuous nurturing
feedback from the limbs. It simply drops out or fails to
develop

when the arms are missing. But the neural circuitry for
gesticulation— activated during spoken language—might be
specified by genes during development. (The relevant circuitry
probably antedates spoken language.) Remarkably, the neural
circuitry that generates these commands in Mirabelle’s brain
seems to have survived intact, despite the fact that she has
received no visual or kinesthetic feedback from those

“arms” at any point in her life. Her body keeps telling her,
“There are no arms, there are no arms,” yet she continues to
experience gesticulation.

This suggests that the neural circuitry for Mirabelle’s body
image must have been laid down at least partly by genes and is
not strictly dependent on motor and tactile experience. Some
early medical reports claim that patients with limbs missing
from birth do not experience phantoms. What I saw in
Mirabelle, however, implies that each of us has an internally
hard−wired image of the body and limbs at birth—an image
that can survive indefinitely, even in the face of contradictory
information from the senses.1



In addition to these spontaneous gesticulations, Mirabelle can
also generate voluntary movements in her phantom arms, and
this is also true of patients who lose arms in adulthood. Like
Mirabelle, most of these patients can “reach out” and “grab”
objects, point, wave good−bye, shake hands, or perform
elaborate skilled maneuvers with the phantom. They know it
sounds crazy since they realize that the arm is gone, but to
them these sensory experiences are very real.
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I didn’t realize how compelling these felt movements could be
until I met John McGrath, an arm amputee who telephoned me
after he had seen a television news story on phantom limbs.
An accomplished amateur athlete, John had lost his left arm
just below the elbow three years earlier. “When I play tennis,”
he said, “my phantom will do what it’s supposed to do. It’ll
want to throw the ball up when I serve or it will try to give me
balance in a hard shot. It’s always trying to grab the phone. It
even waves for the check in restaurants,” he said with a laugh.

John had what is known as a telescoped phantom hand. It felt
as if it were attached directly to his stump with no arm in
between. However, if an object such as a teacup were placed a
foot or two away from the stump, he could try to reach for it.
When he did this, his phantom no longer remained attached to
the stump but felt as if it were zooming out to grab the cup.

On a whim I started thinking, What if I ask John to reach out
and grab this cup but pull it away from him before he
“touches” it with his phantom? Will the phantom stretch out,
like a cartoon character’s rub−

bery arm, or will it stop at a natural arm’s length? How far can
I move the cup away before John will say he can’t reach it?
Could he grab the moon? Or will the physical limitations that
apply to a real arm also apply to the phantom?

I placed a coffee cup in front of John and asked him to grab it.
Just as he said he was reaching out, I yanked away the cup.

“Ow!” he yelled. “Don’t do that!”

“What’s the matter? ”



“Don’t do that,” he repeated. “I had just got my fingers around
the cup handle when you pulled it. That really hurts!”

Hold on a minute. I wrench a real cup from phantom fingers
and the person yells, ouch! The fingers were illusory, of
course, but the pain was real—indeed, so intense that I dared
not repeat the experiment.

My experience with John started me wondering about the role
of vision in sustaining the phantom limb experience. Why
would merely “seeing” the cup be pulled away result in pain?
But before we answer this question, we need to consider why
anyone would experience movements in a phantom limb. If
you close your eyes and move your arm, you can of course
feel its position and movement quite vividly pardy because of
joint and muscle receptors. But neither John nor Mirabelle has
such receptors. Indeed, they have no arm. So where do these
sensations originate?

Ironically, I got the first clue to this mystery when I realized
that many phantom limb patients—perhaps one third of them
—are not able to move their phantoms. When asked, they say,
“My arm is cast in cement, doctor” or “It’s immobilized in a
block of ice.” “I try to move my phantom, but I can’t,” said
Irene, one of our patients. “It won’t obey my mind. It won’t
obey my command.” Using her intact arm, Irene mimicked the
position of her phantom arm, showing me how it was frozen in
an odd, twisted position. It had been that way for a whole year.
She always worried that she would “bump” it when entering
doorways, and that it would hurt even more.

How can a phantom—a nonexistent limb—be paralyzed? It
sounds like an oxymoron.

I looked up the case sheets and found that many of these
patients had had preexisting pathology in the nerves entering
the arm from the spinal cord. Their arms really had been
paralyzed, held in a sling or cast for a few 36

months and later been amputated simply because they were
constantly getting in the way. Some patients were advised to
get rid of it, perhaps in a misguided attempt to eliminate the
pain in the arm or to correct postural abnormalities caused by



the paralyzed arm or leg. Not surprisingly, after the operations
these patients often experience a vivid phantom limb, but to
their dismay the phantom remains locked in the same position
as before the amputation, as though a memory of the paralysis
is carried over into the phantom limb.

So here we have a paradox. Mirabelle never had arms in her
entire life, yet she can move her phantoms. Irene had just lost
her arm a year earlier and yet she cannot generate a flicker of
movement. What’s going on here?

To answer this question we need to take a closer look at the
anatomy and physiology of the motor and sensory systems in
the human brain. Consider what happens when you or I close
our eyes and gesticulate. We have a vivid sense of our body
and of the position of our limbs and their movements. Two
eminent English neurologists, Lord Russell Brain and Henry
Head (yes, these are their real names), coined the phrase “body
image” for this vibrant, internally constructed ensemble of
experiences— the internal image and memory of one’s body in
space and time. To create and maintain this body image at any
given instant, your parietal lobes combine information from
many sources: the muscles, joints, eyes and motor command
centers.

When you decide to move your hand, the chain of events
leading to its movements originates in the frontal lobes—
especially in the vertical strip of cortical tissue called the
motor cortex. This strip lies just in front of the furrow that
separates the frontal lobe from the parietal lobe. Like the
sensory homunculus that occupies the region just behind this
furrow, the motor cortex contains an upside−down “map” of
the whole body—

except that it is concerned with sending signals to the muscles
rather than receiving signals from the skin.

Experiments show that the primary motor cortex is concerned
mainly with simple movements like wiggling your finger or
smacking your lips. An area immediately in front of it, called
the supplementary motor area, appears to be in charge of more
complex skills such as waving good−bye and grabbing a
banister. This supplementary motor area acts like a kind of



master of ceremonies, passing specific instructions about the
proper sequence of required movements to the motor cortex.
Nerve impulses that will then direct these movements travel
from the motor cortex down the spinal cord to the muscles on
the opposite side of the body, allowing you to wave good−bye
or put on lipstick.

Every time a “command” is sent from the supplementary
motor area to the motor cortex, it goes to the muscles and they
move.2 At the same

time, identical copies of the command signal are sent to two
other major “processing” areas—the cerebellum and the
parietal lobes—informing them of the intended action.

Once these command signals are sent to the muscles, a
feedback loop is set in motion. Having received a command to
move, the muscles execute the movement. In turn, signals
from the muscle spindles and joints are sent back up to the
brain, via the spinal cord, informing the cerebellum and
parietal lobes that “yes, the command is being performed
correctly.” These two structures help you compare your
intention with your actual performance, behaving like a
thermostat in a servo−loop, and modifying the motor
commands as needed (applying brakes if they are too fast and
increasing the motor outflow if it’s too slow). Thus intentions
are transformed into smoothly coordinated movements.

Now let’s return to our patients to see how all this relates to
the phantom experience. When John decides to move his
phantom arm, the front part of his brain still sends out a
command message, since this particular part of John’s brain
doesn’t “know” that his arm is missing— even though John
“the person” is unquestionably aware of the fact. The
commands continue to be monitored by the parietal lobe and
are felt as movements. But they are phantom movements
carried out by a phantom arm.
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Thus the phantom limb experience seems to depend on signals
from at least two sources. The first is remapping; recall that



sensory input from the face and upper arm activates brain
areas that correspond to the

“hand.” Second, each time the motor command center sends
signals to the missing arm, information about the commands is
also sent to the parietal lobe containing our body image. The
convergence of information from these two sources results in a
dynamic, vibrant image of the phantom arm at any given
instant—an image that is continuously updated as the arm
“moves.”

In the case of an actual arm there is a third source of
information, namely, the impulses from the joints, ligaments
and muscle spindles of that arm. The phantom arm of course
lacks these tissues and their signals, but oddly enough this fact
does not seem to prevent the brain from being fooled into
thinking that the limb is moving—at least for the first few
months or years after amputation.

This takes us back to an earlier question. How can a phantom
limb be paralyzed? Why does it remain “frozen”

after amputation? One possibility is that when the actual limb
is paralyzed, lying in a sling or brace, the brain sends its usual
commands—move that arm, shake that leg.

The command is monitored by the parietal lobe, but this time
it does not receive the proper visual feedback.

The visual system says, “nope, this arm is not moving.” The
command is sent out again—arm, move. The visual feedback
returns, informing the brain repeatedly that the arm isn’t
moving. Eventually the brain learns that the arm does not
move and a kind of “learned paralysis” is stamped onto the
brain’s circuitry. Exactly where this occurs is not known, but it
may lie partly in motor centers and partly in parietal regions
concerned with body image. Whatever the physiological
explanation turns out to be, when the arm is later amputated,
the person is stuck with that revised body image: a paralyzed
phantom.

If you can learn paralysis, is it possible that you can unlearn it?
What if Irene were to send a “move now”



message to her phantom arm, and every time she did so she
got back a visual signal that it was moving; that, yes, it was
obeying her command? But how can she get visual feedback
when she doesn’t have an arm? Can we trick her eyes into
actually seeing a phantom?

I thought about virtual reality. Maybe we could create the
visual illusion that the arm was restored and was obeying her
commands. But that technology, costing over half a million
dollars, would exhaust my entire research budget with one
purchase. Fortunately, I thought of a way to do the experiment
with an ordinary mirror purchased from a five−and−dime
store.

To enable patients like Irene to perceive real movement in
their nonexistent arms, we constructed a virtual reality box.
The box is made by placing a vertical mirror inside a
cardboard box with its lid removed. The front of the box has
two holes in it, through which the patient inserts her “good
hand” (say, the right one) and her phantom hand (the left one).
Since the mirror is in the middle of the box, the right hand is
now on the right side of the mirror and the phantom is on the
left side. The patient is then asked to view the reflection of her
normal hand in the mirror and to move it around slightly until
the reflection appears to be superimposed on the felt position
of her phantom hand. She has thus created the illusion of
observing two hands, when in fact she is only seeing the
mirror reflection of her intact hand. If she now sends motor
commands to both arms to make mirror symmetric
movements, as if she were conducting an orchestra or
clapping, she of course “sees”

her phantom moving as well. Her brain receives confirming
visual feedback that the phantom hand is moving correctly in
response to her command. Will this help restore voluntary
control over her paralyzed phantom?

The first person to explore this new world was Philip
Martinez. In 1984 Philip was hurled off his motorcycle, going
at forty−five miles an hour down the San Diego freeway. He
skidded across the median, landed at the foot of a concrete



bridge and, getting up in a daze, he had the presence of mind
to check himself for injuries.

A helmet and leather jacket prevented the worst, but Philip’s
left arm had been severely torn near his shoulder.

Like Dr. Pons’s monkeys, he had a brachial avulsion— the
nerves supplying his arm had been yanked off the 38

spinal column. His left arm was completely paralyzed and lay
lifeless in a sling for one year. Finally, doctors advised
amputation. The arm was just getting in the way and would
never regain function.

Ten years later, Philip walked into my office. Now in his
midthirties, he collects a disability benefit and has made a
rather impressive reputation for himself as a pool player,
known among his friends as the “one−armed bandit.”

Philip had heard about my experiments with phantom limbs in
local press reports. He was desperate. “Dr.

Ramachandran,” he said, “I’m hoping you can help me.” He
glanced down at his missing arm. “I lost it ten years ago. But
ever since I’ve had a terrible pain in my phantom elbow, wrist
and fingers.” Interviewing him further, I discovered that
during the decade, Philip had never been able to move his
phantom arm. It was always fixed in an awkward position.
Was Philip suffering from learned paralysis? If so, could we
use our virtual reality box to resurrect the phantom visually
and restore movements?

I asked Philip to place his right hand on the right side of the
mirror in the box and imagine that his left hand (the phantom)
was on the left side. “I want you to move your right and left
arms simultaneously,” I instructed.

“Oh, I can’t do that,” said Philip. “I can move my right arm
but my left arm is frozen. Every morning when I get up, I try
to move my phantom because it’s in this funny position and I
feel that moving it might help relieve the pain. But,” he said,
looking down at his invisible arm, “I have never been able to
generate a flicker of movement in it.”

“Okay, Philip, but try anyway.”



Philip rotated his body, shifting his shoulder, to “insert” his
lifeless phantom into the box. Then he put his right hand on
the other side of the mirror and attempted to make
synchronous movements. As he gazed into the mirror, he
gasped and then cried out, “Oh, my God! Oh, my God, doctor!
This is unbelievable. It’s mind−boggling!” He was jumping up
and down like a kid. “My left arm is plugged in again. It’s as if
I’m in the past. All these memories from so many years ago
are flooding back into my mind. I can move my arm again. I
can feel my elbow moving, my wrist moving. It’s all moving
again.”

After he calmed down a little I said, “Okay, Philip, now close
your eyes.”

“Oh, my,” he said, clearly disappointed. “It’s frozen again. I
feel my right hand moving, but there’s no movement in the
phantom.”

“Open your eyes.”

“Oh, yes. Now it’s moving again.”

It was as though Philip had some temporary inhibition or
block of the neural circuits that would ordinarily move the
phantom and the visual feedback had overcome this block.
More amazing still, these bodily sensations of the arm’s
movements were revived instandy,3 even though they had
never been felt in the preceding ten years!

Though Philip’s response was exciting and provided some
support for my hypothesis about learned paralysis, I went
home that night and asked myself, “So what? So we have this
guy moving his phantom limb again. But it’s a perfectly
useless ability if you think about it—precisely the sort of
arcane thing that many of us medical researchers are
sometimes accused of working on.” I wouldn’t win a prize, I
realized, for getting someone to move a phantom limb.
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But maybe learned paralysis is a more widespread
phenomenon.4 It might happen to people with real limbs that
are paralyzed, say, from a stroke. Why do people lose the use



of an arm after a stroke? When a blood vessel supplying the
brain gets clogged, the fibers that extend from the front part of
the brain down to the spinal cord are deprived of oxygen and
sustain damage, leaving the arm paralyzed. But in the early
stages of a stroke, the brain swells, temporarily causing some
nerves to die off but leaving others simply stunned and

“off−line,” so to speak. During this time, when the arm is
nonfunctional, the brain receives visual feedback:

“Nope, the arm is not moving.” After the swelling subsides,
it’s possible that the patient’s brain is stuck with a form of
learned paralysis. Could the mirror contraption be used to
overcome at least that component of the paralysis that is due to
learning? (Obviously there is nothing one can do with mirrors
to restore paralysis caused by actual destruction of fibers.)

But before we could implement this kind of novel therapy for
stroke patients, we needed to ensure that the effect is more
than a mere temporary illusion of movement in the phantom.
(Recall that when Philip closed his eyes, the sense of
movement in his phantom disappeared. )

What if the patient were to practice with the box in order to
receive continuous visual feedback for several days? Is it
conceivable that the brain would “unlearn” its perception of
damage and that movements would be permanently restored?

I went back the next day and asked Philip, “Are you willing to
take this device home and practice with it?”

“Sure,” said Philip. “I’d love to take it home. I find it very
exciting that I can move my arm again, even if only
momentarily.”

So Philip took the mirror home. A week later I telephoned
him. “What’s happening?”

“Oh, it’s fun, doctor. I use it for ten minutes every day. I put
my hand inside, wave it around and see how it feels. My
girlfriend and I play with it. It’s very enjoyable. But when I
close my eyes, it still doesn’t work. And if I don’t use the
mirror, it doesn’t work. I know you want my phantom to start
moving again, but without the mirror it doesn’t.”



Three more weeks passed until one day Philip called me, very
excited and agitated. “Doctor,” he exclaimed,

“it’s gone!”

“What’s gone?” (I thought maybe he had lost the mirror box.)

“My phantom is gone.”

“What are you talking about?”

“You know, my phantom arm, which I had for ten years. It
doesn’t exist anymore. All I have is my phantom fingers and
palm dangling from my shoulder!”

My immediate reaction was, Oh, no! I have apparently
permanently altered a person’s body image using a mirror.
How would this affect his mental state and well−being?
“Philip—does it bother you?”

“No no no no no no,” he said. “On the contrary. You know the
excruciating pain I always had in my elbow?

The pain that tortured me several times a week? Well, now I
don’t have an elbow and I don’t have that pain anymore. But I
still have my fingers dangling from my shoulder and they still
hurt.” He paused, apparently to let this sink in.
“Unfortunately,” he added, “your mirror box doesn’t work
anymore because my fingers are up too high. Can you change
the design to eliminate my fingers?” Philip seemed to think I
was some kind of 40

magician.

I wasn’t sure I could help Philip with his request, but I realized
that this was probably the first example in medical history of a
successful “amputation” of a phantom limb! The experiment
suggests that when Philip’s right parietal lobe was presented
with conflicting signals—visual feedback telling him that his
arm is moving again while his muscles are

telling him the arm is not there—his mind resorted to a form
of denial. The only way his beleaguered brain could deal with
this bizarre sensory conflict was to say, “To hell with it, there
is no arm!” And as a huge bonus, Philip lost the associated
pain in his phantom elbow as well, for it may be impossible to



experience a disembodied pain in a nonexistent phantom. It’s
not clear why his fingers didn’t disappear, but one reason
might be that they are overrepresented—like the huge lips on
the Pen−field map—in the somatosensory cortex and may be
more difficult to deny.

Movements and paralysis of phantom limbs are hard enough to
explain, but even more puzzling is the agonizing pain that
many patients experience in the phantom soon after
amputation, and Philip had brought me face to face with this
problem. What confluence of biological circumstances could
cause pain to erupt in a nonexistent limb? There are several
possibilities.

The pain could be caused by scar tissue or neuromas—little
curled−up clusters or clumps of nerve tissue in the stump.
Irritation of these clumps and frayed nerve endings could be
interpreted by the brain as pain in the missing limb. When
neuromas are removed surgically, phantom pain sometimes
vanishes, at least temporarily, but then insidiously it often
returns.

The pain could also result in part from remapping. Keep in
mind that remapping is ordinarily modality−specific: That
simply means that the sense of touch follows touch pathways,
and the feeling of warmth follows warmth pathways, and so
on. (As we noted, when I lightly stroke Tom’s face with a
Q−tip, he feels me touching his phantom. When I dribble ice
water on his cheek, he feels cold on his phantom hand and
when I warm up the water he feels heat in the phantom as well
as on his face.) This probably means that remapping doesn’t
happen randomly. The fibers concerned with each sense must
“know” where to go to find their appropriate targets. Thus in
most people, including you, me and amputees, one does not
get cross−wiring.

But imagine what might happen if a slight error were to occur
during the remapping process—a tiny glitch in the blueprint—
so that some of the touch input is hooked up accidentally to
pain centers. The patient might experience severe pain every
time regions around his face or upper arm (rather than
neuromas) were brushed, even lightly. Such trivial



touches could generate excruciating pain, all because a few
fibers are in the wrong place, doing the wrong thing.

Abnormal remapping could also cause pain two other ways.
When we experience pain, special pathways are activated
simultaneously both to carry the sensation and to amplify it or
dampen it down as needed. Such

“volume control” (sometimes called gate control) is what
allows us to modulate our responses to pain effectively in
response to changing demands (which might explain why
acupuncture works or why women in some cultures don’t
experience pain during labor). Among amputees, it’s entirely
possible that these volume control mechanisms have gone
awry as a result of remapping—resulting in an echolike “wha
wha”

reverberation and amplification of pain. Second, remapping is
inherently a pathological or abnormal process, at least when it
occurs on a large scale, as after the loss of a limb. It’s possible
that the touch synapses are not quite correctly rewired and
their activity could be chaotic. Higher brain centers would
then interpret the abnormal pattern of input as junk, which is
perceived as pain. In truth, we really don’t know how the brain
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translates patterns of nerve activity into conscious experience,
be it pain, pleasure or color.

Finally, some patients say that the pain they felt in their limbs
immediately prior to amputation persists as a kind of pain
memory. For example, soldiers who have grenades blow up in
their hands often report that their phantom hand is in a fixed
position, clenching the grenade, ready to toss it. The pain in
the hand is excruciating—the same they felt the instant the
grenade exploded, seared permanently in their brains. In
London I once met a woman who told me she had experienced
chilblains—a frostbitelike pain due to cold weather—in her
thumb for several months in her childhood. The thumb later
became gangrenous and was amputated. She now has a vivid
phantom thumb and experiences chilblains in it every time the
weather turns cold. Another woman described arthritic pain in
her phantom joints. She’d had the problem before her arm was



amputated but it has continued in the absence of real joints,
with the pain being worse when it gets damp and cold just as it
had in the real joints before amputation.

One of my medical school professors told me a story that he
swore was true, the tale of another physician, an eminent
cardiologist, who developed a pulsating cramp in his leg
caused by Buerger’s disease—a malady that produces
constriction of arteries and intense, pulsing pain in the calf
muscles.

Despite many attempts at treatment, nothing eased the pain.
Out of sheer despair, the physician decided to have his leg
amputated. He simply couldn’t live with the pain any longer.
He consulted a surgeon colleague and scheduled the operation,
but to the surgeon’s astonishment, he said he had a special
request: “After you amputate my leg, could you please pickle
it in a jar of formaldehyde and give it to me?” This was
eccentric, to say the least, but the surgeon agreed, amputated
the leg, put it in a jar of preservative and gave it to the
physician, who then put it in his office and said, “Hah, at last, I
can look at this leg and laugh at it and say, T

finally got rid of you!’ ”

But the leg had the last laugh. The pulsatile pains returned
with a vengeance in the phantom leg. The good doctor stared
at his floating limb in disbelief while it stared back at him, as
if to mock all his efforts to rid himself of it.

There are many such stories in circulation, illustrating the
astonishing specificity of pain memories and their tendency to
surface when a limb is amputated. If this is the case, one can
imagine being able to reduce the incidence of pain after
amputation simply by injecting the limb with a local anesthetic
before surgery. (This has been tried with some success.)

Pain is one of the most poorly understood of all sensory
experiences. It is a source of great frustration to patient and
physician alike and can emerge in many different guises. One
especially enigmatic complaint frequently heard from patients
is that every now and then the phantom hand becomes curled
into a tight, white−knuckled fist, fingers digging into palm



with all the fury of a prizefighter ready to deliver a knockout
blow.

Robert Townsend is an intelligent, fifty−five−year−old
engineer whose cancer caused him to lose his left arm six
inches above the elbow. When I saw him seven months after
the amputation, he was experiencing a vivid phantom limb that
would often go into an involuntary clenching spasm. “It’s like
my nails are digging into my phantom hand,” said Robert.
“The pain is unbearable.” Even if he concentrated all his
attention on it, he could not open his invisible hand to relieve
the spasm.

We wondered whether using the mirror box could help Robert
eliminate his spasms. Like Philip, Robert looked into the box,
positioned his good hand to superimpose its reflection over his
phantom hand and, after making a fist with the normal hand,
tried to unclench both hands simultaneously. The first time he
did this, Robert exclaimed that he could
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feel the phantom fist open along with his good fist, simply as a
result of the visual feedback. Better yet, the pain disappeared.
The phantom then remained unclenched for several hours until
a new spasm occurred spontaneously. Without the mirror, his
phantom would throb in pain for forty minutes or more. Robert
took the box home and tried the same trick each time that the
clenching spasm recurred. If he did not use the box, he could
not unclench his fist despite trying with all his might. If he
used the mirror, the hand opened instantly.

We have tried this treatment in over a dozen patients and it
works for half of them. They take the mirrored box home and
whenever a spasm occurs, they put their good hand into the
box and open it and the spasm is eliminated. But is it a cure?
It’s difficult to know. Pain is notoriously susceptible to the
placebo effect (the power of suggestion). Perhaps the elaborate
laboratory setting or the mere presence of a charismatic expert
on phantom limbs is all you need in order to eliminate the pain
and it has nothing to do with mirrors. We tested this possibility
on one patient by giving him a harmless battery pack that
generates an electric current.



Whenever the spasms and abnormal postures occurred, he was
asked to rotate the dial on the unit of his

“transcutaneous electrical simulator” until he began to feel a
tingling in his left arm (which was his good arm).

We told him that this would immediately restore voluntary
movements in the phantom and provide relief from the
spasms. We also told him that the procedure had worked on
other patients in his predicament.

He said, “Really? Wow, I can’t wait to try it.”

Two days later he was back, obviously annoyed. “It’s useless,”
he exclaimed. “I tried it five times and it just doesn’t work. I
turned it up to full strength even though you told me not to.”

When I gave him the mirror to try that same afternoon, he was
able to open his phantom hand instantly. The spasms were
eliminated and so too was the “digging sensation” of nails
biting into his palm. This is a mind−boggling observation if
you think about it. Here is a man with no hand and no
fingernails. How does one get nonexistent nails digging into a
nonexistent palm, resulting in severe pain? Why would a
mirror eliminate the phantom spasm?

Consider what happens in your brain when motor commands
are sent from the premotor and motor cortex to make a fist.
Once your hand is clenched, feedback signals from muscles
and joints of your hand are sent back through the spinal cord
to your brain saying, Slow down, enough. Any more pressure
and it could hurt. This propriocep−

tive feedback applies brakes, automatically, with astonishing
speed and precision.

If the limb is missing, however, this damping feedback is not
possible. The brain therefore keeps sending the message,
Clench more, clench more. Motor output is amplified even
further (to a level that far exceeds anything you or I would
ever experience) and the overflow or “sense of effort” may
itself be experienced as pain. The mirror may work by
providing visual feedback to unclench the hand, so that the
clenching spasm is abolished.



But why the sensation of digging fingernails? Just think of the
numerous occasions when you actually clenched your fist and
felt your nails biting in your palm. These occasions must have
created a memory link in your brain (psychologists call it a
Hebbian link) between the motor command to clench and the
unmistakable sensation of “nails digging,” so you can readily
summon up this image in your mind. Yet even though you can
imagine the image quite vividly, you don’t actually feel the
sensation and say, “Ouch, that hurts.” Why not?

The reason, I believe, is that you have a real palm and the skin
on the palm says there is no pain. You can imagine it but you
don’t feel it because you have a normal hand sending real
feedback and in the clash between reality and illusion, reality
usually wins.
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But the amputee doesn’t have a palm. There are no
countermanding signals from the palm to forbid the emergence
of these stored pain memories. When Robert imagines that his
nails are digging into his hand, he doesn’t get contradictory
signals from his skin surface saying, “Robert, you fool, there’s
no pain down here.”

Indeed, if the motor commands themselves are linked to the
sense of nail digging, it’s conceivable that the amplification of
these commands leads to a corresponding amplification of the
associated pain signals. This might explain why the pain is so
brutal.

The implications are radical. Even fleeting sensory
associations such as the one between clenching our hands and
digging our fingernails into our palms are laid down as
permanent traces in the brain and are only unmasked under
certain circumstances—experienced in this case as phantom
limb pain. Moreover, these ideas imply that pain is an opinion
on the organism’s state of health rather than a mere reflexive
response to an injury. There is no direct hotline from pain
receptors to “pain centers” in the brain. On the contrary, there
is so much interaction between different brain centers, like
those concerned with vision and touch, that even the mere
visual appearance of an opening fist can actually feed all



the way back into the patient’s motor and touch pathways,
allowing him to feel the fist opening, thereby killing an
illusory pain in a nonexistent hand.

If pain is an illusion, how much influence do senses like vision
have over our subjective experiences? To find out, I tried a
somewhat diabolical experiment on two of my patients. When
Mary came into the lab, I asked her to place her phantom right
hand, palm down, into the mirror box. I then asked her to put a
gray glove on her good left hand and place it in the other side
of the box, in a mirror image position. After making sure she
was comfortable I instructed one of my graduate students to
hide under the curtained table and put his gloved left hand into
the same side of the box where Mary’s good hand rested,
above hers on a false platform. When Mary looked into the
box she could see not only the student’s gloved left hand
(which looked exactly like her own left hand) but also its
reflection in the mirror, as if she were looking at her own
phantom right hand wearing a glove. When the student now
made a fist or used his index finger pad to touch the ball of his
thumb, Mary felt her phantom moving vividly. As in our
previous two patients, vision was enough to trick her brain into
experiencing movements in her phantom limb.

What would happen if we fooled Mary into thinking that her
fingers were occupying anatomically impossible positions?
The box permitted this illusion. Again, Mary put her phantom
right hand, palm down, in the box.

But the student now did something different. Instead of
placing his left hand into the other side of the box, in an exact
mirror image of the phantom, he inserted his right hand, palm
up. Since the hand was gloved, it looked exactly like her
“palm−down” phantom right hand. Then the student flexed his
index finger to touch his palm. To Mary, peering into the box,
it appeared as if her phantom index finger were bending
backward to touch the back of her wrist—in the wrong
direction!5 What would her reaction be?

When Mary saw her finger twisted backward, she said, “One
would have thought it should feel peculiar, doctor, but it
doesn’t. It feels exactly like the finger is bending backward,



like it isn’t supposed to. But it doesn’t feel peculiar or painful
or anything like that.”

Another subject, Karen, winced and said that the twisted
phantom finger hurt. “It felt like somebody was grabbing and
pulling my finger. I felt a twinge of pain,” she said.

These experiments are important because they flatly contradict
the theory that the brain consists of a number of autonomous
modules acting

as a bucket brigade. Popularized by artificial intelligence
researchers, the idea that the brain behaves like a computer,
with each module performing a highly specialized job and
sending its output to the next module, is widely believed. In
this view, sensory processing involves a one−way cascade of
information sensory 44

receptors on the skin and other sense organs to higher brain
centers.

But my experiments with these patients have taught me that
this is not how the brain works. Its connections are
extraordinarily labile and dynamic. Perceptions emerge as a
result of reverberations of signals between different levels of
the sensory hierarchy, indeed even across different senses. The
fact that visual input can eliminate the spasm of a nonexistent
arm and then erase the associated memory of pain vividly
illustrates how extensive and profound these interactions can
be.

•
Studying patients with phantom limbs has given me insights
into the inner working of the brain that go far beyond the
simple questions I started with four years ago when Tom first
walked into my office. We’ve actually witnessed (directly and
indirecdy) how new connections emerge in the adult brain,
how information from different senses interacts, how the
activity of sensory maps is related to sensory experience and
more generally how the brain is continuously updating its
model of reality in response to novel sensory inputs.



This last observation sheds new light on the so−called nature
versus nurture debate by allowing us to ask the question, Do
phantom limbs arise mainly from nongenetic factors such as
remapping or stump neuromas, or do they represent the
ghostly persistence of an inborn, genetically specified “body
image”? The answer seems to be that the phantom emerges
from a complex interaction between the two. I’ll give you five
examples to illustrate this.

In the case of below−the−elbow amputees, surgeons will
sometimes cleave the stump into a lobster claw−like
appendage, as an alternative to a standard metal hook. After
the surgery, people learn to use their pincers at the stump to
grasp objects, turn them around and otherwise manipulate the
material world. Intriguingly, their phantom hand (some inches
away from real flesh) also feels split in two—with one or more
phantom fingers occupying each pincer, vividly mimicking the
movements of the appendage. I know of one instance in which
a patient underwent amputation of his pincers only to be left
with a permanently cleaved phantom—striking evidence that a
surgeon’s scalpel can dissect a phantom.

After the original surgery in which the stump was split, this
patient’s brain must have reshaped his body image to include
the two pincers— for why else would he experience phantom
pincers?

The other two stories both entertain and inform. A girl who
was born without forearms and who experienced phantom
hands six inches below her stumps frequently used her
phantom fingers to calculate and solve arithmetic problems. A
sixteen−year−old girl who was born with her right leg two
inches shorter than her left leg and who received a
below−knee amputation at age six had the odd sensation of
possessing four feet! In addition to one good foot and the
expected phantom foot, she developed two supernumerary
phantom feet, one at the exact level of amputation and a
second one, complete with calf, extending all the way down to
the floor, where it should be had the limb not been
congenitally shorter.6 Although researchers have used this
example to illustrate the role of genetic factors in determining
body image, one could equally use it to emphasize nongenetic



influences, for why would your genes specify three separate
images of one leg?

A fourth example that illustrates the complex interplay
between genes and environment harks back to our observation
that many amputees experience vivid phantom movements,
both voluntary and involuntary, but in most the movements
disappear eventually. Such movements are experienced at first
because the brain continues sending motor commands to the
missing limb (and monitors them) after amputation. But
sooner or later, the lack of visual confirmation (Gee, there is
no arm) causes the patient’s brain to reject these signals and
the movements are no longer experienced. But if this
explanation is correct, how can we understand the continued
presence of vivid limb movements in people like Mirabelle,
who was born without arms? I can only guess that a normal
adult has had a lifetime of visual and kinesthetic feedback, a
process that leads the brain to 45

expect such feedback even after amputation. The brain is
“disappointed” if the expectation is not fulfilled—leading
eventually to a loss of voluntary movements or even a
complete loss of the phantom itself.

The sensory areas of Mirabelle’s brain, however, have never
received such feedback. Consequently, there is no learned
dependence on sensory feedback, and that lack might explain
why the sensation of movements had persisted, unchanged, for
twenty−five years.

The final example comes from my own country, India, which I
visit every year. The dreaded disease leprosy is still quite
common there and often leads to progressive mutilation and
loss of limbs. At the leprosarium at Vellore, I was told that
these patients who lose their arms do not experience
phantoms, and I personally saw several cases and verified
these claims. The standard explanation is that the patient
gradually “learns” to assimilate the stump into his body image
by using visual feedback, but if this is true, how does it
account for the continued presence of phantoms in amputees?
Perhaps the gradual loss of the limb or the simultaneous
presence of progressive nerve damage caused by the leprosy



bacterium is somehow critical. This might allow their brains
more time to readjust their body image to match reality.

Odder still, when such a patient develops gangrene in his
stump and the diseased tissue is amputated, he docs develop a
phantom. But it’s not a phantom of the old stump; it’s a
phantom of the entire hand! It’s as though the brain has a dual
representation, one of the original body image laid down
genetically and one ongoing, up−to−date image that can
incorporate subsequent changes. For some weird reason, the
amputation disturbs the equilibrium and resurrects the original
body image, which has always been competing for attention.7

I mention these bizarre examples because they imply that
phantom limbs emerge from a complex interplay of both
genetic and experiential variables whose relative contributions
can be disentangled only by systematic empirical
investigations. As with most nature/nurture debates, asking
which is the more important variable is meaningless—despite
extravagant claims to the contrary in the IQ literature. (Indeed,
the question is no more meaningful than asking whether the
wetness of water results mainly from the hydrogen molecules
or from the oxygen molecules that constitute H20!) But the
good news is that by doing the right kinds of experiments, you
can begin to tease them apart, investigate how they interact
and eventually help develop new treatments for phantom pain.
It seems extraordinary even to contemplate the possibility that
you could use a visual illusion to eliminate pain, but bear in
mind that pain itself is an illusion—constructed entirely in
your brain like any other sensory experience. Using one
illusion to erase another doesn’t seem very surprising after all.

The experiments I’ve discussed so far have helped us
understand what is going on in the brains of patients with
phantoms and given us hints as to how we might help alleviate
their pain. But there is a deeper message here: Tour own body
is a phantom, one that your brain has temporarily constructed
purely for convenience. I know this sounds astonishing so I
will demonstrate to you the malleability of your own body
image and how you can alter it profoundly in just a few
seconds. Two of these experiments you can do on yourself



right now, but the third requires a visit to a Halloween supply
shop.

To experience the first illusion, you’ll need two helpers. (I will
call them Julie and Mina.) Sit in a chair, blindfolded, and ask
Julie to sit on another chair in front of you, facing the same
direction as you are. Have Mina stand on your right side and
give her the following instructions: “Take my right hand and
guide my index finger to Julia’s nose. Move my hand in a
rhythmic manner so that my index finger repeatedly strokes
and taps her nose in a random sequence like a Morse code. At
the same time, use your left hand to stroke my nose with the
same rhythm and timing. The stroking and tapping of my nose
and Julia’s nose should be in perfect synchrony.”

After thirty or forty seconds, if you’re lucky, you will develop
the uncanny illusion that you are touching your nose out there
or that your nose has been dislocated and stretched out about
three feet in front of your face.

The more random and unpredictable the stroking sequence, the
more striking the illusion will be. This is an 46

extraordinary illusion; why does it happen? I suggest that your
brain “notices” that the tapping and stroking sensations from
your right index finger are perfectly synchronized with the
strokes and taps felt on your nose.

It then says, “The tapping on my nose is identical to the
sensations on my right index finger; why are the two
sequences identical? The likelihood that this is a coincidence
is zero, and therefore the most probable explanation is that my
finger must be tapping my nose. But I also know that my hand
is two feet away from my face. So it follows that my nose
must also be out there, two feet away.“8

I have tried this experiment on twenty people and it works on
about half of them (I hope it will work on you).

But to me, the astonishing thing is that it works at all—that
your certain knowledge that you have a normal nose, your
image of your body and face constructed over a lifetime
should be negated by just a few seconds of the right kind of
sensory stimulation. This simple experiment not only shows



how malleable your body image is but also illustrates the
single most important principle underlying all of perception—
that the mechanisms of perception are mainly involved in
extracting statistical correlations from the world to create a
model that is temporarily useful.

The second illusion requires one helper and is even spookier.9
You’ll need to go to a novelty or Halloween store to buy a
dummy rubber hand. Then construct a two−foot by two−foot
cardboard “wall” and place it on a table in front of you. Put
your right hand behind the cardboard so that you cannot see it
and put the dummy hand in front of the cardboard so you can
see it clearly. Next have your friend stroke identical locations
on both your hand and the dummy hand synchronously while
you look at the dummy. Within seconds you will experience
the stroking sensation as arising from the dummy hand. The
experience is uncanny, for you know perfectly well that you’re
looking at a disembodied rubber hand, but this doesn’t prevent
your brain from assigning sensation to it. The illusion
illustrates, once again, how ephemeral your body image is and
how easily it can be manipulated.

Projecting your sensations on to a dummy hand is surprising
enough, but, more remarkably, my student Rick Stoddard and I
discovered that you can even experience touch sensations as
arising from tables and chairs that bear no physical
resemblance to human body parts. This experiment is
especially easy to do since all you need is a single friend to
assist you. Sit at your writing desk and hide your left hand
under the table. Ask your friend to tap and stroke the surface
of the table with his right hand (as you watch) and then use his
hand simultaneously to stroke and tap your left hand, which is
hidden from view. It is absolutely critical that you not see the
movements of his left hand as this will ruin the effect (use a
cardboard partition or a curtain if necessary). After a minute or
so, you will start experiencing taps and strokes as emerging
from the table surface even though your conscious mind
knows perfectly well that this is logically absurd. Again, the
sheer statistical improbability of the two sequences of taps and
strokes—one seen on the table surface and one felt on your
hand—lead the brain to conclude that the table is now part of



your body. The illusion is so compelling that on the few
occasions when I accidentally made a much longer stroke on
the table surface than on the subject’s hidden hand, the person
exclaimed that his hand felt “lengthened” or “stretched” to
absurd proportions.

Both these illusions are much more than amusing party tricks
to try on your friends. The idea that you can actually project
your sensations to external objects is radical and reminds me
of phenomena such as out−of−body experiences or even
voodoo (prick the doll and “feel” the pain). But how can we be
sure the student volunteer isn’t just being metaphorical when
she says “I feel my nose out there” or “The table feels like my
own hand.” After all, I often have the experience of “feeling”
that my car is part of my extended body image, so much so
that I become infuriated if someone makes a small dent on it.
But would I want to argue from this that the car had become
part of my body?
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These are not easy questions to tackle, but to find out whether
the students really identified with the table surface, we devised
a simple experiment that takes advantage of what is called the
galvanic skin response or GSR. If I hit you with a hammer or
hold a heavy rock over your foot and threaten to drop it, your
brain’s visual areas will dispatch messages to your limbic
system (the emotional center) to prepare your body to take
emergency measures (basically telling you to run from
danger). Your heart starts pumping more blood and you begin
sweating to dissipate heat. This alarm response can be
monitored by measuring the changes in skin resistance—the
so−called GSR—caused by the sweat. If you look at a pig, a
newspaper or a pen there is no GSR, but if you look at
something evocative—a Mapplethorpe photo, a Playboy
centerfold or a heavy rock teetering above your foot—you will
register a huge GSR.

So I hooked up the student volunteers to a GSR device while
they stared at the table. I then stroked the hidden hand and the
table surface simultaneously for several seconds until the
student started experiencing the table as his own hand. Next I



bashed the table surface with a hammer as the student
watched. Instantly, there was a huge change in GSR as if I had
smashed the student’s own fingers. (When I tried the control
experiment of stroking the table and hand out of sync, the
subject did not experience the illusion and there was no GSR

response.) It was as though the table had now become coupled
to the student’s own limbic system and been assimilated into
his body image, so much so that pain and threat to the dummy
are felt as threats to his own body, as shown by the GSR. If
this argument is correct, then perhaps it’s not all that silly to
ask whether you identify with your car. Just punch it to see
whether your GSR changes. Indeed the technique may give us
a handle on elusive psychological phenomena such as the
empathy and love that you feel for a child or spouse.

If you are deeply in love with someone, is it possible that you
have actually become part of that person?

Perhaps your souls—and not merely your bodies—have
become intertwined.

Now just think about what all this means. For your entire life,
you’ve been walking around assuming that your

“self is anchored to a single body that remains stable and
permanent at least until death. Indeed, the “loyalty”

of your self to your own body is so axiomatic that you never
even pause to think about it, let alone question it.

Yet these experiments

suggest the exact opposite—that your body image, despite all
its appearance of durability, is an entirely transitory internal
construct that can be profoundly modified with just a few
simple tricks. It is merely a shell that you’ve temporarily
created for successfully passing on your genes to your
offspring.



CHAPTER 4

The Zombie in the Brain

He refused to associate himself with any investigation which
did not tend towards the unusual, and even the fantastic.
— Dr. James Watson
David Milner, a neuropsychologist at the University of St.
Andrews in Fife, Scotland, was so eager to get to the hospital
to test his newly arrived patient that he almost forgot to take
along the case notes describing her condition. He had to rush
back to his house through a cold winter rain to fetch the folder
describing Diane Fletcher. The facts were simple but tragic:
Diane had recently moved to northern Italy to work as a
freelance commercial translator. She and her husband had
found one of those lovely old apartments near the medieval
town center, with fresh paint, new kitchen appliances and a
refurbished bathroom—a place nearly as luxurious as their
permanent home back in Canada. But their adventure was
short−lived. When Diane stepped into the shower one
morning, she had no warning that the hot water heater was
improperly vented. When the propane gas ignited to heat a
steady flow of water flowing past red−hot burners, carbon
monoxide built up in the small bathroom. Diane
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was washing her hair when the odorless fumes gradually
overwhelmed her, causing her to lose consciousness and fall to
the tile floor, her face a bright pink from the irreversible
binding of carbon monoxide to hemoglobin in her blood. She
had lain there for perhaps twenty minutes with water
cascading over her limp body, when her husband returned to
retrieve something he had forgotten. Had he not gone home,
she would have died within the hour. But even though Diane
survived and made an amazing recovery, her loved ones soon
realized that parts of her had forever vanished, lost in patches
of permanently atrophied brain tissue.



When Diane woke from the coma, she was completely blind.
Within a couple of days she could recognize colors and
textures, but not shapes of objects or faces—not even her
husband’s face or her own reflection in a handheld mirror. At
the same time, she had no difficulty identifying people from
their voices and could tell what objects were if they were
placed in her hands.

Dr. Milner was consulted because of his long−standing interest
in visual problems following strokes and other brain injuries.
He was told that Diane had come to Scotland, where her
parents live, to see whether something could be done to help
her. When Dr. Milner began his routine visual tests, it was
obvious that Diane was blind in every traditional sense of the
word. She could not read the largest letters on an eye chart and
when he showed her two or three fingers, she couldn’t identify
how many fingers he held up.

At one point, Dr. Milner held up a pencil. “What’s this?” he
asked.

As usual, Diane looked puzzled. Then she did something
unexpected. “Here, let me see it,” she said, reaching out and
deftly taking the pencil from his hand. Dr. Milner was stunned,
not by her ability to identify the object by feeling it but by her
dexterity in taking it from his hand. As Diane reached for the
pencil, her fingers moved swiftly and accurately toward it,
grasped it and carried it back to her lap in one fluid motion.
You’d never have guessed that she was blind. It was as if some
other person—an unconscious zombie inside her—had guided
her actions. (When I say zombie I mean a completely
nonconscious being, but it’s clear that the zombie is not asleep.
It’s perfectly alert and capable of making complex, skilled
movements, like creatures in the cult movie Night of the Living
Dead.)
Intrigued, Dr. Milner decided to do some experiments on
Diane’s covert ability. He showed her a straight line and asked,
“Diane, is this line vertical, horizontal or slanted?”

“I don’t know,” she replied.



Then he showed her a vertical slit (actually a mail slot) and
asked her to describe its orientation. Again she said, “I don’t
know.”

When he handed her a letter and asked her to mail it through
the slot, she protested, “Oh, I can’t do that.”

“Oh, come on, give it a try,” he said. “Pretend that you’re
posting a letter.”

Diane was reluctant. “Try it,” he urged.

Diane took the letter from the doctor and moved it toward the
slot, rotating her hand in such a way that the letter was
perfectly aligned with the orientation of the slot. In yet another
skilled maneuver, Diane popped the letter into the opening
even though she could not tell you whether it was vertical,
horizontal or slanted. She carried out this instruction without
any conscious awareness, as if that very same zombie had
taken charge of the task and effortlessly steered her hand
toward the goal.1

Diane’s actions are amazing because we usually think of
vision as a single process. When someone who is obviously
blind can reach out and grab a letter, rotate the letter into the
correct position and mail it through an 49

opening she cannot “see,” the ability seems almost
paranormal.

To understand what Diane is experiencing, we need to
abandon all our commonsense notions about what seeing
really is. In the next few pages, you will discover that there is
a great deal more to perception than meets the eye.

Like most people, you probably take vision for granted. You
wake up in the morning, open your eyes and, voilà, it’s all out
there in front of you. Seeing seems so effortless, so automatic,
that we simply fail to recognize that vision is an incredibly
complex—and still deeply mysterious— process. But consider,
for a moment, what happens each time you glance at even the
simplest scene. As my colleague Richard Gregory has pointed
out, all you’re given are two tiny upside−down
two−dimensional images inside your eyeballs, but what you



perceive is a single panoramic, right−side−up,
three−dimensional world. How does this miraculous
transformation come about?2

Many people cling to the misconception that seeing simply
involves scanning an internal mental picture of some kind. For
example, not long ago I was at a cocktail party and a young
fellow asked me what I did for a living. When I told him that I
was interested in how people see things— and how the brain is
involved in perception—he looked perplexed. “What’s there to
study?” he asked.

“Well,” I said, “what do you think happens in the brain when
you look at an object?”

He glanced down at the glass of champagne in his hand.
“Well, there is an upside−down image of this glass falling in
my eyeball. The play of light and dark images activates
photoreceptors on my retina, and the patterns are transmitted
pixel by pixel through a cable—my optic nerve— and
displayed on a screen in my brain. Isn’t that how I see this
glass of champagne? Of course, my brain would need to make
the image upright again.”

Though his knowledge of photoreceptors and and optics was
impressive, his explanation—that there’s a screen somewhere
inside the brain where images are displayed—embodies a
serious logical fallacy. For if you were to display an image of a
champagne glass on an internal neural screen, you’d need
another little person inside the brain to see that image. And
that won’t solve the problem either because you’d then need
yet another, even tinier person inside his head to view that
image, and so on and so forth, ad infinitum. You’d end up with
an endless regress of eyes, images and little people without
really solving the problem of perception.

So the first step in understanding perception is to get rid of the
idea of images in the brain and to begin thinking about
symbolic descriptions of objects and events in the external
world. A good example of a symbolic description is a written
paragraph like the ones on this page. If you had to convey to a
friend in China what your apartment looks like, you wouldn’t
have to teletransport it to China. All you’d have to do would



be to write a letter describing your apartment. Yet the actual
squiggles of ink—the words and paragraphs in the letter—bear
no physical resemblance to your bedroom. The letter is a
symbolic description of your bedroom.

What is meant by a symbolic description in the brain? Not
squiggles of ink, of course, but the language of nerve
impulses. The human brain contains multiple areas for
processing images, each of which is composed of an intricate
network of neurons that is specialized for extracting certain
types of information from the image.

Any object evokes a pattern of activity—unique for each
object—among a subset of these areas. For example, when you
look at a pencil, a book or a face, a different pattern of nerve
activity is elicited in each case,

“informing” higher brain centers about what you are looking
at. The patterns of activity symbolize or represent visual
objects in much the same way that the squiggles of ink on the
paper symbolize or represent your bedroom. As scientists
trying
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the real world, a convex object bulging toward you would be
illuminated on the top whereas a cavity would receive light at
the bottom. Given that we evolved on a planet with a single
sun that usually shines from on high, this is a reasonable
assumption.4 Sure, it’s sometimes on the horizon, but
statistically speaking the sunlight usually comes from above
and certainly never from below.

Not long ago, I was pleasantly surprised to find that Charles
Darwin had been aware of this principle. The tail feathers of
the argus pheasant have striking gray disk−shaped markings
that look very much like those you see in Figure 4.3; they are,
however, shaded left to right instead of up and down. Darwin
realized that the bird might be using this as a sexual “come
hither” in its courtship ritual, the striking metallic−looking
disks on the feathers being the avian equivalent of jewelry. But
if so, why was the shading left to right instead of up and
down? Darwin conjectured correctly that perhaps during
courtship the feathers stick up, and indeed this is precisely
what happens, illustrating a striking harmony in the birds’
visual system between its courtship ritual and the direction of
sunlight.

Even more compelling evidence of the existence of all these
extraor−



Figure 4.2 A mixture of eggs and cavities. The shaded disks
are all identical except that half of them are light on top and
the rest are dark on top. The ones that are light on top are
always seen as eggs bulging out from the paper, whereas the
ones that are dark on top are seen as cavities. This is because
the visual areas in your brain have a built−in sense that the
sun is shining from above. If that were true, then only bulges
(eggs) would be light on top and concavities would be light
below.
If you turn the page upside down the eggs will transform
themselves into cavities and cavities into eggs.
Adapted from Ramachandran, 1988a.

dinarily sophisticated processes in vision comes from
neurology—from patients like Diane and others like her who
have suffered highly selective visual deficits. If vision simply
involves displaying an image on a neural screen, then in the
case of neural damage, you would expect bits and pieces of the
scene—or the whole scene—to be missing, depending on the
extent of damage. But the defects are usually far more subtle
than that. To understand what is really going on in the brains
of these patients and why they suffer such peculiar 52

problems, we need to look more closely at the anatomical
pathways concerned with vision.



Figure 4.3 The tail feathers of the argus pheasant have
prominent disklike markings ordinarily shaded left to right
instead of top to bottom. Charles Darwin pointed out that
when the bird goes through its courtship ritual, the tail points
up. The disks then are light on top— making them bulge out
prominently like the eggs in Figure 4.2. This may be the
closest thing to the avian equivalent of jewelry. From The
Descent of Man by Charles Darwin (1871), John Murray,
London.

When I was a student, I was taught that messages from my
eyeballs go through the optic nerve to the visual cortex at the
back of my brain (to an area called the primary visual cortex)
and that this is where seeing takes place. There is a
point−to−point map of the retina in this part of the brain—
each point in space seen by the eye has a corresponding point
in this map. This mapping process was originally deduced
from the fact that when people sustain damage to the primary
visual cortex—say, a bullet passes through one small area—
they get a corresponding hole or blind spot in their visual field.
Moreover, because of some quirk in our evolutionary history,
each side of your brain sees the opposite half of the world
(Figure 4.4). If you look straight ahead, the entire world on
your left is mapped onto your right visual cortex and the world
to the right of your center of gaze is mapped onto your left
visual cortex.5

But the mere existence of this map does not explain seeing, for
as I noted earlier, there is no little man inside watching what is
displayed on
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Figure 4.4 Bottom of the human brain viewed from below.
Notice the curious arrangement of fibers going from the retina
to the visual cortex. A visual image in the left visual field (dark
gray) falls on the right side of the right eye’s retina as well as
the right side of the left eye’s retina. The outer (temporal)
fibers from the right eye (dark gray) go then to the same right
(visual) cortex without crossing at the optic chiasm. The inner
(nasal) fibers of the left eye (dark gray) cross at the chiasm
and go to the right visual cortex as well. So the right visual
cortex “sees” the left side of the world.
Because there is a systematic map of the retina in the visual
cortex, a “hole” in the visual cortex will cause a
corresponding blind spot (or scotoma) in the visual field. If the
right visual cortex is completely removed, the patient will be
completely blind in the left side of the world. Redrawn from S.



Zeki, A Vision of the Brain, 1993. Reproduced with permission
from Blackwell (Oxford).

the primary visual cortex. Instead, this first map serves as a
sorting and editorial office where redundant or useless
information is discarded wholesale and certain defining
attributes of the visual image—such as edges—are strongly
emphasized. (This is why a cartoonist can convey such a vivid
picture with just a few pen strokes depicting the outlines or
edge alone; he’s mimicking what your visual system is
specialized to do.) This edited information is then relayed to
an estimated thirty distinct visual areas in the human brain,
each of which thus receives a complete or partial map of the
visual world. (The phrases “sorting office” and “relay”

are not entirely appropriate since these early areas perform
fairly sophisticated image analyses and contain massive
feedback projections from higher visual areas. We’ll take these
up later.) 54

This raises an interesting question. Why do we need thirty
areas?6 We really don’t know the answer, but they appear to
be highly specialized for extracting different attributes from
the visual scene—color, depth, motion and the like. When one
or more areas are selectively damaged, you are confronted
with paradoxical mental states of the kind seen in a number of
neurological patients. One of the most famous examples in
neurology is the case of a Swiss woman (whom I shall call
Ingrid) who suffered from “motion blindness.” Ingrid had
bilateral damage to an area of her brain called the middle
temporal (MT) area. In most respects, her eyesight was
normal; she could name shapes of objects, recognize people
and read books with no trouble. But if she looked at a person
running or a car moving on the highway, she saw a succession
of static, strobelike snapshots instead of the smooth impression
of continuous motion. She was terrified to cross the street
because she couldn’t estimate the velocity of oncoming cars,
though she could identify the make, color and even the license
plate of any vehicle. She said that talking to someone in
person felt like talking on the phone because she couldn’t see
the changing facial expressions associated with normal
conversation. Even pouring a cup of coffee was an ordeal



because the liquid would inevitably overflow and spill onto the
floor. She never knew when to slow down, changing the angle
of the coffeepot, because she couldn’t estimate how fast the
liquid was rising in the cup. All of these abilities ordinarily
seem so effortless to you and me that we take them for
granted. It’s only when something goes wrong, as when this
motion area is damaged, that we begin to realize how
sophisticated vision really is.

Another example involves color vision. When patients suffer
bilateral damage to an area called V4, they become completely
color−blind (this is different from the more common from of
congenital color blindness that arises because color−sensitive
pigments in the eye are deficient). In his book An
Anthropologist on Mars, Oliver Sacks describes an artist who
went home one evening after suffering a stroke so small he
didn’t notice it at the time. But when he walked into his house,
all his color paintings suddenly looked as if they had been
done in black and white. In fact, the whole world was black
and white and soon he realized that the paintings had not
changed, but rather something had happened to him. When he
looked at his wife, her face was a muddy gray color—he
claimed she looked like a rat.

So that covers two of the thirty areas—MT and V4—but what
about all the rest? Undoubtedly they’re doing something
equally important, but we have no clear ideas yet of what their
functions might be. Yet despite the bewildering complexity of
all these areas, the visual system appears to have a relatively
simple overall organization. Messages from the eyeballs go
through the optic nerve and immediately bifurcate along two
pathways—one phylogenetically old and a second, newer
pathway that is most highly developed in primates, including
humans. Moreover, there appears to be a clear division of
labor between these two systems.

The “older” pathway goes from the eye straight down to a
structure called the superior colliculus in the brain stem, and
from there it eventually gets to higher cortical areas especially
in the parietal lobes. The “newer”



pathway, on the other hand, travels from the eyes to a cluster
of cells called the lateral geniculate nucleus, which is a relay
station en route to the primary visual cortex (Figure 4.5). From
there, visual information is transmitted to the thirty or so other
visual areas for further processing.

Why do we have an old pathway and a new pathway?

One possibility is that the older pathway has been preserved as
a sort of early warning system and is concerned with what is
sometimes called “orienting behavior.” For example, if a large
looming object comes at me from the left, this older pathway
tells me where the object is, enabling me to swivel my
eyeballs and turn my head and body to look at it. This is a
primitive reflex that brings potentially important events into
my fovea, the high−acuity central region of my eyes.

At this stage I begin to deploy the phylogenetically newer
system to determine what the object is, for only then can I
decide how to respond to it. Should I grab it, dodge it, flee
from it, eat it, fight it or make love to it?
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Damage to this second pathway—particularly in the primary
visual cortex—leads to blindness in the conventional sense. It
is most commonly brought on by a stroke—a leakage or blood
clot in one of the Figure 4.5 The anatomical organization of
the visual pathways. Schematic diagram of the left hemisphere
viewed from the left side.
The fibers from the eyeball diverge in two parallel “streams”:
a new pathway that goes to the lateral geniculate nucleus
(shown here on the surface for clarity, though it is actually
inside the thalamus, not the temporal lobe) and an old
pathway that goes to the superior colliculus in the brain stem.
The “new” pathway then goes to the visual cortex and
diverges again (after a couple of relays) into two pathways
(white arrows)— a “how” pathway in the parietal lobes that
is concerned with grasping, navigation and other spatial
functions, and the second, “what” pathway in the temporal
lobes concerned with recognizing objects. These two pathways



were discovered by Leslie Ungerleider and Mortimer Mischkin
of the National Institutes of Health. The two pathways are
shown by white arrows.
main blood vessels supplying the brain. If the vessel happens
to be a cerebral artery in the back of the brain, damage can
occur in either the left or the right side of the primary visual
cortex. When the right primary cortex is damaged, the person
is blind in the left visual field, and if the left primary cortex is
damaged, the right visual field is obliterated. This kind of
blindness, called hemianopia, has been known about for a long
time.

But it, too, holds surprises. Dr. Larry Weiskrantz, a scientist
working at Oxford University in England, did a 56

very simple experiment that stunned experts on vision.7 His
patient (known as D.B., whom I will call Drew) had an
abnormal clump of blood vessels surgically removed from his
brain along with some normal brain tissue in the same vicinity.
Since the malformed clump was located in the right primary
visual cortex, the procedure rendered Drew completely blind
to the left half of the world. It did not matter whether he used
his left eye or right eye—if he looked straight ahead, he could
not see anything on the left side of the world. In other words,
although he could see out of both eyes, neither eye could see
its own left visual field.

After the surgery Drew’s ophthalmologist, Dr. Mike Sanders,
asked him to gaze straight ahead at a small fixation spot
mounted in the center of a device that looks like an enormous
translucent Ping−Pong ball.

Drew’s entire visual field was filled with a homogeneous
background. Next, Dr. Sanders flashed spots of light onto
different parts of the curved screen mounted on the inside of a
ball and asked Drew whether he could see them. Each time a
spot fell into his good visual field, he’d say, “Yes, yes, yes,”
but when the spot fell into his blind region he would say
nothing. He didn’t see it.

So far so good. Dr. Sanders and Dr. Weiskrantz then noticed
something very odd. Drew was obviously blind in the left



visual field, but if the experimenter put his hand in that region
Drew reached out for it accurately!

The two researchers asked Drew to stare straight ahead and
put movable markers on the wall to the left of where he was
looking, and again he was able to point to the markers,
although he insisted that he did not actually “see” them. They
held up a stick, in either a vertical or a horizontal position, in
his blind field and asked him to guess which way the stick was
oriented. Drew had no problem with this task, although he said
again that he could not see the stick. After one such long series
of “guesses,” when he made virtually no errors, he was asked,
“Do you know how well you have done?”

“No,” he replied, “I didn’t—because I couldn’t see anything; I
couldn’t see a darn thing.”

“Can you say how you guessed—what it was that allowed you
to say whether it was vertical or horizontal?”

“No, I could not because I did not see anything; I just don’t
know.”

Finally, he was asked, “So you really did not know you were
getting them right?”

“No,” Drew replied, with an air of incredulity.

Dr. Weiskrantz and his colleagues gave this phenomenon an
oxymo−ronic name—“Hindsight”—and went on to document
it in other patients. The discovery is so surprising, however,
that many people still don’t accept that the phenomenon is
possible.

Dr. Weiskrantz questioned Drew repeatedly about his “vision”
in his blind left field, and most of the time Drew said that he
saw nothing at all. If pressed, he might occasionally say that
he had a “feeling” that a stimulus was approaching or receding
or was “smooth” or “jagged.” But Drew always stressed that
he saw nothing in the sense of “seeing”; that he was typically
guessing and that he was at a loss for words to describe any
conscious perception. The researchers were convinced that
Drew was a reliable and honest reporter, and when test objects



fell near the cusp of his good visual field, he always said so
promptly.

Without invoking extrasensory perception, how do you
account for blindsight—a person’s pointing to or correctly
guessing the presence of an object that he cannot consciously
perceive? Dr. Weiskrantz suggested that the paradox is
resolved when you consider the division of labor between the
two visual pathways that we considered earlier. In particular,
even though Drew had lost his primary visual cortex—
rendering him blind—his phylogenetically primitive
“orienting” pathway was still intact, and perhaps it mediates
blindsight.

In other words, the spot of light in the blind region—even
though it fails to activate the newer pathway, which is
damaged—gets transmitted through the superior colliculus to
higher brain centers such as the parietal lobes, 57

guiding Drew’s arm toward the “invisible” spot. This daring
interpretation carries with it an extraordinary implication—
that only the new pathway is capable of conscious awareness
(“I see this”), whereas the old pathway can use visual input for
all kinds of behavior, even though the person is completely
unaware of what is going on. Does it follow, then, that
consciousness is a special property of the evolutionarily more
recent visual cortex pathway? If so, why does this pathway
have privileged access to the mind? These are questions we’ll
consider in the last chapter.

What we have considered so far is the simple version of the
perception story, but in fact the picture is a bit more
complicated. It turns out that information in the “new”
pathway—the one containing the primary visual cortex that
purportedly leads to conscious experience (and is completely
damaged in Drew)—once again diverges into two distinct
streams. One is the “where” pathway, which terminates in the
parietal lobe (on the sides of your brain above the ears); the
other, sometimes called the “what” pathway, goes to the
temporal lobe (underlying the temples). And it looks as though
each of these two systems is also specialized for a distinct
subset of visual functions.



Actually the term “where” pathway is a little misleading
because this system specializes in not just

“where”—in assigning spatial location to objects—but in all
aspects of spatial vision: the ability of organisms to walk
around the world, negotiate uneven terrain and avoid bumping
into objects or falling into black pits. It probably enables an
animal to determine the direction of a moving target, to judge
the distance of approaching or receding objects and to dodge a
missile. If you are a primate, it helps you reach out and grab an
object with your fingers and thumb. Indeed, the Canadian
psychologist Mel Goodale has suggested that this system
should really be called the “vision for action pathway” or the
“how pathway” since it seems to be mainly concerned with
visually guided movements. (From here on I will call it the
“how” pathway.) Now you may scratch your head and say, My
God, what’s left? What remains is your ability to identify the
object; hence the second pathway is called the “what”
pathway. The fact that the majority of your thirty visual areas
are in fact located in this system gives you some idea of its
importance. Is this thing you are looking at a fox, a pear or a
rose? Is this face an enemy, friend or mate? Is it Drew or
Diane? What are the semantic and emotional attributes of this
thing? Do I care about it? Am I afraid of it? Three researchers,
Ed Rolls, Charlie Gross and David Per−rett, have found that if
you put an electrode into a monkey’s brain to monitor the
activity of cells in this system, there is a particular region
where you find so−called face cells—each neuron fires only in
response to the photograph of a particular face. Thus one cell
may respond to the dominant male in the monkey troop,
another to the monkey’s mate, another to the surrogate alpha
male—that is, to the human experimenter. This does not mean
that a single cell is somehow responsible for the complete
process of recognizing faces; the recognition probably relies
on

a network involving thousands of synapses. Nevertheless, face
cells exist as a critical part of the network of cells involved in
the recognition of faces and other objects. Once these cells are
activated, their message is somehow relayed to higher areas in
the temporal lobes concerned with “semantics”—all your



memories and knowledge of that person. Where did we meet
before? What is his name? When is the last time I saw this
person? What was he doing? Added to this, finally, are all the
emotions that the person’s face evokes.

To illustrate further what these two streams—the what and
how pathways—are doing in the brain, I’d like you to consider
a thought experiment. In real life, people have strokes, head
injuries or other brain accidents and may lose various chunks
of the how and what streams. But nature is messy and rarely
are losses confined exclusively to one stream and not the other.
So let’s assume that one day you wake up and your what
pathway has been selectively obliterated (perhaps a malicious
doctor entered in the night, knocked you out and removed both
your temporal lobes). I’d venture to predict that when you
woke up the entire world would look like a gallery of abstract
sculpture, a Martian art gallery perhaps. No object you looked
at would be recognizable or evoke emotions or associations
with anything else. You’d “see” these objects, their boundaries
and shapes, and you could reach out and grab them, trace them
with your finger and catch one if I threw it at 58

you. In other words, your how pathway would be functional.
But you’d have no inkling as to what these objects were. It’s a
moot point as to whether you’d be “conscious” of any of them,
for one could argue that the term consciousness doesn’t mean
anything unless you recognize the emotional significance and
semantic associations of what you are looking at.

Two scientists, Heinrich Klüver and Paul Bucy at the
University of Chicago, have actually carried out an experiment
like this on monkeys by surgically removing their temporal
lobes containing the what pathway.

The animals can walk around and avoid bumping into cage
walls—because their how pathway is intact—but if they are
presented with a lit cigarette or razor blade, they will likely
stuff it into their mouths and start chewing. Male monkeys will
mount any other animal including chickens, cats or even
human experimenters.

They are not hypersexual, just indiscriminate. They have great
difficulty in knowing what prey is, what a mate is, what food



is and in general what the significance of any object might be.

Are there any human patients who have similar deficits? On
rare occasions a person will sustain widespread damage to
both temporal lobes

and develop a cluster of symptoms similar to what we now call
the Klüver−Bucy syndrome. Like the monkeys, they may put
anything and everything into their mouths (much as babies do)
and display indiscriminate sexual behavior, such as making
lewd overtures to physicians or to patients in adjacent
wheelchairs.

Such extremes of behavior have been known for a long time
and lend credibility to the idea that there is a clear division of
labor between these two systems—and that brings us back to
Diane. Though her deficit is not quite so extreme, Diane also
had dissociation between her what and how vision systems.
She couldn’t tell the difference between a horizontal and a
vertical pencil or a slit because her what pathway had been
selectively obliterated. But since her how pathway was still
intact (as indeed was her evolutionarily older “orienting
behavior” pathway), she was able to reach out and grab a
pencil accurately or rotate a letter by the correct angle to post
it into a slot that she could not see.

To make this distinction even more clear, Dr. Milner
performed another ingenious experiment. After all, posting
letters is a relatively easy, habitual act and he wanted to see
how sophisticated the zombie’s manipulative abilities really
were. Placing two blocks of wood in front of Diane, a large
and a small one, Dr.

Milner asked her which was bigger. He found, not
surprisingly, that she performed at chance level. But when he
asked her to reach out and grab the object, once again her arm
went unerringly toward it with thumb and index finger moving
apart by the exact distance appropriate for that object. All this
was verified by videotaping the approaching arm and
conducting a frame−by−frame analysis of the tape. Again, it
was as though there were an unconscious “zombie” inside
Diane carrying out complicated computations that allowed her
to move her hand and fingers correctly, whether she was



posting a letter or simply grabbing objects of different sizes.
The “zombie” corresponded to the how pathway, which was
still largely intact, and the

“person” corresponded to the what pathway, which was badly
damaged. Diane can interact with the world spatially, but she
is not consciously aware of the shapes, locations and sizes of
most objects around her. She now lives in a country home,
where she keeps a large herb garden, entertains friends and
carries on an active, though protected, life.

But there’s another twist to the tale, for even Diane’s what
pathway was not completely damaged. Although she couldn’t
recognize the shapes of objects—a line drawing of a banana
would not look different from a drawing of a pumpkin—as I
noted at the beginning of this chapter, she had no problem
distinguishing colors or visual textures. She was

good at “stuff” rather than “things” and knew a banana from a
yellow zucchini by their visual textures.The reason for this
might be that even within the areas constituting the what
pathway, there are finer subdivisions 59

concerned with color, texture and form, and the “color” and
“texture” cells might be more resistant to carbon monoxide
poisoning than the “form” cells. The evidence for the
existence of such cells in the primate brain is still fiercely
debated by physiologists, but the highly selective deficits and
preserved abilities of Diane give us additional clues that
exquisitely specialized regions of this sort do indeed exist in
the human brain. If you’re looking for evidence of modularity
in the brain (and ammunition against the holist view), the
visual areas are the best place to look.

Now let’s go back to the thought experiment I mentioned
earlier and turn it around. What might happen if the evil doctor
removed your how pathway (the one that guides your actions)
and left your what system intact?

You’d expect to see a person who couldn’t get her bearings,
who would have great difficulty looking toward objects of
interest, reaching out and grabbing things or pointing to
interesting targets in her visual field.



Something like this does happen in a curious disorder called
Balint’s syndrome, in which there is bilateral damage to the
parietal lobes. In a kind of tunnel vision, the patient’s eyes stay
focused on any small object that happens to be in her foveal
vision (the high−acuity region of the eye), but she completely
ignores all other objects in the vicinity. If you ask her to point
to a small target in her visual field, she’ll very likely miss the
mark by a wide margin—sometimes by a foot or more. But
once she captures the target with her two foveas, she can
recognize it effortlessly because her intact what pathway is
engaged in full gear.

The discovery of multiple visual areas and the division of
labor between the two pathways is a landmark achievement in
neuroscience, but it barely begins to scratch the surface of the
problem of understanding vision. If I toss a red ball at you,
several far−flung visual areas in your brain are activated
simultaneously, but what you see is a single unified picture of
the ball. Does this unification come about because there is
some later place in the brain where all this information is put
together— what the philosopher Dan Dennett pejoratively
calls a “Cartesian theatre”?8 Or are there connections between
these areas so that their simultaneous activation leads directly
to a sort of synchronized firing pattern that in turn creates
perceptual unity? This question, the so−called binding

problem, is one of the many unsolved riddles in neuroscience.
Indeed, the problem is so mysterious that there are
philosophers who argue it is not even a legitimate scientific
question. The problem arises, they argue, from peculiarities in
our use of language or from logically flawed assumptions
about the visual process.

Despite this reservation, the discovery of the how and what
pathways and of multiple visual areas has generated a great
deal of excitement, especially among young researchers
entering the field.9 It’s now possible not only to record the
activity of individual cells but also to watch many of these
areas light up in the living human brain as a person views a
scene—whether it’s something simple like a white square on a
black background or something more complex like a smiling
face. Furthermore, the existence of regions that are highly



specialized for a specific task gives us an experimental lever
for approaching the question posed at the beginning of this
chapter: How does the activity of neurons give rise to
perceptual experience? For instance, we now know that cones
in the retina first send their outputs to clusters of
color−sensitive cells in the primary visual cortex fancifully
called blobs and thin stripes (in the adjacent area 18) and from
there to V4 (recall the man who mistook his wife for a hat) and
that the processing of color becomes increasingly sophisticated
as you go along this sequence. Taking advantage of the
sequence and of all this detailed anatomical knowledge, we
can ask, How does this specific chain of events result in our
experience of color? Or, recalling Ingrid, who was motion
blind, we can ask, How does the circuitry in the middle
temporal area enable us to see motion?

As the British immunologist Peter Medawar has noted, science
is the “art of the soluble,” and one could argue that the
discovery of multiple specialized areas in vision makes the
problem of vision soluble, at least in the foreseeable future. To
his famous dictum, I would add that in science one is often
forced to choose between providing precise answers to piffling
questions (how many cones are there in a human eye) or vague
answers to big questions (what is the self), but every now and
then you come up with a precise answer to a big question
(such as the link between deoxyribonucleic acid [DNA] and
heredity) and you hit the jackpot. It 60

This little experiment may have interesting implications for
day−to−day activities and athletics. Marksmen say that if you
focus too much on a rifle target, you will not hit the
bull’s−eye; you need to “let go” before you shoot. Most sports



rely heavily on spatial orientation. A quarterback throws the
ball toward an empty spot on the field, calculating where the
receiver will be if he is not tackled. An outfielder starts
running the moment he hears the crack of a baseball coming
into contact with a bat, as his how pathway in the parietal lobe
calculates the expected destination of the ball given this
auditory input. Basketball players can even close their eyes
and toss a ball into the basket if they stand on the same spot on
the court each time. Indeed, in sports as in many aspects of
life, it may pay to “release your zombie” and let it do its thing.
There’s no direct evidence that all of this mainly involves your
zombie—the how pathway—but the idea can be tested with
brain imaging techniques.

My eight−year−old son, Mani, once asked me whether maybe
the zombie is smarter than we think, a fact that is celebrated in
both ancient martial arts and modern movies like Star Wars.
When young Luke Sky−walker is struggling with his
conscious awareness, Yoda advises, “Use the force. Feel it.
Yes,” and “No. Try not! Do or do not. There is no try.” Was he
referring to a zombie?

I answered, “No,” but later began to have second thoughts. For
in truth, we know so little about the brain that even a child’s
questions should be seriously entertained.

The most obvious fact about existence is your sense of being a
single, unified self “in charge” of your destiny; so obvious, in
fact, that you rarely pause to think about it. And yet Dr.
Aglioti’s experiment and observations on patients like Diane
suggest that there is in fact another

being inside you that goes about his or her business without
your knowledge or awareness. And, as it turns out, there is not
just one such zombie but a multitude of them inhabiting your
brain. If so, your concept of a single “I” or “self” inhabiting
your brain may be simply an illusion11— albeit one that
allows you to organize your life more efficiently, gives you a
sense of purpose and helps you interact with others. This idea
will be a recurring theme in the rest of this book.



CHAPTER 5

The Secret Life of James Thurber
Is this a dagger which I see before me, The handle toward my
hand’? Come, let me clutch thee: I have thee not, and yet I see
thee still. Art thou not fatal vision, sensible To feeling as to
sight? or art thou but A dagger of the mind, a false creation,
Proceeding from the heat oppressed brain?
— William Shakespeare
When James Thurber was six years old, a toy arrow shot
accidentally at him by his brother impaled his right eye and he
never saw out of that eye again. Though the loss was tragic, it
was not devastating; like most one−eyed people he was able to
navigate the world successfully. But much to his distress, in
the years after the accident his left eye also started
progressively deteriorating so that by the time he was
thirty−five he had become completely blind. Yet ironically, far
from being an impediment, Thurber’s blindness somehow
stimulated his imagination so that his visual field, instead of
being dark and dreary, was filled with hallucinations, creating
for him a fantastic world of surrealistic images. Thurber fans
adore “The Secret Life of Walter Mitty,” wherein Mitty, a
milquetoast of a man, bounces back and forth between flights
of fantasy and reality as if to mimic Thurber’s own curious
predicament. Even the whimsical 62



“You said a moment, ago that everybody you look
at seems to be a rabbit. Now just what do you mean
by that, Mrs. Sprague?”
Figure 5.1 One of James Thurber’s well−known cartoons that
appeared in The New Yorker. Could Ms visual hallucinations
have been a source of inspiration for some of these cartoons?
By James Thurber, 1937, from The New Yorker Collection. All
rights reserved.

cartoons for which he was so famous were probably provoked
by his visual handicap (Figure 5.1).1

Thus James Thurber was not blind in the sense that you or I
might think of blindness—a falling darkness like the blackest
night sky, entirely devoid of moonlight and stars, or even a
complete absence of vision— an unbearable void. For
Thurber, blindness was brilliant, star−studded and sprinkled
with pixie dust. He once wrote to his ophthalmologist:

Years ago you told me about a nun of the middle centuries
who confused her retinal disturbances with holy visitation,
although she saw only about one tenth of the holy symbols I
see. Mine have included a blue Hoover, golden sparks, melting
purple blobs, a skein of spit, a dancing brown spot,
snowflakes, saffron and light blue waves, and two eight balls,
to say nothing of the corona, which used to halo street lamps
and is now brilliantly discernible when a shaft of light breaks
against a crystal bowl or a bright metal edge. This corona,
usually triple, is like a chrysanthemum composed of thousands
of radiating petals, each ten times as slender and each
containing in order the colors of the prism. Man has devised
no spectacle of light in any way similar to this sublime
arrangement of colors or holy visitation.

Once, after Thurber’s glasses shattered, he said, “I saw a
Cuban flag flying over a national bank, I saw a gay old lady
with a gray parasol walk right through the side of a truck, I
saw a cat roll across a street in a small striped barrel. I saw
bridges rise lazily into the air, like balloons.”



Thurber knew how to use his visions creatively. “The
daydreamer,” he said, “must visualize the dream so vividly
and insistently that it becomes, in effect, an actuality.”

Upon seeing his whimsical cartoons and reading his prose, I
realized that Thurber probably suffered from an 63

extraordinary neurological condition called Charles Bonnet
syndrome. Patients with this curious disorder usually have
damage somewhere in their visual pathway—in the eye or in
the brain—causing them to be either completely or partially
blind. Yet paradoxically, like Thurber, they start experiencing
the most vivid visual hallucinations as if to “replace” the
reality that is missing from their lives. Unlike many other
disorders you will encounter in this book, Charles Bonnet
syndrome is extremely common worldwide and affects
millions of people whose vision has become compromised by
glaucoma, cataracts, macular degeneration or diabetic
retinopathy. Many such patients develop Thurberesque
hallucinations—yet oddly enough most physicians have never
heard about the disorder.2 One reason may be simply that
people who have these symptoms are reluctant to mention
them to anyone for fear of being labeled crazy. Who would
believe that a blind person was seeing clowns and circus
animals cavorting in her bedroom? When Grandma, sitting in
her wheelchair in the nursing home, says, “What are all those
water lilies doing on the floor?” her family is likely to think
she’s lost her mind.

If my diagnosis of Thurber’s condition is correct, we must
conclude that he wasn’t just being metaphorical when he
spoke of enhancing his creativity with his dreams and
hallucinations; he really did experience all those haunting
visions—a cat in a striped barrel did indeed cross his visual
field, snowflakes danced and a lady walked through the side of
the truck.

But the images that Thurber and other Charles Bonnet patients
experience are very different from those that you or I could
conjure up in our minds. If I asked you to describe the
American flag or to tell me how many sides a cube has, you’d
maybe shut your eyes to avoid dis−



traction and conjure up a faint internal mental picture, which
you’d then proceed to scan and describe. (People vary greatly
in this ability; many undergraduates say that they can only
visualize four sides on a cube.) But the Charles Bonnet
hallucinations are much more vivid and the patient has no
conscious control over them—they emerge completely
unbidden, although like real objects they may disappear when
the eyes are closed.

I was intrigued by these hallucinations because of the internal
contradiction they represent. They seem so extraordinarily real
to the patient— indeed some tell me that the images are more
“real than reality” or that the colors are “supervivid”—and yet
we know they are mere figments of the imagination. The study
of this syndrome may thus allow us to explore that mysterious
no−man’s−land between seeing and knowing and to discover
how the lamp of our imagination illuminates the prosaic
images of the world. Or it may even help us investigate the
more basic question of how and where in the brain we actually
“see” things—how the complex cascade of events in the
thirty−odd visual areas in my cortex enables me to perceive
and comprehend the world.

What is visual imagination? Are the same parts of your brain
active when you imagine an object—say, a cat—as when you
look at it actually sitting in front of you? A decade ago, these
might have been considered philosophical questions, but
recently cognitive scientists have begun to probe these
processes at the level of the brain itself and have come up with
some surprising answers. It turns out that the human visual
system has an astonishing ability to make educated guesses
based on the fragmentary and evanescent images dancing in
the eyeballs. Indeed, in the last chapter, I showed you many
examples to illustrate that vision involves a great deal more
than simply transmitting an image to a screen in the brain and
that it is an active, constructive process. A specific
manifestation of this is the brain’s remarkable capacity for
dealing with inexplicable gaps in the visual image—a process
that is sometimes loosely referred to as “filling in.” A rabbit
viewed behind a picket fence, for instance, is not seen as a
series of rabbit slices but as a single rabbit standing behind the



vertical bars of the fence; your mind apparently fills in the
missing rabbit segments. Even a glimpse of your cat’s tail
sticking out from underneath the sofa evokes the image of the
whole cat; you certainly don’t see a disembodied tail, gasp and
panic or, like Lewis Carroll’s Alice, wonder where the rest of
the cat is. Actually,

“filling in” occurs at several differ−
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ent stages of the visual process, and it’s somewhat misleading
to lump all of them together in one phrase. Even so, it’s clear
that the mind, like nature, abhors a vacuum and will
apparently supply whatever information is required to
complete the scene.

Migraine sufferers are well aware of this extraordinary
phenomenon. When a blood vessel goes into a spasm, they
temporarily lose a patch of visual cortex and this causes a
corresponding blind region—a scotoma— in the visual field.
(Recall there is a point−to−point map of the visual world in
the visual field.) If a person having a migraine attack glances
around the room and his scotoma happens to “fall” on a large
clock or painting on the wall, the object will disappear
completely. But instead of seeing an enormous void in its
place, he sees a normal−looking wall with paint or wallpaper.
The region corresponding to the missing object is simply
covered with the same color of paint or wallpaper.



What does it actually feel like to have a scotoma? With most
brain disorders you have to remain content with a clinical
description, but you can get a clear sense of what is going on
in migraine sufferers by simply examining your own blind
spot. The existence of this natural blind spot of the eye was
actually predicted by the seventeenth−century French scientist
Edme Mariotte. While dissecting a human eye, Mariotte
noticed the optic disk—the area of the retina where the optic
nerve exits the eyeball. He realized that unlike other parts of
the retina, the optic disk is not sensitive to light. Applying his
knowledge of optics and eye anatomy, he deduced that every
eye should be blind in a small portion of its visual field.

You can easily confirm Mariotte’s conclusion by examining
the illustration of a hatched disk on a light gray background
(Figure 5.2). Close your right eye and hold this book about a
foot away from your face and fixate your gaze on the little
black dot on the page. Concentrate on the dot as you slowly
move the page toward your left eye. At some critical distance,
the hatched disk should fall within your natural blind spot and
disappear completely!3 However, notice that when the disk
disappears, you do not experience a big black hole or void in
its place. You simply see this region as being “colored” by the
same light gray background as the rest of the page—another
striking example of filling in.4

You may be wondering why you’ve never noticed your blind
spot before now. One reason is related to binocular vision,
which you can test for yourself. After the hatched disk has
disappeared, try opening the other eye and you will see that
the disk pops back instantly into view. This happens because
when both eyes are open the two blind spots don’t

Figure 5.2 Blind spot demonstration. Shut your rißht eye and
look at the black dot on the right with your left eye. From
about one and a half feet away, move the book slowly toward
you. At a critical distance the circular hatched disk on the left
will fall entirely on your blind spot and disappear completely.
If you move the 65

book closer still, the disk will reappear. You may need to
“hunt” for the blind spot by moving the book to and fro



several times until the disk disappears.
Notice that when the disk disappears you don’t see a dark void
or hole in its place. The region is seen as being covered with
the same light gray color as the background. This phenomenon
is loosely referred to as “filling in. ”
overlap; the normal vision of your left eye compensates for the
right eye’s blind spot and vice versa. But the surprising thing
is that even if you close one eye and glance around the room,
you are still not aware of the blind spot unless you carefully
look for it. Again, you don’t notice the gap because your
visual system obligingly fills in the missing information.5

But how sophisticated is this filling−in process? Are there
clear limits as to what can be filled in and what cannot? And
would answering this question give us hints about what type of
neural brain machinery may be involved in allowing it to
happen?

Bear in mind that the filling in is not just some odd quirk of
the visual system that has evolved for the sole purpose of
dealing with the blind spot. Rather, it appears to be a
manifestation of a very general ability to construct surfaces
and bridge gaps that might be otherwise distracting in an
image—the same ability, in fact, that allows you to see a rabbit
behind

a picket fence as a complete rabbit, not a sliced−up one. In our
natural blind spot we have an especially obvious example of
filling in—one that provides us with a valuable experimental
opportunity to examine the

“laws” that govern the process. Indeed, you can actually
discover these laws and explore the limits of filling in by
playing with your own blind spot. (To me, this is one reason
the study of vision is so exciting. It allows anyone armed with
a sheet of paper, a pencil and some curiosity to peer into the
inner workings of his own brain.)

First, you can decapitate your friends and enemies, using your
natural blind spot. Standing about ten feet away from the
person, close your right eye and look at his head with your left
eye. Now, slowly start moving your left eye horizontally



toward the right, away from the person’s head, until your blind
spot falls directly on his head. At this critical distance, his
head should disappear. When King Charles II, the “science
king” who founded the Royal Society, heard about the blind
spot, he took great delight in walking around in his court
decapitating his ladies in waiting or beheading criminals with
his blind spot before they were actually guillotined. I must
confess I sometimes sit in faculty meetings and enjoy
decapitating our departmental chairman.

Next we can ask what will happen if you run a vertical black
line through your blind spot. Again, close your right eye and
stare at the black spot to the right of the picture (Figure 5.3)
with your left eye. Then move the page gradually to and fro
until the small hatched square on the center of the vertical line
falls exactly inside your left eye’s blind spot. (The hatched
square should now disappear.) Since no information about this
central portion of the line—falling on the blind spot—is
available to the eye or the brain, do you perceive two short
vertical lines with a gap in the middle, or do you “fill in” and
see one continuous line? The answer is clear.

You will always see a continuous vertical line. Perhaps
neurons in your visual system are making a statistical estimate;
they “realize” that it is extremely unlikely that two different
lines are precisely lined up on either side of the blind spot in
this manner simply by chance. So they “signal” to higher brain
centers that this is probably a single continuous line.
Everything that the visual system does is based on such
educated guesswork.

But what if you try to confound the visual system by
presenting internally contradictory evidence—for instance, by
making the two line segments differ in some way? What if one
line is black and the other is white 66



(shown on a gray background)? Does your visual system still
regard these two dissimilar segments as being parts of a single
line and proceed to complete it? Surprisingly, the answer is
again yes. You will see a con−

Figure 5.3 A vertical black line running through the blind
spot. Repeat the procedure described for Figure 5.2. Shut your
right eye, look at the small black dot on the right with your left
eye and move the page to and fro until the hatched square on
the left falls on your blind spot and disappears. Does the
vertical line look continuous, or does it have a gap in the
middle? There is a lot of variation from person to person, but
most people “complete” the line. If the illusion doesn’t work
for you, try aiming your blind spot at a single black−white
edge (such as the edge of a black book on a white background)
and you will see it complete.
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Figure 5.4 The upper half of the line is white and the lower
half black. Does your brain complete the vertical line in spite
of this internally contradictory evidence7.
tinuous single straight line, black on top and white below, but
smeared in the middle into a lustrous metallic gray (Figure
5.4). This is the compromise solution that the visual system
seems to prefer.

People often assume that science is serious business, that it is
always “theory driven,” that you generate lofty conjectures
based on what you already know and then proceed to design
experiments specifically to test these conjectures. Actually real
science is more like a fishing expedition than most of my
colleagues would care to admit. (Of course, I would never say
this in a National Institutes of Health [NIH] grant proposal, for
most funding agencies still cling to the naive belief that



science is all about hypothesis testing and then carefully
dotting the “i’s” and crossing the “t’s.” God forbid that you
should just try to do something entirely new that’s just based
on a hunch!)

So let’s continue our experiments on your blind spot, just for
fun. What if you challenged your visual system by deliberately
misaligning the two half lines—shifting the top line segment
to the left and the bottom line segment to the right? Would you
then see a complete line anyway with a kink in the middle?
Would you connect the two lines with a diagonal line running
through the blind spot? Or would you see a big gap (Figure
5.5)?6

Most people do complete the missing line segment, but the
astonishing thing is that the two segments now 68

appear collinear—they get perfectly lined up to form a vertical
straight line! Yet if you try the same experiment using two
horizontal lines—one on either side of the blind spot—you
don’t get this “lining−up”

effect. You either see a gap or a big kink—the two lines don’t
fuse to form a horizontal straight line. The reason for the



difference—lining up vertical lines but not horizontal lines—is
not clear, but I suspect that it has something to do with
stereoscopic vision: our ability to extract the tiny differences
between the image of the two eyes to see depth.7

How “clever” is the mechanism that completes images across
the blind spot? We have already seen that if you aim your
blind spot at somebody’s head (so that it vanishes), your brain
doesn’t replace the missing head; it remains chopped off until
you look off to one side so that the head falls on the normal
retina once again. But what if you used much simpler shapes
than heads? For example, you could try “aiming” your blind
spot at the corner of a square (Figure 5.6). Noticing the other
three corners, does your visual system fill in the missing
corner? If you try this experiment, you will notice that in fact
the corner disappears or looks “bitten off” or smudged. Clearly
the neural machinery that allows completion across the blind
spot cannot deal with corners; there’s a limit to what can and
what cannot be filled in.8

Completing a corner is obviously too big a challenge for the
visual system; perhaps it can cope only with very simple
patterns such as homogeneous colors and straight lines. But
you’re in for a surprise. Try aiming your blind spot at the
center of a bicycle wheel with radiating

Figure 5.5 Repeat the experiment, “aiming” your blind spot at
a pattern that resembles a swastika— an ancient
Indo−European peace symbol. The lines are deliberately
misaligned, one on either side of the blind spot.
Many people find that when the central hatched disk
disappears, the two vertical lines get “lined up” and become
collinear, whereas the two horizontal lines are not lined up—
there is a slight bend or kink in the middle.
69



spokes (Figure 5.7). Notice that when you do this, unlike what
you observed with the corner of the square, you do not see a
gap or smudge. You do indeed “complete” the gap—you
actually see the spokes converging into a vortex at the center
of your blind spot.

So it appears that there are some things you can complete
across the blind spot and other things you cannot, and it’s
relatively easy to discover these principles by simply
experimenting with your own blind spot or a friend’s.

Some years ago, Jonathan Piel, the former editor of Scientific
American, invited me to write an article on the blind spot for
that journal.

Figure 5.6 Move the page toward you until the hatched disk
falls on the blind spot. Does the corner of the square get
completed’? The answer is that most people see the corner
“missing” or “smudged”; it does not get filled in. This simple
demonstration shows that filling in is not based on guesswork;
it is not a high−level cognitive process.
Soon after the article appeared, I received hundreds of letters
from readers who tried the various experiments I had
described or had devised new ones of their own. These letters
made me realize how intensely curious people are about the
inner workings of their visual pathways. One chap even
embarked on a whole new style of art and had a show of his
own paintings at an art gallery. He had created various
complex geometric designs, which you have to view with one



eye, aiming your blind spot at a specific section of the
painting.

Like James Thurber, he had used his blind spot creatively to
inspire his art.

I hope these examples have given you a feel for what it is like
to “fill in” missing portions of the visual field.

You have to bear in mind, though, that you have had a blind
spot all your life and you might be especially skilled at this
process. But what if you lost a patch of visual cortex as a
result of disease or accident? What if a much larger hole in
your visual field—a scotoma—suddenly appeared? Such
patients do exist 70

Figure 5.7 Amazingly, when the blind spot is aimed at the
center of a bicycle wheel, no gap is seen. People usually
report that the spokes converge toward a vortex.
and they present a valuable opportunity to study how far the
brain can go in supplying the “missing information” when
needed. Migraine patients have transient scotomas, but I
decided it would be best to study someone who had a large
permanent blind spot in his visual field, and that is how I met
Josh.9



Josh was a large man with Brezhnev−like eyebrows, a barrel
chest and meaty hands. Yet he exuded a natural twinkle and
sense of humor that infused what would otherwise be a rather
menacing body type with the burly sweetness of a teddy bear.
Whenever Josh laughed, everyone in the room chuckled with
him. Now in his early thirties, some years earlier he had
suffered an industrial accident in which a steel rod penetrated
the back of his skull, punching a hole in his right occipital pole
in the primary visual cortex. When Josh looks straight ahead,
he has a blind spot about the size of my palm to the left of
where he’s looking. No other part of his brain was damaged.
When Josh came to see me, he said that he was well aware that
he had a large blind spot.

“How do you know?” I asked.

“Well, one problem is that I often walk into the women’s
room.”

“Why is that?”

“Because when I look at the sign women straight on, I don’t
see the ‘w’ and the ‘o’ to the left. I just see ‘men.’ ”

Josh insisted, however, that other than these occasional hints
that something was wrong, his vision seemed surprisingly
normal. In fact, given his deficit, he was surprised by the
unitary nature of his visual world.

“When I look at you,” he said, “I don’t see anything missing.
No pieces are left out.” He paused, knitted his eyebrows,
studied my face and then broke into a huge smile. “If I pay
careful attention, Dr. Ramachandran, I notice that one of your
eyes and an ear are missing! Are you feeling okay?”
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Unless he scrutinized his visual field, Josh seemed to fill in the
missing information with no trouble. Although researchers
have known for a long time that patients like Josh exist (and
live quite normally except when frightening women in ladies’
rooms), many psychologists and physicians have remained
skeptical of the filling−in phenomenon. For example, the
Canadian psychologist Justine Sergent claimed that patients



like Josh are confabulating or engaging in a kind of
unconscious guesswork when they say they can see normally.

(He guesses that there is wallpaper in his scotoma because
there is wallpaper everywhere else.) This type of guesswork,
she said, would be very different from the types of true
perceptual completion that you experienced when you had a
line passing through your blind spot.10 But I realized that Josh
gave us the opportunity to find out what is really going on
inside a scotoma. Why try to second−guess the mechanisms of
vision from scratch when we could ask Josh?

Josh swept into the laboratory one drizzly, cold afternoon,
propped an umbrella in one corner and lit up the room with his
cheerfulness. He was dressed in a plaid shirt, loose jeans and
beat−up running shoes, damp with mud from the walk into our
building. We were going to have some fun today. Our strategy
was simply to repeat on Josh all the experiments you just did
on your own blind spot. First, we decided to see what would
happen if we ran a line through his scotoma, where a big piece
of the visual field was missing. Would he see the line as
having a gap, or would he fill it in?

But before we did the experiment, we realized we had a minor
technical problem. If we gave Josh an actual line, asked him to
look straight

ahead and tell us whether he saw a complete line or piece
missing, he might “cheat” inadvertently. He might accidentally
move his eyes a tiny amount, and the slight motion would
bring the line into his normal visual field and would tell him
that the line is complete. We wanted to avoid that so we
simply presented Josh with two half lines on either side of his
scotoma and asked him what he saw. Would he see a
continuous line or two half lines? Recall that when you tried
this little experiment using your own blind spot, you saw the
lines as complete.

He considered for a moment and said, “Well, I see two lines,
one above, one below and there’s a big gap in the middle.”

“Okay,” I said. This was not going anywhere.



“Wait!” said Josh, squinting. “Wait a minute. You know what?
They’re growing toward each other.”

“What?”

He held up his right index finger vertically, pointing upward,
to mimic the bottom line and his left index finger pointing
downward to mimic the top line. At first the two fingertips
were two inches apart, and then Josh started moving them
toward each other. “Okay,” he said excitedly. “They’re
growing, growing, growing, growing together, and now there’s
one complete line.” As he said this, his index fingers touched.

Not only is Josh filling in, but the filling in is happening in
real time. He could watch it and describe it, contrary to claims
that the phenomenon doesn’t exist in people with scotomas.

Clearly some nerve circuits in Josh’s brain were taking two
half lines, lying on either side of the scotoma, as sufficient
evidence that there is a complete line there, and these circuits
are sending this message to higher centers in Josh’s brain. So
his brain could complete information across the huge, gaping
hole right near his center of gaze in much the same way that
you did across your natural blind spot.
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Next we wondered what would happen when we deliberately
misaligned the two lines. Would he complete it with a diagonal
line? Or would his visual system simply give up? Presented
with this display, Josh said, “No dice. They’re not completed. I
see a gap. Sorry.”

“I know that; just tell me what happens.”

A couple of seconds later Josh exclaimed, “Oh, my God, look
what’s happening!”

“What?”

“Hey, they started like this and now they’re moving toward
each other like this.” He again held up his fingers to show the
two lines moving sideways. “Now they’re completely lined
up, and now they’re filling in like that. Okay, now it’s
complete.” The whole process lasted five seconds, an eternity



as far as the visual system is concerned. We repeated the
experiment several times with identical results.

So it seemed fairly clear we are dealing with genuine
perceptual completion here, for why else would it take so
many seconds? If Josh were guessing, he should guess
immediately. But how far could we push this? How
sophisticated is the visual system’s capacity to “insert” the
missing information? What if we used a vertical column of
“XV instead of a plain line? Would he actually hallucinate the
missing “X’s”? What if we used a column of smiling faces?
Would he fill in the scotoma with smiling faces?

So we put the vertical column “X’s” on the computer screen
and asked Josh to look to the immediate right of this column
so that the middle three “X’s” fell on the scotoma.

“What do you see?” I asked.

“I see ‘X’s’ on top, ‘X’s’ on the bottom, and there’s a big gap
in the middle.”

I told him to keep looking at it since we had already
established that filling in takes time.

“Look, doctor, I’m staring at it and I know you want me to see
an ‘X’ there, but I don’t see it. No ‘X’s.’ Sorry.”

He stared at it for three minutes, four minutes, five minutes,
and then we both gave up.

Then I tried a long vertical row of tiny ‘x’s,’ one set above and
one below the scotoma. “Now what do you see?”

“Oh, yeah, it’s a continuous column of ‘x’s,’ little ‘x’s.’ ” Josh
turned to me and said, “I know you’re really tricking me.
There are no ‘x’s’ really there. Are there?”

“I’m not going to tell you. But I want to know one more thing.
Do the ‘x’s’ on the left side of where you’re looking (which I
knew were in his scotoma) appear any different from the ones
above and below?”

Josh replied, “It looks like a continuous column of ‘x’s.’ I
don’t see any difference.”



Josh was filling in the little “x’s” but not the big “X’s.” This
difference is important for two reasons. First it rules out the
possibility of confabulation. Often in neurology tests, patients
will make up a story, putting on a show for the physician’s
benefit. Knowing there were “x’s” above and below, Josh
could have guessed that he

“saw” them in between without really doing so. But why
would he only engage in such guesswork for the little “x’s”
and not the big ones? Since he did not fill in the missing large
“X’s,” we can assume that in the case of the little
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“x’s” we’re dealing with a genuine perceptual completion
process, not with guesswork or confabulation.

Why did the genuine perceptual completion occur only for the
little “x’s” and not the large ones? Perhaps the brain treats the
tiny “x’s” as forming a continuous texture and therefore
completes it, but when confronted with large “x’s” it switches
to a different mode of operation and “sees” that some of the
“X’s” were missing. My hunch is that the tiny letters activated
a different part of Josh’s visual pathway, one that deals with
continuity of textures and surfaces, whereas the large letters
would be processed in the pathway in his temporal lobes that
is concerned with objects (discussed in the last chapter) rather
than surfaces. It makes sense that the brain should be
especially skilled at completing gaps when dealing with
continuous surface textures and colors but not when dealing
with objects. The reason is that surfaces in the real world are
usually composed of uniform

“stuff” or surface texture—like a block of grainy wood or a
sandstone cliff—but there is no such thing as a natural surface
made up of large alphabetical letters or faces. (Of course
man−made surfaces like wallpaper can be made of smiling
faces, but the brain didn’t originally evolve in a man−made
world.) To test the notion that completion of textures and
“stuff” across a gap can occur much more easily than
completion of objects or letters, I was tempted to try
something a bit outlandish. I put up the numerals 1, 2 and 3
above the scotoma and 7, 8 and 9 below. Would Josh



perceptually complete the sequence? What would he see in the
middle? Of course, I used tiny numerals to ensure that the
brain would treat them as a “texture.”

“Hmmm,” said Josh, “I see a continuous column of numbers,
vertically aligned numbers.”

“Can you see a gap in the middle?”

“No.”

“Can you read them out loud for me?”

“Urn, one, two, three, urn, seven, eight, nine. Hey, that’s very
strange. I can see the numbers in the middle, but I can’t read
them. They look like numbers, but I don’t know what they
are.”

“Do they look blurred?”

“No, they don’t look blurred. They kind of look strange. I
can’t tell what they are—like hieroglyphics or something.”

We had induced a curious form of temporary dyslexia in Josh.
Those middle numbers did not exist, were not flashed before
his eyes, yet his brain was making up the textural attributes of
the number string and completing it. This is another striking
demonstration of division of labor in the visual pathways. The
system in his brain that deals with surfaces and edges is
saying, “There is numberlike stuff in this region—that’s what
you should see in the middle,” but since there are no actual
numbers, his object pathway remains silent and the net result
is illegible “hieroglyphics”!

It has been known for over two decades now that what we call
the visual system is actually several systems; that there are
multiple specialized cortical areas concerned with different
visual attributes such as motion, color and other dimensions.
Does filling in occur separately in each of these areas, or does
it occur all at once in just one single area? To find out, we
asked Josh to look at the center of a blank screen on the
computer monitor, and then we suddenly switched on a pattern
of twinkling black dots on a red background.

Josh whistled, apparently taking as much delight in all this as I
was. “My God, doctor,” he said, “I can actually see my



scotoma for the first time.” He yanked a felt pen from my hand
and much to my dismay proceeded to 74

start drawing on the monitor, producing what appeared to be
an outline of the irregular margins of the scotoma (Josh’s
ophthalmologist, Dr. Lilian Levinson, had earlier mapped out
his scotoma using a sophisticated technique called perimetry
and I could therefore compare his drawing with hers; they
were identical).

“But Josh, what do you see inside the scotoma?” I asked.

“Well, it’s very strange, doctor. For the first few seconds, I saw
only the red color bleeding into this part of the screen, but the
twinkling black dots did not fill in. Then after a few seconds,
the dots filled in, but they weren’t twinkling. And last, the
actual twinkle—the motion sensation—filled in as well.” He
turned around, rubbed his eye, looked at me and said, “What
does all this mean?“11

The answer is that filling in seems to occur at different speeds
for different perceptual attributes like color, motion (twinkle)
and texture. Motion takes longer to fill in than color, and so
on. Indeed, such differential filling in provides additional
evidence that such specialized areas do exist in the human
brain. For if perception were just one process happening in a
single location in the brain, it should happen all at once, not in
stages.

Finally, we tested Josh’s ability to fill in more sophisticated
shapes, like the corners of squares. Remember when you tried
aiming your blind spot on a corner, it was chopped off—your
brain apparently couldn’t fill it in. When we tried the same
experiment on Josh, we got the opposite result. He had no
difficulty in seeing the missing corner, proving that very
sophisticated types of completion were taking place in his
brain.

By now, Josh was feeling tired, but we had succeeded in
making him as intensely curious about the filling−in process
as we were. Having heard the King Charles story from me, he
decided to try to aim his scotoma at my graduate student’s
head. Would his brain prefer to complete her head (contrary to



what happened in your blind spot) to prevent such a
horrendous spectacle? The answer is no. Josh always saw this
person with a head missing. Thus he could fill in parts of
simple geometric shapes but not complex objects like faces or
things of that nature. This experiment again shows that filling
in is not simply a matter of guesswork, for there is no reason
Josh shouldn’t have been able to “guess” that my student’s
head was still there.

An important distinction must be made between perceptual
and conceptual completion. To understand the difference, just
think of the space behind your head now as you are sitting on
your chair reading this book.

You can let your mind wander, thinking about the kinds of
objects that might be behind your head or body. Is there a
window? A Martian? A gaggle of geese? With your
imagination, you can “fill in” this missing space with just
about anything, but since you can change your mind about the
content, I call this process conceptual filling in.

Perceptual filling in is very different. When you fill in your
blind spot with a carpet design, you don’t have such choices
about what fills that spot; you can’t change your mind about it.
Perceptual filling in is carried out by visual neurons. Their
decisions, once made, are irreversible: Once they signal to
higher brain centers “Yes, this is a repetitive texture” or “yes,
this is a straight line,” what you perceive is irrevocable. We
will return to this distinction between perceptual and
conceptual filling in, which philosophers are very interested
in, later when we talk about consciousness and whether
Martians see red in Chapter 12. For now, it suffices to
emphasize that we’re dealing with true perceptual completion
across the scotomas, not just guesswork or deduction.

This phenomenon is far more important that one might
imagine from the parlor games I’ve just described.

Decapitating department chairmen is amusing, but why should
the brain engage in perceptual completion?
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The answer lies in a Darwinian explanation of how the visual
system evolved. One of the most important principles in vision
is that it tries to get away with as little processing as it can to
get the job done. To economize on visual processing, the brain
takes advantage of statistical regularities in the world—such as
the fact that contours are generally

continuous or that table surfaces are uniform—and these
regularities are captured and wired into the machinery of the
visual pathways early in visual processing. When you look at
your desk, for instance, it seems likely that the visual system
extracts information about its edges and creates a mental
representation that resembles a cartoon sketch of the table
(again, this initial extraction of edges occurs because your
brain is mainly interested in regions of change, of abrupt
discontinuity, at the edge of desk, which is where the
information is). The visual system might then apply surface
interpolation to “fill in” the color and texture of the table,
saying in effect, “Well, there’s this grainy stuff here; it must be
the same grainy stuff all over.” This act of interpolation saves
an enormous amount of computation; your brain can avoid the
burden of scrutinizing every little section of the desk and can
simply employ loose guesswork instead (bearing in mind the
distinction between conceptual guesswork and perceptual
guesswork).

What has all of this got to do with James Thurber and other
patients with Charles Bonnet syndrome? Might the findings
that we have discussed so far about the brain’s capacity for
“filling in” blind spots and scotomas also help us understand
the extraordinary visual hallucinations they experience?

Medical syndromes are named after their discoverers, not the
patients who suffer from them, and this one was named after a
Swiss naturalist, Charles Bonnet, who lived from 1720 to
1773. Even though he suffered from precarious health and was
always on the brink of losing his own eyesight and hearing,
Bonnet was a shrewd observer of the natural world. He was
the first person to observe parthenogenesis—the production of
offspring by an unfertilized female—and that led him to
propose an absurd theory known as preformationism, the idea
that each egg carried by a female must contain an entire



preformed individual, presumably with miniature eggs of its
own, each of which in turn contains even tinier individuals
with eggs, and so on, ad infinitum. As luck would have it,
many physicians remember Charles Bonnet as the gullible
chap who hallucinated little people in eggs and not as the
insightful biologist who discovered parthenogenesis.

Fortunately, Bonnet was more perceptive when he observed
and reported on an unusual medical situation in his own
family. His maternal grandfather, Charles Lullin, had
successfully undergone what in those days was dangerous and
traumatic surgery—the removal of cataracts at

age seventy−seven. Eleven years after the operation, the
grandfather began suffering vivid hallucinations.

People and objects would appear and disappear without
warning, grow in size and then recede. When he stared at the
tapestries in his apartment, he saw bizarre transformations
involving people with strange gazes and animals that were, he
realized, flowing from his brain and not the weaver’s loom.

This phenomenon, as I mentioned earlier, is fairly common in
elderly people with visual handicaps like macular
degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, corneal damage and
cataracts. A recent study in the Lancet, a British medical
journal, reported that many older men and women with poor
vision hide the fact that they “see things which aren’t really
there.” Out of five hundred visually handicapped people, sixty
admitted that they hallucinated, sometimes only once or twice
a year, but others experienced visual fantasies at least twice a
day.

For the most part the content of their imaginary world is
mundane, perhaps involving an unfamiliar person, a bottle or a
hat, but the hallucinations can also be quite funny. One woman
saw two miniature policemen guiding a midget villain to a tiny
prison van. Others saw ghostly translucent figures floating in
the hallway, dragons, people wearing flowers on their heads
and even beautiful shining angels, little circus animals, clowns
and elves. A surprising number of them report seeing children.
Peter Halligan, John Marshall and I once saw a patient at
Oxford who not only “saw” children in her left visual field but



could actually hear their laughter, only to turn her head and
realize no one was there. The images can be in black and white
or color, stationary 76

or in motion, and just as clear as, less clear than or more clear
than reality. At times the objects blend into actual
surroundings so that an imaginary person sits in a real chair,
ready to speak. The images are rarely threatening—no
slavering monsters or scenes of brutal carnage.

Patients were always easily corrected by others while
hallucinating. A woman said that she once sat at her window
watching cows in a neighboring meadow. It was actually very
cold and the middle of winter, and she complained to her maid
about the cruelty of the farmer. The astonished maid looked,
saw no cows and said,

“What are you talking about? What cows?” The woman
flushed with embarrassment. “My eyes are tricking me. I can’t
trust them anymore.”

Another woman said, “In my dreams I experience things
which affect me, which are related to my life. These
hallucinations, however, have nothing to do with me.” Others
are not so sure. An elderly childless man was intrigued by
recurrent hallucinations of a little girl and boy and wondered
whether these hallucinations reflected his unfulfilled wish to

become a father. There’s even a report of a woman who saw
her recently deceased husband three times a week.

Given how common this syndrome is, I am tempted to wonder
whether the occasional reports of “true”

sightings of ghosts, UFOs and angels by otherwise sane
intelligent people may merely be examples of Charles Bonnet
hallucinations. Is it any surprise that roughly one third of
Americans claim to have seen angels? I’m not asserting that
angels don’t exist (I have no idea whether they do or not) but
simply that many of the sightings may be due to ocular
pathology.

Poor lighting and the changing tones at dusk favor such
hallucinations. If the patients blink, nod their heads or turn on



a light, the visions often cease. Nevertheless, they have no
voluntary control over the apparitions, which usually appear
without warning. Most of us can imagine the scenes these
people describe—a miniature police van with miniature
criminals running about—but we exert conscious control over
such imaginations.

With Charles Bonnet syndrome, on the other hand, the images
appear completely unbidden as if they are real objects.

•
This sudden appearance of intrusive images was apparent in
the case of Larry MacDonald, a twenty−seven−year−old
agronomist who suffered a terrible automobile accident.
Larry’s head smashed into the windshield, fracturing the
frontal bones above his eyes and the orbital plates that
protected his optic nerves. Comatose for two weeks, he could
neither walk nor talk when he regained consciousness. But that
wasn’t the worst of his problems. As Larry recalls, “The world
was filled with hallucinations, both visual and auditory. I
couldn’t distinguish what was real from what was fake.
Doctors and nurses standing next to my bed were surrounded
by football players and Hawaiian dancers. Voices came at me
from everywhere and I couldn’t tell who was talking.” Larry
felt panic and confusion.

Gradually, however, his condition improved as his brain
struggled to repair itself after the trauma. He regained control
over his bodily functions and learned to walk. He could talk,
with difficulty, and learned to distinguish real voices from
imagined ones—a feat that helped him suppress the auditory
hallucinations.

I met Larry five years after his accident because he had heard
about my interest in visual hallucinations. He talked slowly,
with effort, but was otherwise intelligent and perceptive. His
life was normal except for one astonishing problem. His visual
hallucinations, which used to occur anywhere and everywhere
in his visual field with brilliant colors and spinning motions,
had retreated into the lower half of his field of vision, where
77



he was completely blind. That is, he would only see imaginary
objects below a center line extending from his nose outward.
Everything above the line was completely normal; he would
always see what was really out there. Below the line, he had
intermittent recurrent hallucinations.

“Back in the hospital, colors used to be a lot more vivid,”
Larry said.

“What did you see?” I asked.

“I saw animals and cars and boats, you know. I saw dogs and
elephants and all kinds of things.”

“You can still see them?”

“Oh, yeah, I see them right now here in the room.”

“You are seeing them now as we speak?”

“Oh, yeah!” said Larry.

I was intrigued. “Larry, you said that when you see them
ordinarily, they tend to cover other objects in the room. But
right now you’re looking straight at me. It’s not like you see
something covering me right now, right?”

“As I look at you, there is a monkey sitting on your lap,” Larry
announced.

“A monkey?”

“Yes, right there on your lap.”

I thought he was joking. “Tell me how you know you’re
hallucinat−ing.”

“I don’t know. But it’s unlikely there would be a professor
here with a monkey sitting in his lap so I think there probably
isn’t one.” He smiled cheerfully. “But it looks extremely vivid
and real.” I must have looked shocked, for Larry continued,
“For one thing they fade after a few seconds or minutes, so I
know they’re not real. And even though the image sometimes
blends quite well into the rest of the scene around it, like the
monkey on your lap,” he continued, “I realize that it is highly
improbable and usually don’t tell people about it.” Speechless,
I glanced down at my lap while Larry just smiled. “Also, there



is something odd about the images—they often look too good
to be true. The colors are vibrant, extraordinarily vivid, and the
images actually look more real than real objects, if you see
what I mean.”

I was not sure. What does he mean by “more real than real”?
There is a school of art called superrealism in which the
paintings of things like

Campbell’s soup cans are created with the kind of fine detail
you only get through a magnifying glass. These objects are
strange to look at, but maybe that was how Larry saw images
in his scotoma.

“Does this bother you, Larry?”

“Well, it kind of does because it makes me curious about why
I experience them, but it really doesn’t get in my way. I’m
much more worried about the fact that I’m blind than about the
fact that I see hallucinations. In fact, sometimes they are fun to
watch because I never know what I’m going to see next.”
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“Are the images you see, like this monkey in my lap, things
you’ve seen before in your life or can the hallucinations be
completely new?”

Larry thought a moment and said, “I think they can be
completely new images, but how can that be? I always thought
that hallucinations were limited to things you’ve already seen
elsewhere in your life. But then lots of times the images are
rather ordinary. Sometimes, when I’m looking for my shoes in
the morning, the whole floor suddenly is covered with shoes.
It’s hard to find my own shoes! More often the visions come
and go, as if they have a life of their own, even though they
are unconnected to what I’m doing or thinking about at the
time.”

Not long after my conversations with Larry, I met another
Charles Bonnet patient, whose world was stranger yet. She
was plagued by cartoons! Nancy was a nurse from Colorado
who had an arteriovenous malformation or AVM—basically a
cluster of swollen and fused arteries and veins in the back of



her brain. If it were to rupture, she could die from a brain
hemorrhage, so her doctors zapped the AVM with a laser to
reduce it in size and “seal it off.” In so doing they left scar
tissue on parts of her visual cortex. Like Josh, she had a small
scotoma and hers was immediately to the left of where she was
looking, covering about ten degrees of space.

(If she stretched her arm out in front of her and looked at her
hand, the scotoma would be about twice the size of her palm.)

“Well, the most extraordinary thing is that I see images inside
this scotoma,” Nancy said, sitting in the same chair that Larry
had occupied earlier. “I see them dozens of times a day, not
continuously, but at different times lasting several seconds
each time.”

“What do you see?”

“Cartoons.”

“What?”

“Cartoons.”

“What do you mean by cartoons? You mean Mickey Mouse?”

“On some occasions I see Disney cartoons. But most
commonly not. Mostly what I see is just people and animals
and objects. But these are always line drawings, filled in with
uniform color like comic books. It’s most amusing. They
remind me of Roy Lichtenstein drawings.”

“What else can you tell me? Do they move?”

“No. They are absolutely stationary. The other thing is that my
cartoons have no depth, no shading, no curvature.”

So that’s what she meant when she said they were like comic
books. “Are they familiar people or are they people you’ve
never seen?” I asked.

“They can be either,” Nancy said. “I never know what’s
coming next.”

Here is a woman whose brain creates Walt Disney cartoons in
defiance of copyright. What is going on? And how could any
sane person see a monkey on my lap and accept it as normal?
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To understand these bizarre symptoms, we are going to have to
revise our models of how the visual system and perception
operate from day to day. In the not too distant past,
physiologists drew diagrams of visual areas with arrows
pointing up. An image would be processed at one level, sent
on up to the next level and so on, until the “gestalt” eventually
emerged in some mysterious manner. This is the so−called
bottom−up view of vision, championed by artificial
intelligence researchers over the last three decades, even
though many anatomists have long emphasized that there are
massive feedback pathways projecting from the so−called
higher areas to lower visual areas. To pacify these anatomists,
textbook diagrams usually also included arrows pointing
backward, but, by and large, the notion of back projections
was given more lip service than functional meaning.

A newer view of perception—championed by Dr. Gerald
Edelman of the Neurosciences Institute in La Jolla, California
—suggests that the brain’s information flow resembles the
images in a funhouse full of mirrors, continually reflected
back and forth, and continually changed by the process of
reflection.12 Like separate light beams in a funhouse, visual
information can take many different paths, sometimes
diverging, sometimes reinforcing itself, sometimes traveling in
opposite directions.

If this sounds confusing, let’s return to the distinction I made
earlier between seeing a cat and imagining a cat.

When we see a cat, its shape, color, texture and other visible
attributes will impinge upon our retina and travel through the
thalamus (a relay station in the middle of the brain) and up
into the primary visual cortex for processing into two streams
or pathways. As discussed in the previous chapter, one
pathway goes to regions dealing with depth and motion—
allowing you to grab or dodge objects and to move around the
world—and the other to regions dealing with shape, color and
object recognition (these are the how and what vision
pathways). Eventually, all the information is combined to tell
us that this is a cat—say, Felix—and to enable us to recall



everything we’ve ever learned or felt about cats in general and
Felix in particular. Or at least that’s what the textbooks tell us.

Now think of what’s going on in your brain when you imagine
a cat.13 There’s good evidence to suggest that we are actually
running our visual machinery in reverse! Our memories of all
cats and of this particular cat flow from top to bottom—from
higher regions to the primary visual cortex—and the combined
activities of all these areas lead to the perception of an
imaginary cat by the mind’s eye. Indeed, the activity in the
primary visual cortex may be almost as strong as if you really
did see a cat, but in fact the cat is not there. This means that
the primary visual cortex, far from being a mere sorting office
for information coming in from the retina, is more like a war
room where information is constantly being sent back from
scouts, enacting all sorts of scenarios, and then information is
sent back up again to those same higher areas where the scouts
are working.

There’s a dynamic interplay between the brain’s so−called
early visual areas and the higher visual centers, culminating in
a sort of virtual reality simulation of the cat. (All this was
discovered mainly from animal experiments and neuroimaging
studies in humans.)

It’s not yet clear exactly how this “interplay” occurs or what
its function might be. But it may explain what is happening in
the Charles Bonnet patients like Larry and Nancy or the senior
citizens sitting in a darkened room at the nursing home. I
suggest that they are filling in missing information in much the
same way that Josh did except that they are using high−level
stored memories.14 So, in Bonnet syndrome, the images are
based on a sort of “conceptual completion” rather than
perceptual completion; the images being “filled in” are coming
from memory (top down)—not from the outside (bottom up).
Clowns, water lilies, monkeys and cartoons populate the blind
region rather than just the information immediately
surrounding the scotoma such as lines and small “x’s.” Of
course, when Larry sees a monkey in my lap he isn’t duped; he
knows perfectly well it’s not real because he realizes it’s
highly improbable that there should be a monkey in my office.



But if this argument is correct—if the early visual areas are
activated each time you imagine something—then why don’t
you and I hallucinate all the time or at least occasionally
confuse our internally generated im−
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ages with real objects? Why don’t you see a monkey in the
chair when you simply think of one? The reason is that even if
you close your eyes, cells in your retina and in early sensory
pathways are constantly active—

producing a flat, baseline signal. This baseline signal informs
your higher visual centers that there is no object (monkey)
hitting the retina— thereby vetoing the activity evoked by
top−down imagery. But if the early visual pathways are
damaged, this baseline signal is removed and so you
hallucinate.15

It makes good evolutionary sense that even though your
internal images can be very realistic, they can never actually
substitute for the real thing. You cannot, as Shakespeare said,
“cloy the hungry edge of appetite by bare imagination of a
feast.” A good thing, too, because if you could satisfy your
hunger by thinking about a feast, you wouldn’t bother to eat
and would quickly become extinct. Likewise, any creature that
could imagine orgasms is unlikely to transmit its genes to the
next generation. (Of course, we can do so to a limited extent as
when our hearts pound when imagining an amorous encounter
—the basis of what is sometimes called visualization therapy.)

Additional support for this interaction between top−down
imagery and bottom−up sensory signals in perception comes
from what we saw in phantom limb patients who have vivid
impressions of clenching their nonexistent fingers and digging
imaginary fingernails into their phantom palms, generating
unbearable pain.

Why do these patients actually feel clenching, “nails digging”
and pain, whereas you or I can imagine the same finger
position but feel nothing? The answer is that you and I have
real input coming in from our hands telling us that there is no
pain, even though we have memory traces in our brain linking



the act of clenching with nails digging (especially if you don’t
often cut your nails). But in an amputee, these fleeting
associations and preexisting pain memories can now emerge
without contradiction from ongoing sensory input. The same
sort of thing might be happening in Charles Bonnet syndrome.

But why did Nancy always see cartoons in her scotoma? One
possibility is that in her brain the feedback comes mainly from
the what pathway in the temporal lobe, which, you will recall,
has cells specialized for color and shapes but not for motion
and depth, which are handled by the how pathway. Therefore,
her scotoma is filled with images that lack depth and motion,
having only outlines and shapes, as do cartoons.

If I’m right, all these bizarre visual hallucinations are simply
an exaggerated version of the processes that occur in your
brain and mine every time we let our imagination run free.
Somewhere in the confused welter of interconnecting forward
and backward pathways is the interface between vision and
imagination We don’t have clear ideas yet about where this
interface is or how it works (or even whether there is a single
interface), but these patients provide some tantalizing clues
about what might be going on. The evidence from them
suggests that what we call perception is really the end result of
a dynamic interplay between sensory signals and high−level
stored information about visual images from the past. Each
time any one of us encounters an object, the visual system
begins a constant questioning process. Fragmentary evidence
comes in and the higher centers say, “Hmmmmm, maybe this
is an animal.” Our brains then pose a series of visual
questions: as in a twenty−questions game. Is it a mammal? A
cat? What kind of cat? Tame? Wild? Big?

Small? Black or white or tabby? The higher visual centers then
project partial “best fit” answers back to lower visual areas
including the primary visual cortex. In this manner, the
impoverished image is progressively worked on and refined
(with bits “filled in,” when appropriate). I think that these
massive feed forward and feedback projections are in the
business of conducting successive iterations that enable us to
home in on the closest approximation to the truth.16 To
overstate the argument deliberately, perhaps we are



hallucinating all the time and what we call perception is
arrived at by simply determining which hallucination best
conforms to the current sensory input. But if, as happens in
Charles Bonnet syndrome, the brain does not receive
confirming visual stimuli, it is free simply to make up its own
reality. And, as James Thurber was well aware, there is
apparently no limit to its creativity.



CHAPTER 6
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Through the Looking Glass

The world is not only queerer than we imagine; it is queerer
than we ean imagine.
— J.B.S. Haldane
Who was this rolling out of the bedroom in a wheelchair? Sam
couldn’t believe his eyes. His mother, Ellen, had just returned
home the night before, having spent two weeks at the Kaiser
Permanente hospital recuperating from a stroke. Mom had
always been fastidious about her looks. Clothes and makeup
were Martha Stewart perfect, with beautifully coiffed hair and
fingernails painted in tasteful shades of pink or red.

But today something was seriously wrong. The naturally curly
hair on the left side of Ellen’s head was uncombed, so that it
stuck out in little nestlike clumps, whereas the rest of her hair
was neatly styled. Her green shawl was hanging entirely over
her right shoulder and dragging on the floor. She had applied
rather bright red lipstick to her upper right and lower right lips,
leaving the rest of her mouth bare. Likewise, there was a trace
of eyeliner and mascara on her right eye but the left eye was
unadorned. The final touch was a spot of rouge on her right
cheek—

very carefully applied so as not to appear as if she were trying
to hide her ill health but enough to demonstrate that she still
cared about her looks. It was almost as though someone had
used a wet towel to erase all the makeup on the left side of his
mother’s face!

“Good grief!” cried Sam. “What did you do to your makeup?”

Ellen raised her eyebrow in surprise. What was her son talking
about? She had spent half an hour getting ready this morning
and felt she looked as good as she possibly could, given the
circumstances.



Ten minutes later, as they sat eating breakfast, Ellen ignored
all the food on the left side of her plate, including the
fresh−squeezed orange juice she so loved.

Sam raced for the phone and called me, as one of the
physicians who had spent time with his mother at the hospital.
Sam and I had gotten to know one another while I had been
seeing a stroke patient who shared a room with his mother.
“It’s all right,” I said, “don’t be alarmed. Your mother is
suffering from a common neurological syndrome called
hemi−neglect, a condition that often follows strokes in the
right brain, especially in the right parietal lobe. Neglect
patients are profoundly indifferent to objects and events in the
left side of the world, sometimes including the left side of their
own bodies.”

“You mean she’s blind on the left side?”

“No, not blind. She just doesn’t pay attention to what’s on her
left. That’s why we call it neglect.”

The next day I was able to demonstrate this to Sam’s
satisfaction by doing a simple clinical test on Ellen. I sat
directly in front of her and said, “Fixate steadily on my nose
and try not to move your eyes.” When her gaze was fixed, I
held my index finger up near her face, just to the left of her
nose, and wiggled it vigorously.

“Ellen, what do you see?”

“I see a finger wiggling,” she replied.

“Okay,” I said. “Keep your eyes fixed on the same spot on my
nose.” Then, very slowly and casually, I raised the same finger
to the same position, just left of her nose. But this time I was
careful not to move it abruptly.

“Now what do you see?”
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Ellen looked blank. Without having her attention drawn to the
finger—via motion or other strong cues—she was oblivious.
Sam began to understand the nature of his mother’s problem,
the important distinction between blindness and neglect. His



mother would ignore him completely if he stood on her left
side and did nothing.

But if he jumped up and down and waved his arms, she would
sometimes turn around and look.

For the same reason, Ellen fails to notice the left side of her
face in a mirror, forgets to apply makeup on the left side of her
face, and doesn’t comb her hair or brush her teeth on that side.
And, not surprisingly, she even ignores all the food on the left
side of her plate. But when her son points to things in the
neglected area, forcing her to pay attention, Ellen might say,
“Ah, how nice. Fresh−squeezed orange juice!” or “How
embarrassing. My lipstick is crooked and my hair unkempt.”

Sam was baffled. Would he have to assist Ellen for the rest of
her life with simple day−to−day chores like applying makeup?
Would his mother remain like this forever, or could I do
something to help her?

I assured Sam that I’d try to help. Neglect is a fairly common
problem1 and I’ve always been intrigued by it.

Beyond its immediate relevance to a patient’s ability to care
for herself, it has profound implications for understanding how
the brain creates a spatial representation of the world, how it
deals with left and right and how we are able—at a moment’s
notice—to pay attention to different portions of the visual
scene. The great German philosopher Immanuel Kant became
so obsessed with our “innate” concepts of space and time that
he spent thirty years pacing up and down his veranda thinking
about this problem. (Some of his ideas later inspired Mach and
Einstein.) If we could somehow transport Ellen back in a time
machine to visit him, I’m sure he’d be just as fascinated by her
symptoms as you or I and would wonder whether we modern
scientists had any inkling of what causes this strange
condition.

When you glance at any visual scene, the image excites
receptors in your retina and sets in motion a complex cascade
of events that culminate in your perception of the world. As
we noted in earlier chapters, the message from the eye is first
mapped onto an area in the back of brain called the primary



visual cortex. From there it is relayed along two pathways, the
how pathway to the parietal lobe and the what pathway to the
temporal lobe (see Figure 4.5, Chapter 4). The temporal lobes
are concerned with recognizing and naming individual objects
and responding to them with the appropriate emotions. The
parietal lobes, on the other hand, are concerned with
discerning the spatial layout of the external world, allowing
you to navigate through space, reach out for objects, dodge
missiles and otherwise know where you are. This division of
labor between temporal and parietal lobes can explain almost
all of the peculiar constellation of symptoms one sees in
neglect patients in whom one parietal lobe—especially the
right—is damaged, as is the case with Ellen. If you let her
wander around by herself, she will not pay attention to the left
side of space and anything that happens in it. She will even
bump

into objects on her left side or stub her left toe on a raised
pavement. (I’ll later explain why this doesn’t happen with left
parietal damage.) However, because Ellen’s temporal lobes are
still intact, she has no difficulty recognizing objects and events
as long as her attention is drawn to them.

But “attention” is a loaded word, and we know even less about
it than we do about neglect. So the statement that the neglect
arises from a “failure to pay attention” doesn’t really tell us
very much unless we have a clear notion of what the
underlying neural mechanisms might be. (It’s a bit like saying
that illness results from a failure of health.) In particular, one
would like to know how a normal person—you or I—is able to
attend selectively to a single sensory input, whether you are
trying to listen to a single voice amid the background din of
voices at a cocktail party or just trying to spot a familiar face
in a baseball stadium. Why do we have this vivid sense of
having an internal searchlight, one that we can direct at
different objects and events around us?2
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We now know that even so basic a skill as attention requires
the participation of many far−flung regions of the brain.
We’ve already talked about the visual, auditory and



somatosensory systems, but other special brain regions carry
out equally important tasks. The reticular activating system—a
tangle of neurons in the brain stem that projects widely to vast
regions of the brain—activates the entire cerebral cortex,
leading to arousal and wakefulness, or—when needed—a
small portion of the cortex, leading to selective attention. The
limbic system is concerned with emotional behavior and
evaluation of the emotional significance and potential value of
events in the external world. The frontal lobes are concerned
with more abstract processes like judgment, foresight and
planning. All of these areas are interconnected in a positive
feedback loop—a recursive, echolike reverberation—that
takes a stimulus from the outside world, extracts its salient
features and then bounces it from region to region, before
eventually figuring out what it is and how to respond to it.3
Should I fight, flee, eat or kiss? The simultaneous deployment
of all these mechanisms culminates in perception.

When a large, threatening stimulus—say, an image of a
menacing figure, perhaps a mugger looming toward me on the
street in Boston— first comes into my brain, I haven’t the
slightest idea of what it is. Before I can determine, aha,
perhaps that’s a dangerous person, the visual information is
evaluated by both the frontal lobes and the limbic system for
relevance and sent on to a small portion of the parietal cortex,
which, in conjunction with appropriate neural connections in
the reticular for−

mation, enables me to direct my attention to the looming
figure. It forces my brain to swivel my eyeballs toward
something important out there in the visual scene, pay
selective attention to it and say, “Aha!”

But imagine what would happen if any part of this positive
feedback loop were interrupted so that the whole process was
compromised. You would then no longer notice what was
happening on one side of the world.

You would be a neglect patient.

But we still have to explain why neglect occurs primarily after
injury to the right parietal lobe and not to the left. Why the
asymmetry? Though the real reason continues to elude us,



Marcel Mesulam of Harvard University has proposed an
ingenious theory. We know that the left hemisphere is
specialized for many aspects of language and the right
hemisphere for emotions and “global” or holistic aspects of
sensory processing. But Mesulam suggests there is another
fundamental difference. Given its role in holistic aspects of
vision, the right hemisphere has a broad “searchlight” of
attention that encompasses both the entire left and entire right
visual fields. The left hemisphere, on the other hand, has a
much smaller searchlight, which is confined entirely to the
right side of the world (perhaps because it is so busy with
other things, such as language). As a result of this rather odd
arrangement, if the left hemisphere is damaged, it loses its
searchlight, but the right can compensate because it casts a
searchlight on the entire world. When the right hemisphere is
damaged, on the other hand, the global searchlight is gone but
the left hemisphere cannot fully compensate for the loss
because its searchlight is confined only to the right side. This
would explain why neglect is only seen in patients whose right
hemisphere is damaged.

So neglect is not blindness, but rather a general indifference to
objects and events on the left. But how profound is this
indifference? After all, even you and I, when driving home
from work ignoring familiar terrain, will perk up immediately
if we see an accident. This suggests that at some level the
unattended visual information from the road must have been
getting through. Is Ellen’s indifference an extreme version of
the same phenomenon? Is it possible that even though she
doesn’t notice things consciously, some of the information
“leaks” through? Do these patients at some level “see” what
they don’t see? This is not an easy question to answer, but in
1988 two Oxford researchers, Peter Haligan and John
Marshall,4 took up the challenge. They devised a clever way
to demonstrate that neglect patients are subconsciously aware
of some of the things that are going on on their left side, even
though they appear not to be. They showed patients drawings
of two houses, one below the other, that
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were completely identical except for one salient feature—the
house on the top had flames and smoke spewing from
windows on the left. They then asked the patient whether the
houses looked the same or different. The first neglect patient
whom they studied said, not surprisingly, that the houses
looked identical, since he did not pay attention to the left side
of either drawing. But when forced to choose—“Come on,
now, which house would you rather live in?”—he picked the
bottom house, the one not on fire. For reasons he could not
express, he said that he “preferred” that house. A form of
blindsight, perhaps? Could it be that even though he is not
paying attention to the left side of the house, some of the
information about the flames and smoke leaks through to his
right hemisphere through some alternate pathway and alerts
him to danger? The experiment implies once again that there is
no blindness in the left visual field, for if there were, how
could he process this level of detail about the left side of the
house under any circumstances?

Neglect stories are very popular with medical students. Oliver
Sacks5 tells the strange tale of a woman who, like many left
hemineglect patients, ate food only from the right side of her
plate. But she knew what was up and realized that if she
wanted all her dinner, she had to shift her head, so as to see the
food on the left. But given her general indifference to the left
and reluctance even to look to the left she adopted a comically
ingenious solution. She rolled her wheelchair in a huge circle
to the right, traveling 340 degrees or so until finally her eyes
would fall on the uneaten food. That consumed, she’d make
another rotation, to eat the remaining half of the food on her
plate, and so on, round and round, until it was gone. It never
occurred to her that she could just turn left because—for her—
the left simply didn’t exist.

One morning not long ago while I was fixing the sprinkler
system in our yard, my wife brought me an
interesting−looking letter. I receive many letters each week,
but this one was postmarked from Panama and had an exotic
stamp and curious lettering. I wiped my hands on a towel and
started to read a rather eloquent description of what it feels
like to suffer from hemineglect.



“When I came to, other than having a severe headache, I
perceived absolutely no adverse effects of my mishap,” wrote
Steve, a former Navy captain who had heard about my interest
in neglect and wanted to see me in San Diego for a
consultation. “In fact, other than a headache, I felt good. Not
wanting to worry my wife—knowing full well I’d had a

heart attack and that the head pain was subsiding—I told her
that she should not worry; I was fine.

“She responded, ‘No, you’re not, Steve. You’ve had a stroke!’

“A stroke? This statement left me both surprised and slightly
amused. I’d seen stroke victims on television and in real life,
people who either stared into nothingness or showed clear
signs of paralysis in a limb or in the face. Since I perceived
none of these symptoms, I could not believe my wife was
anywhere near correct.

“Actually, I was completely paralyzed on the left side of my
body. Both my left arm and left leg were affected as well as
my face. Thus began my odyssey into a strange warped world.

“To my mind, I was fully aware of all parts of my body on the
right side. The left side simply did not exist!

You might feel I’m exaggerating. Someone looking at me
would see a person with limbs that, though paralyzed,
obviously exist and are just as obviously connected to my
body.

“When I shaved, I neglected the left side of my face. When I
dressed, I would incessantly leave the left arm outside its
sleeve. I would incor−recdy button the right button side of my
clothing to the left buttonholes, even though I had to complete
this operation with my right hand.

“There is no way,” Steve concluded, “that you can have any
idea of what happens in Wonderland unless a denizen
describes it to you.”
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Neglect is clinically important for two reasons. First, although
a majority of patients recover completely after a few weeks,
there is a subset in whom the disorder can persist indefinitely.



For them, neglect remains a genuine nuisance even though it
may not be a life−threatening disorder. Second, even those
patients who seem to recover from neglect quickly can be
seriously handicapped because their indifference to the left
during the first few days hinders rehabilitation. When a
physical therapist urges them to exercise the left arm, they
don’t see the point in doing so because they don’t notice that it
is not performing well. This is a problem because in stroke
rehabilitation most recovery from paralysis occurs in the first
few weeks and after this

“window of plasticity,” the left hand tends not to regain
function. Physicians, therefore, do their utmost to coax people
into using their left hands and legs in the first few weeks—a
task frustrated by the neglect syndrome.

Is there some trick you could use to make the patient accept
the left side of the world and start noticing that her arm was
not moving? What would happen if you put a mirror on the
patient’s right side at right angles to her shoulder? (If she were
sitting in a phone booth, this would

correspond to the right wall of the booth.) If she now looks in
the mirror, she will see the reflection of everything on her left
side, including people, events and objects, as well as her own
left arm. But since the reflection itself is on the right—in her
nonneglected field—would she suddenly start paying attention
to these things? Would she realize that these people, events
and objects were on her left even though the reflection of them
is on the right? If it worked, a trick of this kind would be
nothing short of a miracle. Efforts to treat neglect have
frustrated patients and physicians alike ever since the
condition was first clinically described more than sixty years
ago.

I telephoned Sam and asked whether his mother, Ellen, might
be interested in trying out the mirror idea. It might help Ellen
recover more quickly and it was easy enough to try.

The manner in which the brain deals with mirror reflections
has long fascinated psychologists, philosophers and magicians
alike. Many a child has asked the question “Why does a mirror
reverse things left to right but not reverse them upside down?



How does the mirror ‘know’ which way it should reverse?”—a
question that most parents find embarrassingly difficult to
answer. The correct answer to this question comes from the
physicist Richard Feynman (as quoted by Richard Gregory,
who has written a delightful book on this topic).6

Normal adults rarely confuse a mirror reflection for a real
object. When you spot a car fast approaching you in your
rearview mirror, you don’t jam on your brakes. You accelerate
forward even though it appears that the image of the car is
approaching rapidly from the front. Likewise, if a burglar
opened the door behind you as you were shaving in the
bathroom, you’d spin around to confront him—not attack the
reflection in the mirror.

Some part of your brain must be making the needed
correction: The real object is behind me even though the
image is in front of me.7

But like Alice in Wonderland, patients like Ellen and Steve
seem to inhabit a strange no−man’s−land between illusion and
reality—a “warped world,” as Steve called it, and there is no
easy way to predict how they will react to a mirror. Even
though all of us, neglect patients and normal people alike, are
familiar with mirrors and take them for granted, there is
something inherently surrealistic about mirror images. The
optics are simple enough, but no one has any inkling of what
brain mechanisms are activated when we look at a mirror
reflection, of what brain processes are involved in our special
ability to comprehend the paradoxical juxtaposition of a real
object and its optical “twin.” Given the right parietal lobe’s
important role in dealing with spatial relationships and
“holistic” aspects of vision, would a neglect patient have
special problems dealing with mirror reflections?
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When Ellen came to my lab, I first conducted a series of
simple clinical tests to confirm the diagnosis of hemineglect.
She flunked every one of them. First, I asked her to sit on a
chair facing me and to look at my nose. I then took a pen, held
it up to her right ear and began to move it slowly, in a
sweeping arc, all the way to her left ear. I asked Ellen to



follow the pen with her eyes, and she did so with no trouble
until I reached her nose. At that point her eyes began to
wander off, and soon she was looking at me, having “lost sight
of” the pen near her nose. Paradoxically, a person who is really
blind in her left visual field wouldn’t display this behavior. If
anything, she would try to move her eyes ahead of the pen in
an effort to compensate for her blindness.

Next, I showed Ellen a horizontal line drawn on a sheet of
paper and asked her to bisect it with a vertical mark. Ellen
pursed her lips, took the pen and confidently placed a mark to
the far right of the line because for her only half a line existed
—the right half—and she was presumably marking the center
of that half.8

When I asked her to draw a clock, Ellen made a full circle
instead of just a half circle. This is a fairly common response
because circle drawing is a highly overlearned motor response
and the stroke did not compromise it.

But when it came time for Ellen to fill in the numbers, she
stopped, stared hard at the circle and then proceeded to write
the numbers 1 to 12, cramped entirely on the right side of the
circle!

Finally, I took a sheet of paper, put it in front of Ellen and
asked her to draw a flower.

“What kind of flower?” she said.

“Any kind. Just an ordinary flower.”

Again, Ellen paused, as if the task were difficult, and finally
drew another circle. So far so good. Then she painstakingly
drew a series of little petals—it was a daisy—all scrunched on
the right side of the flower (Figure 6.1).

“That’s fine, Ellen,” I said. “Now I want you to do something
different. I want you to close your eyes and draw a flower.”

Ellen’s inability to draw the left half of objects was to be
expected, since she ignores the left when her eyes are open.
But what would happen with them closed? Would the mental
representation of a flower—the daisy in her mind’s eye—be a



whole flower or just half of one? In other words, how deep
does the neglect reverberate into her brain?
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I asked her to describe her eyeglasses, lipstick and clothing
while looking straight into the mirror. She did so with no
trouble. On receiving a cue, one of my students standing on
Ellen’s left side held out a pen so that it was well within the
reach of her good right hand but entirely within the neglected
left visual field. (This turned out to be about eight inches
below and to the left of her nose.) Ellen could see my student’s
arm as well as the pen clearly in the mirror, as there was no
intent to deceive her about the presence of a mirror.

“Do you see the pen?”

“Yes.”

“Okay, please reach out and grab it and write your name on
this pad of paper I’ve placed in your lap.”

Imagine my astonishment when Ellen lifted her right hand and
without hesitation went straight for the mirror and began
banging on it repeatedly. She literally clawed at it for about
twenty seconds and said, obviously frustrated, “It’s not in my
reach.”

When I repeated the same process ten minutes later, she said,
“It’s behind the mirror,” and reached around and began



groping with my belt buckle.

A little later she even tried peeking over the edge of the mirror
to look for the pen.

So Ellen was behaving as though the reflection were a real
object that she could reach out and grab. In my fifteen−year
career, I’d never seen anything like this—a perfectly
intelligent, levelheaded adult making the absurd blunder of
thinking that an object was actually inside the mirror.

We wanted to make sure that Ellen’s behavior did not arise
from some clumsiness of her arm movements or a failure to
understand what mirrors

are. So we simply tried placing the mirror at arm’s length in
front of her, just like a bathroom mirror at home.

This time the pen appeared just behind and above her right
shoulder (but just outside her visual field). She saw it in the
mirror and her hand went straight back behind her to grab it.
So her failure in the earlier task could not be explained by
claiming that she was disoriented, clumsy or confused as a
result of her stroke.

We decided to give a name to Ellen’s condition—“mirror
agnosia” or “the looking glass syndrome” in honor of Lewis
Carroll. Indeed, Lewis Carroll is known to have suffered from
migraine attacks caused by arterial spasms. If they affected his
right parietal lobe, he may have suffered momentary confusion
with mirrors that might not only have inspired him to write
Through the Looking Glass but may help explain his general
obsession with mirrors, mirror writing and left−right reversal.
One wonders whether Leonardo da Vinci’s preoccupation with
left−right reversed writing had a similar origin.

The looking glass syndrome was intriguing to watch, but it
was also frustrating because I had initially hoped for the exact
opposite reaction— that the mirror would make Ellen more
aware of the left side of the world and help with rehabilitation.

The next step was to find out how widespread this syndrome
is. Do all neglect patients behave like Ellen? In testing another
twenty patients, I found that many had the same kind of mirror



agnosia. They would reach into the mirror for the pen or a
piece of candy when it was held in the neglected field. They
knew perfectly well they were looking into a mirror and yet
they made the same mistake as Ellen.

Not all of the patients made this error, however. Some of them
initially looked perplexed, but upon seeing the reflection of the
pen or candy in the mirror, they chuckled, and—with a
conspiratorial air—reached correctly 89

for the object on the left just as you or I might. One patient
even turned his head to the left—something he was ordinarily
reluctant to do—and beamed triumphandy as he snatched the
reward. These few patients were clearly paying attention to
objects they had previously ignored, raising a fascinating
therapeutic possibility.

Will repeated exposure to the mirror help some people
overcome neglect, gradually becoming more aware of the left
side of the world?9 We are hoping to try this someday in the
clinic.

Therapy aside, the scientist in me is equally intrigued by
mirror agnosia—the patient’s failure to reach correctly for the
real object. Even my two−year−old son, when shown candy
only visible in the mirror, gig−

gled, turned around and snatched the sweet. Yet the much
older and wiser Ellen could not do this.

I can think of at least two interpretations of why she might
lack this ability. First, it’s possible that the syndrome is caused
by her neglect. It’s as though the patient was saying to herself,
unconsciously, “Since the reflection is in the mirror, the object
must be on my left. But the left does not exist on my planet—
therefore, the object must be inside the mirror.” However
absurd this interpretation may seem to us with our intact
brains, it’s the only one that would make any sense to Ellen,
given her “reality.”

Second, the looking glass syndrome may not be a direct
consequence of neglect, even though it is usually accompanied
by neglect. We know that when the right parietal lobe is
damaged, patients have all kinds of difficulties with spatial



tasks, and the looking glass syndrome may simply be an
especially florid manifestation of such deficits. Responding
correctly to a mirror image requires you simultaneously to
hold in your mind the reflection as well as the object that is
producing it and then perform the required mental gymnastics
to locate correctly the object that produced the reflection. This
very subtle ability may be compromised by lesions in the right
parietal lobe, given the important role of that structure in
dealing with spatial attributes of the world. If so, mirror
agnosia might provide a new bedside test for detecting right
parietal lesions.10 In an age of escalating costs of brain
imaging, any simple new test would be a useful addition to the
neurologist’s diagnostic kit.

The strangest aspect of the looking glass syndrome, however,
is listening to patients’ reactions.

“Doctor, why can’t I reach the pen?”

“The darn mirror is in the way.”

“The pen is inside the mirror and I can’t reach it!”

“Ellen, I want you to grab the real object, not the reflection.
Where is the real object?” She replied, “The real object is out
there behind the mirror, doctor.”

It’s astonishing that the mere confrontation with a mirror flips
these patients into the twilight zone so that they are unable—
or reluctant— to draw the simple logical inference that since
the reflection is on the right, the object producing it must be on
the left. It’s as though for these patients even the laws of optics
have changed, at least for this small corner of their universe.
We ordinarily think of our intellect and “high−level”

knowledge—such as laws concerning geometrical optics—as
being im−

mune to the vagaries of sensory input. But these patients teach
us that this is not always true. Indeed, for them it’s the other
way around. Not only is their sensory world warped, but their
knowledge base is twisted to accommodate the strange new
world they inhabit.11 Their attention deficits seem to permeate
their whole outlook, rendering them unable to tell whether a



mirror reflection is a real object or not, even though they can
carry on normal conversations on other topics—politics, sports
or chess—just as well as you or I. Asking these patients what
is the “true location” of the object they see in the mirror is like
asking a normal person 90

what is north of the North Pole. Or whether an irrational
number (like the square root of 2 or Z with a never−ending
string of decimals) really exists or not. This raises profound
philosophical questions about how sure we can be that our
own grasp on reality is all that secure. An alien
four−dimensional creature watching us from his
four−dimensional world might regard our behavior to be just
as perverse, inept and absurdly comical as we regard the
bumblings of neglect patients trapped in their strange
looking−glass world.



CHAPTER 7

The Sound of One Hand Clapping

Man is made by his belief. As he believes, so he is. —
Bhagavad Gita, 500 b.c.
The social scientists have a long way to go to catch up, but
they may be up to the most important scientific business of all,
if and when they finally get to the right questions. Our
behavior toward each other is the strangest, most
unpredictable, and almost entirely unaccountable of the
phenomena with which we are obliged to live.
— Lewis Thomas
Mrs. Dodds was beginning to lose patience. Why was
everyone around her—doctors, therapists, even her son—
insisting that her left arm was paralyzed when she knew
perfectly well it was working fine? Why, just ten minutes ago
she had used it to wash her face.

She knew, of course, that she had had a stroke two weeks ago
and that was why she was here, at the University of California
Medical Center in Hillcrest. Except for a small headache, she
was feeling better now and wished she could go home to clip
her rose bushes and resume her daily morning walks along the
beach near Point Loma, where she lived. She had seen her
granddaughter Becky just yesterday and was thinking how
nice it would be to show off to her the garden now that it was
in full bloom.

Mrs. Dodds was in fact completely paralyzed on the left side
of her body after a stroke that damaged the right hemisphere of
her brain. I

see many such patients every month. Usually they have many
questions about their paralysis. When will I walk again,
doctor? Will I be able to wiggle my fingers again? When I
yawned this morning, my left arm started to move a little—
does that mean I’m starting to recover?



But there is a small subset of patients with right hemisphere
damage who, like Mrs. Dodds, seem blissfully indifferent to
their predicament— apparently unaware of the fact that the
entire left side of their body is paralyzed—even though they
are quite mentally lucid in all other respects. This curious
disorder—the tendency to ignore or sometimes even to deny
the fact that one’s left arm or leg is paralyzed—was termed
anosognosia (“unaware of illness”) by the French neurologist
Joseph François Babinski who first observed it clinically in
1908.

“Mrs. Dodds, how are you feeling today?”

“Well, doctor, I have a headache. You know they brought me
to the hospital.”

“Why did you come to the hospital, Mrs. Dodds?”

“Oh, well,” she said, “I had a stroke.”
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“How do you know?”

“I fell down in the bathroom two weeks ago and my daughter
brought me here. They did some brain scans and took X rays
and told me I had a stroke.” Obviously Mrs. Dodds knew what
had occurred and was aware of her surroundings.

“Okay,” I said. “And how are you feeling now?”

“Fine.”

“Can you walk?”

“Sure I can walk.” Mrs. Dodds had been lying in her bed or
sitting propped up in a wheelchair for the past two weeks. She
had not taken a single step since her fall in the bathroom.

“What about your hands? Hold out your hands. Can you move
them?”

Mrs. Dodds seemed mildly annoyed by my questions. “Of
course I can use my hands,” she said.

“Can you use your right hand?”

“Yes.”



“Can you use your left hand?”

“Yes, I can use my left hand.”

“Are both hands equally strong?”

“Yes, they are both equally strong.”

Now this raises an interesting question: How far can you push
this line of questioning in these patients?

Physicians are generally reluctant to

keep on prodding for fear of precipitating what the neurologist
Kurt Goldstein called a “catastrophic reaction,”

which is simply medical jargon for “the patient starts sobbing”
because her defenses crumble. But I thought, if I took her
gently, one step at a time, before actually confronting her with
her paralysis, perhaps I could prevent such a reaction.1

“Mrs. Dodds, can you touch my nose with your right hand?”

She did so with no trouble.

“Can you touch my nose with your left hand?”

Her hand lay paralyzed in front of her.

“Mrs. Dodds, are you touching my nose?”

“Yes, of course I’m touching your nose.”
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“Can you actually see yourself touching my nose?”

“Yes, I can see it. It’s less than an inch from your face.”

At this point Mrs. Dodds produced a frank confabulation,
almost a hallucination, that her finger was nearly touching my
nose. Her vision was fine. She could see her arm perfectly
clearly, yet she was insisting that she could see the arm move.

I decided to ask just one more question. “Mrs. Dodds, can you
clap?”

With resigned patience she said, “Of course I can clap.”

“Will you clap for me?”



Mrs. Dodds glanced up at me and proceeded to make clapping
movements with her right hand, as if clapping with an
imaginary hand near the midline.

“Are you clapping?”

“Yes, I’m clapping,” she replied.

I didn’t have the heart to ask her whether she actually heard
herself clapping, but, had I done so, we might have found the
answer to the Zen master’s eternal koan or riddle—what is the
sound of one hand clapping?

One doesn’t need to invoke Zen koans, however, to realize that
Mrs. Dodds presents us with a puzzle every bit as enigmatic as
the struggle to understand the nondual nature of reality. Why
does this woman, who is apparently sane, intelligent and
articulate, deny that she’s paralyzed? After all, she’s been
confined to a wheelchair for nearly two weeks. There must
have been scores of occasions when she tried to grab
something or just reach out with her left hand, yet all the while
it lay lifeless in her lap. How can she possibly insist that she
“sees” herself touching my nose?

Actually, Mrs. Dodd’s confabulation is on the extreme end of
the scale. Denial patients more commonly concoct inane
excuses or ration−

alizations why their left arms do not move when asked to
demonstrate the use of that arm. Most don’t claim that they
can actually see the limp arm moving.

For example, when I asked a woman named Cecilia why she
was not touching my nose, she replied with a hint of
exasperation, “Well, doctor, I mean these medical students,
they’ve been prodding and poking at me all day. I’m sick of it.
I don’t want to move my arm.”

Another patient, Esmerelda, took a different strategy.

“Esmerelda, how are you doing?”

“I’m fine.”

“Can you walk?”

“Yes.”
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“Can you use your arms?”

“Yes.”

“Can you use your right arm?”

“Yes.”

“Can you use your left arm?”

“Yes, I can use my left arm.”

“Can you point to me with your right hand?”

She pointed straight at me with her good right hand.

“Can you point to me with your left?”

Her left hand lay motionless in front of her.

“Esmerelda, are you pointing?”

“I have severe arthritis in my shoulder; you know that, doctor.
It hurts. I can’t move my arm now.”

On other occasions she employed other excuses: “Well, I’ve
never been very ambidextrous, doctor.”

Watching these patients is like observing human nature
through a magnifying lens; I’m reminded of all aspects of
human folly and of how prone to self−deception we all are.
For here, embodied in one elderly woman in a wheelchair, is a
comically exaggerated version of all those psychological
defense mechanisms that Sigmund and Anna Freud talked
about at the beginning of the twentieth century—mechanisms
used by you, me and everyone else when we are confronted
with disturbing facts about ourselves. Freud claimed that our
minds use these various psychological tricks to “defend the
ego.” His ideas have such intuitive appeal that many of the
words he used have infiltrated popular parlance, although no
one thinks of them as science because he never did any
experiments. (We shall return to Freud later in this chapter to
see how anosognosia may give us an experimental handle on
these elusive aspects of the mind.) In the most extreme cases, a
patient will not only deny that the arm (or leg) is paralyzed,
but assert that the arm lying in the bed next to him, his own



paralyzed arm, doesn’t belong to him! There’s an unbridled
willingness to accept absurd ideas.

Not long ago, at the Rivermead Rehabilitation Center in
Oxford, England, I gripped a woman’s lifeless left hand and,
raising it, held it in front of her eyes. “Whose arm is this?”

She looked me in the eye and huffed, “What’s that arm doing
in my bed?”

“Well, whose arm is it?”

“That’s my brother’s arm,” she said flatly. But her brother was
nowhere in the hospital. He lives somewhere in Texas. The
woman displayed what we call somatoparaphrenia—the denial
of ownership of one’s own body parts—which is occasionally
seen in conjunction with anosognosia. Needless to say, both
conditions are quite 94

rare.

“Why do you think it’s your brother’s arm?”

“Because it’s big and hairy, doctor, and I don’t have hairy
arms.”

Anosognosia is an extraordinary syndrome about which almost
nothing is known. The patient is obviously sane in most
respects yet claims to see her lifeless limb springing into
action—clapping or touching my nose—and fails to realize the
absurdity of it all. What causes this curious disorder? Not
surprisingly, there have been dozens of theories2 to explain
anosognosia. Most can be classified into two main categories.
One is a Freudian view, that the patient simply doesn’t want to
confront the unpleasantness of his or her paralysis.

The second is a neurological view, that denial is a direct
consequence of the neglect syndrome, discussed in the
previous chapter—the general indifference to everything on
the left side of the world. Both categories of explanation have
many problems, but they also contain nuggets of insight that
we can use to build a new theory of denial.

One problem with the Freudian view is that it doesn’t explain
the difference in magnitude of psychological defense
mechanisms between patients with anosognosia and what is



seen in normal people—why they are generally subtle in you
and me and wildly exaggerated in denial patients. For
example, if I were to fracture my left arm and damage certain

nerves and you asked me whether I could beat you in a game
of tennis, I might tend to play down my injury a little,
asserting, “Oh, yes, I can beat you. My arm is getting much
better now, you know.” But I certainly wouldn’t take a bet that
I could arm wrestle you. Or if my arm were completely
paralyzed, hanging limp at my side, I would not say, “Oh, I
can see it touching your nose” or “It belongs to my brother.”

The second problem with the Freudian view is that it doesn’t
explain the asymmetry of this syndrome. The kind of denial
seen in Mrs. Dodds and others is almost always associated
with damage to the right hemisphere of the brain, resulting in
paralysis of the body’s left side. When people suffer damage to
the left brain hemisphere, with paralysis on the body’s right
side, they almost never experience denial. Why not? They are
as disabled and frustrated as people with right hemisphere
damage, and presumably there is just as much

“need” for psychological defense, but in fact they are not only
aware of the paralysis, but constantly talk about it. Such
asymmetry implies that we must look not to psychology but to
neurology for an answer, particularly in the details of how the
brain’s two hemispheres are specialized for different tasks.
Indeed, the syndrome seems to straddle the border between the
two disciplines, one reason it is so fascinating.

Neurological theories of denial reject the Freudian view
completely. They argue instead that denial is a direct
consequence of neglect, which also occurs after right
hemisphere damage and leaves patients profoundly indifferent
to everything that goes on within the left side of the world,
including the left side of their own bodies. Perhaps the patient
with anosognosia simply doesn’t notice that her left arm is not
moving in response to her commands, and hence the delusion.

I find two main problems with this approach. One is that
neglect and denial can occur independently—some patients
with neglect do not experience denial and vice versa. Second,
neglect does not account for why denial usually persists even



when the patient’s attention is drawn to the paralysis. For
instance, if I were to force a patient to turn his head and focus
on his left arm, to demonstrate to him that it’s not obeying his
command, he may adamantly continue to deny that it’s
paralyzed—or even that it belongs to him. It is this vehemence
of the denial—not a mere indifference to paralysis—that cries
out for an explanation. Indeed, the reason anosognosia is so
puzzling is that we have come to regard the “intellect” as
primarily propositional in character—that is, certain
conclusions follow incontrovertibly from certain premises—
and one ordinarily expects propositional logic to be internally
consistent. To listen to
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a patient deny ownership of her arm and yet, in the same
breath, admit that it is attached to her shoulder is one of the
most perplexing phenomena that one can encounter as a
neurologist.

So neither the Freudian view nor the neglect theory provides
an adequate explanation for the spectrum of deficits that one
sees in anosog−nosia. The correct way to approach the
problem, I realized, is to ask two questions: First, why do
normal people engage in all these psychological defense
mechanisms? Second, why are the same mechanisms so
exaggerated in these patients? Psychological defenses in
normal people are especially puzzling because at first glance
they seem detrimental to survival.3 Why would it enhance my
survival to cling tenaciously to false beliefs about myself and
the world? If I were a puny weakling who believed that I was
as strong as Hercules, I’d soon get into serious trouble with the
“alpha male” in my social group—my chairman, the president
of my company or even my next−door neighbor. But, as
Charles Darwin pointed out, if one sees something apparently
maladaptive in biology, then look more deeply, because there
is often a hidden agenda.

The key to the whole puzzle, I suggest, lies in the division of
labor between our two cerebral hemispheres and in our need to
create a sense of coherence and continuity in our lives. Most
people are familiar with the fact that the human brain consists



of two mirror image halves—like the two halves of a walnut—
with each half, or cerebral hemisphere, controlling movements
on the opposite side of the body. A century of clinical
neurology has shown clearly that the two hemispheres are
specialized for different mental capacities and that the most
striking asymmetry involves language. The left hemisphere is
specialized not only for the actual production of speech sounds
but also for the imposition of syntactic structure on speech and
for much of what is called semantics—comprehension of
meaning. The right hemisphere, on the other hand, doesn’t
govern spoken words but seems to be concerned with more
subtle aspects of language such as nuances of metaphor,
allegory and ambiguity—skills that are inadequately
emphasized in our elementary schools but that are vital for the
advance of civilizations through poetry, myth and drama. We
tend to call the left hemisphere the major or

“dominant” hemisphere because it, like a chauvinist, does all
the talking (and maybe much of the internal thinking as well),
claiming to be the repository of humanity’s highest attribute,
language. Unfortunately, the mute right hemisphere can do
nothing to protest.

Other obvious specializations involve vision and emotion. The
right hemisphere is concerned with holistic aspects of vision
such as seeing the

forest for the trees, reading facial expressions and responding
with the appropriate emotion to evocative situations.
Consequently, after right hemisphere strokes, patients tend to
be blissfully unconcerned about their predicament, even
mildly euphoric, because without the “emotional right
hemisphere” they simply don’t comprehend the magnitude of
their loss. (This is true even of those patients who are aware of
their paralysis.) In addition to these obvious divisions of labor,
I want to suggest an even more fundamental difference
between the cognitive styles of the two hemispheres,4 one that
not only helps explain the amplified defense mechanisms of
anosognosia but may also help account for the more mundane
forms of denial that people use in daily life—such as when an
alcoholic refuses to acknowledge his drinking problem or



when you deny your forbidden attraction to a married
colleague.

At any given moment in our waking lives, our brains are
flooded with a bewildering array of sensory inputs, all of
which must be incorporated into a coherent perspective that’s
based on what stored memories already tell us is true about
ourselves and the world. In order to generate coherent actions,
the brain must have some way of sifting through this
superabundance of detail and of ordering it into a stable and
internally consistent

“belief system”—a story that makes sense of the available
evidence. Each time a new item of information comes in we
fold it seamlessly into our preexisting worldview. I suggest
that this is mainly done by the left hemisphere.
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But now suppose something comes along that does not quite
fit the plot. What do you do? One option is to tear up the entire
script and start from scratch: completely revise your story to
create a new model about the world and about yourself. The
problem is that if you did this for every little piece of
threatening information, your behavior would soon become
chaotic and unstable; you would go mad.

What your left hemisphere does instead is either ignore the
anomaly completely or distort it to squeeze it into your
preexisting framework, to preserve stability. And this, I
suggest, is the essential rationale behind all the so−called
Freudian defenses—the denials, repressions, confabulations
and other forms of self−delusion that govern our daily lives.
Far from being maladaptive, such everyday defense
mechanisms prevent the brain from being hounded into
directionless indecision by the “combinatorial explosion” of
possible stories that might be written from the material
available to the senses. The penalty, of course, is that you are

“lying” to yourself, but it’s a small price to pay for the
coherence and stability conferred on the system as a whole.

Imagine, for example, a military general about to wage war on
the enemy. It is late at night and he is in the war room planning



strategies for the next day. Scouts keep coming into the room
to give him information about the lay of the land, terrain, light
level and so forth. They also tell him that the enemy has five
hundred tanks and that he has six hundred tanks, a fact that
prompts the general to decide to wage war. He positions all of
his troops in strategic locations and decides to launch battle
exactly at 6:00 a.m. with sunrise.

Imagine further that at 5:55 A.M. one little scout comes
running into the war room and says, “General! I have bad
news.” With minutes to go until battle, the general asks, “What
is that?” and the scout replies, “I just looked through
binoculars and saw that the enemy has seven hundred tanks,
not five hundred!”

What does the general—the left hemisphere—do? Time is of
the essence and he simply can’t afford the luxury of revising
all his battle plans. So he orders the scout to shut up and tell no
one about what he saw. Denial!

Indeed, he may even shoot the scout and hide the report in a
drawer labeled “top secret” (repression). In doing so, he relies
on the high probability that the majority opinion—the previous
information by all the scouts—was correct and that this single
new item of information coming from one source is probably
wrong.

So the general sticks to his original position. Not only that, but
for fear of mutiny, he might order the scout actually to lie to
the other generals and tell them that he only saw five hundred
tanks (confabulation). The purpose of all of this is to impose
stability on behavior and to prevent vacillation because
indeci−siveness doesn’t serve any purpose. Any decision, so
long as it is probably correct, is better than no decision at all.
A perpetually fickle general will never win a war!

In this analogy, the general is the left hemisphere5 (Freud’s
“ego,” perhaps?), and his behavior is analogous to the kinds of
denials and repressions you see in both healthy people and
patients with anosognosia. But why are these defense
mechanisms so grossly exaggerated in the patients? Enter the
right hemisphere, which I like to call the Devil’s Advocate. To
see how this works, we need to push the analogy a step further.



Supposing the single scout comes running in, and instead of
saying the enemy has more tanks, he declares, “General, I just
looked through my telescope and the enemy has nuclear
weapons.” The general would be very foolish indeed to adhere
to his original plan. He must

quickly formulate a new one, for if the scout were correct, the
consequences would be devastating.

Thus the coping strategies of the two hemispheres are
fundamentally different. The left hemisphere’s job is to create
a belief system or model and to fold new experiences into that
belief system. If confronted with some new information that
doesn’t fit the model, it relies on Freudian defense
mechanisms to deny, repress or confabulate—anything to
preserve the status quo. The right hemisphere’s strategy, on the
other hand, is to play

“Devil’s Advocate,” to question the status quo and look for
global inconsistencies. When the anomalous 97

information reaches a certain threshold, the right hemisphere
decides that it is time to force a complete revision of the entire
model and start from scratch. The right hemisphere thus forces
a “Kuhnian paradigm shift” in response to anomalies, whereas
the left hemisphere always tries to cling tenaciously to the way
things were.

Now consider what happens if the right hemisphere is
damaged.6 The left hemisphere is then given free rein to
pursue its denials, confabulations and other strategies, as it
normally does. It says, “I am Mrs. Dodds, a person with two
normal arms that I have commanded to move.” But her brain
is insensitive to the contrary visual feedback that would
ordinarily tell her that her arm is paralyzed and that she’s in a
wheelchair. Thus Mrs.

Dodds is caught in a delusional cul−de−sac. She cannot revise
her model of reality because her right hemisphere, with its
mechanisms for detecting discrepancies, is out of order. And in
the absence of the counterbalance or “reality check” provided
by the right hemisphere, there is literally no limit to how far



she will wander along the delusional path. Patients will say,
“Yes, I’m touching your nose, Dr. Ramachandran,” or

“All of the medical students have been prodding me and that’s
why I don’t want to move my arm.” Or even,

“What is my brother’s hand doing in my bed, doctor?”

The idea that the right hemisphere is a left−wing revolutionary
that generates paradigm shifts, whereas the left hemisphere is
a die−hard conservative that clings to the status quo, is almost
certainly a gross oversimplification, but, even if it turns out to
be wrong, it does suggest new ways of doing experiments and
goads us into asking novel questions about the denial
syndrome. How deep is the denial? Does the patient really
believe he’s not paralyzed? What if you were to confront
patients directly: Could you then force them to admit the
paralysis? Would they deny only their paralysis, or would they
deny other aspects of their illness as well? Given that people
often think of their car as part of their ex−

tended “body image”(especially here in California), what
would happen if the front left fender of their car were
damaged? Would they deny that? Anosognosia has been
known for almost a century, yet there have been very few
attempts to answer these questions. Any light we could shed
on this strange syndrome would be clinically important, of
course, because the patients’ indifference to their predicament
not only is an impediment to rehabilitation of the weak arm or
leg, but often leads them to unrealistic future goals. (For
example, when I asked one man whether he could go back to
his old occupation of repairing telephone lines—a job that
requires two hands for climbing poles and splicing wires—he
said, “Oh, yes, I don’t see a problem there.”) What I didn’t
realize, though, when I began these experiments, was that they
would take me right into the heart of human nature. For denial
is something we do all our lives, whether we are temporarily
ignoring the bills accumulating in our “to do” tray or defiantly
denying the finality and humiliation of death.

•



Talking to denial patients can be an uncanny experience. They
bring us face to face with some of the most fundamental
questions one can ask as a conscious human being: What is the
self? What brings about the unity of my conscious experience?
What does it mean to will an action? Neuroscientists tend to
shy away from such questions, but anosognosia patients afford
a unique opportunity for experimentally approaching these
seemingly intractable philosophical riddles.

Relatives are often bewildered by their loved ones’ behavior.
“Does Mom really believe she’s not paralyzed?”

asked one young man. “Surely, there must be some recess of
her mind that knows what’s happened. Or has she gone totally
bonkers?”

Our first and most obvious question, therefore, is, How deeply
does the patient believe his own denials or confabulations?
Could it be some sort of surface facade or even an attempt at
malingering? To answer this question, I devised a simple
experiment. Instead of directly confronting the patient by
asking him to respond verbally (can you touch my nose with
your left hand?), what if I were to “trick” him by asking him to
perform 98

a spontaneous motor task that requires two hands—before he
has had a chance to think about it. How would he respond?

To find out, I placed a large cocktail tray supporting six plastic
glasses half filled with water in front of patients with denial
syndrome. Now if I asked you to reach out and grab such a
tray, you would place one hand under either side of the tray
and proceed to raise it. But if you had one hand tied behind
your back, you would naturally go for the middle of the tray—
its center of gravity—and lift from there. When I tested stroke
patients who were paralyzed on one side of their body but did
not suffer from denial, their nonparalyzed hand went straight
for the middle of the tray, as expected.

When I tried the same experiment on denial patients, their
right hands went straight to the right side of the tray while the
left side of the tray remained unsupported. Naturally, when the
right hand lifted only the right side of the tray, the glasses



toppled, but the patients often attributed this to momentary
clumsiness rather than a failure to lift the left side of the tray
(“Ooops! How silly of me!”). One woman even denied that
she had failed to lift the tray. When I asked her whether she
had lifted the tray successfully, she was surprised. “Yes, of
course,” she replied, her lap all soggy.

The logic of a second experiment was somewhat different.
What if one were actually to reward the patient for honesty?
To investigate this, I gave our patients a choice between a
simple task that can be done with one hand and an equally
simple task that requires the use of two hands. Specifically,
patients were told that they could earn five dollars if they
threaded a light bulb into a bare socket on a heavy table lamp
or ten dollars if they could tie a pair of shoelaces. You or I
would naturally go for the shoelaces, but most paralyzed
stroke patients—who do not suffer from denial—choose the
light bulb, knowing their limitations. Obviously five dollars is
better than nothing. Remarkably, when we tested four stroke
patients who had denial, they opted for the shoelace task every
time and spent minutes fiddling with the laces without
showing any signs of frustration. Even when the patients were
given the same choice ten minutes later they unhesitatingly
went for the bimanual task. One woman repeated this
bumbling behavior five times in a row, as though she had no
memory of her previous failed attempts. A Freudian repression
perhaps?

On one occasion, Mrs. Dodds kept on fumbling with the
shoelaces using one hand, oblivious to her predicament, until
finally I had to pull the shoe away. The next day my student
asked her, “Do you remember Dr. Ramachandran?”

She was very pleasant. “Oh, yes, I remember. He’s that Indian
doctor.”

“What did he do?”

“He gave me a child’s shoe with blue dots on it and asked me
to tie the shoelaces.”

“Did you do it?”



“Oh, yes, I tied it successfully with both my hands,” she
replied.

Something odd was afoot. What normal person would say, “I
tied the shoelace with both my hands? It was almost as though
inside Mrs. Dodds there lurked another human being—a
phantom within—who knows perfectly well that she’s
paralyzed, and her strange remark was an attempt to mask this
knowledge. Another intriguing example was a patient who
volunteered, while I was examining him, “I can’t wait to get
back to two−fisted beer drinking.” These peculiar remarks are
striking examples of what Freud called a “reaction
formation”—a subconscious attempt to disguise something
that is threatening to your self−esteem by asserting the
opposite. The classic illustration of a reaction formation, of
course, comes from Hamlet, “Methinks the 99

lady doth protest too much.” Is not the very vehemence of her
protest itself a betrayal of guilt?

Let us return now to the most widely accepted neurological
explanation of denial—the idea that it has something to do
with neglect, the general indifference that patients often
display toward events and objects on the left side of the world.
Perhaps when asked to perform an action with her left hand,
Mrs. Dodds sends motor commands to the paralyzed arm and
copies of these commands are simultaneously sent to her body
image centers (in the parietal lobes), where they are monitored
and experienced as felt movements. The parietal lobes are thus
tipped off about what the intended actions are, but since she’s
ignoring events on the left side of her body, she also fails to
notice that the arm did not obey her command. Although, as I
argued earlier, this account is implausible, we did two simple
experiments to test the neglect theory of denial directly.7

In the first experiment, I tested the idea that the patient is
simply monitoring motor signals that are being sent to the arm.
Larry Cooper is an intelligent fifty−six−year−old denial
patient who had suffered a stroke one week before I went to
visit him in the hospital. He lay under a blue and purple quilt
his wife had brought to the room, with his arms flopped
outside the covers—one paralyzed, one normal. We chatted for



ten minutes and then I left the room, only to return five
minutes later. “Mr. Cooper!” I exclaimed, approaching his bed.

“Why did you just now move your left arm?” Both arms were
dead still, in the same position as when I had left the room.
I’ve tried this on normal people and the usual response is utter
bewilderment. “What do you mean? I wasn’t doing anything
with my left arm” or “I don’t understand; did I move my left
arm?” Mr. Cooper looked at me calmly and said, “I was
gesticulating to make a point!” When I repeated the
experiment the next day, he said, “It hurts, so I moved it to
relieve the pain.”

Since there is no possibility that Mr. Cooper could have sent a
motor command to his left arm at the exact moment I
questioned him, the result suggests that denial stems not
merely from a sensory motor deficit. On the contrary, his
whole system of beliefs about himself is so profoundly
deranged that there’s apparently no limit to what he will do to
protect these beliefs. Instead of acting befuddled, as a normal
person might, he happily goes along with my deception
because it makes perfect sense to him, given his worldview.

The second experiment was almost diabolical. What would
happen, I wondered, if one were temporarily to

“paralyze” the right arm of a denial patient whose left arm, of
course, really is paralyzed. Would the denial now encompass
his right arm as well? The neglect theory makes a very specific
prediction—because he only neglects the left side of his body
and not the right side, he should notice that the right arm isn’t
moving and say, “That’s very odd, doctor; my arm isn’t
moving.” (My theory, on the other hand, makes the opposite
prediction: He should be insensitive to this “anomaly” since
the discrepancy detector in his right hemisphere is damaged.)

To “paralyze” a denial patient’s right arm, I devised a new
version of the virtual reality box we had used in our phantom
limb experiments. Again, it was a simple cardboard box with
holes and mirrors, but they were positioned very differently.
Our first subject was Betty Ward, a seventy−one−year−old
retired schoolteacher who was mentally alert and happy to
cooperate in the experiment. When Betty was comfortably



seated, I asked her to put a long gray glove on her right hand
(her good one) and insert it through a hole in front of the box. I
then asked her to lean forward and peek into the box through a
hole in the top to look at her gloved hand.

Next, I started a metronome and asked Betty to move her hand
up and down in time with the ticking sounds.

“Can you see your hand moving, Betty?”

“Yes, sure,” she said. “It’s got the right rhythm.”
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Then I asked Betty to close her eyes. Without her knowledge,
a mirror in the box flipped into position and an undergraduate
stooge, who was hiding under the table, slipped his gray
gloved hand into the box from a hole in the back. I asked Betty
to open her eyes and look back into the box. She thought she
was looking at her own right hand again, but,

because of the mirror, she actually saw the student’s hand.
Previously I had told the stooge to keep his hand absolutely
still.

“Okay, Betty. Keep looking. I’m going to start the metronome
again and I want you to move your hand in time with it.”

Tick, tock, tick, tock. Betty moved her hand but what she saw
in the box was a perfectly still hand, a

“paralyzed” hand. Now when you do this experiment with
normal people, they jump out of their seat: “Hey, what’s going
on here?” Never in their wildest dreams would they imagine
that an undergraduate was hiding under the table.

“Betty, what do you see?”

“Why, I see my right hand moving up and down, just like
before,” she replied.8

This suggests to me that Betty’s denial crossed over to the
right side of her body—the normal side with no neglect—for
why else would she say that she could see a motionless hand
in motion? This simple experiment demolishes the neglect
theory of anosognosia and also gives us a clue for
understanding what really causes the syndrome. What is



damaged in these patients is the manner in which the brain
deals with a discrepancy in sensory inputs concerning the body
image; it’s not critical whether the discrepancy arises from the
left or right side of the body.

What we observed in Betty and in the other patients we’ve
discussed so far supports the idea that the left hemisphere is a
conformist, largely indifferent to discrepancies, whereas the
right hemisphere is the opposite: highly sensitive to
perturbation. But our experiments only provide circumstantial
evidence for this theory. We needed direct proof.

Even a decade ago, an idea of this kind would have been
impossible to test, but the advent of modern imaging
techniques such as functional magnetic resonance (fMR) and
positron emission tomography (PET) has tremendously
accelerated the pace of research by allowing us to watch the
living brain in action. Very recently, Ray Dolan, Chris Frith
and their colleagues at the Queen Square Neurological
Hospital for Neurological Diseases in London performed a
beautiful experiment using the virtual reality box that we had
used on our phantom limb patients. (Recall this is simply a
vertical mirror propped in a box, perpendicular to the person’s
chest.) Each person inserted his left arm into the box and
looked into the left side of the mirror at the reflection of his
left arm so that it was optically superimposed on the felt
location of his right arm. He was then asked to move both
hands synchronously up and down, so that there was no
discrepancy between the visual appearance of his moving right
hand (actually the reflection of his left) and the kinesthetic
movement sensations—from joints and muscles—emerging
from his right hand. But if he now moved the two hands out of
sync—as when doing the dog paddle—then there was a
profound discrepancy between what the right hand appeared to
be doing visually and what it felt it was doing. By doing a PET
scan during this procedure, Dr.

Frith was able to locate the center in the brain that monitors
discrepancies; it is a small region of the right hemisphere that
receives information from the right parietal lobe. Dr. Frith then
did a second PET scan with the subject looking into the right
side of the mirror at the reflection of his right hand (and



moving his left hand out of sync) so the discrepancy in his
body image now appeared to come from his left side rather
than the right. Imagine my delight when I heard from Dr. Frith
that once again the right hemisphere “lit up” in the 101

scanner. It didn’t seem to matter which side of the body the
discrepancy arose from—right or left—it always activated the
right hemisphere. This is welcome proof that my “speculative”
ideas on hemispheric specialization are on the right track.

When I conduct clinical Grand Rounds—presenting a denial
patient to medical students—one of the most common
questions I am asked is “Do the patients only deny paralysis of
body parts or do they deny other disabilities as well? If the
patient stubbed her toe, would she deny the pain and swelling
in that toe? Do they deny that they are seriously ill? If they
suddenly had a migraine attack would they deny it?” Many
neurologists have explored this in their patients, and the usual
answer is that they don’t deny other problems—like my
patient Grace who, when I offered her candy if she could tie
shoelaces, shot back at me,

“You know I’m diabetic, doctor. I can’t eat candy!“9

Almost all the patients I have tested are well aware of the fact
that they’ve had a stroke and none of them suffers from what
you might call “global denial.” Yet there are gradations in their
belief systems—and accompanying denials—that correlate
with the location of their brain lesions. When the injury is
confined to the right parietal lobe, confabulations and denials
tend to be confined to body image. But when the damage
occurs closer to the front of the right hemisphere (a part called
the ventromedial frontal lobe), the denial is broader, more
varied and oddly self−protective. I remember an especially
striking example of this— a patient named Bill who came to
see me six months after he had been diagnosed with a
malignant brain tumor. The tumor had been growing

rapidly and compressing his right frontal lobe, until it was
eventually excised by the neurosurgeon.

Unfortunately, by then it had already spread and Bill was told
that he probably had less than a year to live.



Now, Bill was a highly educated man and ought to have
grasped the gravity of his situation, yet he seemed nonchalant
about it and kept drawing my attention to a little blister on his
cheek instead. He bitterly complained that the other doctors
hadn’t done anything about the blister and asked whether I
could help him get rid of it. When I would return to the topic
of the brain tumor, he avoided talking about it, saying things
like “Well, you know how these doctors sometimes incorrectly
diagnose things.” So here was an intelligent person flatly
contradicting the evidence provided by his physicians and
glibly playing down the fact that he had terminal brain cancer.
To avoid being hounded by a free−floating anxiety, he adopted
the convenient strategy of attributing it to something tangible
—and the blister was the most convenient target. Indeed, his
obsession with the blister is what Freud would call a
displacement mechanism—a disguised attempt to deflect his
own attention from his impending death. Curiously, it is
sometimes easier to deflect than to deny.10

The most extreme delusion I’ve ever heard of is one described
by Oliver Sacks, about a man who kept falling out of bed at
night. Each time he crashed to the floor, the ward staff would
hoist him back up, only to hear a resounding thud a few
moments later. After this happened several times, Dr. Sacks
asked the man why he kept toppling out of bed. He looked
frightened. “Doctor,” he said, “these medical students have
been putting a cadaver’s arm in my bed and I’ve been trying to
get rid of it all night!” Not admitting ownership of his
paralyzed limb, the man was dragged to the floor each time he
tried to push it away.

•
The experiments we discussed earlier suggest that a denial
patient is not just trying to save face; the denial is anchored
deep in her psyche.11 But does this imply that the information
about her paralysis is locked away somewhere—repressed? Or
does it imply that the information doesn’t exist anywhere in
her brain? The latter view seems unlikely. If the knowledge
doesn’t exist, why does the patient say things like “I tied my
shoelaces with both my hands”’ or “I can’t wait to get back to
two−fisted beer drinking”? And why evasive remarks like



“I’m not ambidextrous”? Comments like these imply that
“somebody” in there 102

knows she is paralyzed, but that the information is not
available to the conscious mind. If so, is there some way to
access that forbidden knowledge?

To find out, we took advantage of an ingenious experiment
performed in 1987 by an Italian neurologist, Eduardo Bisiach,
on a patient with neglect and denial. Bisiach took a syringe
filled with ice−cold water and irrigated the patient’s left ear
canal—a procedure that tests vestibular nerve function. Within
a few seconds the patient’s eyes started to move vigorously in
a process called nystagmus. The cold water sets up a
convection current in the ear canals, thereby fooling the brain
into thinking the head is moving and into making involuntary
correctional eye movements that we call nystagmus. When
Bisiach then asked the denial patient whether she could use
her arms, she calmly replied that she had no use of her left
arm! Amazingly, the cold water irrigation of the left ear had
brought about a complete (though temporary) remission from
the ano−sognosia.

When I read about this experiment, I jumped out of my seat.
Here was a neurological syndrome produced by a right parietal
lesion that had been reversed by the simple act of squirting
water into the ear. Why hadn’t this amazing experiment made
headlines in The New York Times? Indeed, I discovered that
most of my professional colleagues had not even heard of the
experiment. I therefore decided to try the same procedure on
the next patient I saw with anosognosia.

This turned out to be Mrs. Macken, an elderly woman who
three weeks earlier had suffered a right parietal stroke that
resulted in left side paralysis. My purpose was not only to
confirm Bisiach’s observation but also to ask questions
specifically to test her memory—something that hadn’t been
done systematically. If the patient suddenly started admitting
that she was paralyzed, what would she say about her earlier
denials? Would she deny her denials? If she admitted them,
how would she account for them? Could she possibly tell us
why she had been denying them, or is that an absurd question?



I had been seeing Mrs. Macken every three or four days for
two weeks, and each time we had gone through the same
rigmarole.

“Mrs. Macken, can you walk?”

“Yes, I can walk.”

“Can you use both arms?”

“Yes.”

“Are they equally strong?”

“Yes.”

“Can you move your left hand?”

“Yes.”

“Can you move your right hand?”

“Yes.”

“Are they equally strong?”
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“Yes.”

After going through the questions, I filled a syringe with
ice−cold water and squirted it into her ear canal. As expected,
her eyes started moving in the characteristic way. After about a
minute, I began to question her.

“How are you feeling, Mrs. Macken?”

“Well, my ear hurts. It’s cold.”

“Anything else? What about your arms? Can you move your
arms?”

“Sure,” she said.

“Can you walk?”

“Yes, I can walk.”

“Can you use both your arms? Are they equally strong?”

“Yes, they are equally strong.”



I wondered what these Italian scientists were talking about.
But as I was driving home, I realized that I had squirted the
water into the wrong ear! (Cold water in the left ear or warm
water in the right ear causes the eyes to drift repetitively to the
left and jump to the right. And the opposite is true. It’s one of
those things that many physicians get confused about, or at
least I do. So I had inadvertently done the control experiment
first!) The next day we repeated the experiment on the other
ear.

“Mrs. Macken, how are you doing?”

“Fine.”

“Can you walk?”

“Sure.”

“Can you use your right hand?”

“Yes.”

“Can you use your left hand?”

“Yes.”

“Are they equally strong?”

“Yes.”

After the nystagmus, I asked again, “How are you feeling?”

“My ear’s cold.”
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“What about your arms? Can you use your arms?”

“No,” she replied, “my left arm is paralyzed.”

That was the first time she had used that word in the three
weeks since her stroke.

“Mrs. Macken, how long have you been paralyzed?”

She said, “Oh, continuously, all these days.”

This was an extraordinary remark, for it implies that even
though she had been denying her paralysis each time I had
seen her over these last few weeks, the memories of her failed
attempts had been registering somewhere in her brain, yet



access to them had been blocked. The cold water acted as a
“truth serum” that brought her repressed memories about her
paralysis to the surface.

Half an hour later I went back to her and asked, “Can you use
your arms?”

“No, my left arm is paralyzed.” Even though the nystagmus
had long since ceased, she still admitted she was paralyzed.

Twelve hours later, a student of mine visited her and asked,
“Do you remember Dr. Ramachandran?”

“Oh, yes, he was that Indian doctor.”

“And what did he do?”

“He took some ice−cold water and he put it into my left ear
and it hurt.”

“Anything else?”

“Well, he was wearing that tie with a brain scan on it.” True, I
was wearing a tie with a PET scan on it. Her memory for
details was fine.

“What did he ask you?”

“He asked me if I could use both my arms.”

“And what did you tell him?”

“I told him I was fine.”

So now she was denying her earlier admission of paralysis, as
though she were completely rewriting her

“script.” Indeed, it was almost as if we had created two
separate conscious human beings who were mutually amnesic:
the “cold water” Mrs. Macken, who is intellectually honest,
who acknowledges her paralysis, and the Mrs. Macken
without the cold water, who has the denial syndrome and
adamantly denies her paralysis!

Watching the two Mrs. Mackens reminded me of the
controversial clinical syndrome known as multiple
personalities immortalized in fiction as Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde. I say controversial because most of my more



hard−nosed colleagues refuse to believe that the syndrome
even exists and would probably argue that it is simply an
elaborate form of “playacting.” What we have seen in Mrs.
Macken, however, implies that such 105

partial insulation of one personality from the other can indeed
occur, even though they occupy a single body.

To understand what is going on here, let us return to our
general in the war room. I used this analogy to illustrate that
there is a sort of coherence−producing mechanism in the left
hemisphere—the general— that prohibits anomalies, allows
the emergence of a unified belief system and is largely
responsible for the integrity and stability of self. But what if a
person were confronted by several anomalies that were not
consistent with his original belief system but were nonetheless
consistent with each other? Like soap bubbles, they might
coalesce into a new belief system insulated from the previous
story line, creating multiple personalities. Perhaps
balkanization is better than civil war. I find the reluctance of
cognitive psychologists to accept the reality of this
phenomenon somewhat puzzling, given that even normal
individuals have such experiences from time to time. I am
reminded of a dream I once had in which someone had just
been telling me a very funny joke that made me laugh heartily
—implying that there must have been at least two mutually
amnesic personalities inside me during the dream. To my
mind, this is an “existence proof” for the plausibility of
multiple personalities.12

The question remains: How did the cold water produce such
apparently miraculous effects on Mrs. Macken?

One possibility is that it “arouses” the right hemisphere. There
are connections from the vestibular nerve projecting to the
vestibular cortex in the right parietal lobe as well as to other
parts of the right hemisphere.

Activation of these circuits in the right hemisphere makes the
patient pay attention to the left side and notice that her left arm
is lying lifeless. She then recognizes, for the first time, that she
is paralyzed.



This interpretation is probably at least partially correct, but I
would like to consider a more speculative alternative
hypothesis: the idea that this phenomenon is somehow related
to rapid eye movement (REM) or dream sleep. People spend a
third of their lives sleeping, and 25 percent of that time their
eyes are moving as they experience vivid, emotional dreams.
During these dreams we are often confronted with unpleasant,
disturbing facts about ourselves. Thus in both the cold−water
state and REM sleep there are noticeable eye movements and
unpleasant, forbidden memories come to the surface, and this
may not be a coincidence.

Freud believed that in dreams we dredge up material that is
ordinarily censored, and one wonders whether the same sort of
thing may be happening during “ice water in the ear”
stimulation. At the risk of pushing the analogy too far, let’s
refer to our general, who is now sitting in his bedroom late the
next night, sipping a glass of cognac. He now has time to
engage in a leisurely inspection of the report given to him by
that one scout at 5:55 a.m. and perhaps this mulling over and
interpretation correspond to what we call dreaming. If the
material makes sense, he may decide to incorporate it into his
battle plan for the next day. If it doesn’t make sense or if it is
too disturbing for him, he will put it into his desk drawer and
try to forget about it; that is probably why we cannot
remember most of our dreams. I suggest that the vestibular
stimulation caused by the cold water partially activates the
same circuitry that generates REM

sleep. This allows the patient to uncover unpleasant, disturbing
facts about herself—including her paralysis—that are usually
repressed when she is awake.

This is obviously a highly speculative conjecture, and I would
give it only a 10 percent chance of being correct. (My
colleagues would probably give it 1 percent!) But it does lead
to a simple, testable prediction.

Patients with denial should dream that they are paralyzed.
Indeed, if they are awakened during a REM

episode, they may continue to admit their paralysis for several
minutes before reverting to denial again. Recall that the effects



of calorically induced nystagmus—Mrs. Macken’s confession
of paralysis—lasted for at least thirty minutes after the
nystagmus had ceased.13

Canst thou not minister to a mind diseased, Pluck from the
memory a rooted sorrow, Raze out the written troubles of the
brain, And with some sweet oblivious antidote Cleanse the
stuffed bosom of that perilous stuff Which weighs upon the
heart?
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— William Shakespeare
Memory has legitimately been called the Holy Grail of
neuroscience. Although many a weighty tome has been written
on this topic, in truth we know little about it. Most of the work
carried out in recent decades has fallen into two categories.
One is the formation of the memory trace itself, sought in the
nature of physical changes between synapses and in chemical
cascades within nerve cells. The second is based on the study
of patients like H.M. (briefly described in Chapter 1), whose
hippocampus was removed surgically for epilepsy and who
was no longer able to make new memories after the surgery,
though he can remember most things that happened before
surgery.

Experiments on cells and on patients like H.M. have given us
some insights about how new memory traces are formed, but
they completely fail to explore equally important narrative or
constructive aspects of memory.

How is each new item edited and censored (when necessary)
before being pigeonholed according to when and where it
occurred? How are these memories progressively assimilated
into our “autobiographic self,”

becoming part of who we are? These subtle aspects of memory
are notoriously difficult to study in normal people, but I
realized that one could explore them in patients like Mrs.
Macken who “repress” what happened just a few minutes
earlier.



You don’t even need ice water to chart this new territory. I
found that I could gently prod some patients into eventually
admitting that the left arm is “not working” or “weak” or
sometimes even “paralyzed” (although they seemed
unperturbed by this admission). If I managed to elicit such a
statement, left the room and returned ten minutes later, the
patient would have no recollection of the “confession,” having
a sort of selective amnesia for matters concerning his left arm.
One woman, who cried for a full ten minutes when she
realized that she was paralyzed (a “catastrophic reaction”),
couldn’t remember this event a few hours later, even though it
must have been an emotionally charged and salient experience.
This is about as close as one can get to a Freudian repression.

The natural course of the denial syndrome provides us with
another means of exploring memory functions.

For reasons not understood, most patients tend to recover
completely from the denial syndrome after two or three weeks,
though their limbs are almost always still paralyzed or
extremely weak. (Wouldn’t it be wonderful if alcoholics or
anorexics who reject the awful truth about their drinking or
their body image were able to recover from denial so quickly?
I wonder whether ice water in the left ear canal will do the
trick! ) What if I were to go to a patient after he is “over” the
denial of his paralysis and ask, “When I saw you last week and
asked you about your left arm, what did you tell me?” Would
he admit that he had been in denial?

The first patient whom I asked about this was Mumtaz Shah,
who had been denying her paralysis for almost a month after
her stroke and then recovered completely from the denial
(although not from the paralysis). I began with the obvious
question: “Mrs. Shah, do you remember me?”

“Yes, you came to see me at Mercy Hospital. You were always
showing up with those two student nurses, Becky and Susan.”
(All this was true; so far she was right on target.)

“Do you remember I asked you about your arms? What did
you say?”

“I told you my left arm was paralyzed.”



“Do you remember I saw you several times? What did you say
each time?”

“Several times, several times—yes, I said the same thing, that
I was paralyzed.”

(Actually she had told me each time that her arm was fine.)
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“Mumtaz. Think clearly. Do you remember telling me that
your left arm was fine, that it wasn’t paralyzed?”

“Well, doctor, if I said that, then it implies that I was lying.
And I am not a liar.”

Mumtaz had apparently repressed the dozens of episodes of
denial that she had engaged in during my numerous visits to
the hospital.

The same thing happened with another patient, Jean, whom I
visited at the San Diego Rehabilitation Center.

We went through the usual questions.

“Can you use your right arm?”

“Oh, yes.”

“Can you use your left arm?”

“Yes.”

But when I came to the question “Are they equally strong?”
Jean said, “No, my left arm is stronger.”

Trying to hide my surprise, I pointed to a mahogany table at
the end of the hall and asked her whether she could lift that
with her right hand.

“I guess I could,” she said.

“How high could you lift it?”

She assessed the table, which must have weighed eighty
pounds, pursed her lips and said, “Oh, I suppose I could lift it
about an inch.”

“Can you lift a table with your left hand?”

“Oh, sure,” Jean replied. “I could lift it an inch and a half!”



She held up her right hand and showed me with her thumb and
index finger how high she could hoist a table with her lifeless
left hand. Again, this is a “reaction formation.”

But the next day, after she had recovered from her denial, Jean
repudiated these same words.

“Jean, do you remember I asked you a question yesterday?”

“Yes,” she said, removing her eyeglasses with her right hand.
“You asked me if I could lift a table with my right hand and I
said I could lift it about an inch.”

“What did you say about your left hand?”

“I said I couldn’t use my left hand.” She gave me a puzzled
look.14

The “model” of denial that we considered earlier provides a
partial explanation for both the subtle forms of denial that we
all engage in, as well as the vehement protests of denial
patients. It rests on the notion that the left hemisphere attempts
to preserve a coherent worldview at all costs, and, to do that
well, it has to sometimes 108

shut out information that is potentially “threatening” to the
stability of self.

But what if we could somehow make this “unpleasant” fact
more acceptable—more nonthreatening to a patient’s belief
system? Would he then be willing to accept that his left arm is
paralyzed? In other words, can you “cure” his denial by simply
tampering with the structure of his beliefs?

I began by conducting an informal neurological workup on the
patient, in this instance, a woman named Nancy. I then showed
her a syringe full of saline solution and said, “As part of your
neurological exam, I would like to inject your left arm with
this anesthetic, and as soon as I do it, your left arm will be
temporarily paralyzed for a few minutes.” After making sure
that Nancy understood this, I proceeded to “inject” her arm
with the salt water. My question was, Would she suddenly
admit that she was paralyzed, now that it had been made more
acceptable to her, or would she say, “Your injection doesn’t
work; I can move my left arm just fine?” This is a lovely



example of an experiment on a person’s belief system, a field
of inquiry I have christened experimental epistemology, just to
annoy philosophers.

Nancy sat quietly for a few moments waiting for the
“injection” to “take effect” while her eyes darted around
looking at various antique microscopes in my office. I then
asked her, “Well, can you move your left arm?”

“No,” she replied, “it doesn’t seem to want to do anything. It’s
not moving.” Apparently my mock injection had worked, for
she was now able to accept the fact that her left arm was
indeed paralyzed.

But how could I be sure that this was not simply the result of
my persuasive charm? Maybe I was just

“hypnotizing” Nancy into accepting that her arm was
paralyzed. So I did the obvious control: I repeated the same
procedure with her right arm. After ten minutes, I went back
into the room and, after chatting briefly about various topics,
said, “As part of the neurological exam, I’m going to inject
your right arm with this local anesthetic, and after I give you
the shot, your right arm will be paralyzed for a few minutes.” I
then gave her the injection, with the same syringe containing
saline solution, waited a bit and asked, “Can you move your
right arm?” Nancy looked down, lifted her right hand to her
chin and said, “Yes, it’s moving.

See for yourself.” I feigned surprise. “How could that be
possible? I just injected you with the same anesthetic that we
used on your left arm!” She shook her head with disbelief and
replied, “Well, I don’t know, doctor. I guess it’s mind over
matter. I have always believed that.“15

What we call rational grounds for our beliefs are often
extremely irrational attempts to justify our instincts.
— Thomas Henry Huxley
When I began this research about five years ago, I had no
interest whatsoever in Sigmund Freud. (He might have said I
was in denial.) And like most of my colleagues I was very
skeptical of his ideas. The entire neuroscience community is



deeply suspicious of him because he touted elusive aspects of
human nature that ring true but that cannot be empirically
tested. But after I had worked with these patients, it soon
became clear to me that even though Freud wrote a great deal
of nonsense, there is no denying that he was a genius,
especially when you consider the social and intellectual
climate of Vienna at the turn of the century. Freud was one of
the first people to emphasize that human nature could be
subjected to systematic scientific scrutiny, that one could
actually look for laws of mental life in much the same way
that a cardiologist might study the heart or an astronomer
study planetary motion. We take all this for granted now, but at
that time it was a revolutionary insight. No wonder his name
became a household word.

Freud’s most valuable contribution was his discovery that your
conscious mind is simply a facade and that you are completely
unaware of 90 percent of what really goes on in your brain. (A
striking example is the zombie in Chapter 4.) And with regard
to psychological defenses, Freud was right on the mark. Can
anyone doubt the reality of the “nervous laugh” or
“rationalizations”? Remarkably, although you are engaging in
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tricks all the time, you are completely unaware of doing so and
you’d probably deny it if it were pointed out to you. Yet when
you watch someone else doing it, it is comically conspicuous
— often embarrassingly so. Of course, all this is quite well
known to any good playwright or novelist (try reading
Shakespeare or Jane Austen), but Freud surely deserves credit
for pointing out the pivotal role of psy−

chological defenses in helping us organize our mental life.
Unfortunately, the theoretical schemes he constructed to
explain them were nebulous and untestable. He relied all too
often on an obscure terminology and on an obsession with sex
to explain the human condition. Furthermore, he never did any
experiments to validate his theories.

But in denial patients you can witness these mechanisms
evolving before your very eyes, caught in flagrante delicto.
One can make a list of the many kinds of self−deception that



Sigmund and Anna Freud described and see clear−cut,
amplified examples of each of them in our patients. It was
seeing this list that convinced me for the first time of the
reality of psychological defenses and the central role that they
play in human nature.

• Denial: The most obvious one, of course, is outright denial.
“My arm is working fine.” “I can move my left arm—it’s not
paralyzed.”

• Repression: As we have seen, the patient will sometimes
admit with repeated questioning that she is in fact paralyzed,
only to revert soon afterward to denial—apparently
“repressing” the memory of the confession she made just a
few minutes earlier. Many cognitive psychologists argue that
repressed memories, such as sudden recollections of child
abuse, are inherently bogus—the harvest of psychological
seeds implanted by the therapist and brought to flower by the
patient. But here we have proof that something like repression
is going on, albeit on a smaller time scale, with no possibility
that the patient’s behavior was unduly influenced by the
experimenter.

• Reaction formation: This is the propensity to assert the exact
opposite of what one suspects to be true of oneself. For
example, a latent homosexual may drink his beer, strut around
in cowboy boots and engage in macho behavior, in an
unconscious attempt to assert his presumed masculinity. There
is even a recent study showing that, when viewing X−rated
film clips of male pornography, men who are overt gay
bashers paradoxically get bigger erections than men who are
not prejudiced. (If you’re wondering how the erections were
measured, the researchers used a device called a penile
Plethysmograph.) I am reminded of Jean—the woman who
said she could lift a large table an inch off the ground with her
right hand and then added, when questioned, that her
paralyzed left hand was actually stronger than the right; that
she could use it to lift the table an inch

and a half. Also recall Mrs. Dodds, who when asked whether
she tied her shoelaces, replied, “Yes, I did it with both my
hands.” These are striking examples of reaction formation.



• Rationalization: We have seen many examples of this in this
chapter. “Oh, doctor, I didn’t move my arm because I have
arthritis in my shoulder and it hurts.” Or this from another
patient: “Oh, the medical students have been prodding me all
day and I don’t really feel like moving my arm just now.”

When asked to raise both hands, one man raised his right hand
high into the air and said, when he detected my gaze locked
onto his motionless left hand, “Urn, as you can see, I’m
steadying myself with my left hand in order to raise my right.”

More rarely, we see frank confabulation:

“I am touching your nose with my left hand.”
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“Yes, of course I’m clapping.”

• Humor: Even humor can come to the rescue—not just in
these patients but in all of us—as Freud well knew. Just think
of the so−called nervous laugh or of all those times when
you’ve used humor to deflate a tense situation. Can it be a
coincidence, moreover, that so many jokes deal with
potentially threatening topics like death or sex? Indeed, after
seeing these patients, I am convinced that the most effective
antidote to the absurdity of the human condition may be
humor rather than art.

I remember asking a patient who was a professor of English
literature to move his paralyzed left arm. “Mr.

Sinclair, can you touch my nose with your left hand?”

“Yes.”

“Okay, show me. Please go ahead and touch it.”

“I’m not accustomed to taking orders, doctor.”

Taken aback, I asked him whether he was being humorous or
sarcastic.

“No, I’m perfectly serious. I’m not being humorous. Why do
you ask?”

So it would seem that although the patient’s remarks are often
tinged with a perverse sense of humor, they themselves are



unaware that they’re being funny.

Another example: “Mrs. Franco, can you touch my nose with
your left hand?”

“Yes, but watch out. I might poke your eye out.”

• Projection: This is a tactic used when, wanting to avoid
confronting a malady or disability, we conveniently attribute it
to someone else. “This paralyzed arm belongs to my brother,
for I know perfectly well that my own arm is fine.” I leave it
for psychoanalysts to decide whether this is a true case of
projection. But as far as I’m concerned, it’s close enough.

So here we have patients engaging in precisely the same types
of Freudian defense mechanisms—denial, rationalization,
confabulation, repression, reaction formation and so forth—
that all of us use every day of our lives. I’ve come to realize
that they present us with a fantastic opportunity to test
Freudian theories scientifically for the first time. The patients
are a microcosm of you and me but “better,” in that their
defense mechanisms occur on a compressed time scale and are
amplified tenfold. Thus we can carry out experiments that
Freudian analysts have only dreamed of. For example, what
determines which particular defense you use in a given
situation? Why would you use an outright denial in one case
and a rationalization or reaction formation in another? Is it
your (or the patient’s) personality type that determines which
defense mechanisms you use? Or does the social context
determine which one you muster? Do you use one strategy
with a superior and another with social inferiors? In other
words, what are the “laws” of psychological defense
mechanisms?

We still have a long way to go before we can address these
questions,16 but, for me, it’s exciting to contemplate that we
scientists can begin encroaching on territory that until now
was reserved for novelists and philosophers.

Meanwhile, is it possible that some of these discoveries may
have practical implications in the clinic? Using cold water to
correct someone’s delusion about body image is fascinating to
watch, but could it also be useful to the patients? Would



repeated irrigation permanently “cure” Mrs. Macken of denial
and make her willing to 111

participate in rehabilitation? I also started wondering about
anorexia nervosa. These patients have disturbances in appetite
but are also delusional about their body image—claiming
actually to “see” that they are fat when looking in a mirror,
even though they are grotesquely thin. Is the disorder of
appetite (linked to feeding and satiety centers in the
hypothalamus) primary, or does the body image distortion
cause the appetite problem? We saw in the last chapter that
some neglect patients actually start believing that the object in
the mirror is “real”—their sensory disturbances actually cause
changes in their belief system. And in denial or anosognosia
pa−

tients, you often notice a similar warping of their beliefs to
accommodate their distorted body image. Could some such
mechanisms be involved in anorexia? We know that certain
parts of the limbic system such as the insular cortex are
connected to the hypothalamic “appetite” centers and also to
parts of the parietal lobes concerned with body image. Is it
conceivable that how much you eat over a long period of time,
your intellectual beliefs about whether you are too fat or thin,
your perception of your body image and your appetite are all
more closely linked in your brain than you realize—so that a
distortion of one of these systems can lead to a pervasive
disturbance in the others as well? This idea can be tested
directly by doing the cold−water irrigation on a patient with
anorexia (to see whether it would temporarily correct her
delusion about her body image). This is a far−fetched
possibility but it’s still worth trying, given the ease of the
procedure and the lack of an effective treatment for anorexia.
Indeed, the disorder is fatal in about 10 percent of cases.

Freud bashing is a popular intellectual pastime these days
(although he still has his fans in New York and London). But,
as we have seen in this chapter, he did have some valuable
insights into the human condition, and, when talking about
psychological defenses, he was right on target, although he
had no idea why they evolved or what neural mechanisms
might mediate them. A less well known, but equally



interesting idea put forward by Freud was his claim that he had
discerned the single common denominator of all great
scientific revolutions: Rather surprisingly, all of them
humiliate or dethrone “man” as the central figure in the
cosmos.

The first of these, he said, was the Copernican revolution, in
which a geocentric or earth−centered view of the universe was
replaced with the idea that earth is just a speck of dust in the
cosmos.

The second was the Darwinian revolution, which holds that we
are puny, hairless neotenous apes that accidentally evolved
certain characteristics that have made us successful, at least
temporarily.

The third great scientific revolution, he claimed (modestly),
was his own discovery of the unconscious and the corollary
notion that the human sense of “being in charge” is illusory.
He claimed that everything we do in life is governed by a
cauldron of unconscious emotions, drives and motives and that
what we call consciousness is just the tip of the iceberg, an
elaborate post hoc rationalization of all our actions.

I believe Freud correctly identified the common denominator
of great scientific revolutions. But he doesn’t explain why this
is so—why would human beings actually enjoy being
“humiliated” or dethroned? What do they get in return for
accepting the new worldview that belittles humankind?

Here we can turn things around and provide a Freudian
interpretation of why cosmology, evolution and brain science
are so appealing, not just to specialists but to everyone. Unlike
other animals, humans are acutely aware of their own
mortality and are terrified of death. But the study of
cosmology gives us a sense of timelessness, of being part of
something much larger. The fact that your own personal life is
finite is less frightening when you know you are part of an
evolving universe—an ever−unfolding drama. This is
probably the closest a scientist can come to having a religious
experience.



The same goes for the study of evolution, for it gives you a
sense of time and place, allowing you to see yourself as part of
a great journey. And likewise for the brain sciences. In this
revolution, we have given up 112

the idea that there is a soul separate from our minds and
bodies. Far from being terrifying, this idea is very liberating. If
you think you’re something special in this world, engaging in
a lofty inspection of the cosmos from a unique vantage point,
your annihilation becomes unacceptable. But if you’re really
part of the great cosmic dance of Shiva, rather than a mere
spectator, then your inevitable death should be seen as a
joyous reunion with nature rather than as a tragedy.

Brahman is all. From Brahman come appearances, sensations,
desires, deeds. But all these are merely name and form. To
know Brahman one must experience the identity between him
and the Self, or Brahman dwelling within the lotus of the
heart. Only by so doing can man escape from sorrow and
death and become one with the subtle essence beyond all
knowledge.
—Upanishads, 500 b.c.



CHAPTER 8

“The Unbearable Lightness

of Being”

“One can’t believe impossible things.” “I daresay you haven’t
had much practice, ” said the Queen. “When I was your age I
always did it for half an hour a day. Why, sometimes I’ve
believed as many as six impossible things before breakfast. ”
— Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking Glass

“As a rule, ” said Holmes, “the more bizarre a thing is the
less mysterious it proves to be. It is your commonplace,
featureless crimes which are really puzzling, just as a
commonplace face is the most difficult to identify. ”
— Sherlock Holmes
I’ll never forget the frustration and despair in the voice at the
other end of the telephone. The call came early one afternoon
as I stood over my desk, riffling through papers looking for a
misplaced letter, and it took me a few seconds to register what
this man was saying. He introduced himself as a former
diplomat from Venezuela whose son was suffering from a
terrible, cruel delusion. Could I help?

“What sort of delusion?” I asked.

His reply and the emotional strain in his voice caught me by
surprise. “My thirty−year−old son thinks that I am not his
father, that I am an impostor. He says the same thing about his
mother, that we are not his real parents.” He paused to let this
sink in. “We just don’t know what to do or where to go for
help. Your name was given to us by a psychiatrist in Boston.
So far no one has been able to help us, to find a way to make
Arthur better.” He was almost in tears. “Dr. Ramachandran, we
love our son and would go to the ends of the earth to help him.
Is there any way you could see him?”

“Of course, I’ll see him,” I said. “When can you bring him
in?”



Two days later, Arthur came to our laboratory for the first time
in what would turn into a yearlong study of his condition. He
was a good−looking fellow, dressed in jeans, a white T−shirt
and moccasins. In his mannerisms, he was shy and almost
childlike, often whispering his answers to questions or looking
wide−eyed at us.
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Sometimes I could scarcely hear his voice over the
background whir of air conditioners and computers.

The parents explained that Arthur had been in a near−fatal
automobile accident while he was attending school in Santa
Barbara. His head hit the windshield with such crushing force
that he lay in a coma for three weeks, his survival by no means
assured. But when he finally awoke and began intensive
rehabilitative therapy, everyone’s hopes soared. Arthur
gradually learned to talk and walk, recalled the past and
seemed, to all outward appearances, to be back to normal. He
just had this one incredible delusion about his parents—that
they were impostors—and nothing could convince him
otherwise.

After a brief conversation to warm things up and put Arthur at
ease, I asked, “Arthur, who brought you to the hospital?”

“That guy in the waiting room,” Arthur replied. “He’s the old
gentleman who’s been taking care of me.”

“You mean your father?”

“No, no, doctor. That guy isn’t my father. He just looks like
him. He’s—what do you call it?—an impostor, I guess. But I
don’t think he means any harm.”

“Arthur, why do you think he’s an impostor? What gives you
that impression?”

He gave me a patient look—as if to say, how could I not see
the obvious—and said, “Yes, he looks exactly like my father
but he really isn’t. He’s a nice guy, doctor, but he certainly
isn’t my father!”

“But, Arthur, why is this man pretending to be your father?”



Arthur seemed sad and resigned when he said, “That is what is
so surprising, doctor. Why should anyone want to pretend to
be my father?” He looked confused as he searched for a
plausible explanation. “Maybe my real father employed him to
take care of me, paid him some money so that he could pay
my bills.”

Later, in my office, Arthur’s parents added another twist to the
mystery. Apparently their son did not treat either of them as
impostors when

they spoke to him over the telephone. He only claimed they
were impostors when they met and spoke face−to−face. This
implied that Arthur did not have amnesia with regard to his
parents and that he was not simply “crazy.” For, if that were
true, why would he be normal when listening to them on the
telephone and delusional regarding his parents’ identities only
when he looked at them?

“It’s so upsetting,” Arthur’s father said. “He recognizes all
sorts of people he knew in the past, including his college
roommates, his best friend from childhood and his former
girlfriends. He doesn’t say that any of them is an impostor. He
seems to have some gripe against his mother and me.”

I felt deeply sorry for Ardiur’s parents. We could probe their
son’s brain and try to shed light on his condition—and perhaps
comfort them with a logical explanation for his curious
behavior—but there was scant hope for an effective treatment.
This sort of neurological condition is usually permanent. But I
was pleasandy surprised one Saturday morning when Arthur’s
father called me, excited about an idea he’d gotten from
watching a television program on phantom limbs in which I
demonstrated that the brain can be tricked by simply using a
mirror. “Dr. Ramachandran,” he said, “if you can trick a
person into thinking that his paralyzed phantom can move
again, why can’t we use a similar trick to help Arthur get rid
of his delusion?”
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Indeed, why not? The next day, Arthur’s father entered his
son’s bedroom and announced cheerfully, “Arthur, guess what!



That man you’ve been living with all these days is an
impostor. He really isn’t your father. You were right all along.
So I have sent him away to China. I am your real father.” He
moved over to Arthur’s side and clapped him on the shoulder.
“It’s good to see you, son!”

Arthur blinked hard at the news but seemed to accept it at face
value. When he came to our laboratory the next day I said,
“Who’s that man who brought you in today?”

“That’s my real father.”

“Who was taking care of you last week?”

“Oh,” said Arthur, “that guy has gone back to China. He looks
similar to my father, but he’s gone now.”

When I spoke to Arthur’s father on the phone later that
afternoon, he confirmed that Arthur now called him

“Father,” but that Arthur still seemed to feel that something
was amiss. “I think he accepts me intellectually, doctor, but not
emotionally,” he said. “When I hug him, there’s no warmth.”

Alas, even this intellectual acceptance of his parents did not
last. One week later Arthur reverted to his original delusion,
claiming that the impostor had returned.

Arthur was suffering from Capgras’ delusion, one of the rarest
and most colorful syndromes in neurology.1

The patient, who is often mentally quite lucid, comes to regard
close acquaintances—usually his parents, children, spouse or
siblings—as impostors. As Arthur said over and over, “That
man looks identical to my father but he really isn’t my father.
That woman who claims to be my mother? She’s lying. She
looks just like my mom but it isn’t her.” Although such bizarre
delusions can crop up in psychotic states, over a third of the
documented cases of Capgras’ syndrome have occurred in
conjunction with traumatic brain lesions, like the head injury
that Arthur suffered in his automobile accident. This suggests
to me that the syndrome has an organic basis. But because a
majority of Capgras’ patients appear to develop this delusion
“spontaneously,”



they are usually dispatched to psychiatrists, who tend to favor
a Freudian explanation of the disorder.

In this view, all of us so−called normal people as children are
sexually attracted to our parents. Thus every male wants to
make love to his mother and comes to regard his father as a
sexual rival (Oedipus led the way), and every female has
lifelong deep−seated sexual obsessions over her father (the
Electra complex). Although these forbidden feelings become
fully repressed by adulthood, they remain dormant, like deeply
buried embers after a fire has been extinguished. Then, many
psychiatrists argue, along comes a blow to the head (or some
other unrecognized release mechanism) and the repressed
sexuality toward a mother or father comes flaming to the
surface. The patient finds himself suddenly and inexplicably
sexually attracted to his parents and therefore says to himself,
“My God! If this is my mother, how come I’m attracted to
her?” Perhaps the only way he can preserve some semblance
of sanity is to say to himself, “This must be some other,
strange woman.” Likewise, “I could never feel this kind of
sexual jealousy toward my real dad, so this man must be an
impostor.”

This explanation is ingenious, as indeed most Freudian
explanations are, but then I came across a Capgras’

patient who had similar delusions about his pet poodle: The
Fifi before him was an impostor; the real Fifi was living in
Brooklyn. In my view that case demolished the Freudian
explanation for Capgras’ syndrome. There may be some latent
bestiality in all of us, but I suspect this is not Arthur’s
problem.
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A better approach for studying Capgras’ syndrome involves
taking a closer look at neuroanatomy, specifically at pathways
concerned with visual recognition and emotions in the brain.
Recall that the temporal lobes contain regions that specialize
in face and object recognition (the what pathway described in
Chapter 4). We know this because when specific portions of
the what pathway are damaged, patients lose the ability to
recognize faces,2 even those of close friends and relatives—as
immortalized by Oliver Sacks in his book The Man Who
Mistook His Wife for a Hat. In a normal brain, these face
recognition areas (found on both sides of the brain) relay
information to the limbic system, found deep in the middle of
the brain, which then helps generate emotional responses to
particular faces (Figure 8.1). I may feel love when I see my
mother’s face, anger when I see the face of a boss or a sexual
rival or deliberate indifference upon seeing the visage of a
friend who has betrayed me and has not yet earned my
forgiveness. In each instance, when I look at the face, my
temporal cortex recognizes the image—mother, boss, friend—
and passes on the information to my amygdala (a gateway to
the limbic system) to discern the emotional significance of that



face. When this activation is then relayed to the rest of my
limbic system, I start experiencing the nuances of emotion—
love, anger, disappointment—appropriate to that particular
face. The actual sequence of events is undoubtedly much more
complex, but this caricature captures the gist of it.

After thinking about Arthur’s symptoms, it occurred to me that
his strange behavior might have resulted from a disconnection
between these two areas (one concerned with recognition and
the other with emotions).

Maybe Arthur’s face recognition pathway was still completely
normal, and that was why he could identify everyone,
including his mother and father, but the connections between
this “face region” and his amygdala had been selectively
damaged. If that were the case, Arthur would recognize his
parents but would not experience any emotions when looking
at their faces. He would not feel a “warm glow” when looking
at his beloved mother, so when he sees her he says to himself,
“If this is my mother, why doesn’t her presence make me feel
like I’m with my mother?” Perhaps his only escape from this
dilemma—the only sensible interpretation he could make
given the peculiar disconnection between the two regions of
his brain—is to assume that this woman merely resembles
Mom. She must be an impostor.3
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Figure 8.1 The limbic system is concerned with emotions. It
consists of a number of nuclei (cell clusters) interconnected by
long @−shaped fiber tracts. The amygdala— in the front pole
of the temporal lobe— receives input from the sensory areas
and sends messages to the rest of the limbic system to produce
emotional arousal. Eventually, this activity cascades into the
hypothalamus and from there to the autonomic nervous
system, preparing the animal (or person) for action.
Now, this is an intriguing idea, but how does one go about
testing it? As complex as the challenge seems, psychologists
have found a rather simple way to measure emotional
responses to faces, objects, scenes and events encountered in
daily life. To understand how this works, you need to know
something about the autonomic nervous system—a part of



your brain that controls the involuntary, seemingly automatic
activities of organs, blood vessels, glands and many other
tissues in your body. When you are emotionally aroused—say,
by a menacing or sexually alluring

face—the information travels from your face recognition
region to your limbic system and then to a tiny cluster of cells
in the hypothalamus, a kind of command center for the
autonomic nervous system. Nerve fibers extend from the
hypothalamus to the heart, muscles and even other parts of the
brain, helping to prepare your body to take appropriate action
in response to that particular face. Whether you are going to
fight, flee or mate, your blood pressure will rise and your heart
will start beating faster to deliver more oxygen to your tissues.
At the same time, you start sweating, not only to dissipate the
heat building up in your muscles but to give your sweaty
palms a better grip on a tree branch, a weapon or an enemy’s
throat.

From the experimenter’s point of view, your sweaty palms are
the most important aspect of your emotional response to the
threatening face. The dampness of your hands is a sure
giveaway of how you feel toward that person. Moreover, we
can measure this reaction very easily by placing electrodes on
your palm and recording changes in the electrical resistance of
your skin. (Called the galvanic skin response or GSR, this
simple little procedure forms the basis of the famous lie
detector test. When you tell a fib, your palms sweat ever so
slightly. Because damp skin has lower electrical resistance
than dry skin, the electrodes respond and you are caught in the
lie.) For our purposes, every time you look at your mother or
father, believe it or not, your body begins to sweat
imperceptibly and your galvanic skin response shoots up as
expected.

So, what happens when Arthur looks at his mother or father?
My hypothesis predicts that even though he sees them as
resembling his parents (remember, the face recognition area of
his brain is normal), he should not register a change in skin
conductance. The disconnection in his brain will prevent his
palms from sweating.



With the family’s permission, we began testing Arthur on a
rainy winter day in our basement laboratory on campus.
Arthur sat in a comfortable chair, joking about the weather and
how he expected his father’s car to float away before we
finished the morning’s experiments. Sipping hot tea to take the
chill from his bones, Arthur gazed at a video screen saver
while we affixed two electrodes to his left index finger. Any
tiny increase in sweat on his finger would change his skin
resistance and show up as a blip on the screen.

Next I showed him a sequence of photos of his mother, father
and grandfather interleaved with pictures of strangers, and I
compared his galvanic skin responses to that of six college
undergraduates who were shown an identical sequence of
photos and who served as controls for comparison. Before the
experiment, subjects were told that they would be shown
pictures of faces, some of which would be familiar and some
unfamiliar. After the electrodes were attached, they were
shown each photograph for two seconds with a fifteen− to
twenty−five−second delay between pictures so skin
conductance could return to baseline.

In the undergraduates, I found that there was a big jolt in the
GSR in response to photos of their parents—as expected—but
not to photos of strangers. In Arthur, on the other hand, the
skin response was uniformly low.

There was no increased response to his parents, or at times
there would be a tiny blip on the screen after a 117

long delay, as if he were doing a double take. This result
provided direct proof that our theory was correct.

Clearly Arthur was not responding emotionally to his parents,
and this may be what led to the loss of his galvanic skin
response.

But how could we be sure that Arthur was even seeing the
faces? Maybe his head injury had damaged the cells in the
temporal lobes that would help him distinguish between faces,
resulting in a flat GSR whether he looks at his mother or at a
stranger. This seemed unlikely, however, since he readily
acknowledged that the people who took him to the hospital—



his mother and father—looked like his parents. He also had no
difficulty in recognizing the faces of famous people like Bill
Clinton and Albert Einstein. Still, we needed to test his
recognition abilities more direcdy.

To obtain direct proof, I did the obvious thing. I showed
Arthur sixteen pairs of photographs of strangers, each pair
consisting of either two slightly different pictures of the same
person or snapshots of two different people.

We asked him, Do the photographs depict the same person or
not? Putting his nose close to each photo and gazing hard at
the details, Arthur got fourteen out of sixteen trials correct.

We were now sure that Arthur had no problem in recognizing
faces and telling them apart. But could his failure to produce a
strong galvanic skin response to his parents be part of a more
global disturbance in his emotional abilities? How could we be
certain that the head injury had not also damaged his limbic
system?

Maybe he had no emotions, period.

This seemed improbable because throughout the months I
spent with Arthur, he showed a full range of human emotions.
He laughed at my jokes and offered his own funny stories in
return. He expressed frustration, fear and anger, and on rare
occasions I saw him cry. Whatever the

situation, his emotions were appropriate. Arthur’s problem,
then, was neither his ability to recognize faces nor his ability
to experience emotions; what was lost was his ability to link
the two.

So far so good, but why is the phenomenon specific to close
relatives? Why not call the mailman an impostor, since his,
too, is a familiar face?

It may be that when any normal person (including Arthur,
prior to his accident) encounters someone who is emotionally
very close to him— a parent, spouse or sibling—he expects an
emotional “glow,” a warm fuzzy feeling, to arise even though
it may sometimes be experienced only very dimly. The
absence of this glow is therefore surprising and Arthur’s only



recourse then is to generate an absurd delusion—to rationalize
it or to explain it away. On the other hand, when one sees the
mailman, one doesn’t expect a warm glow and consequently
there is no incentive for Arthur to generate a delusion to
explain his lack of “warm fuzzy”

response. A mailman is simply a mailman (unless the
relationship has taken an amorous turn).

Although the most common delusion among Capgras’ patients
is the assertion that a parent is an impostor, even more bizarre
examples can be found in the older medical literature. Indeed,
in a case on record the patient was convinced that his
stepfather was a robot, proceeded to decapitate him and
opened his skull to look for microchips. Perhaps in this
patient, the dissociation from emotions was so extreme that he
was forced into an even more absurd delusion than Arthur’s:
that his stepfather was not even a human being, but was a
mindless android!4

About a year ago, when I gave a lecture on Arthur at the
Veterans Administration Hospital in La Jolla, a neurology
resident raised an astute objection to my theory. What about
people who are born with a disease in which their amygdalas
(the gateway to the limbic system) calcify and atrophy or those
who lose their amygdalas (we each have two of them)
completely in surgery or through an accident? Such people do
exist, but they do not develop Capgras’ syndrome, even
though their GSRs are flat to all emotionally evocative 118

stimuli. Likewise, patients with damage to their frontal lobes
(which receive and process information from the limbic
system for making elaborate future plans) also often lack a
GSR. Yet they, too, do not display Capgras’

syndrome.

Why not? The answer may be that these patients experience a
general blunting of all their emotional responses and therefore
do not have a baseline for comparison. Like a purebred Vulcan
or Data on Star Trek, one could legitimately argue, they don’t
even know what an emotion is,



whereas Capgras’ patients like Arthur enjoy a normal
emotional life in all other respects.

This idea teaches us an important principle about brain
function, namely, that all our perceptions—indeed, maybe all
aspects of our minds—are governed by comparisons and not
by absolute values. This appears to be true whether you are
talking about something as obvious as judging the brightness
of print in a newspaper or something as subtle as detecting a
blip in your internal emotional landscape. This is a
far−reaching conclusion, and it also helps illustrate the power
of our approach—indeed of the whole discipline that now goes
by the name cognitive neuroscience. You can discover
important general principles about how the brain works and
begin to address deep philosophical questions by doing
relatively simple experiments on the right patients. We started
with a bizarre condition, proposed an outlandish theory, tested
it in the lab and—in meeting objections to it—learned more
about how the healthy brain actually works.

Taking these speculations even further, consider the
extraordinary disorder called Cotard’s syndrome, in which a
patient will assert that he is dead, claiming to smell rotten
flesh or worms crawling all over his skin.

Again, most people, even neurologists, would jump to the
conclusion that the patient was insane. But that wouldn’t
explain why the delusion takes this highly specific form. I
would argue instead that Cotard’s is simply an exaggerated
form of Capgras’ syndrome and probably has a similar origin.
In Capgras’, the face recognition area alone is disconnected
from the amygdala, whereas in Cotard’s perhaps all the
sensory areas are disconnected from the limbic system, leading
to a complete lack of emotional contact with the world. Here is
another instance in which an outlandish brain disorder that
most people regard as a psychiatric problem can be explained
in terms of known brain circuitry. And once again, these ideas
can be tested in the laboratory. I would predict that Cotard’s
syndrome patients will have a complete loss of GSR for all
external stimuli—not just faces—and this leaves them
stranded on an island of emotional desolation, as close as
anyone can come to experiencing death.



Arthur seemed to enjoy his visits to our laboratory. His parents
were pleased that there was a logical explanation for his
predicament, that he wasn’t just “crazy.” I never revealed the
details to Arthur because I wasn’t sure how he’d react.

Arthur’s father was an intelligent man, and at one point, when
Arthur wasn’t around, he asked me, “If your theory is correct,
doctor—if the information doesn’t get to his amygdala—then
how do you explain how he has no problems recognizing us
over the phone? Does that make sense to you?”

“Well,” I replied, “there is a separate pathway from the
auditory cortex, the hearing area of the temporal lobes, to the
amygdala. One possibility is that this hearing route has not
been affected by the accident— only the visual centers have
been disconnected from Arthur’s amygdala.”

This conversation got me wondering about the ot her
well−known functions of the amygdala and the visual centers
that project to it. In particular, scientists recording cell
responses in the amygdala found that, in addition to
responding to facial expression and emotions, the cells also
respond to the direction of eye gaze.

For instance, one cell might fire if another person is looking
directly at you, whereas a neighboring cell will fire only if that
person’s gaze is averted by a fraction of an inch. Still other
cells fire when the gaze is way off 119

to the left or the right.

This phenomenon is not surprising, given the important role
that gaze direction5 plays in primate social communications—
the averted gaze of guilt, shame or embarrassment; the intense,
direct gaze of a lover or the threatening stare of an enemy. We
tend to forget that emotions, even though they are privately
experienced, often involve interactions with other people and
that one way we interact is through eye contact. Given the
links among gaze direction, familiarity and emotions, I
wondered whether Arthur’s ability to judge the direction of
gaze, say, by looking at photographs of faces, would be
impaired.



To find out, I prepared a series of images, each showing the
same model looking either directly at the camera lens or at a
point an inch or two to the right or left of the lens. Arthur’s
task was simply to let us know whether the model was looking
straight at him or not. Whereas you or I can detect tiny shifts
in gaze with uncanny accuracy, Arthur was hopeless at the
task. Only when the model’s eyes were looking way off to one
side was he able to discern correctly that she wasn’t looking at
him.

This finding in itself is interesting but not altogether
unexpected, given the known role of amygdala and temporal
lobes in detecting gaze direction. But on the eighth trial of
looking at these photos, Arthur did something completely
unexpected. In his soft, almost apologetic voice, he exclaimed
that the model’s identity had changed. He was now looking at
a new person!

This meant that a mere change in direction of gaze had been
sufficient to provoke Capgras’ delusion. For Arthur, the
“second” model was apparently a new person who merely
resembled the “first.”

“This one is older,” Arthur said firmly. He stared hard at both
images. “This is a lady; the other one is a girl.”

Later in the sequence, Arthur made another duplication—one
model was old, one young and a third even younger. At the
end of the test session he continued to insist that he had seen
three different people. Two weeks later he did it again on a
retest using images of a completely new face.

How could Arthur look at the face of what was obviously one
person and claim that she was actually three different people?
Why did simply changing the direction of gaze lead to this
profound inability to link successive images?

Answers lie in the mechanics of how we form memories, in
particular our ability to create enduring representations of
faces. For example, suppose you go to the grocery store one
day and a friend introduces you to a new person—Joe. You
form a memory of that episode and tuck it away in your brain.
Two weeks go by and you run into Joe in the library. He tells



you a story about your mutual friend, you share a laugh and
your brain files a memory about this second episode. Another
few weeks pass and you meet Joe again in his office—he’s a
medical researcher and he’s wearing a white lab coat—but you
recognize him instantly from earlier encounters. More
memories of Joe are created during this time so that you now
have in your mind a

“category” called Joe. This mental picture becomes
progressively refined and enriched each time you meet Joe,
aided by an increasing sense of familiarity that creates an
incentive to link the images and the episodes.

Eventually you develop a robust concept of Joe—he tells great
stories, works in a lab, makes you laugh, knows a lot about
gardening, and so forth.

Now consider what happens to someone with a rare and
specific form of amnesia, caused by damage to the
hippocampus (another important brain structure in the
temporal lobes). These patients have a complete inability to
form new memories, even though they have perfect
recollection of all events in their lives that took place before
the hippocampus was injured. The logical conclusion to be
drawn from the syndrome is not that memories are actually
stored in the hippocampus (hence the preservation of old
memories), but that the hippocampus is vital for the
acquisition of new memory traces in the brain. When such a
patient meets a new person (Joe) on three consecutive
occasions—in the supermarket, the library and the office—he
will not 120

remember ever having met Joe before. He will simply not
recognize him. He will insist each time that Joe is a complete
stranger, no matter how many times they have interacted,
talked, exchanged stories and so forth.

But is Joe really a complete stranger? Rather surprisingly,
experiments show that such amnesia patients actually retain
the ability to form new categories that transcend successive
Joe episodes. If our patient met Joe ten times and each time
Joe made him laugh, he’d tend to feel vaguely jovial or happy
on the next encounter but still would not know who Joe is.



There would be no sense of familiarity whatsoever—no
memory of each Joe episode—and yet the patient would
acknowledge that Joe makes him happy. This means that the
amnesia patient, unlike Arthur, can link successive episodes to
create a new concept (an unconscious expectation of joy) even
though he forgets each episode, whereas Arthur remembers
each episode but fails to link them.

Thus Arthur is in some respects the mirror image of our
amnesia patient. When he meets a total stranger like Joe, his
brain creates a file for Joe and the associated experiences he
has with Joe. But if Joe leaves the room for thirty minutes and
returns, Arthur’s brain—instead of retrieving the old file and
adding to it—sometimes creates a completely new one.

Why does this happen in Capgras’ syndrome? It may be that to
link successive episodes the brain relies on signals from the
limbic system— the “glow” or sense of familiarity associated
with a known face and set of memories—and if this activation
is missing, the brain cannot form an enduring category through
time. In the absence of this glow, the brain simply sets up
separate categories each time; that is why Arthur asserts that
he is meeting a new person who simply resembles the person
he met thirty minutes ago. Cognitive psychologists and
philosophers often make a distinction between tokens and
types—that all our experiences can be classified into general
categories or tokens (people or cars) versus specific exemplars
or types (Joe or my car).

Our experiments with Arthur suggest that this distinction is not
merely academic; it is embedded deep in the architecture of
the brain.

As we continued testing Arthur, we noticed that he had certain
other quirks and eccentricities. For instance, Arthur sometimes
seemed to have a general problem with visual categories. All
of us make mental taxonomies or groupings of events and
objects: Ducks and geese are birds but rabbits are not. Our
brains set up these categories even without formal education in
zoology, presumably to facilitate memory storage and to
enhance our ability to access these memories at a moment’s
notice.



Arthur, on the other hand, often made remarks hinting that he
was confused about categories. For example, he had an almost
obsessive preoccupation with Jews and Catholics, and he
tended to label a disproportionate number of recently
encountered people as Jews. This propensity reminded me of
another rare syndrome called Fregoli, in which a patient keeps
seeing the same person everywhere. In walking down the
street, nearly every woman’s face might look like his mother’s
or every young man might resemble his brother. (I would
predict that instead of having severed connections from face
recognition areas to the amygdala, the Fregoli patient may
have an excess of such connections. Every face would be
imbued with familiarity and “glow,” causing him to see the
same face over and over again.) Might such Fregoli−like
confusion occur in otherwise normal brains? Could this be a
basis for forming racist stereotypes? Racism is so often
directed at a single physical type (Blacks, Asians, Whites and
so forth).

Perhaps a single unpleasant episode with one member of a
visual category sets up a limbic connection that is
inappropriately generalized to include all members of that
class and is notoriously impervious to “intellectual correction”
based on information stored in higher brain centers. Indeed
one’s intellectual views may be colored (no pun intended) by
this emotional knee−jerk reaction; hence the notorious tenacity
of racism.

We began our journey with Arthur trying to explain his strange
delusions about impostors and uncovered some new insights
into how memories are stored and retrieved in the human
brain. His story offers insights 121

into how each of us constructs narratives about our life and the
people who inhabit it. In a sense your life—your
autobiography—is a long sequence of highly personal episodic
memories about your first kiss, prom night, wedding, birth of a
child, fishing trips and so on. But it is also much more than
that. Clearly, there is a personal identity, a sense of a unified
“self” that runs like a golden thread through the whole fabric
of our existence. The Scottish philosopher David Hume drew
an analogy between the human personality and a river—the



water in the river is ever−changing and yet the river itself
remains constant. What would happen, he asked, if a person
were to dip his foot into a river and then dip it in again after
half an hour—would it be the same river or a different one? If
you think this is a silly semantic riddle, you’re right, for the
answer depends on your definition of “same” and “river.”

But silly or not, one point is clear. For Arthur, given his
difficulty with linking successive episodic memories, there
may indeed be two rivers! To be sure, this tendency to make
copies of events and objects was most pronounced when he
encountered faces—Arthur did not often duplicate objects. Yet
there were occasions when he would run his fingers through
his hair and call it a “wig,” partly because his scalp felt
unfamiliar as a result of scars from the neurosurgery he had
undergone. On rare occasions, Arthur even duplicated
countries, claiming at one point that there were two Panamas
(he had recently visited that country during a family reunion).

Most remarkable of all, Arthur sometimes duplicated himself!
The first time this happened, I was showing Arthur pictures of
himself from a family photo album and I pointed to a snapshot
of him taken two years before the accident.

“Whose picture is this?” I asked.

“That’s another Arthur,” he replied. “He looks just like me but
it isn’t me.” I couldn’t believe my ears. Arthur may have
detected my surprise since he then reinforced his point by
saying, “You see? He has a mustache. I don’t.”

This delusion, however, did not occur when Arthur looked at
himself in a mirror. Perhaps he was sensible enough to realize
that the face in the mirror could not be anyone else’s. But
Arthur’s tendency to “duplicate”

himself—to regard himself as a distinct person from a former
Arthur—also sometimes emerged spontaneously during
conversation. To my surprise, he once volunteered, “Yes, my
parents sent a check, but they sent it to the other Arthur.”

Arthur’s most serious problem, however, was his inability to
make emotional contact with people who matter to him most



—his parents— and this caused him great anguish. I can
imagine a voice inside his head saying,

“The reason I don’t experience warmth must be because I’m
not the real Arthur.” One day Arthur turned to his mother and
said, “Mom, if the real Arthur ever returns, do you promise
that you will still treat me as a friend and love me?” How can
a sane human being who is perfectly intelligent in other
respects come to regard himself as two people? There seems to
be something inherently contradictory about splitting the Self,
which by its very nature is unitary. If I started to regard myself
as several people, which one would I plan for? Which one is
the “real” me? This is a real and painful dilemma for Arthur.

Philosophers have argued for centuries that if there is any one
thing about our existence that is completely beyond question,
it is the simple fact that “I” exist as a single human being who
endures in space and time.

But even this basic axiomatic foundation of human existence
is called into question by Arthur.



CHAPTER 9

God and the Limbic System
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It is very difficult to elucidate this [cosmic religious] feeling to
anyone who is entirely without it… . The religious geniuses of
all ages have been distinguished by this kind of religious
feeling, which knows no dogma… . In my view, it is the most
important function of art and science to awaken this feeling
and keep it alive in those who are receptive to it.
— Albert Einstein
[God] is the greatest democrat the world knows, for He leaves
us “unfettered” to make our own choice between evil and
good. He is the greatest tyrant ever known, for He often
dashes the cup from our lips and under cover of free will
leaves us a margin so wholly inadequate as to provide only
mirth for Himself at our expense. Therefore it is that Hinduism
calls it all His sport (Lila), or calls it all an illusion (Maya)… .
Let us dance to the tune of his bansi (flute), and all would be
well.
— Mohandas K. Gandhi
Imagine you had a machine, a helmet of sorts that you could
simply put on your head and stimulate any small region of
your brain without causing permanent damage. What would
you use the device for?

This is not science fiction. Such a device, called a transcranial
magnetic stimulator, already exists and is relatively easy to
construct. When applied to the scalp, it shoots a rapidly
fluctuating and extremely powerful magnetic field onto a
small patch of brain tissue, thereby activating it and providing
hints about its function.

For example, if you were to stimulate certain parts of your
motor cortex, different muscles would contract.



Your finger might twitch or you’d feel a sudden involuntary,
puppetlike shrugging of one shoulder.

So, if you had access to this device, what part of your brain
would you stimulate? If you happened to be familiar with
reports from the early days of neurosurgery about the septum
—a cluster of cells located near the front of the thalamus in the
middle of your brain—you might be tempted to apply the
magnet there.1 Patients

“zapped” in this region claim to experience intense pleasure,
“like a thousand orgasms rolled into one.” If you were blind
from birth and the visual areas in your brain had not
degenerated, you might stimulate bits of your own visual
cortex to find out what people mean by color or “seeing.” Or,
given the well−known clinical observation that the left frontal
lobe seems to be involved in feeling “good,” maybe you’d
want to stimulate a region over your left eye to see whether
you could induce a natural high.

When the Canadian psychologist Dr. Michael Persinger got
hold of a similar device a few years ago, he chose instead to
stimulate parts of his temporal lobes. And he found to his
amazement that he experienced God for the first time in his
life.

I first heard about Dr. Persinger’s strange experiment from my
colleague, Patricia Churchland, who spotted an account of it in
a popular Canadian science magazine. She phoned me right
away. “Rama, you’re not going to believe this. There’s a man
in Canada who stimulated his temporal lobe and experienced
God. What do you make of it?”

“Does he have temporal lobe seizures?” I asked.

“No, not at all. He’s a normal guy.”

“But he stimulated his own temporal lobes?”

“That’s what the article said.”
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“Hmmmm, I wonder what would happen if you tried
stimulating an atheist’s brain. Would he experience God?” I



smiled to myself and said, “Hey, maybe we should try the
device on Francis Crick.”

Dr. Persinger’s observation was not a complete surprise as I’ve
always suspected that the temporal lobes, especially the left
lobe, are somehow involved in religious experience. Every
medical student is taught that patients with epileptic seizures
originating in this part of the brain can have intense, spiritual
experiences during the seizures and sometimes become
preoccupied with religious and moral issues even during the
seizure−free or interictal periods.

But does this syndrome imply that our brains contain some
sort of circuitry that is actually specialized for religious
experience? Is there a “God module” in our heads? And if
such a circuit exists, where did it come from? Could it be a
product of natural selection, a human trait as natural in the
biological sense as language or stereoscopic vision? Or is

there a deeper mystery at play, as a philosopher, epistemologist
or theologian might argue?

Many traits make us uniquely human, but none is more
enigmatic than religion—our propensity to believe in God or
in some higher power that transcends mere appearances. It
seems very unlikely that any creature other than humans can
ponder the infinite or wonder about “the meaning of it all.”
Listen to John Milton in Paradise Lost:
For who would lose, though full of pain
This intellectual being
Those thoughts that wander through eternity to be swallowed
up and lost In the wide womb of uncreated night.
But where do such feelings come from? It may be that any
intelligent sentient being that can look into its own future and
confront its own mortality will sooner or later begin to engage
in such disquieting ruminations.

Does my little life have any real significance in the grand
scheme of things? If my father’s sperm had not fertilized that
particular egg on that fateful night, would I not have existed,
and in what real sense then would the universe have existed?



Would it not then, as Erwin Schrö−dinger said, have been a
mere “play before empty benches”? What if my dad had
coughed at that critical moment so that a different sperm had
fertilized the ovum? Our minds start reeling when pondering
such possibilities. We are bedeviled by paradox: On the one
hand our lives seem so important—with all those cherished
highly personal memories—and yet we know that in the
cosmic scheme of things, our brief existence amounts to
nothing at all. So how do people make sense of this dilemma?
For many the answer is straightforward: They seek solace in
religion.

But surely there’s more to it than that. If religious beliefs are
merely the combined result of wishful thinking and a longing
for immortality, how do you explain the flights of intense
religious ecstasy experienced by patients with temporal lobe
seizures or their claim that God speaks directly to them? Many
a patient has told me of a “divine light that illuminates all
things,” or of an “ultimate truth that lies completely beyond
the reach of ordinary minds who are too immersed in the
hustle and bustle of daily life to notice the beauty and grandeur
of it all.” Of course, they might simply be suffering from
hallucinations and delusions of the kind that a schizophrenic
might experience, but if that’s the case, why do such
hallucinations occur mainly when the temporal lobes are

involved? Even more puzzling, why do they take this
particular form? Why don’t these patients hallucinate pigs or
donkeys?
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In 1935, the anatomist James Papez noticed that patients who
died of rabies often experienced fits of extreme rage and terror
in the hours before death. He knew that the disease was
transmitted by dog bites and reasoned that something in the
dog’s saliva—the rabies virus—traveled along the victim’s
peripheral nerves located next to the bite, up the spinal cord
and into the brain. Upon dissecting victims’ brains, Papez
found the destination of the virus—clusters of nerve cells or
nuclei connected by large C−shaped fiber tracts deep in the
brain (Figure 9.1). A century earlier, the famous French
neurologist Pierre Paul Broca had named this structure the
limbic system. Because rabies patients suffered violent
emotional fits, Papez reasoned that these limbic structures
must be intimately involved in human emotional behavior.2

The limbic system gets its input from all sensory systems—
vision, touch, hearing, taste and smell. The latter sense is in
fact directly wired to the limbic system, going straight to the
amygdala (an almond−shaped structure that serves as a
gateway into the limbic system). This is hardly surprising
given that in lower mammals, smell is intimately linked with
emotion, territorial behavior, aggression and sexuality.



The limbic system’s output, as Papez realized, is geared
mainly toward the experience and expression of emotions. The
experience of emotions is mediated by back−and−forth
connections with the frontal lobes, and much of the richness of
your inner emotional life probably depends on these
interactions. The outward expression of these emotions, on the
other hand, requires the participation of a small cluster of
densely packed cells called the hypothalamus, a control center
with three major outputs of its own. First, hypothalamic nuclei
send hormonal and neural signals to the pituitary gland, which
is often described as the “conductor” of the endocrine
orchestra. Hormones released through this system influence
almost every part of the human body, a biological tour de force
we shall consider in the analysis of mind−body interactions
(Chapter 11). Second, the hypothalamus sends commands to
the autonomic nervous system, which controls various
vegetative or bodily functions, including the production of
tears, saliva and sweat and the control of blood pressure, heart
rate, body temperature, respiration, bladder function,
defecation and so on. The hypothalamus can be regarded, then,
as the “brain” of this archaic, ancillary nervous system. The
third output drives Figure 9.1 Another view of the limbic
system. The limbic system is made up of a series of
interconnected structures surrounding a central fluid−filled
ventricle of the forebrain and forming an inner border of the
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cerebral cortex. The structures include the hippocampus,
amygdala, septum, anterior thalamic nuclei, mammillary
bodies and cingulate cortex. The fornix is a long fiber bundle
joining the hippocampus to the mammillary bodies. Pictured
also are the corpus callosum, a fiber tract joining right and
left neocortex, the cerebellum, a structure involved in
modulating movement, and the brain stem. The limbic system
is neither directly sensory nor motor but constitutes a central
core processing system of the brain that deals with information
derived from events, memories of events and emotional
associations to these events. This processing is essential if
experience is to guide future behavior (Winsen, 1985).
Reprinted from Brain, Mind and Behavior by Bloom and



Laserson (1988) by Educational Broadcasting Corporation.
Used with permission from W. H. Freeman and Company.

actual behaviors, often remembered by the mnemonic the
“four F’s”— fighting, fleeing, feeding and sexual behavior. In
short, the hypothalamus is the body’s “survival center,”
preparing the body for dire emergencies or, sometimes, for the
passing on of its genes.

Much of our knowledge about the functions of the limbic
system comes from patients who have epileptic seizures
originating in this part of the brain. When you hear the word
“epilepsy,” you usually think of someone having fits or a
seizure—the powerful involuntary contraction of all muscles
of the body—and falling to the ground. Indeed, these
symptoms characterize the most well−known form of epilepsy,
called a grand mal seizure. Such seizures usually arise because
a tiny cluster of neurons somewhere in the brain is
misbehaving, firing chaotically until activity spreads like
wildfire to engulf the entire brain. But seizures can also be
“focal”; that is, they can remain confined largely to a single
small patch of the brain. If such focal seizures are mainly in
the motor cortex, the result is a sequential march of muscle
twitching—or the so−called jacksonian seizures. But if they
happen to be in the limbic system, then the most striking
symptoms are emotional. Patients say that their “feelings are
on fire,” ranging from intense ecstasy to profound despair, a
sense of impending doom or even fits of extreme rage and
terror. Women sometimes experience orgasms during seizures,
although for some obscure reason men never do. But most
remarkable of all are those patients who have deeply moving
spiritual experiences, including a feeling of divine presence
and the sense that they are in direct communion with God.
Everything around them is imbued with cosmic significance.
They may say, “I finally understand what it’s all about. This is
the moment I’ve been waiting for all my life. Suddenly it all
makes sense.” Or, “Finally I have insight into the true nature
of the cosmos.” I find it ironic that this sense of enlightenment,
this absolute conviction that Truth is revealed at last, should
derive from limbic structures concerned with emotions rather



than from the thinking, rational parts of the brain that take so
much pride in their ability to discern truth and falsehood.

God has vouchsafed for us “normal” people only occasional
glimpses of a deeper truth (for me they can occur when
listening to some especially moving passage of music or when
I look at Jupiter’s moon through a telescope), but these
patients enjoy the unique privilege of gazing directly into
God’s eyes every time they have a seizure. Who is to say
whether such experiences are “genuine” (whatever that might
mean) or

“pathological”? Would you, the physician, really want to
medicate such a patient and deny visitation rights to the
Almighty?

The seizures—and visitations—last usually only for a few
seconds each time. But these brief temporal lobe storms can
sometimes permanently alter the patient’s personality so that
even between seizures he is different from other people.3 No
one knows why this happens, but it’s as though the repeated
electrical bursts inside the patient’s brain (the frequent passage
of massive volleys of nerve impulses within the limbic system)
permanently “facilitate” certain pathways or may even open
new channels, much as water from a storm might pour
downhill, opening new rivulets, furrows and passages along
the hillside. This process, called kindling, might permanendy
alter—and sometimes enrich—the patient’s inner emotional
life.
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These changes give rise to what some neurologists have called
“temporal lobe personality.” Patients have heightened
emotions and see cosmic significance in trivial events. It is
claimed that they tend to be humorless, full of
self−importance, and to maintain elaborate diaries that record
quotidian events in elaborate detail—a trait called
hypergraphia. Patients have on occasion given me hundreds of
pages of written text filled with mystical symbols and
notations. Some of these patients are sticky in conversation,
argumentative, pedantic and egocentric (although less so than



many of my scientific colleagues), and they are obsessively
preoccupied with philosophical and theological issues.

Every medical student is taught that he shouldn’t ever expect
to see a “textbook case” in the wards, for these are merely
composites concocted by the authors of medical tomes. But
when Paul, the thirty−two−year−old assistant manager of a
local Goodwill store, walked into our lab not long ago, I felt
that he had strolled straight out of Brain’s Textbook of
Neurology—the Bible of all practicing neurologists. Dressed
in a green Nehru shirt and white duck trousers, he held himself
in a regal posture and wore a magnificent jeweled cross at his
neck.

There is a soft armchair in our laboratory, but Paul seemed
unwilling to relax. Many patients I interview are initially
uneasy, but Paul was not nervous in that sense—rather, he
seemed to see himself as an expert witness called to offer
testimony about himself and his relationship with God. He was
intense and self−absorbed and had the arrogance of a believer
but none of the humility of the deeply religious. With very
little prompting, he launched into his tale.

“I had my first seizure when I was eight years old,” he began.
“I remember seeing a bright light before I fell on the ground
and wondering where it came from.” A few years later, he had
several additional seizures that transformed his whole life.
“Suddenly, it was all crystal clear to me, doctor,” he continued.
“There was no longer any doubt anymore.” He experienced a
rapture beside which everything else paled. In the rapture was
a clarity, an apprehension of the divine—no categories,

no boundaries, just a Oneness with the Creator. All of this he
recounted in elaborate detail and with great persistence,
apparently determined to leave nothing out.

Intrigued by all this, I asked him to continue. “Can you be a
little more specific?”

“Well, it’s not easy, doctor. It’s like trying to explain the
rapture of sex to a child who has not yet reached puberty. Does
that make any sense to you?”

I nodded. “What do you think of the rapture of sex?”



“Well, to be honest,” he said, “I’m not interested in it
anymore. It doesn’t mean much to me. It pales completely
beside the divine light that I have seen.” But later that
afternoon, Paul flirted shamelessly with two of my female
graduate students and tried to get their home telephone
numbers. This paradoxical combination of loss of libido and a
preoccupation with sexual rituals is not unusual in patients
with temporal lobe epilepsy.

The next day Paul returned to my office carrying an enormous
manuscript bound in an ornate green dust jacket—a project he
had been working on for several months. It set out his views
on philosophy, mysticism and religion; the nature of the
trinity; the iconography of the Star of David; elaborate
drawings depicting spiritual themes, strange mystical symbols
and maps. I was fascinated, but baffled. This was not the kind
of material I usually referee.

When I finally looked up, there was a strange light in Paul’s
eyes. He clasped his hands and stroked his chin with his index
fingers. “There’s one other thing I should mention,” he said. “I
have these amazing flashbacks.”
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“What kind of flashbacks?”

“Well, the other day, during a seizure, I could remember every
little detail from a book I read many years ago.

Line after line, page after page word for word.”

“Are you sure of this? Did you get the book and compare your
memories with the original?”

“No, I lost the book. But this sort of thing happens to me a lot.
It’s not just that one book.”

I was fascinated by Paul’s claim. It corroborated similar
assertions I had heard many times before from other patients
and physicians. One of these days I plan to conduct an
“objective test” of Paul’s astonishing mnemonic abilities. Does
he simply imagine he’s reliving every minute detail? Or, when
he has a seizure, does he lack the censoring or editing



that occurs in normal memory so that he is forced to record
every trivial detail—resulting in a paradoxical improvement in
his memory? The only way to be sure would be to retrieve the
original book or passage that he was talking about and test him
on it. The results could offer important insights about how
memory traces are formed in the brain.

Once, when Paul was reminiscing about his flashbacks, I
interjected, “Paul, do you believe in God?”

He looked puzzled. “But what else is there?” he said.

But why do patients like Paul have religious experiences? I
can think of four possibilities. One is that God really does visit
these people. If that is true, so be it. Who are we to question
God’s infinite wisdom?

Unfortunately, this can be neither proved nor ruled out on
empirical grounds.

The second possibility is that because these patients
experience all sorts of odd, inexplicable emotions, as if a
cauldron had boiled over, perhaps their only recourse is to
seek ablution in the calm waters of religious tranquility. Or the
emotional hodgepodge may be misinterpreted as mystical
messages from another world.

I find the latter explanation unlikely for two reasons. First,
there are other neurological and psychiatric disorders such as
frontal lobe syndrome, schizophrenia, manic depressive illness
or just depression in which the emotions are disturbed, but one
rarely sees religious preoccupations in such patients to the
same degree.

Even though schizophrenics may occasionally talk about God,
the feelings are usually fleeting; they don’t have the same
intense fervor or the obsessive and stereotyped quality that one
sees in temporal lobe epileptics.

Hence emotional changes alone cannot provide a complete
explanation for religious preoccupation.4

The third explanation invokes connections between sensory
centers (vision and hearing) and the amygdala, that part of the
limbic system specialized in recognizing the emotional



significance of events in the external world. Obviously, not
every person or event you encounter throughout a typical day
sets off alarm bells; that would be maladaptive and you’d soon
go mad. To cope with the world’s uncertainties, you need a
way of gauging the salience of events before you relay a
message to the rest of the limbic system and to the
hypothalamus telling them to assist you in fighting or fleeing.

But consider what might happen if spurious signals stemming
from limbic seizure activity were to travel these pathways.
You’d get the sort of kindling I described earlier. These
“salience” pathways would become strengthened, increasing
communication between brain structures. Sensory brain areas
that see people and events and hear voices and noises would
become more closely linked to emotional centers. The result?
Every object and event—not just salient ones—would become
imbued with deep significance, so that the patient 128

would see “the universe in a grain of sand” and “hold[s]
infinity in the palm of his hand.” He would float on an ocean
of religious ecstasy, carried by a universal tide to the shores of
Nirvana.

The fourth hypothesis is even more speculative. Could it be
that human beings have actually evolved specialized neural
circuitry for the sole purpose of mediating religious
experience? The human belief in the supernatural is so
widespread in all societies all over the world that it’s tempting
to ask whether the propensity for such beliefs might have a
biological basis.5 If so, you’d have to answer a key question:
What sorts of Darwinian selection pressures could lead to such
a mechanism? And if there is such a mechanism, is there a
gene or set of genes concerned mainly with religiosity and
spiritual leanings—a gene that atheists might lack or have
learned to circumvent (just kidding!)?

These kinds of arguments are popular within a relatively new
discipline called evolutionary psychology. (It used to be called
sociobiology, a term that fell into disrepute for political
reasons.) According to its central tenets, many human traits
and propensities, even ones we might ordinarily be tempted to
attribute to “culture,”



may in fact have been specifically chosen by the guiding hand
of natural selection because of their adaptive value.

One good example is the tendency for men to be polygamous
and promiscuous whereas women tend to be more
monogamous. Of the hundreds of human cultures throughout
the world, only one, the Thodas of South India, have officially
endorsed polyandry (the practice of having more than one
husband or male mate).

Indeed, the old adage “Higa−mous hogamous, women are
monogamous; hogamous higamous, men are polygamous”
reflects this state of affairs. It all makes good evolutionary
sense, since a woman invests a good deal more time and effort
—a nine−month−long, risky, arduous pregnancy—in each
offspring, so that she has to be very discerning in her choice of
sexual partners. For a man, the optimal evolutionary strategy is
to disseminate his genes as widely as possible, given his few
minutes (or, alas, seconds) of investment in each encounter.
These behavioral propensities are unlikely to be cultural. If
anything, culture tends to forbid or minimize them rather than
encourage them, as we all know.

On the other hand, we must be careful not to carry these
“evolutionary psychology” arguments too far. Just because a
trait is universal— present in all cultures including cultures
that have never been in contact—it doesn’t follow that the trait
is genetically specified. For instance, almost every culture that
we know of has some form of cooking, however primitive.
(Yes, even the English.) Yet one would never argue from this
that there is a cooking module in the brain specified by
cooking genes that were honed by natural selection. The
ability to cook is almost certainly an offshoot of a number of
other unrelated skills such as a good sense of smell and taste
and the ability to follow a recipe step−by−step, as well as a
generous dose of patience.

So is religion (or at least the belief in God and spirituality) like
cooking—with culture playing by far the dominant role—or is
it more like polygamy, for which there appears to be a strong
genetic basis? How would an evolutionary psychologist
account for the origin of religion? One possibility is that the



universal human tendency to seek authority figures—giving
rise to an organized priesthood, the participation in rituals,
chanting and dancing, sacrificial rites and adherence to a
moral code—encourages conformist behavior and contributes
to the stability of one’s own social group—or “kin”—who
share the same genes. Genes that encourage the cultivation of
such conformist traits would therefore tend to flourish and
multiply, and people who lacked them would be ostracized and
punished for their socially deviant behavior. Perhaps the
easiest way to ensure such stability and conformity is to
believe in some transcendent higher power that controls our
destiny. No wonder temporal lobe epilepsy patients experience
a sense of omnipotence and grandeur, as if to say, “I am the
chosen one. It is my duty and privilege to transmit God’s work
to you lesser beings.”

This is admittedly a speculative argument even by the rather
lax standards of evolutionary psychology. But whether or not
one believes in religious conformity “genes,” it’s clear that
certain parts of the temporal lobe play a more direct role in the
genesis of such experiences than any other part of the brain.
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experiences of Dr. Persinger are anything to go by, then this
must be true not just of epileptics but also of you and me.

I hasten to add that as far as the patient is concerned, whatever
changes have occurred are authentic—sometimes even
desirable—and the physician has no right, really, to attribute a
value label to such esoteric embellishments of personality. On
what basis does one decide whether a mystical experience is
normal or abnormal? There is a common ten−

dency to equate “unusual” or “rare” with abnormal, but this is
a logical fallacy. Genius is a rare but highly valued trait,
whereas tooth decay is common but obviously undesirable.
Which one of these categories does mystical experience fall
into? Why is the revealed truth of such transcendent
experiences in any way

“inferior” to the more mundane truths that we scientists dabble
in? Indeed, if you are ever tempted to jump to this conclusion,
just bear in mind that one could use exactly the same evidence



—the involvement of the temporal lobes in religion—to argue
for, rather than against, the existence of God. By way of
analogy, consider the fact that most animals don’t have the
receptors or neural machinery for color vision. Only a
privileged few do, yet would you want to conclude from this
that color wasn’t real? Obviously not, but if not, then why
doesn’t the same argument apply to God? Perhaps only the
“chosen” ones have the required neural connections. (After all,
“God works in mysterious ways.”) My goal as a scientist, in
other words, is to discover how and why religious sentiments
originate in the brain, but this has no bearing one way or the
other on whether God really exists or not.

So we now have several competing hypotheses of why
temporal lobe epileptics have such experiences. Even though
all these theories invoke the same neural structures, they
postulate very different mechanisms and it would be nice to
find a way to distinguish among them. One of the ideas—the
notion that kindling has indiscriminately strengthened all
connections from the temporal cortex to the amygdala—can be
addressed directly by studying the patient’s galvanic skin
response. Ordinarily an object is recognized by the visual
areas of the temporal lobes. Its emotional salience—is it a
friendly face or a fierce lion?—is signaled by the amygdala
and transmitted to the limbic system so that you become
emotionally aroused and start sweating.

But if the kindling has strengthened all the connections within
these pathways, then everything becomes salient. No matter
what you look at—a nondescript stranger, a chair or a table—it
should activate the limbic system strongly and make you
perspire. So unlike you and me, who should display a
heightened GSR

response only for our moms, dads, spouses or lions, or even a
loud thud or bang, the patient with temporal lobe epilepsy
should show an increased galvanic skin response to everything
under the sun.

To test this possibility, I contacted two of my colleagues who
specialize in the diagnosis and treatment of epilepsy—Dr.
Vincent Iragui and Dr. Evelyn Tecoma. Given the highly



controversial nature of the whole concept of “temporal lobe
personality” (not everyone agrees that these personality traits
are seen more frequently in epileptics), they were

quite intrigued by my ideas. A few days later, they recruited
two of their patients who manifested obvious

“symptoms” of this syndrome—hyper−graphia, spiritual
leanings and an obsessive need to talk about their feelings and
about religious and metaphysical topics. Would they want to
volunteer in a research study?

Both were eager to participate. In what may turn out to be the
very first scientific experiment ever done on religion directly, I
sat them in comfortable chairs and attached harmless
electrodes to their hands. Once settled in front of a computer
screen, they were shown random samples of several types of
words and images—for example, words for ordinary inanimate
objects (a shoe, vase, table and the like), familiar faces
(parents, siblings), unfamiliar faces, sexually arousing words
and pictures (erotic magazine pinups), four−letter words
involving sex, extreme violence and horror (an alligator eating
a person alive, a man setting himself afire) and religious words
and icons (such as the word “God”).
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If you and I were to undergo this exercise, we would show
huge GSR responses to the scenes of violence and to the
sexually explicit words and pictures, a fairly large response to
familiar faces and usually nothing at all to other categories
(unless you have a shoe fetish, in which case you’d respond to
one).

What about the patients? The kindling hypothesis would
predict a uniform high response to all categories. But to our
amazement what we found in the two patients tested was a
heightened response mainly to religious words and icons.
Their responses to the other categories, including the sexual
words and images, which ordinarily evoke a powerful
response, was strangely diminished compared to what is seen
in normal individuals.6



Thus the results show that there has been no general
enhancement of all the connections—indeed, if anything, there
has been a decrement. But rather surprisingly, there’s been a
selective amplification of response to religious words. One
wonders whether this technique could be useful as a sort of
“piety index” to distinguish religious dabblers or frauds
(“closet atheists”) from true believers. The absolute zero on
the scale could be set by measuring Francis Crick’s galvanic
skin response.

I want to emphasize that not every temporal lobe epilepsy
patient becomes religious. There are many parallel neural
connections between the temporal cortex and the amygdala.
Depending on which particular ones are involved, some
patients may have their personalities skewed in other
directions, becoming obsessed with writing, drawing, arguing
philosophy or, rarely, being preoccupied with sex. It’s likely
that their GSR

responses would shoot upward in response to these stimuli
rather than to religious icons, a possibility that is being studied
in our laboratory and others.

Was God talking to us directly through the GSR machine? Did
we now have a direct hotline to heaven?

Whatever one makes of the selective amplification of
responses to religious words and icons, the finding eliminates
one of the proposed explanations for these experiences—that
these people become spiritual simply because everything
around them becomes so salient and deeply meaningful. On
the contrary, the finding suggests that there has been a
selective enhancement of responses to some categories of
stimuli—such as religious words and images—and an actual
reduction in response to other categories such as sexually
loaded ones (as is consistent with the diminished libido that
some of these patients report).

So do these findings imply that there are neural structures in
the temporal lobes that are specialized for religion or
spirituality, that are selectively enhanced by the epileptic
process? This is a seductive hypothesis, but other
interpretations are possible. For all we know, the changes that



have triggered these patients’ religious fervor could be
occurring anywhere, not necessarily in the temporal lobes.
Such activity would still eventually cascade into the limbic
system and give you exactly the same result—an enhanced
GSR for religious images.

So strong GSR itself is no guarantee that the temporal lobes
are directly involved in religion.7

There is, however, another experiment that could be done to
resolve this issue once and for all. The experiment takes
advantage of the fact that when seizures become seriously
disabling, life−threatening and unresponsive to medication,
portions of the temporal lobe are often surgically removed. So
we can ask, What would happen to the patient’s personality—
especially his spiritual leanings—if we removed a chunk of his
temporal lobe? Would some of his acquired personality
changes be “reversed”? Would he suddenly stop having
mystical experiences and become an atheist or an agnostic?
Would we have performed a

“Godectomy”?

We have yet to conduct such a study, but meanwhile we have
already learned something from our GSR

studies—that the seizures have permanently altered the
patients’ inner mental life, often producing interesting and
highly selective distortions of their personality. After all, one
rarely sees such profound emotional upheavals or religious
preoccupations in other neurological disorders. The simplest
explanation for what 131

happens in the epileptics is that there have been permanent
changes in temporal lobe circuitry caused by selective
enhancement of some con−

nections and effacement of others—leading to new peaks and
valleys in the patients’ emotional landscape.

So what’s the bottom line? The one clear conclusion that
emerges from all this is that there are circuits in the human
brain that are involved in religious experience and these
become hyperactive in some epileptics. We still don’t know



whether these circuits evolved specifically for religion (as
evolutionary psychologists might argue) or whether they
generate other emotions that are merely conducive to such
beliefs (although that cannot explain the fervor with which the
beliefs are held by many patients). We are therefore still a long
way from showing that there is a “God module” in the brain
that might be genetically specified, but to me the exciting idea
is that one can even begin to address questions about God and
spirituality scientifically.

Then to the rolling Heav’n itself I cried, Asking, “What Lamp
had Destiny to guide Her little Children stumbling in the
Dark?” And— “A blind Understanding!” Heav’n replied.
—The Rubáiyât of Omar Khayyam

For many of the topics we’ve discussed in earlier chapters—
phantom limbs, neglect syndrome and Capgras’

syndrome—we now have reasonable interpretations as a result
of our experiments. But in seeking brain centers concerned
with religious experience and God, I realized that I had entered
the “twilight zone” of neurology. There are some questions
about the brain that are so mysterious, so deeply enigmatic,
that most serious scientists simply shy away from them, as if
to say, “That would be premature to study” and “I’d be a fool
if I embarked on such a quest.” And yet these are the very
issues that fascinate us most of all. The most obvious one, of
course, is religion, a quintessentially human trait, but it is only
one unsolved mystery of human nature. What about other
uniquely human traits—such as our capacity for music, math,
humor and poetry? What allowed Mozart to compose an entire
symphony in his head or mathematicians like Fermat or
Ramanujan to “discover” flawless conjectures and theorems
without ever going through step−by−step formal proofs? And
what goes on in the brain of a person like Dylan Thomas that
allowed him to write such evocative poetry? Is the creative
spark simply an expression of the divine spark that exists in all
of us?

Ironically clues come from a bizarre condition called “idiot
savant syndrome” (or, to use the more politically correct
phrase, the savant syn−



drome). These individuals (retarded and yet highly talented)
can give us valuable insights about the evolution of human
nature—a topic that became an obsession for some of the
greatest scientific minds of the last century.

The Victorian era witnessed a vigorous intellectual debate
between two brilliant biologists—Charles Darwin and Alfred
Rüssel Wallace. Darwin, of course, is a household name.
Everyone associates him with the discovery of natural
selection as the main driving force of organic evolution. It is a
pity that Wallace is almost completely unknown except among
biologists and historians of science, since he was an equally
brilliant scholar and independently came up with the same
idea. In fact, the very first scientific paper on evolution by
natural selection was presented jointly by Darwin and Wallace
and communicated to the Linnean Society by Joseph Hooker
in 1850. Instead of feuding endlessly over priority, as many of
today’s scientists do, they cheerfully acknowledged each
other’s contributions and Wallace even wrote a book called
Darwinism, championing what he referred to as “Darwin’s”
theory of natural selection. Upon hearing of this book, Darwin
responded, “You should not speak of Darwinism for it can as
well be called Wallacism.”

What does the theory state? There are three components:8
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1. Since offspring vastly outnumber the available resources,
there must be a constant struggle for existence in the natural
world.

2. No two individuals of a species are exactly identical (except
in the rare case of identical twins). Indeed, there are always
random variations, however minute, in body type that arise
from the random shuffling of genes that takes place during cell
division—a shuffling that ensures that offspring differ from
each other and from their parents, thereby increasing their
candidature for evolutionary change.

3. Those fortuitous combinations of genes that cause
individuals to be slightly better adapted to a given local
environment tend to multiply and propagate within a



population since they increase the survival and reproduction of
those individuals.

Darwin believed that his principle of natural selection could
account not only for the emergence of morphological traits
like fingers or noses, but also for the structure of the brain and
therefore our mental capacities. In other words, natural
selection could explain our talents for music, art, literature and
other human intellectual achievements. Wallace disagreed. He
conceded that Darwin’s principle might explain fingers and
toes and

maybe even some simple mental traits, but that certain
quintessentially human abilities like mathematical and musical
talent could not possibly have arisen through the blind
workings of chance.

Why not? According to Wallace, as the human brain evolved,
it encountered a new and equally powerful force called
culture. Once culture, language and writing emerged, he
argued, human evolution became Lamarckian—that is, you
could pass on the accumulated wisdom of a lifetime to your
offspring. These progeny will be much wiser than the
offspring of illiterates not because your genes have changed
but simply because this knowledge—in the form of culture—
has been transferred from your brain to your child’s brain. In
this way, the brain is symbiotic with culture; the two are as
interdependent as the naked hermit crab and its shell or the
nucleated cell and its mitochondria. For Wallace, culture
propels human evolution, making us absolutely unique in the
animal kingdom. Isn’t it extraordinary, he said, that we are the
only animal in which the mind is vasdy more important than
any bodily organ, assuming a tremendous significance because
of what we call “culture.” Moreover, our brain actually helps
us avoid the need for further specialization.9 Most organisms
evolve to become more and more specialized as they take up
new environmental niches, be it a longer neck for the giraffe or
sonar for the bat. Humans, on the other hand, have evolved an
organ, a brain, that gives us the capacity to evade
specialization. We can colonize the Arctic without evolving a
fur coat over millions of years like the polar bear because we



can go kill one, take its coat and drape it on ourselves. And
then we can give it to our children and grandchildren.

Wallace’s second argument against “blind chance giving rise
to the talents of a Mozart” involves what might be called
potential intelligence (a phrase used by Richard Gregory). Say,
you take a barely literate young tribesman from a
contemporary aboriginal society (or even use a time machine
to garner a Cro−Magnon man) and give him a modern public
school education in Rio or New York or Tokyo. He will, of
course, be no different from any other child reared in those
cities. According to Wallace, this means that the aborigine or
Cro−Magnon possesses a potential intelligence that vastly
exceeds anything that he might need for coping with his
natural environment. This kind of potential intelligence can be
contrasted with kinetic intelligence, which is realized through
formal education. But why the devil did this potential
intelligence evolve? It couldn’t have arisen for learning Latin
in English schools. It couldn’t have evolved for learning the
calculus, even though almost anyone who tries hard enough
can master it. What was the selection pressure for the
emergence of these latent abilities? Natural selection can only
explain the emergence of actual abilities that are expressed by
the organism—never potential ones. When they are useful and
promote survival, they are passed on to the next generation.
But what to make of a gene for latent mathematical ability?
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does that confer on a nonliterate person? It seems like overkill.

Wallace wrote, “The lowest savages with the least copious
vocabularies [have] the capacity of uttering a variety of
distinct articulate sounds and of applying them to an almost
infinite amount of modulation and inflection [which] is not in
any way inferior to that of the higher [European] races. An
instrument has been developed in advance of the needs of its
possessor.” And the argument holds, with even greater force,
for other esoteric human abilities such as mathematics or
musical talent.

There’s the rub. An instrument has been developed in advance
of the needs of its possessor, but we know that evolution has



no foresight! Here is an instance in which evolution appears to
have foreknowledge. How is this possible?

Wallace wrestled mightily with this paradox. How can
improvement in esoteric mathematical skills—in latent form—
affect the survival of one race that has this latent ability and
the extinction of another that doesn’t ? “It is a somewhat
curious fact,” he wrote, “that when all modern writers admit
the great antiquity of man, most of them maintain the very
recent development of intellect, and will hardly contemplate
the possibility of men, equal in mental capacity to ourselves,
having existed in prehistoric times.”

But we know they did. Both the Neanderthal and Cro−Magnon
cranial capacities were actually larger than ours, and it’s not
inconceivable that their latent potential intelligence may have
been equal to or even greater than that of Homo sapiens.
So how is it possible that these astonishing, latent abilities
emerged in the prehistoric brain but have only been realized in
the last one thousand years? Wallace’s answer: It was done by
God! “Some higher intelligence must have directed the
process by which the human nature was developed.” Thus
human grace is an earthly expression of “divine grace.”

This is where Wallace parted company with Darwin, who
resolutely maintained that natural selection was the prime
force in evolution and could account for the emergence of
even the most esoteric mental traits, without the helping hand
of a Supreme Being.

How would a modern biologist resolve Wallace’s paradox?
She would probably argue that esoteric and

“advanced” human traits like musical

and mathematical ability are specific manifestations of what is
usually called “general intelligence”—itself the culmination of
a “runaway” brain that exploded in size and complexity within
the last three million years.10

General intelligence evolved, the argument goes, so that one
can communicate, hunt game, hoard food in granaries, engage
in elaborate social rituals and do the myriad things that



humans enjoy and that help them survive. But once this
intelligence was in place, you could use it for all sorts of other
things, like the calculus, music and the design of scientific
instruments to extend the reach of our senses. By way of
analogy, consider the human hand: Even though it evolved its
amazing versatility for grasping at tree branches, it can now be
used to count, write poetry, rock the cradle, wield a scepter
and make shadow puppets.

But with respect to the mind, this argument doesn’t make
much sense to me. I’m not saying it’s wrong, but the idea that
the ability to spear antelope was then somehow used for the
calculus is a bit dubious. I’d like to suggest another
explanation, one that takes us back not only to the savant
syndrome that I mentioned earlier but also to the more general
question of the sporadic emergence of talent and genius in the
normal population.

“Savants” are persons whose mental capacity or general
intelligence is abysmally low, yet who have islands of
astonishing talent. For example, there are savants on record
with an IQ of less than 50, barely able to function in normal
society, yet they could with ease generate an eight−digit prime
number, a feat that most tenured 134

mathematics professors cannot match. One savant could come
up with the cube root of a six−figure number in seconds and
could double 8,388,628 twenty−four times to obtain
140,737,488,355,328 in several seconds.

Such individuals are a living refutation of the argument that
specialized talents are merely clever deployments of general
intelligence.11

The realms of art and music are punctuated with savants
whose talents have amazed and delighted audiences through
the ages. Oliver Sacks describes Tom, a thirteen−year−old boy
who was blind and incapable of tying his own shoes. Although
he had never been instructed in music or educated in any way,
he learned to play the piano simply by hearing others play. He
absorbed arias and tunes from hearing them sung and could
play any piece of music on the first try as well as the most
accomplished performer. One of his most remarkable feats was



to perform three pieces of music all at once. With one hand he
played “Fisher’s Horn Pipe,” with the other he played “Yankee
Doodle Dandy” and simulta−

neously he sang “Dixie.” He could also play the piano with his
back to the keyboard, his inverted hands racing up and down
the ivories. Tom composed his own music, and yet, as a
contemporary observer pointed out, “He seems to be an
unconscious agent acting as he is acted on and his mind [is] a
vacant receptor where nature stores her jewels to recall them at
her pleasure.”

Nadia, whose IQ measured between 60 and 70, was an artistic
genius. At age six, she showed all the signs of severe autism—
ritualistic behavior, inability to relate to others and limited
language. She could barely put two words together. Yet from
this early age, Nadia could draw lifelike pictures of people
around her, of horses and even of complex visual scenes
unlike the “tadpolelike” drawings of other children her age.
Her sketches were so animated that they seemed to leap out
from the canvas and were good enough to hang in any
Madison Avenue gallery (Figure 9.2).

Other savants have incredibly specific talents. One boy can tell
you the time of day, to the exact second, without referring to
any timepiece. He can do this even in his sleep, sometimes
mumbling the exact time while dreaming. The “clock” inside
his head is as accurate as any Rolex. Another can estimate the
exact width of an object seen from twenty feet away. You or I
would give a ballpark figure. She would say, “That rock is
exactly two feet, eleven and three−quarter inches wide.” And
she’d be right.

These examples show that specialized esoteric talents do not
emerge spontaneously from general intelligence, for if that
were true, how can an “idiot” display them?

Nor do we have to invoke the extreme pathological example of
savants to make this point, for there is an element of this
syndrome in every talented person or indeed in every genius.
“Genius,” contrary to popular misconception, is not
synonymous with superhuman intelligence. Most of the
geniuses whom I have had the privilege of knowing are more



like idiot savants than they would care to admit—
extraordinarily talented in a few domains but quite ordinary in
other respects.

Consider the oft−told story of the Indian mathematical genius
Ra−manujan, who at the turn of the century worked as a clerk
in the Madras seaport, a few miles from where I was born. He
had matriculated to the early part of high school, where he
performed badly in all his subjects, and he had no formal
education in advanced mathematics. Yet he was astonishingly
gifted in math and was obsessed by it. So poor that he couldn’t
afford paper, he would use discarded envelopes to scribble his
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Figure 9.2 (a) A drawing of a horse made by Nadia, the
autistic savant, when she was five years old. (b) A horse drawn
by Leonardo da Vinci, (c) A drawing of a horse by a normal
eight−year−old. Notice that Nadia’s drawing is vastly
superior to that of the normal eight−year−old and almost as
good as (or perhaps better than!) da Vinci’s horse, (a) and (c)
reprinted from Nadia, by Loraa Selfe, with permission from
Academic Press (New York).

mathematical equations, discovering several new theorems
before the age of twenty−two. Since he was not acquainted
with any number theorists in India, he decided to communicate
his discoveries to several mathematicians in other parts of the
world, including Cambridge, England. One of the world’s top
number theorists of that time, G.H. Hardy, received his
scribbles and immediately thought Ramanujan was a crackpot.

Having glanced at them, he went out to play tennis. As the
game wore on, Ramanujan’s equations kept haunting him. He



kept seeing the numbers in his mind. “I had never seen
anything in the least like them before,” Hardy later wrote.
“They must be true because no one would have had the
imagination to invent them.” So he promptly went back and
checked the validity of the elaborate equations on backs of
envelopes, saw that most of them were correct and
immediately sent a note to his colleague J.E. Littlewood, who
also went over the manuscripts. Both luminaries quickly
realized that Ramanujan was probably a genius of the highest
caliber. They invited him to Cambridge, where he worked for
many years, eventually surpassing them in the originality and
importance of his contributions.

I mention this story because if you were to go out to dinner
with Ramanujan you wouldn’t think there was anything
unusual about him. He was just like any other person except
for the fact that his mathematical skills were way off scale—
almost supernatural, some have said. Again, if mathematical
ability is simply a function of general intelligence, a result of
the brain’s getting bigger and better overall, then more
intelligent people should be better at math, and vice versa. But
if you met Ramanujan, you’d know that that just isn’t true.

What is the solution? Ramanujan’s own “explanation”—that
the fully formed equations were whispered to him in dreams
by the presiding village deity, Goddess Namagiri—doesn’t
really help us very much. But I can think of two other
possibilities.

The first, more parsimonious, view is that general intelligence
is really a number of different mental traits—with both the
genes and the traits themselves influencing each other’s
expression. Since genes combine randomly in the population,
every now and then you will get a fortuitous combination of
traits—such as vivid visual imagery combined with excellent
numerical skills—and such shuffling can throw up all sorts of
unexpected interactions. Thus is born that extraordinary
flowering of talent we call genius—the gifts of an Albert
Einstein who could “visualize” his equations or a Mozart who
saw, and did not merely hear, his musical compositions unfold
in his mind’s eye. Such genius is rare only because the lucky
genetic combinations are rare.
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But there’s a problem with this argument. If genius results
from serendipitous genetic combinations, how does one
explain the talents of Nadia and Tom, whose general
intelligence is abysmal? (Indeed, an autistic savant’s social
skills may be less than those of a Bonobo ape.) It’s difficult,
moreover, to see why such unique talent should actually be
more common among savants than it is among the general
population, who, if anything, have a larger number of healthy
traits to shuffle around in each generation. (As many as 10
percent of autistic children have perfect pitch, compared with
only 1 or 2 percent of the general population.) Furthermore,
the traits in that individual would have to “interlock” precisely
and interact in such a way that the outcome is something
elegant rather than nonsensical, a scenario that is as unlikely as
a confederacy of dunces producing a work of artistic or
scientific genius.

This brings me to the second explanation for the savant
syndrome in particular and for genius in general. How can
someone who can’t tie shoelaces or carry on a normal
conversation calculate prime numbers? The answer might lie
in a region of the left hemisphere called the angular gyrus,
which, when damaged, leaves some people (like Bill, the Air
Force pilot in Chapter 1 who couldn’t subtract) with an
inability to do simple calculations, such as subtract 7 from
100. This does not mean that the left angular gyrus is the
brain’s math module, but it’s fair to say that this

structure is doing something crucial for mathematical
computation and is not essential for language, working
memory or vision. But you do seem to need the left angular
gyrus for math.

Consider the possibility that savants suffer early brain damage
before or shortly after birth. Is it possible that their brains
undergo some form of remapping as seen in phantom limb
patients? Does the prenatal or neonatal injury lead to unusual
rewiring? In savants, one part of the brain may for some
obscure reason receive a greater than average input or some
other equivalent impetus to become denser and larger—a huge



angular gyrus, for example. What would be the consequence
for mathematical ability? Would this produce a child who can
generate eight−digit prime numbers? In truth, we know so
little about how neurons perform such abstract operations that
it’s difficult to predict what the effect of such a change might
be. An angular gyrus doubled in size could lead not to a mere
doubling of mathematical ability but to a logarithmic or
hundredfold increase. You can imagine an explosion of talent
resulting from this simple but “anomalous” increase in brain
volume. The same argument might hold for drawing, music,
language, indeed any human trait.12

This argument is zany and unashamedly speculative, but at
least it’s testable. A math savant should have a large or
hypertrophied left angular gyrus, whereas an artistic savant
may have a hypertrophied right angular gyrus. Such
experiments have not been done, to my knowledge, although
we do know that damage to the right parietal cortex, where the
angular gyrus is located, can profoundly disrupt artistic skills
(just as damage to the left disrupts calculation).

A similar argument can be put forth to explain the occasional
emergence of genius or extraordinary talent in the normal
population, or to answer the especially vexing question of how
such abilities cropped up in evolution in the first place. Maybe
when the brain reaches a critical mass, new and unforeseen
traits, properties that were not specifically chosen by natural
selection, emerge. Maybe the brain had to become big for
some other more obviously adaptive reason—throwing spears,
talking or navigation—and the simplest way to achieve this
was to increase one or two growth−related hormones or
morphogens (genes that alter size and shape in developing
organisms). But since such a hormone− or morphogen−based
growth spurt cannot selectively increase the size of some parts
while sparing others, the bonus might be an altogether bigger
brain, including an enormous angular gyrus and the
accompanying tenfold or hundredfold enhancement in
mathematical ability. Notice that this argument is very
different from the widely held belief that you de−

velop some very “general” ability that is then deployed for a
specialized skill.
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Taking this speculation even further, is it possible that humans
find such esoteric talents—be it music, poetry, drawing or
math—to be sexually attractive mainly because they serve as
an externally visible signature of a giant brain? Just as the
peacock’s large, iridescent tail or the size of a majestic bull
elephant’s tusks constitutes

“truth in advertising” for the animal’s health, so the human
ability to croon a tune or pen a sonnet might be a marker for a
superior brain. (“Truth in advertising” may play an important
role in mate selection. Indeed, Richard Dawkins has
suggested, half seriously, that the size and strength of a human
male’s erection may be markers for general health.)

This line of reasoning raises some fascinating possibilities. For
instance, you could inject hormones or morphogens into a fetal
human brain or infant to try to increase brain size artificially.
Would this result in a race of geniuses with superhuman
talents? Needless to say, the experiment would be unethical to
do in humans, but an evil genius might be tempted to try it on
the great apes. Is so, would you see a sudden efflorescence of
extraordinary mental talents in these apes? Could you
accelerate the pace of simian evolution through a combination
of genetic engineering, hormonal intervention and artificial
selection?

My basic argument about savants—that some specialized brain
regions may have become enlarged at the expense of others—
may or may not turn out to be correct. But even if it’s valid,
bear in mind that no savant is going to be a Picasso or an
Einstein. To be a true genius, you need other abilities, not just
isolated islands of talent. Most savants are not truly creative. If
you look at a drawing by Nadia, you do see creative artistic
ability,13 but among mathematical and musical savants, there
are no such examples. What seems to be missing is an
ineffable quality called creativity, which brings us face to face
with the very essence of what it is to be human. There are
those who assert that creativity is simply the ability to
randomly link seemingly unrelated ideas, but surely that is not
enough. The proverbial monkey with a typewriter will



eventually produce a Shakespeare play, but it would need a
billion lifetimes before it could generate a single intelligible
sentence—let alone a sonnet or a play.

Not long ago when I told a colleague about my interest in
creativity, he repeated the well−worn argument that we simply
toss ideas around in our heads, producing random
combinations until we hit on aesthetically pleasing ones. So I
challenged him to “toss around” some words and ideas by
coming up with a single evocative metaphor for “taking things

to ridiculous extremes” or “overdoing things.” He scratched
his head and after half an hour confessed that he couldn’t think
of anything all that original (despite his very high verbal IQ, I
might add). I pointed out to him that Shakespeare had
crammed five such metaphors in a single sentence: To gild
refined gold, to paint the lily, to throw a perfume on the violet,
to smooth the ice, or add another hue unto the rainbow … is
wasteful and ridiculous excess.

It sounds so simple. But how come Shakespeare thought of it
and nobody else? Each of us has the same words at our
command. There’s nothing complicated or esoteric about the
idea that’s being conveyed. In fact, it’s crystal clear once it is
explained and has that universal “why didn’t I think ofthat?”
quality that characterizes the most beautiful and creative
insights. Yet you and I would never come up with an equally
elegant set of metaphors by simply dredging up and randomly
shuffling words in our minds. What’s missing is the creative
spark of genius, a trait that remains as mysterious to us now as
it did to Wallace. No wonder he felt impelled to invoke divine
intervention.



CHAPTER 10

The W oman Who Died Laughing

God is a comedian performing before an audience that is
afraid to laugh.
138

— Friedrich Nietzsche
God is a hacker.
— Francis Crick
On the morning of his mother’s funeral in 1931, Willy
Anderson—a twenty−five−year−old plumber from London—
donned a new black suit, clean white shirt and nice shoes
borrowed from his brother. He had loved his mother very
much and his grief was palpable. The family gathered amid
tearful hugs and sat silently through an hour−long funeral
service in a church that was much too hot and stuffy. Willy
was relieved finally to get outdoors into the chilly open air of
the cemetery and bow his head with the rest of the family and
friends. But just as the gravediggers began lowering his
mother’s roped casket into the earth, Willy began to laugh. It
started as a muffled snorting sound that evolved into a
prolonged giggle. Willy bowed his head farther down, dug his
chin into his shirt collar and drew his right hand up to his
mouth, trying to stifle the unbidden mirth. It was no use.
Against his will and to his profound embarrassment, he began
to laugh out loud, the sounds exploding rhyth−

mically until he doubled over. Everyone at the funeral stared,
mouth agape, as the young man staggered backward,
desperately looking for retreat. He walked bent at the waist, as
if in supplication for forgiveness for the laughter that would
not subside. The mourners could hear him at the far end of the
cemetery, his laughter echoing amid the gravestones.

That evening, Willy’s cousin took him to the hospital. The
laughter had subsided after some hours, but it was so
inexplicable, so stunning in its inappropriateness, that



everyone in the family felt it should be treated as a medical
emergency. Dr. Astley Clark, the physician on duty, examined
Willy’s pupils and checked his vital signs. Two days later, a
nurse found Willy lying unconscious in his bed, having
suffered a severe subarachnoid hemorrhage, and he died
without regaining consciousness. The postmortem showed a
large ruptured aneurysm in an artery at the base of his brain
that had compressed part of his hypothalamus, mammillary
bodies and other structures on the floor of his brain.

And then there was Ruth Greenough, a fifty−eight−year−old
librarian from Philadelphia. Although she had suffered a mild
stroke, she was able to keep her small branch library running
smoothly. But one morning in 1936, Ruth had a sudden violent
headache, and within seconds her eyes turned up and she was
seized with a laughing fit. She began shaking with laughter
and couldn’t stop. Short expirations followed each other in
such rapid succession that Ruth’s brain grew oxygen−starved
and she broke into a sweat, at times holding her hand to her
throat as if she were choking. Nothing she did would stop the
convulsions of laughter, and even an injection of morphine
given by the doctor had no effect. The laughter went on for an
hour and a half. All the while, Ruth’s eyes remained turned
upward and wide open. She was conscious and could follow
her doctor’s instructions but was not able to utter a single
word. At the end of an hour and a half, Ruth lay down
completely exhausted. The laughter persisted but was
noiseless—little more than a grimace. Suddenly she collapsed
and became comatose, and after twenty−four hours Ruth died.
I can say that she literally died laughing. The postmortem
revealed that a cavity in the middle of her brain (called the
third ventricle) was filled with blood. A hemorrhage had
occurred, involving the floor of her thalamus and compressing
several adjacent structures. The English neurologist Dr.
Purdon Martin, who described Ruth’s case, said, “The laughter
is a mock or sham and it mocks the laughter at the time, but
this is the greatest mockery of all, that the patient should be
forced to laugh as a portent of his own doom.“1

More recently, the British journal Nature reported a modern
case of laughter elicited by direct electrical stimulation of the



brain during surgery. The patient was a fifteen−year−old girl
named Susan who was being treated for intractable epilepsy.
Doctors hoped to excise the 139

tissue at the focal point of her seizures and were exploring
nearby areas to make sure they did not re −move any critically
important functions. When the surgeon stimulated Susan’s
supplementary motor cortex (close to a region in the frontal
lobes that receives input from the brain’s emotional centers),
he got an unexpectedre−sponse. Susan started laughing
uncontrollably, right on the operating table (she was awake for
the procedure). Oddly enough, she ascribed her merriment to
everything she saw around her, including a picture of a horse,
and added that the people standing near her looked incredibly
funny. To the doctors, she said: “You guys are just so funny
standing around.“2

•
The kind of pathological laughter seen in Willy and Ruth is
rare; only a couple of dozen such cases have been described in
the medical literature. But when you gather them together, a
striking fact jumps out at you. The abnormal activity or
damage that sets people giggling is almost always located in
portions of the limbic system, a set of structures including the
hypothalamus, mammillary bodies and cingulate gyrus that are
involved in emotions (see Figure 8.1). Given the complexity of
laughter and its infinite cultural overtones, I find it intriguing
that a relatively small cluster of brain structures is behind the
phenomenon—a sort of

“laughter circuit.”

But identifying the location of such a circuit doesn’t tell us
why laughter exists or what its biological function might be.
(You can’t say it evolved because it feels good. That would be
a circular argument, like saying sex exists because it feels
good instead of saying it feels good because it motivates you
to spread your genes.) Asking why a given trait evolved (be it
yawning, laughing, crying or dancing) is absolutely vital for
understanding its biological function, and yet this question is
rarely raised by neurologists who study patients with brain
lesions. This is astonishing given that the brain was shaped by



natural selection just as any other organ in the body, such as
the kidney, liver or pancreas, was.

Fortunately, the picture is changing, thanks in part to
“evolutionary psychology,” the new discipline that I
mentioned in the last chapter.3 The central tenet of this
controversial field is that many salient aspects of human
behavior are mediated by specialized modules (mental organs)
that were specifically shaped by natural selection. As our
Pleistocene ancestors romped across ancient savannas in small
probands, their brains evolved solutions to their everyday
problems—things like recognizing kin, seeking healthy sexual
partners or eschewing foul−smelling food.

For example, evolutionary psychologists would argue that
your disgust for feces—far from being taught to you by your
parents—is probably hard−wired in your brain. Since feces
might contain infectious bacteria, eggs and parasites, those
ancestral hominids who had “disgust for feces” genes survived
and passed on those genes, whereas those who didn’t were
wiped out (unlike dung beetles, who probably find the bouquet
of feces irresistible). This idea may even explain why feces
infected with cholera, salmonellosis or shigella are especially
foul smelling.4

Evolutionary psychology is one of those disciplines that tend
to polarize scientists. You are either for it or vehemently
against it with much arm waving and trading of raspberries
behind backs, much as people are nativists (genes specify
everything) or empiricists (the brain is a blank slate whose
wiring is subsequently specified by the environment, including
culture). The real brain, it turns out, is far messier than what’s
implied by these simple−minded dichotomies. For some traits
—and I’m going to argue that laughter is one of them—the
evolutionary perspective is essential and helps explain why a
specialized laughter circuit exists.

For other traits this way of thinking is a waste of time (as we
noted in Chapter 9, the notion that there might be genes or
mental organs for cooking is silly, even though cooking is a
universal human trait).
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The distinction between fact and fiction gets more easily
blurred in evolutionary psychology than in any other
discipline, a problem that is exacerbated by the fact that most
“ev−psych” explanations are completely untestable: You can’t
run experiments to prove or disprove them. Some of the
proposed theories—that we have genetically specified
mechanisms to help us detect fertile mates or that women
suffer from morning sickness to protect the fetus from poisons
in foods—are ingenious. Others are ridiculously far−fetched.
One afternoon, in a whimsical mood, I sat down and wrote a
spoof of evolutionary psychology just to annoy my colleagues
in that field. I wanted to see how far one could go in conjuring
up completely arbitrary, ad hoc, untestable evolutionary
explanations for aspects of human behavior that most people
would regard as

“cultural” in origin. The result was a satire titled “Why Do
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes?” To my amazement, when I
submitted my tongue−in−cheek essay to a medical journal, it
was promptly accepted. And to my even greater surprise,
many of my colleagues did not find it amusing; to them it was
a perfectly plausible argument, not a spoof.5 (I describe it in
the endnotes in case you are curious.) What about laughter?
Can we come up with a reasonable evolutionary explanation,
or will the true meaning of laughter remain forever elusive?

If an alien ethologist were to land on earth and watch us
humans, he would be mystified by many aspects of our
behavior, but I’ll wager that laughter would be very near the
top of the list. As he watches people interacting, he notices
that every now and then we suddenly stop what we’re doing,
grimace and make a loud repetitive sound in response to a
wide variety of situations. What function could this mysterious
behavior possibly serve? Cultural factors undoubtedly
influence humor and what people find funny—the English are
thought to have a sophisticated sense of humor, whereas
Germans or Swiss, it is said, rarely find anything amusing. But
even if this is true, might there still be some sort of “deep
structure” underlying all humor? The details of the
phenomenon vary from culture to culture and are influenced
by the way people are raised, but this doesn’t mean there’s no



genetically specified mechanism for laughter—a common
denominator underlying all types of humor. Indeed, many
people have suggested that such a mechanism does exist, and
theories on the biological origins of humor and laughter have a
long history, going all the way to Schopenhauer and Kant, two
singularly humorless German philosophers.

Consider the following two jokes. (Not surpisingly, it was
difficult to find examples that are not racist, sexist or ethnic.
After a diligent search I found one that was and one that
wasn’t.) A fellow is sitting in a truck stop café in California,
having lunch, when suddenly a giant panda bear walks in and
orders a burger with fries and a chocolate milkshake. The bear
sits down, eats the food, then stands up, shoots several of the
other customers and runs out the door. The fellow is
astonished, but the waiter seems completely undisturbed.
“What the hell is going on?” the customer asks. “Oh, well,
there’s nothing surprising about that,” says the waiter. “Just go
look in the dictionary under ‘panda.’ ” So the guy goes to the
library, takes out a dictionary and looks up “panda”—a big
furry, black and white animal that lives in the rain forest of
China. It eats shoots and leaves.

A guy carrying a brown paper bag goes into a bar and orders a
drink. The bartender smiles, pours the drink and then, unable
to contain his curiosity, says, “So, what’s in the bag?” The
man gives a little laugh and says,

“You wanna see? Sure, you can see what’s in the bag,” and he
reaches in and pulls out a tiny piano, no more than six inches
tall.

“What’s that?” asks the bartender. The man doesn’t say
anything; he just reaches into the bag a second time and pulls
out a tiny man, about a foot tall, and sits him down next to the
piano. “Wow,” says the bartender, absolutely astonished. “I’ve
never in my life seen anything like that.” The little man begins
to play Chopin.

“Holy cow,” says the bartender, “where did you ever get him?”
The man sighs and says, “Well, you see, I found this magic
lamp and it has a genie in it. He can grant you anything you
want but only gives one wish.”



The bartender scowls, “Oh, yeah, sure you do. Who are you
trying to kid?” “You don’t believe me?” says the 141

man, somewhat offended. He reaches into his coat pocket and
pulls out a silver lamp with an ornate curved handle. “Here it
is. Here’s the lamp with the genie in it. Go ahead and rub it if
you don’t believe me.” So the bartender pulls the lamp over to
his side of the counter and, looking at the man skeptically, rubs
the lamp. And then POOF, a genie appears over the bar, bows
to the bartender and says, “Sire, your wish is my command. I
shall grant thee one wish and one wish only.” The bartender
gasps but quickly gains his composure and says,

“Okay, okay, give me a million bucks!” The genie waves his
wand and all of a sudden the room is filled with tens of
thousands of quacking ducks. They’re all over the place,
making a terrible noise: Quack, quack, quack!

The bartender turns to the man and says, “Hey! What’s the
matter with this genie? I asked for a million bucks and I get a
million ducks. Is he deaf or something?” The man looks at him
and replies, ” Well, do you really think I asked for a
twelve−inch pianist?”

Why are these stories funny? And what do they have in
common with other jokes? Despite all their surface diversity,
most jokes and funny incidents have the following logical
structure: Typically you lead the listener along a garden path
of expectation, slowly building up tension. At the very end,
you introduce an unexpected twist that entails a complete
reinterpretation of all the preceding data, and moreover, it’s
critical that the new interpretation, though wholly unexpected,
makes as much “sense” of the entire set of facts as did the
originally

“expected” interpretation. In this regard, jokes have much in
common with scientific creativity, with what Thomas Kuhn
calls a “paradigm shift” in response to a single “anomaly.” (It’s
probably not coincidence that many of the most creative
scientists have a great sense of humor.) Of course, the anomaly
in the joke is the traditional punch line and the joke is “funny”
only if the listener gets the punch line by seeing in a flash of



insight how a completely new interpretation of the same set of
facts can incorporate the anomalous ending.

The longer and more tortuous the garden path

of expectation, the “funnier” the punch line when finally
delivered. Good comedians make use of this principle by
taking their time to build up the tension of the story line, for
nothing kills humor more surely than a premature punch line.

But although the introduction of a sudden twist at the end is
necessary for the genesis of humor, it is certainly not
sufficient. Suppose my plane is about to land in San Diego and
I fasten my seat belt and get ready for touchdown. The pilot
suddenly announces that the “bumps” that he (and I) had
earlier dismissed as air turbulence are really due to engine
failure and that we need to empty fuel before landing. A
paradigm shift has occurred in my mind, but this certainly
does not make me laugh. Rather, it makes me orient toward
the anomaly and prepare for action to cope with the anomaly.
Or consider the time I was staying at some friends’

house in Iowa City. They were away and I was alone in
unfamiliar surroundings. It was late at night and just as I was
about to doze off, I heard a thump downstairs. “Probably the
wind,” I thought. After a few minutes there was another thud,
louder than the one before. Again I “rationalized” it away and
went back to sleep.

Twenty minutes later I heard an extremely loud, resounding
“bang” and leapt out of bed. What was happening? A burglar
perhaps? Naturally, with my limbic system activated, I
“oriented,” grabbed a flashlight and ran down the stairs.
Nothing funny so far. Then, suddenly I noticed a large flower
vase in pieces on the floor and a large tabby cat right next to it
—the obvious culprit! In contrast to the airplane incident, this
time I started laughing because I realized that the “anomaly” I
had detected and the subsequent paradigm shift were of trivial
consequence. All of the facts could now be explained in terms
of the cat theory rather than the ominous burglar theory.

On the basis of this example, we can sharpen our definition of
humor and laughter. When a person strolls along a garden path



of expectation and there is a sudden twist at the end that
entails a complete reinterpre−tation of the same facts and the
new interpretation has trivial rather than terrifying
implications, laughter ensues.

But why laughter? Why this explosive, repetitive sound?
Freud’s view that laughter discharges pent−up internal tension
does not make much sense without recourse to an elaborate
and far−fetched hydraulic 142

metaphor. He argued that water building up in a system of
pipes will find its way out of the path of least resistance (the
way a safety valve opens when too much pressure builds up in
a system), and laughter might provide a similar safety valve to
allow the escape of psychic energy (whatever that might
mean). This “explanation” really doesn’t work for me; it
belongs to a class of explanations that Peter Medawar has
called “analgesics” that “dull the ache of incomprehension
without removing the cause.”

To an ethologist, on the other hand, any stereotyped
vocalization almost always implies that the organism is trying
to communicate something to others in the social group. Now
what might this be in the case of laughter? I suggest that the
main purpose of laughter might be to allow the individual to
alert others in the social group (usually kin) that the detected
anomaly is trivial, nothing to worry about. The laughing
person in effect announces her discovery that there has been a
false alarm; that the rest of you chaps need not waste your
precious energy and resources responding to a spurious
threat.6 This also explains why laughter is so notoriously
contagious, for the value of any such signal would be
amplified as it spread through the social group.

This “false alarm theory” of humor may also explain slapstick.
You watch a man—preferably one who is portly and
self−important—walk down the street when suddenly he slips
on a banana peel and falls down. If his head hit the pavement
and his skull split open, you would not laugh as you saw blood
spill out; you would rush to his aid or to the nearest telephone
to call an ambulance. But if he got up casually, wiped the
remains of the fruit from his face and continued walking, you



would probably burst out laughing, thereby letting others
standing nearby know that they need not rush to his aid. Of
course, when watching Laurel and Hardy or Mr.

Bean, we are more willing to tolerate “real” harm or injury to
the hapless victim because we are fully aware that it’s only a
movie.

Although this model accounts for the evolutionary origin of
laughter, it by no means explains all the functions of humor
among modern humans. Once the mechanism was in place,
however, it could easily be exploited for other purposes. (This
is common in evolution. Feathers evolved in birds originally to
provide insulation but were later adapted for flying.) The
ability to reinterpret events in the light of new information
may have been refined through the generations to help people
playfully juxtapose larger ideas or concepts—that is, to be
creative. This capacity for seeing familiar ideas from novel
vantage points (an essential element of humor) could be an
antidote to conservative thinking and a catalyst to creativity.
Laughter and humor may be a dress rehearsal for creativity,
and if so, perhaps jokes, puns and other forms of humor should
be introduced very early into our elementary schools as part of
the formal curriculum.7

Although these suggestions may help explain the logical
structure of humor, they do not explain why humor itself is
sometimes used as a psychological defense mechanism. Is it a
coincidence, for example, that a disproportionate number of
jokes deal with potentially disturbing topics, such as death or
sex? One possibility is that jokes are an attempt to trivialize
genuinely disturbing anomalies by pretending they are of no
consequence; you distract yourself from your anxiety by
setting off your own false alarm mechanism. Thus a trait that
evolved to appease others in a social group now becomes
internalized to deal with truly stressful situations and may
emerge as so−called nervous laughter. Thus even as
mysterious a phenomenon as “nervous laughter” begins to
make sense in the light of some of the evolutionary ideas
discussed here.



The smile, too, may have similar evolutionary origins, as a
“weaker” form of laughter. When one of your ancestral
primates encountered another individual coming toward him
from a distance, he may have initially bared his canines in a
threatening grimace on the fair assumption that most strangers
are potential enemies.

Upon recognizing the individual as “friend” or “kin,” however,
he might abort the grimace halfway, thereby producing a
smile, which in turn may have evolved into a ritualized human
greeting: “I know you pose no 143

threat and I reciprocate.“8 Thus in my scheme, a smile is an
aborted orienting response in the same way that laughter is.

The ideas we have explored so far help explain the biological
functions and possible evolutionary origin of humor, laughter
and smiling, but they still leave open the question of what the
underlying neural mechanisms of laughter might be. What
about Willy, who started giggling at his mother’s funeral, and
Ruth, who literally died laughing? Their strange behavior
implies the existence of a laughter circuit found mainly in
portions of the limbic system and its targets in the frontal
lobes. Given the well−known role of the limbic system in
producing an orienting response to a potenial threat or alarm,
it is not altogether surprising, perhaps, that it is also involved
in the aborted orienting reaction in response to a false alarm—
laughter. Some parts of this circuit handle emotions—the
feeling of merriment that accompanies laughter—whereas
other parts are involved in the physical act itself, but at present
we do not know which parts are doing what.

There is, however, another curious neurological disorder,
called pain asymbolia, which offers additional hints about the
neurological structures underlying laughter. Patients with this
condition do not register pain when they are deliberately
jabbed in the finger with a sharp needle. Instead of saying,
“Ouch!” they say,

“Doctor, I can feel the pain but it doesn’t hurt.” Apparently
they do not experience the aversive emotional impact of pain.
And, mysteriously, I have noticed that many of them actually
start giggling, as if they were being tickled and not stabbed.



For instance, in a hospital in Madras, India, I recently
examined a schoolteacher who told me that a pinprick I
administered as part of a routine neurology workup felt
incredibly funny—although she couldn’t explain why.

I became interested in pain asymbolia mainly because it
provides additional support for the evolutionary theory of
laughter that I’ve proposed in this chapter. The syndrome is
often seen when there is damage to a structure called the
insular cortex—buried in the fold between the parietal and
temporal lobes (and closely linked to the structures that were
damaged in Willy and Ruth). This structure receives sensory
input, including pain from the skin and internal organs, and
sends its output to parts of the limbic system (such as the
cingulate gyrus) so that one begins to experience the strong
aversive reaction—the agony—of pain. Now imagine what
would happen if the damage were to disconnect the insular
cortex from the cingulate gyrus. One part of the person’s brain
(the insular cortex) tells him, “Here is something painful, a
potential threat,” while another part (the cingulate gyrus of the
limbic system) says a fraction of a second later, “Oh, don’t
worry; this is no threat after all.” Thus the two key ingredients
—threat followed by deflation—are present, and the only way
for the patient to resolve the paradox is to laugh, just as my
theory would predict.

The same line of reasoning may help explain why people
laugh when tickled.9 You approach a child, hand stretched out
menacingly. The child wonders, “Will he hurt me or shake me
or poke me?” But no, your fingers make light, intermittent
contact with her belly. Again, the recipe—threat followed by
deflation—is present and the child laughs, as if to inform other
children, “He doesn’t mean harm. He’s only playing!” This, by
the way, may help children practice the kind of mental play
required for adult humor. In other words, what we call
“sophisticated cognitive” humor has the same logical form as
tickling and therefore piggybacks on the same neural circuits
—the “threatening but harmless” detector that involves the
insular cortex, cingulate gyrus and other parts of the limbic
system. Such co−opting of mechanisms is the rule rather than



the exception in the evolution of mental and physical traits
(al−

though in this case, the co−opting occurs for a related,
higher−level function rather than for a completely different
function).

These ideas have some bearing on a heated debate that has
been going on among evolutionary biologists in general and
evolutionary psychologists in particular during the last ten
years. I get the impression that there are two warring camps.
One camp implies (with disclaimers) that every one of our
mental traits—or at least 144

99 percent of them—is specifically selected for by natural
selection. The other camp, represented by Stephen Jay Gould,
calls members of the first camp “ultra−Darwinists” and argues
that other factors must be kept in mind. (Some of the factors
pertain to the actual selection process itself and others to the
raw material that natural selection can act on. They
complement rather than contradict the idea of natural
selection.) Every biologist I know has strong views on what
these factors might be. Here are some of my favorite
examples:

• What you now observe may be a bonus or useful by−product
of something else that was selected for a completely different
purpose. For example, a nose evolved for smelling and
warming and moistening air but can also be used for wearing
spectacles. Hands evolved for grasping branches but can now
be used for counting as well.

• A trait may represent a further refinement (through natural
selection) of another trait that was originally selected for a
completely different purpose. Feathers evolved from reptilian
scales to keep birds warm but have since been co−opted and
transformed into wing feathers for flying; this is called
preadaptation.

• Natural selection can only select from what is available, and
what is available is often a very limited repertoire, constrained
by the organism’s previous evolutionary history as well as



certain developmental pathways that either are permanently
closed or remain open.

I’d be very surprised if these three statements were not true to
some extent regarding the many mental traits that constitute
human nature. Indeed, there are many other principles of this
sort (including plain old Lady Luck or contingency) that are
not covered by the phrase “natural selection.“10 Yet
ultra−Darwinists steadfastly adhere to the view that almost all
traits, other than those obviously learned, are specific products
of natural selection. For them, preadaptation, contingency and
the like play only a minor role in evolution; they are

“exceptions that prove the rule.” Moreover, they believe that
you can in principle reverse engineer various human mental
traits by looking at environmental and social constraints.
(“Reverse engineering” is the idea that you can best
understand how something works by asking what
environmental challenge it evolved for. And then, working
backward, you consider plausible solutions to that challenge. It
is an idea that is popular, not surprisingly, with engineers and
computer programmers.) As a biologist, I am inclined to go
with Gould; I believe that natural selection is certainly the
single most important driving force of evolution, but I also
believe that each case needs to be examined individually. In
other words, it is an empirical question whether some mental
or physical trait that you observe in an animal or person was
selected for by natural selection. Furthermore, there are dozens
of ways to solve an environmental problem, and unless you
know the evolutionary history, taxonomy and paleontology of
the animal you are looking at, you cannot figure out the exact
route taken by a particular trait (like feathers, laughter or
hearing) as it evolved into its present form.

This is technically referred to as the “trajectory” taken by the
trait “through the fitness landscape.”

My favorite example of this phenomenon involves the three
little bones in our middle ear—the malleus, incus and stapes.
Now used for hearing, two of these bones (the malleus and
incus) were originally part of the lower jaw of our reptilian
ancestors, who used them for chewing. Reptiles needed



flexible, multielement, multihinged jaws so they could
swallow giant prey, whereas mammals preferred a single
strong bone (the dentary) for cracking nuts and chewing tough
substances like grains. So as reptiles evolved into mammals,
two of the jawbones were co−opted into the middle ear and
used for amplifying sounds (partly because early mammals
were nocturnal and relied largely on hearing for survival). This
is such an ad hoc, bizarre solution that unless you know your
comparative anatomy well or discovered fossil intermediates,
you never could have deduced it from simply considering the
functional needs of the organism. Contrary to the
ultra−Darwinist view, reverse engineering doesn’t always
work in biology for the simple reason that God is not an
engineer; he’s a hacker.
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What has all this got to do with human traits like smiling?
Everything. If my argument concerning the smile is correct,
then even though it evolved through natural selection, not
every feature of a smile is adaptive for its current demand.
That is, the smile takes the particular form that it does not
because of natural selection alone but because it evolved from
the very opposite—the threat grimace! There is no way you
could deduce this through reverse engineering (or figure out its
particular trajectory through the fitness landscape) unless you
also know about the existence of canine teeth, knew that
nonhuman primates bare their canines as a mock threat or
knew that mock threats in turn evolved from real threat
displays. (Big canines are genuinely dangerous.)

I find great irony in the fact that every time someone smiles at
you she is in fact producing a half threat by flashing her
canines. When Darwin published On the Origin of Species he
delicately hinted in his last chapter that we too may have
evolved from apelike ancestors. The English statesman
Benjamin Disraeli was outraged by this and at a meeting held
in Oxford he asked a famous rhetorical question: “Is man a
beast or an angel?”

To answer this, he need only have looked at his wife’s canines
as she smiled at him, and he’d have realized that in this simple



universal human gesture of friendliness lies concealed a grim
reminder of our savage past.

As Darwin himself concluded in The Descent of Man:
But we are not here concerned with hopes and fears, only with
truth. We must acknowledge, as it seems to me, that man with
all his noble qualities, with sympathy which he feels for the
most debased, with benevolence which extends not only to
other men but to the humblest creature, with his Godlike
intellect which has penetrated into the movements and
constitution of the solar system—with all these exalted powers
—man still bears in his bodily frame the indelible stamp of his
lowly origin.



CHAPTER 11

“You Forgot to Deliver the Twin”

It is an old maxim of mine that when you have excluded the
impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, must be
the truth.
— Sherlock Holmes
Mary Knight, age thirty−two, bright red hair pinned neatly in a
bun, walked into Dr. Monroe’s office, sat down and grinned.
She was nine months pregnant and so far everything seemed to
be going well. This was a long−awaited, much desired
pregnancy, but it was also her first visit to Dr. Monroe. The
year was 1932 and money was tight. Mary’s husband did not
have steady work, and so Mary had only talked to a midwife
down the street, on an informal basis.

But today was different. Mary had felt the baby kicking for
some time and suspected that labor was about to begin. She
wanted Dr. Monroe to check her over, to make sure that the
baby was in the right position to coach her through this last
stage of pregnancy. It was time to prepare for birth.

Dr. Monroe examined the young woman. Her abdomen was
vasdy

enlarged and low, suggesting that the fetus had dropped. Her
breasts were swollen, the nipples mottled.

But something was not right. The stethoscope was not picking
up a clear fetal heartbeat. Maybe the baby was turned in a
funny way, or perhaps it was in trouble, but, no, that wasn’t it.
Mary Knight’s navel was all wrong.

One sure sign of pregnancy is an everted or pushed−out belly
button. Mary’s was inverted, in the normal 146

fashion. She had an “innie” rather than an “outie.”

Dr. Monroe whistled softly. He’d learned about pseudocyesis
or false pregnancy in medical school. Some women who
desperately want to be pregnant—and occasionally some who



deeply dread pregnancy—develop all the signs and symptoms
of true pregnancy. Their abdomens swell to enormous
proportions, aided by a sway back posture and the mysterious
deposition of abdominal fat. Their nipples become pigmented,
as happens in pregnant women. They stop menstruating,
lactate, have morning sickness and sense fetal movements.
Everything seems normal except for one thing: There is no
baby.

Dr. Monroe knew that Mary Knight was suffering from
pseudocyesis, but how would he tell her? How could he
explain that it was all in her head, that the dramatic change in
her body was caused by a delusion?

“Mary,” he said softly, “the baby is coming now. It will be
born this afternoon. I’m going to give you ether so that you
won’t be in pain. But labor has begun and we can proceed.”

Mary was elated and submitted to the anesthesia. Ether was
given routinely during labor and she’d expected it.

A little later, as Mary woke up, Dr. Monroe took her hand and
stroked it gently. He gave her a few minutes to compose
herself and then said, “Mary, I’m so sorry to have to tell you
this. It’s terrible news. The baby was stillborn. I did everything
I could but it was no use. I’m so, so sorry.”

Mary broke down crying, but she accepted Dr. Monroe’s news.
Right there, on the table, her abdomen began to subside. The
baby was gone and she was devastated. She’d have to go home
and tell her husband and mother. What a terrible
disappointment this would be for the entire family.

A week passed. And then, to Dr. Monroe’s astonishment, Mary
burst into his office with her belly protruding, as huge as ever.
“Doctor!” she shouted. “I’ve come back! You forgot to deliver
the twin! I can feel him kicking in there!“1

About three years ago, I came across Mary Knight’s story in a
crumbling 1930s medical monograph. The report was by Dr.
Silas Weir Mitchell, the same Philadelphia physician who
coined the term “phantom limb.”



Not surprisingly, he referred to Mary’s condition as phantom
pregnancy and coined the term “pseudocyesis”

(false swelling). Had the story come from almost any other
person I might have dismissed it as rubbish, but Weir Mitchell
was an astute clinical observer, and over the years I have
learned to pay careful attention to his writings. I was struck
especially by the relevance of his report to contemporary
debates on how the mind influences the body, and vice versa.

Because I was born and raised in India, people often ask me
whether I believe there are connections between the mind and
body that Western cultures don’t comprehend. How do yogis
exert control over their blood pressure, heart rate and
respiration? Is it true that the most skilled among them can
reverse their peristalsis (leaving aside the question of why
anyone would ever want to)? Does illness result from chronic
stress? Will meditation make you live longer?

If you’d asked me those questions five years ago, I’d have
conceded grudgingly, “Sure, obviously the mind can affect the
body. A cheerful attitude might help accelerate your recovery
from an illness by enhancing your immune system. There’s
also the so−called placebo effect we don’t understand
completely—merely believing in a therapy seems to improve
one’s well−being, if not actual physical health.”

But as to notions of the mind curing the incurable, I’ve tended
to be deeply skeptical. It’s not just my training in Western
medicine; I also find many of the empirical claims
unconvincing. So what if breast cancer patients with more
positive attitudes live, on average, two months longer than
patients who deny their illness? To be 147

sure, two months is better than nothing, but compared to the
effects of an antibiotic like penicillin in improving the survival
rates of pneumonia patients, this is hardly anything to boast
about. (I know it’s not fashionable to praise antibiotics these
days, but one only has to see a single child saved from
pneumonia or diphtheria by a few shots of penicillin to be
convinced that antibiotics really are wonder drugs.) But as a
student I was also taught that a certain proportion of incurable
cancers—a very tiny fraction, to be sure—disappear



mysteriously without any treatment and that “many a patient
with a tumor pronounced malignant has outlived his
physician.” I still remember my skep−

ticism when my professor explained to me that such
occurrences were known as “spontaneous remissions.”

For how can any phenomenon in science, which is all about
cause and effect, occur spontaneously—especially something
as dramatic as the dissolution of a malignant cancer?

When I raised this objection, I was reminded of the basic fact
of “biological variability”—that cumulative effects of small
individual differences can account for myriad, unexpected
responses. But saying that tumor regression arises from
variability is not saying a hell of a lot; it’s hardly an
explanation. Even if it is due to variability, surely we must ask
the question, What is the critical variable that causes the
regression in any particular patient? For if we could solve that,
then we would have ipso facto discovered a cure for cancer!
Of course, it may turn out that the remission is the result of a
fortuitous combination of several variables, but that doesn’t
make the problem insoluble; it merely makes it more difficult.
So why isn’t much more attention being paid by the cancer
establishment to these very cases, instead of regarding them as
curiosities? Couldn’t one study these rare survivors in detail,
looking for clues that confer resistance to virulent agents or
reapply the brakes to renegade tumor suppressor genes? This
strategy has been applied successfully to acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) research. The finding
that some long−term survivors carry a gene mutation that
prevents the virus from invading their immune cells is now
being exploited in the clinic.

But now let us return to mind−body medicine. The observation
that some cancers occasionally regress spontaneously doesn’t
necessarily prove that hypnosis or a positive attitude can
induce such remissions. We must not commit the blunder of
lumping all mysterious phenomena together simply because
they are mysterious, for that may be all they have in common.
What I need to be convinced is a single proven example of



one’s mind’s directly influencing one’s bodily processes, an
example that is clear−cut and repeatable.

When I stumbled across the case of Mary Knight, it occurred
to me that pseudocyesis or phantom pregnancy might be an
example of the kind of connection I was looking for. If the
human mind can conjure up something as complex as
pregnancy, what else can the brain do to or for the body? What
are the limits to mind−body interactions and what pathways
mediate these strange phenomena?

Remarkably, the delusion of phantom pregnancy is associated
with a whole gamut of physiological changes associated with
pregnancy—cessation of menstruation, breast enlargement,
nipple pigmentation, pica (the desire for strange foods),
morning sickness and most remarkable of all—progressive
abdominal enlargement and “quickening” culminating in
actual labor pains! Sometimes, but not always, there is
enlargement of the uterus and cervix, but the radiological signs
are negative. As a medical student I learned that even
experienced obstetricians can be fooled2 by the clinical picture
unless they are careful and that in the past many a C−section
was performed on a patient with pseudocyesis. As Dr. Monroe
detected in Mary, the telltale diagnostic sign lies in the belly
button.

Modern physicians who are familiar with pseudocyesis assume
it results from a pituitary or ovarian tumor that causes
hormones to be released, mimicking the signs of pregnancy.
Tiny, clinically undetectable prolactin

−secreting tumors (adenomas) of the pituitary could suppress
ovulation and menstruation and lead to the other symptoms.
But if that were true, why is the condition sometimes
reversible? What kind of tumor could 148

explain what happened to Mary Knight? She goes into “labor”
and her abdomen shrinks. Then her abdomen gets big again
because of the “twin.” If a tumor could do all that, it would
present an even greater mystery than pseudocyesis.

So what causes pseudocyesis? Cultural factors undoubtedly
play a major role3 and may explain the decline of



pseudocyesis from an incidence of one in two hundred in the
late 1700s to about one in ten thousand pregnancies today. In
the past, many women felt extreme social pressure to have a
baby, and when they felt they were pregnant, there was no
ultrasound to disprove the diagnosis. No one could say with
certainty, “Look here, there’s no fetus.” Conversely, pregnant
women today submit to round after round of evaluations
leaving little room for ambiguity; confronting the patient with
physical evidence of an ultrasound is usually sufficient to
dispel the delusion and associated physical changes.

The influence of culture on the incidence of pseudocyesis
cannot be denied, but what causes the actual physical changes?
According to the few studies carried out on this curious
affliction of mind and body, the abdominal swelling itself is
usually caused by a combination of five factors: an
accumulation of intestinal gas, a lowering of the diaphragm, a
pushing forward of the pelvic portion of the spine, a dramatic
growth of the greater omentum—a pendulous apron of fat that
hangs loose in front of the intestines—and in rare cases an
actual uterine enlargement. The hypothalamus—a part of the
brain that regulates endocrine secretions— may also go awry,
producing profound hormonal shifts that mimic nearly all the
signs of pregnancy. Furthermore, it’s a two−way street: The
body’s effects on the mind are just as profound as those of the
mind on the body, giving rise to complex feedback loops
involved in generating and maintaining false pregnancy. For
instance, the abdominal distension produced by gas and the
woman’s “pregnant body posture” might be explained, in part,
by classic operant conditioning. When Mary, who wants to be
pregnant, sees her abdomen enlarge and feels her diaphragm
fall, she learns unconsciously that the lower it falls, the more
pregnant she looks. Likewise, a combination of air swallowing
(aerophagia) and autonomic constriction of the gastrointestinal
sphincters that would increase gas retention could also
probably be learned unconsciously. In this manner, Mary’s
“baby” and its “missing twin” are literally conjured out of thin
air through a process of unconscious learning.

So much for the abdominal swelling. But what about the
breast, nipple and other changes? The most parsimonious



explanation for the whole spectrum of clinical signs you see in
pseudocyesis would be that the intense longing for a child and
associated depression might reduce levels of dopamine and
norepinephrine—the “joy transmitters” in the brain. This in
turn could reduce the production of both follicle−stimulating
hormone (FSH), which causes ovulation, and a substance
called prolactin−inhibition factor.4 Low levels of these
hormones would lead to a cessation of ovulation and
menstruation and an elevation of the level of prolactin (the
maternal hormone), which causes breast enlargement and
lactation, nipple tingling and maternal behavior (although this
has yet to be proved in humans), along with an increased
production of estrogen and progesterone by the ovaries,
contributing to the overall impression of pregnancy.

This notion is consistent with the well−known clinical
observation that severe depression can stop menstruation—an
evolutionary strategy for avoiding a waste of precious
resources on ovulation and pregnancy when you are disabled
and depressed.

But the cessation of menstruation during depression is
common, whereas pseudocyesis is very rare. Perhaps there’s
something special about the depression of being childless in a
child−obsessed culture. If the syndrome occurs only when the
depression is associated with fantasies about pregnancy, it
raises a fascinating question: How does a highly specific wish
or delusion originating in the neocortex get translated by the
hypothalamus to induce FSH reduction and prolactin elevation
—if that is indeed the cause? And even more puzzling, how do
you explain the observation that some patients with
pseudocyesis do not have an elevated prolactin level or that in
many patients labor pains begin at exactly nine months? What
triggers the labor contractions if there is no growing fetus?
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Whatever the ultimate answer to these questions, pseudocyesis
provides a valuable opportunity for exploring the mysterious
no−man’s−land between mind and body.

False pregnancy and labor in women are surprising enough,
but there are even a few recorded instances of pseudocyesis in



men! The whole gamut of changes—including abdominal
swelling, lactation, craving for strange foods, nausea, even
labor pains—can occur as an isolated syndrome in some men.
But more commonly it is seen in men who empathize deeply
with their pregnant spouse, producing the so−called
sympathetic pregnancy or couvade syndrome. I have often
wondered whether the man’s emotional empathy with the
pregnant woman (or perhaps pheromones from her) somehow
releases prolactin—a key pregnancy hormone—in her
husband’s brain, causing some of these changes to emerge.
(This hypothesis is not as outlandish as it seems; male tamarin
marmosets develop an elevated prolactin level when in close
proximity to nursing mothers, and this may encourage paternal
or filial affection and reduce infanticide.) I am tempted to
interview men participating in Lamaze classes and to measure
prolactin levels in those who experience some of these
couvadelike signs.

Pseudocyesis is dramatic. But is it an isolated, exceptional
example of mind−body medicine? I think not.

Other stories come to mind, including one I first heard in
medical school. A friend said, “Did you know that according
to Lewis Thomas you can hypnotize someone and eliminate
their warts?”

“Rubbish,” I scoffed.

“No, it’s true,” she said. “There are documented cases.5 You
get hypnotized and the warts disappear in a few days or
sometimes overnight.”

Now on the face of it this sounds very silly, but if it’s true, it
would have far−reaching implications for modern science. A
wart is essentially a tumor (a benign cancer) produced by the
papilloma virus. If that can be eliminated by hypnotic
suggestion, why not cancer of the cervix, which is also
produced by the papilloma virus (albeit a different strain)? I
am not claiming that this will work—perhaps nerve pathways
influenced by hypnosis reach the skin but not the lining of the
cervix—but unless we do the relevant experiment, we will
never know.



Assuming, for the sake of argument, that warts can be
eliminated by hypnosis, the question arises, How can a person
simply “think away” a

tumor? There are at least two possibilities. One involves the
autonomic nervous system—the pathways of nerves that help
control blood pressure, sweating, heart rate, urine output,
erections and other physiological phenomena not under direct
control of conscious thought. These nerves form specialized
circuits that service distinct functions in various body
segments. Thus some nerves control hair standing on end,
others cause sweating and some generate the local constriction
of blood vessels. Is it possible that the mind, acting through
the autonomic nervous system, could literally asphyxiate the
wart by constricting blood vessels in its immediate vicinity,
making it shrivel up and wither away? This explanation
implies an unexpected degree of precise control by the
autonomic nervous system and also implies that the hypnotic
suggestion can be

“understood” by the autonomic nervous system and transferred
to the region of the wart.

The second possibility is that the hypnotic suggestion
somehow kick starts the immune system, thereby eliminating
the virus. But this would not explain at least one recorded case
involving a hypnotized person whose warts vanished on just
one side of his body. Why or how the immune system could
selectively eliminate warts on one side over another is a
mystery that invites further flights of speculation.

A more common example of mind−body interaction involves
the interplay between the immune system and perceptual cues
from the world around us. Over three decades ago, medical
students were often told that an 150

asthmatic attack could be provoked not only by inhaling pollen
from a rose but sometimes by merely seeing a rose, even a
plastic rose, prompting a so−called conditioned allergic
response. In other words, exposure to a real rose and pollen
sets up a “learned” association in the brain between the mere
visual appearance of a rose and bronchial constriction. How
exactly does this conditioning work? How does the message



get from the brain’s visual areas all the way down to the mast
cells lining the bronchi of the lungs? What are the actual
pathways involved? Despite three decades of mind−body
medicine, we still have no clear answers.

When I was a medical student in the late 1960s, I asked a
visiting professor of physiology from Oxford about this
conditioning process and whether the conditioned association
could be put to clinical use. “If it’s possible to provoke an
asthmatic attack through conditioning merely by showing a
plastic rose to a patient, then theoretically it ought to be
possible to abort or neutralize the attack through conditioning
as well.

For example, say you suffer from asthma and I give you a
bronchodilator such as norepinephrine (or perhaps an
antihistamine or a steroid) every time I show you a plastic
sunflower. You might begin associating the sunflower image
with relief from asthma. After some time you could simply
carry around a sunflower in your pocket and pull it out to look
at when you felt an attack coming on.”

At the time, this professor (who later became my mentor)
thought this was an ingenious but silly idea, and we both had a
good laugh. It seemed far−fetched and whimsical. Thus
chastised, I kept my thoughts to myself, wondering privately
whether you really could condition an immune response and,
if so, how selective this conditioning process could be. For
instance, we know that if you inject a person with denatured
tetanus bacilli he will soon develop immunity to tetanus, but to
keep the immunity “alive” the person needs booster shots
every few years. But what would happen if you rang a bell or
flashed a green light every time these booster shots were
administered? Would the brain learn the association? Could
you eventually dispense with the boosters and simply ring a
bell and flash a light to stimulate the selective proliferation of
immunologically competent cells, thereby reviving a person’s
immunity to tetanus? The implications of such a finding for
clinical medicine would be enormous.

To this day I curse myself for not trying this experiment. The
ideas remained tucked away in my mind until a few years ago,



when, as happens so often in science, someone made an
accidental discovery, proving that I had missed the boat. Dr.
Ralph Ader of McMaster University was exploring food
aversion in mice. To induce nausea in the animals, he gave
them a nausea−inducing drug, cyclophosphamide, along with
saccharin, wondering whether they would display signs of
nausea the next time he gave them the saccharin alone. It
worked. As expected, the animals did show food aversion, in
this case an aversion to saccharin. But surprisingly, the mice
also fell seriously ill, developing all sorts of infections. It is
known that the drug cyclophosphamide, in addition to
producing nausea, profoundly suppresses the immune system,
but why should saccharin alone have this effect? Ader
reasoned correctly that the mere pairing of the innocuous
saccharin with the immunosuppressive drug caused the mouse
immune system to “learn” the association.

Once this association is established, every time the mouse
encounters the sugar substitute, its immune system will
nose−dive, making it vulnerable to infections. Here again is a
powerful example of mind affecting body, one that is hailed as
a landmark in the history of medicine and immunology.6

I mention these examples for three reasons. First, don’t listen
to your professors—even if they are from Oxford (or as my
colleague Semir Zeki would say, especially if they are from
Oxford). Second, they illustrate our ignorance and illuminate
the need for conducting experiments on topics that most
people have ignored for no obvious reason; patients who
manifest odd clinical phenomena are only one example. Third,
perhaps it’s time to recognize that the division between mind
and body may be no more than a pedagogic device for
instructing medical students—and not a useful construct for
understanding human health, disease and behavior. Contrary to
what many of my colleagues believe, the message preached by
physicians like Deepak Chopra and Andrew Weil is not just
New Age psychobabble. It contains important insights into the
human organism— ones that deserve serious scientific
scrutiny.
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People have become increasingly impatient with Western
medicine’s sterility and lack of compassion, and this would
explain the current resurgence of “alternative medicine.” But
unfortunately, even though the remedies touted by New Age
gurus have a ring of plausibility, they are rarely subjected to
rigorous tests.7 We have no idea which ones (if any) work and
which ones do not, although even the hardened skeptic would
agree that there is probably something interesting going on. If
we are to make any headway, we need to test these claims
carefully and explore the brain mechanisms that underlie such
effects. The general principle of immune conditioning has
been clearly established, but can you pair different sensory
stimuli with different types of immune responses (for example,
a bell with a response to typhoid and a whistle to cholera), or
is the phenomenon more diffuse—involving only a general
boosting of all your immune functions? Does the conditioning
affect the immunity itself or only the subsequent inflammatory
response to the provoking agent?

Does hypnosis tap into the same pathway as placebos?8 Until
we have clear answers to these questions, Western medicine
and alternative medicine will always remain parallel
enterprises with no points of contact between them.

So with all this evidence staring them in the face, why do
practitioners of Western medicine continue to ignore the many
striking examples of direct links between mind and body?

To understand why, it helps to have a feel for how scientific
knowledge progresses. Most of the day−to−day progress of
science depends on simply adding another brick to the great
edifice—a rather humdrum activity that

the late historian Thomas Kuhn called “normal science.” This
corpus of knowledge, incorporating a number of widely
accepted beliefs, is, in each instance, called a “paradigm.”
Year after year new observations come along and are
assimilated into an existing standard model. Most scientists are
bricklayers, not architects; they are happy simply adding
another stone to the cathedral.

But sometimes the new observation simply doesn’t fit. It is an
“anomaly,” inconsistent with the existing structure. The



scientist can then do one of three things. First, he can ignore
the anomaly, sweeping it under the carpet—a form of
psychological “denial” that is surprisingly common even
among eminent researchers.

Second, scientists can make minor adjustments to the
paradigm, trying to fit the anomaly into their worldview, and
this would still be a form of normal science. Or they can
generate ad hoc auxiliary hypotheses that sprout like so many
branches from a single tree. But soon these branches become
so thick and numerous that they threaten to topple the tree
itself.

Finally, they can tear down the edifice and create a completely
new one that bears very little resemblance to the original. This
is what Kuhn called a “paradigm shift” or scientific revolution.

Now, there are many examples in the history of science of
anomalies that were originally ignored as being trivial or even
fraudulent but later turned out to be of fundamental
importance. This is because the vast majority of scientists are
conservative by temperament and when a new fact emerges
that threatens to topple the great edifice, the initial reaction is
to ignore or deny it. This is not as silly as it seems. Since most
anomalies turn out to be false alarms, it is not a bad strategy to
play it safe and ignore them. If we tried to accommodate every
report of alien abduction or spoon bending into our
framework, science would not have evolved into the
immensely successful and internally consistent body of beliefs
that it is today. Skepticism is as much a vital part of the whole
enterprise as the revolutions that make newspaper headlines.

Consider the periodic table of elements, for example. When
Mendeleyev arranged elements sequentially according to their
atomic weights to create the periodic table, he found that some
elements didn’t quite

“fit”—their atomic weights seemed wrong. But instead of
discarding his model, he chose to ignore the anomalous
weights, concluding instead that perhaps they had been
measured incorrectly to begin with. And 152



sure enough, it was later discovered that the accepted atomic
weights were wrong because the presence of certain isotopes
distorted the measurements. There is much truth to Sir Arthur
Eddington’s famously para−

doxical remark “Don’t believe the results of experiments until
they’re confirmed by theory.”

But we must not ignore every anomaly, since some of them
have the potential for driving paradigm shifts. Our wisdom lies
in being able to tell which anomaly is trivial and which one is
a potential gold mine.

Unfortunately, there’s no simple formula for distinguishing
trivia from gold, but as a rule of thumb, if an odd, inconsistent
observation has been lying around for ages and has not been
empirically confirmed despite repeated honest attempts, then it
is probably a trivial one. (I regard telepathy and repeated Elvis
sightings as belonging to this category.) On the other hand, if
the observation in question has resisted several attempts at
disproof and is regarded as an oddity solely because it resists
explanation in terms of our current conceptual scheme, then
you are probably looking at a genuine anomaly.

One famous example is continental drift. Around the turn of
this century (1912), the German meteorologist Alfred Wegener
noticed that the east coast of South America and the west coast
of Africa “fit” neatly together like the pieces of a giant jigsaw
puzzle. He also noticed that fossils of a small freshwater
reptile “mesosaurus”

were found in only two parts of the earth—in Brazil and in
West Africa. How could a freshwater lizard swim across the
Atlantic, he wondered? Is it conceivable that in the distant past
these two continents were in fact parts of a single large
landmass that had subsequently split and drifted apart?
Obsessed with this idea, he sought additional evidence and
found it in the form of dinosaur fossils scattered in identical
rock strata, again in the west coast of Africa and the east coast
of Brazil. This was compelling evidence indeed, but
surprisingly it was rejected by the entire geological
establishment, who argued that the dinosaurs must have
walked across an ancient and now submerged land bridge



connecting the two continents. As recently as 1974, at St.
John’s College in Cambridge, England, a professor of geology
shook his head when I mentioned Wegener. “A lot of rot,” he
said with exasperation in his voice.

Yet we now know that Wegener was right. His idea was
rejected simply because there was no mechanism that people
could conceive of that would cause whole continents to drift.
If there’s one thing we all regard as axiomatic, it is the stability
of terra firma. But once plate tectonics—the study of rigid
plates moving about on a hot gooey mantle below—was
discovered, Wegener’s idea became credible and won
universal acceptance.

The moral of this tale is that you should not reject an idea as
out−

landish simply because you can’t think of a mechanism that
explains it. And this argument is valid whether you are talking
about continents, heredity, warts or pseudocyesis. After all,
Darwin’s theory of evolution was proposed and widely
accepted long before the mechanisms of heredity were clearly
understood.

A second example of a genuine anomaly is multiple
personality disorder or MPD, which in my view may turn out
to be just as important for medicine as continental drift was for
geology. To this day MPD continues to be ignored by the
medical community even though it provides a valuable testing
ground for the claims of mind−body medicine. In this
syndrome—immortalized by Robert Louis Stevenson in Dr.
Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde—a person can assume two or more distinct personalities,
each of which is completely unaware, or only dimly aware, of
the others. Again, there have been occasional reports in the
clinical literature that one personality can be diabetic while the
other is not, or that various vital signs and hormone profiles
can be different in the two personalities. There is even a claim
that one personality can be allergic to a substance while the
other is not and that one might be myopic—or nearsighted—
whereas the other has 20/20 vision.9



MPD defies common sense. How can two personalities dwell
in one body? In Chapter 7, we learned that the mind is
constantly struggling to create a coherent belief system from a
multiplicity of life experiences. When there are minor
discrepancies, you usually readjust your beliefs or engage in
the kinds of denials and 153

rationalizations that Sigmund Freud talked about. But consider
what might happen if you held two sets of beliefs—each
internally consistent and rational—but these two sets were
completely in conflict with one another? The best solution
might be to balkanize the beliefs, to wall them off from each
other by creating two personalities.

There is of course an element of this “syndrome” in all of us.
We talk about whore/madonna fantasies and say things like “I
was of two minds,” “I’m not feeling myself today” or “He’s a
different person when you’re around.” But in some rare
instances, it’s possible that this schism becomes literal so that
you end up with two

“separate minds.” Assume that one set of beliefs says, “I am
Sue, the sexy woman who lives on 123 Elm Street in Boston,
goes to bars at night to pick up studs, drinks straight shots of
Wild Turkey and has never bothered to get an AIDS test.”
Another says, “I am Peggy, the bored housewife who lives on
123 Elm Street in Boston, watches TV at night, drinks nothing
stronger than herbal tea and goes to the doctor for every minor
ailment.” These two

stories are so different that they obviously refer to two
different people. But Peggy Sue has a problem: She is both of
these people. She occupies one body, indeed one brain!
Perhaps the only way for her to avoid internal civil war is to
“split” her beliefs into two clusters, like soap bubbles,
resulting in the strange phenomenon of multiple personalities.

According to many psychiatrists, some cases of MPD are a
consequence of childhood sexual or physical abuse. The child,
growing up, finds the abuse so emotionally intolerable that she
gradually walls it off into Sue’s world, not Peggy’s. What is
truly remarkable, though, is that to keep the illusion going, she
actually invests each personality with different voices,



intonations, motivations, mannerisms and even different
immune systems—almost two bodies, one is tempted to say.
Perhaps she needs such elaborate devices to keep these minds
separate and avoid the ever−present danger of having them
coalesce and create unbearable internal strife.

I would like to carry out experiments on people like Peggy Sue
but have thus far been thwarted by the lack of what I would
call a clear−cut case of MPD. When I telephone friends in
psychiatry, asking for names of patients, they tell me that they
have seen such patients but most of them have several
personalities rather than just two. One apparently had nineteen
“alters” inside him. Claims of this sort have made me deeply
suspicious of the whole phenomenon. Given limited time and
resources, a scientist always has to strike a balance between
wasting time on tenuous and unrepeatable “effects” (such as
cold fusion, poly−water or Kirlian photography) and being
open−minded (keeping in mind the lessons from continental
drift or asteroid impacts). Perhaps the best strategy is to focus
only on claims that are relatively easy to prove or disprove.

If I ever locate an MPD patient with just two personalities, I
intend to eliminate doubt by sending the person two bills. If he
pays both, I’ll know he’s for real. If he doesn’t, I’ll know he’s
a fake. In either case I can’t lose.

On a more serious note, it would be interesting to carry out
systematic studies on immune function when the patient is in
the two different states by measuring specific aspects of the
immune response (such as cytokine production by
lymphocytes and monocytes and interleukin production by T
cells provoked by mitogens—factors that stimulate cell
division). Such experiments may seem tedious and esoteric,
but only by doing them can we achieve the right blend of East
and West and create a new revolution in medicine. Most of my
professors scoffed at ancient “touchy−feely” Hindu practices
such as Ayurvedic medicine, Tantra and meditation. Yet
ironically, some of the most potent drugs we now use can trace
their ancestry to ancient folk remedies such as willow bark
(aspirin), digitalis and reserpine. Indeed, it has been estimated
that over 30



percent of drugs used in Western medicine are derived from
plant products. (If you think of molds—antibiotics—as
“herbs,” the percentage is even higher. In ancient Chinese
medicine, mold was often rubbed into wounds.)
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The moral of all this is not that we should have blind faith in
the “wisdom of the East” but that there are sure to be many
nuggets of insight in these ancient practices. However, unless
we conduct systematic

“Western−style” experiments, we’ll never know which ones
really work (hypnosis and meditation) and which ones don’t
(crystal healing). Several laboratories throughout the world are
poised to launch such experiments, and the first half of the
next century will, in my view, be remembered as a golden age
of neurology and mind−body medicine. It will be a time of
great euphoria and celebration for novice researchers entering
the field.



CHAPTER 12

Do Martians See Red?

All of modern philosophy consists of unlocking, exhuming and
recanting what has been said before.
— V.S. Ramachandran
Why is thought, beinß a secretion of the brain, more wonderful
than gravity, a property of matter7.
— Charles Darwin
In the first half of the next century, science will confront its
greatest challenge in trying to answer a question that has been
steeped in mysticism and metaphysics for millennia: What is
the nature of the self? As someone who was born in India and
raised in the Hindu tradition, I was taught that the concept of
the self—the “I”

within me that is aloof from the universe and engages in a
lofty inspection of the world around me—is an illusion, a veil
called maya. The search for enlightenment, I was told, consists
of lifting this veil and realizing that you are really “One with
the cosmos.” Ironically, after extensive training in Western
medicine and more than fifteen years of research on
neurological patients and visual illusions, I have come to
realize that there is much truth to this view— that the notion of
a single unified self “inhabiting” the brain may indeed be an
illusion. Everything I have learned from the intensive study of
both normal people and patients who have sustained damage
to various parts

of their brains points to an unsettling notion: that you create
your own “reality” from mere fragments of information, that
what you “see” is a reliable—but not always accurate—
representation of what exists in the world, that you are
completely unaware of the vast majority of events going on in
your brain. Indeed, most of your actions are carried out by a
host of unconscious zombies who exist in peaceful harmony
along with you (the “person”) inside your body! I hope that the



stories you have heard so far have helped convince you that
the problem of self—far from being a metaphysical riddle—is
now ripe for scientific inquiry.

Nevertheless, many people find it disturbing that all the
richness of our mental life—all our thoughts, feelings,
emotions, even what we regard as our intimate selves—arises
entirely from the activity of little wisps of protoplasm in the
brain. How is this possible? How could something as deeply
mysterious as consciousness emerge from a chunk of meat
inside the skull? The problem of mind and matter, substance
and spirit, illusion and reality, has been a major preoccupation
of both Eastern and Western philosophy for millennia, but very
little of lasting value has emerged. As the British psychologist
Stuart Sutherland has said, “Consciousness is a fascinating but
elusive phenomenon: it is impossible to specify what it is,
what it does, or why it evolved.

Nothing worth reading has been written on it.”

I won’t pretend to have solved these mysteries,1 but I do think
there’s a new way to study consciousness by treating it not as a
philosophical, logical or conceptual issue, but rather as an
empirical problem.
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Except for a few eccentrics (called panpsychists) who believe
everything in the universe is conscious, including things like
anthills, thermostats, and Formica tabletops, most people now
agree that consciousness arises in brains and not in spleens,
livers, pancreases or any other organ. This is already a good
start. But I will narrow the scope of inquiry even further and
suggest that consciousness arises not from the whole brain but
rather from certain specialized brain circuits that carry out a
particular style of computation. To illustrate the nature of these
circuits and the special computations they perform, I’ll draw
from the many examples in perceptual psychology and
neurology that we have already considered in this book. These
examples will show that the circuitry that embodies the vivid
subjective quality of consciousness resides mainly in parts of
the temporal lobes (such as the amygdala, septum,
hypothalamus and insular cortex) and a single projection zone



in the frontal lobes—the cingulate gyrus. And the activity of
these structures must fulfill three important criteria, which I
call (with apologies to Isaac Newton, who described the three
basic laws of physics) the “three laws of qualia” (“qualia”
simply means the raw feel of sensations such as the subjective
quality of “pain” or “red” or “gnocchi with truffles”). My goal
in identifying these three laws and the specialized structures
embodying them is to stimulate further inquiry into the
biological origin of consciousness.

The central mystery of the cosmos, as far as I’m concerned, is
the following: Why are there always two parallel descriptions
of the universe—the first−person account (“I see red”) and the
third−person account (“He says that he sees red when certain
pathways in his brain encounter a wavelength of six hundred
nanometers”)?

How can these two accounts be so utterly different yet
complementary? Why isn’t there only a third−person account,
for according to the objective worldview of the physicist and
neuroscientist, that’s the only one that really exists? (Scientists
who hold this view are called behaviorists.) Indeed, in their
scheme of “objective science,” the need for a first−person
account doesn’t even arise—implying that consciousness
simply doesn’t exist. But we all know perfectly well that can’t
be right. I’m reminded of the old quip about the behaviorist
who, just having made passionate love, looks at his lover and
says, “Obviously that was good for you, dear, but was it good
for me?” This need to reconcile the first−person and
third−person accounts of the universe (the “I” view versus the
“he” or “it” view) is the single most important unsolved
problem in science. Dissolve this barrier, say the Indian
mystics and sages, and you will see that the separation
between self and nonself is an illusion—that you are really
One with the cosmos.

Philosophers call this conundrum the riddle of qualia or
subjective sensation. How can the flux of ions and electrical
currents in little specks of jelly—the neurons in my brain—
generate the whole subjective world of sensations like red,
warmth, cold or pain? By what magic is matter transmuted
into the invisible fabric of feelings and sensations? This



problem is so puzzling that not everyone agrees it is even a
problem. I will illustrate this so−called qualia riddle with two
simple thought experiments of the kind that philosophers love
to make up. Such whimsical pretend experiments are virtually
impossible to carry out in real life. My colleague Dr. Francis
Crick is deeply suspicious of thought experiments, and I agree
with him that they can be very misleading because they often
contain hidden question−begging assumptions. But they can
be used to clarify logical points, and I will use them here to
introduce the problem of qualia in a colorful way.

First, imagine that you are a future superscientist with a
complete knowledge of the workings of the human brain.
Unfortunately you are also completely color−blind. You don’t
have any cone receptors (the structures in your retina that
allow your eyes to discriminate the different colors), but you
do have rods (for seeing black and white), and you also have
the correct machinery for processing colors higher up inside
your brain. If your eyes could distinguish colors, so could your
brain.

Now suppose that you, the superscientist, study my brain. I am
a normal color perceiver—I can see that the sky is blue, the
grass is green and a banana is yellow—and you want to know
what I mean by these color terms. When I look at objects and
describe them as turquoise, chartreuse or vermilion, you don’t
have any idea 156

what I’m talking about. To you, they all look like shades of
gray.

But you are intensely curious about the phenomenon, so you
point a spectrometer at the surface of a ripe red apple. It
indicates that light with a wavelength of six hundred
nanometers is emanating from the fruit. But you still have no
idea what color this might correspond to because you can’t
experience it. Intrigued, you study the light−sensitive
pigments of my eye and the color pathways in my brain until
you eventually come up with a complete description of the
laws of wavelength processing. Your theory allows you to
trace the entire sequence of color perception, starting from the
receptors in my eye and passing all the way into my brain,



where you monitor the neural activity that generates the word
“red.” In short, you completely understand the laws of color
vision (or more strictly, the laws of wavelength processing),
and you can tell me in advance which word I will use to
describe the color of an apple, orange or lemon. As a
superscientist, you have no reason to doubt the completeness
of your account.
Satisfied, you approach me with your flow diagram and say,
“Rama−chandran, this is what’s going on in your brain!”

But I must protest. “Sure, that’s what’s going on. But I also see
red. Where is the red in this diagram?”

“What is that?” you ask.

“That’s part of the actual, ineffable experience of the color,
which I can never seem to convey to you because you’re
totally color−blind.”

This example leads to a definition of “qualia”: they are aspects
of my brain state that seem to make the scientific description
incomplete—from my point of view.

As a second example, imagine a species of Amazonian electric
fish that is very intelligent, in fact, as intelligent and
sophisticated as you or I. But it has something we lack—
namely, the ability to sense electrical fields

using special organs in its skin. Like the superscientist in the
previous example, you can study the neurophysiology of this
fish and figure out how the electrical organs on the sides of its
body transduce electrical current, how this information is
conveyed to the brain, what part of the brain analyzes this
information and how the fish uses this information to dodge
predators, find prey and so on. If the fish could talk, however,
it would say, “Fine, but you’ll never know what it feels like to
sense electricity.”

These examples clearly state the problem of why qualia are
thought to be essentially private. They also illustrate why the
problem of qualia is not necessarily a scientific problem.
Recall that your scientific description is complete. It’s just that
the your account is incomplete episte−mologically because the



actual experience of electric fields or redness is something you
never will know. For you, it will forever remain a

“third−person” account.

For centuries philosophers have assumed that this gap between
brain and mind poses a deep epistemological problem—a
barrier that simply cannot be crossed. But is this really true? I
agree that the barrier hasn’t yet been crossed, but does it
follow that it can never be crossed? I’d like to argue that there
is in fact no such barrier, no great vertical divide in nature
between mind and matter, substance and spirit. Indeed, I
believe that this barrier is only apparent and that it arises as a
result of language. This sort of obstacle emerges when there is
any translation from one language to another.2

How does this idea apply to the brain and the study of
consciousness? I submit that we are dealing here with two
mutually unintelligible languages. One is the language of
nerve impulses—the spatial and temporal 157

patterns of neuronal activity that allow us to see red, for
example. The second language, the one that allows us to
communicate what we are seeing to others, is a natural spoken
tongue like English or German or Japanese—rarefied,
compressed waves of air traveling between you and the
listener. Both are languages in the strict technical sense, that is,
they are information−rich messages that are intended to
convey meaning, across synapses between different brain parts
in one case and across the air between two people in the other.

The problem is that I can tell you, the color−blind
superscientist, about my qualia (my experience of seeing red)
only by using a spoken language. But the ineffable
“experience” itself is lost in the translation. The actual

“redness” of red will remain forever unavailable to you.

But what if I were to skip spoken language as a medium of
commu−

nication and instead hook a cable of neural pathways (taken
from tissue culture or from another person) from the
color−processing areas in my brain directly into the



color−processing regions of your brain (remember that your
brain has the machinery to see color even though your eyes
cannot discriminate wavelengths because they have no color
receptors)? The cable allows the color information to go
straight from my brain to neurons in your brain without
intermediate translation. This is a farfetched scenario, but
there is nothing logically impossible about it.

Earlier when I said “red,” it didn’t make any sense to you
because the mere use of the word “red” already involves a
translation. But if you skip the translation and use a cable, so
that the nerve impulses themselves go directly to the color
area, then perhaps you’ll say, “Oh, my God, I see exactly what
you mean. I’m having this wonderful new experience.“3

This scenario demolishes the philosophers’ argument that
there is an insurmountable logical barrier to understanding
qualia. In principle, you can experience another creature’s
qualia, even the electric fish’s. If you could find out what the
electroceptive part of the fish brain is doing and if you could
somehow graft it onto the relevant parts of your brain with all
the proper associated connections, then you would start
experiencing the fish’s electrical qualia. Now, we could get
into a philosophical debate over whether you need to be a fish
to experience it or whether as a human being you could
experience it, but the debate is not relevant to my argument.
The logical point I am making here pertains only to the
electrical qualia—not to the whole experience of being a fish.

The key idea here is that the qualia problem is not unique to
the mind−body problem. It is no different in kind from
problems that arise from any translation, and thus there is no
need to invoke a great division in nature between the world of
qualia and the material world. There is only one world with
lots of translation barriers. If you can overcome them, the
problems vanish.

This may sound like an esoteric, theoretical debate, but let me
give you a more realistic example—an experiment we are
actually planning to do. In the seventeenth century the English
astronomer William Molyneux posed a challenge (another
thought experiment). What would happen, he asked, if a child



were raised in complete darkness from birth to age twenty−one
and were then suddenly allowed to see a cube?

Would he recognize the cube? Indeed, what would happen if
the child were suddenly allowed to see ordinary daylight?
Would he experience the light,

saying, “Aha! I now see what people mean by light!” or would
he act utterly bewildered and continue to be blind? (For the
sake of argument, the philosopher assumes that the child’s
visual pathways have not degenerated from the deprivation
and that he has an intellectual concept of seeing, just as our
superscientist had an intellectual concept of color before we
used the cable.)
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This turns out to be a thought experiment that can actually be
answered empirically. Some unfortunate individuals are born
with such serious damage to their eyes that they have never
seen the world and are curious about what “seeing” really is:
To them it’s as puzzling as the fish’s electroception is to you.
It’s now possible to stimulate small parts of their brains
directly with a device called a transcranial magnetic stimulator
—an extremely powerful, fluctuating magnet that activates
neural tissue with some degree of precision. What if one were
to stimulate the visual cortex of such a person with magnetic
pulses, thereby bypassing the nonfunctional optics of the eye?
I can imagine two possible outcomes. He might say, “Hey, I
feel something funny zapping the back of my head,” but
nothing else. Or he might say, “Oh, my God, this is
extraordinary! I now understand what all of you folks are
talking about. I am finally experiencing this abstract thing
called vision. So this is light, this is color, this is seeing!”

This experiment is logically equivalent to the neuron cable
experiment we did on the superscientist because we are
bypassing spoken language and directly hitting the blind
person’s brain. Now you may ask, If he does experience totally
novel sensations (what you and I call seeing), how can we be
sure that it is in fact true vision? One way would be to look for
evidence of topography in his brain. I could stimulate different
parts of his visual cortex and ask him to point to various



regions of the outside world where he experiences these
strange new sensations. This is akin to the way you might see
stars “out there” in the world when I hit you on the head with a
hammer; you don’t experience the stars as being inside your
skull. This exercise would provide convincing evidence that he
was indeed experiencing for the first time something very
close to our experience of seeing, although it might not be as
discriminating or sophisticated as normal seeing.4

Why did qualia—subjective sensation—emerge in evolution?
Why did some brain events come to have qualia? Is there a
particular style of

information processing that produces qualia, or are there some
types of neurons exclusively associated with qualia? (The
Spanish neurologist Ramón y Cajal calls these neurons the
“psychic neurons.”) Just as we know that only a tiny part of
the cell, namely, the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule,
is directly involved in heredity and other parts such as proteins
are not, could it be that only some neural circuits are involved
in qualia and others aren’t? Francis Crick and Christof Koch
have made the ingenious suggestion that qualia arise from a
set of neurons in the lower layers of the primary sensory areas,
because these are the ones that project to the frontal lobes
where many so−called higher functions are carried out. Their
theory has galvanized the entire scientific community and
served as a catalyst for those seeking biological explanations
for qualia.

Others have suggested that the actual patterns of nerve
impulses (spikes) from widely separated brain regions become
“synchronized” when you pay attention to something and
become aware of it.5 In other words, it is the synchronization
itself that leads to conscious awareness. There’s no direct
evidence for this yet, but it’s encouraging to see that people
are at least trying to explore the question experimentally.

These approaches are attractive for one main reason, namely,
the fact that reductionism has been the single most successful
strategy in science. As the English biologist Peter Medawar
defines it, “Reductionism is the belief that a whole may be
represented as a function (in the mathematical sense) of its



constituent parts, the functions having to do with the spatial
and temporal ordering of the parts and with the precise way in
which they interact.” Unfortunately, as I stated at the
beginning of this book, it’s not always easy to know a priori
what the appropriate level of reductionism is for any given
scientific problem. For understanding consciousness and
qualia there wouldn’t be much point in looking at ion channels
that conduct nerve impulses, at the brain stem reflex that
mediates sneezing or at the spinal cord reflex arc that controls
the bladder, even though these are interesting problems in
themselves (at least to some people). They would be no more
useful in understanding higher brain functions like qualia than
looking at silicon chips in a microscope in an attempt to
understand the logic of a computer program. And yet this is
precisely the strategy most neuroscientists use in trying to
understand the higher functions of the brain. They argue either
that the problem doesn’t exist or that it will be solved some
fine day as we plod along looking at the activity of individual
neurons.6
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Philosophers offer another solution to this dilemma when they
say that consciousness and qualia are “epiphenomena.”
According to this view, consciousness is like the whistling
sound that a train makes or the shadow of a horse as it runs: It
plays no causal role in the real work done by the brain. After
all, you can imagine a “zombie” unconsciously doing



everything in exactly the same manner that a conscious being
does. A sharp tap on the tendon near your knee joint sets in
motion a cascade of neural and chemical events that causes a
reflex knee jerk (stretch receptors in the knee connect to
nerves in the spinal cord, which in turn send messages to the
muscles). Consciousness doesn’t enter into this picture; a
paraplegic has an excellent knee jerk even though he can’t feel
the tap. Now imagine a much more complex cascade of events
starting with long−wavelength light striking your retina and
various relays, leading to your saying

“red.” Since you can imagine this more complex cascade
happening without conscious awareness, doesn’t it follow that
consciousness is irrelevant to the whole scheme? After all,
God (or natural selection) could have created an unconscious
being that does and says all the things you do, even though “it”
is not conscious.

This argument sounds reasonable but in fact it is based on the
fallacy that because you can imagine something to be logically
possible, therefore it is actually possible. But consider the
same argument applied to a problem in physics. We can all
imagine something traveling faster than the speed of light. But
as Einstein tells us, this

“commonsense” view is wrong. Simply being able to imagine
that something is logically possible does not guarantee its
possibility in the real world, even in principle. Likewise, even
though you can imagine an unconscious zombie doing
everything you can do, there may be some deep natural cause
that prevents the existence of such a being! Notice that this
argument does not prove that consciousness must have a
causal role; it simply proves that you cannot use statements
that begin, “After all, I can imagine” to draw conclusions
about any natural phenomenon.

I would like to try a somewhat different approach to
understanding qualia, which I will introduce by asking you to
play some games with your eyes. First, recall the discussion in
Chapter 5 concerning the so−called blind spot—the place
where your optic nerve exits the back of your eyeball. Again,
if you close your right eye, fix your gaze on the black spot in



Figure 5.2 and slowly move the page toward or away from
your eye, you will see that the hatched disk disappears. It has
fallen into your natural blind spot. Now close your right eye
again, hold up the index finger of your right hand and aim
your left eye’s blind spot at the middle of your ex−

Figure 12.1 A field of yellow doughnuts (shown in white here).
Shut your right eye and look at the small white dot near the
middle of the illustration with your left eye. When the page is
about six to nine inches from your 160

face, one of the doughnuts will fall exactly around your left
eye’s blind spot. Since the black hole in the center of the
doughnut is slightly smaller than your blind spot, it should
disappear and the blind spot then is “filled in” with yellow
(white) qualia from the ring so that you see a yellow disk
rather than a ring. Notice that the disk “pops out”
conspicuously against the background of rings. Paradoxically,
you have made a target more conspicuous by virtue of your
blind spot. If the illusion doesn’t work, try using an enlarged
photocopy and shifting the white dot horizontally.
tended finger. The middle of the finger should disappear, just
as the hatched disk does, and yet it doesn’t; it looks
continuous. In other words, the qualia are such that you do not
merely deduce intellectually that the finger is continuous
—“After all, my blind spot is there”—you literally seethe.
“missing piece” of your finger.

Psychologists call this phenomenon “filling in,” a useful if
somewhat misleading phrase that simply means that you see
something in a region of space where nothing exists.

This phenomenon can be demonstrated even more
dramatically if you look at Figure 12.1. Again, with your right
eye shut look at the small white dot on the right with your left
eye and gradually move the book toward you until one of the
“doughnuts” falls on your blind spot. Since the inner diameter
of the doughnut—the small black disk—is slightly

smaller than your blind spot, it should disappear and the white
ring should encompass the blind spot. Say the doughnut (the
ring) is yellow. What you will see if your vision is normal is a



complete yellow homogeneous disk, which will indicate that
your brain “filled in” your blind spot with yellow qualia (or
white in Figure 12.1). I emphasize this because some people
have argued that we all simply ignore the blind spot and don’t
notice what’s going on, meaning that there really is no filling
in. But this can’t be right. If you show someone several rings,
one of which is concentric with the blind spot, that concentric
one will look like a homogeneous disk and will actually “pop
out” perceptually against a background of rings. How can
something you are ignoring pop out at you? This means that
the blind spot does have qualia associated with it and,
moreover, that the qualia can provide actual “sensory support.”
In other words, you don’t merely deduce that the center of the
doughnut is yellow; you literally see it as yellow.7

Now consider a related example. Suppose I put one finger
crosswise in front of another finger (as in a plus sign) and look
at the two fingers. Of course, I see the finger in the back as
being continuous. I know it’s continuous. I sort of see it as
continuous. But if you asked me whether I literally see the
missing piece of finger, I would say no—for all I know,
someone could have actually sliced two pieces of finger and
put them on either side of the finger in front to fool me. I
cannot be certain that I really see that missing part.

Compare these two cases, which are similar in that the brain
supplies the missing information both times.

What’s the difference? What does it matter to you, the
conscious person, that the yellow doughnut now has qualia in
the middle and that the occluded part of your finger does not?
The difference is that you cannot change your mind about the
yellow in the middle of the doughnut. You can’t think, “Maybe
it’s yellow, but maybe it’s pink, or maybe it’s blue.” No, it’s
shouting at you, “I am yellow,” with an explicit representation
of yellowness in its center. In other words, the filled−in yellow
is not revocable, not changeable by you.

In the case of the occluded finger, however, you can think,
“There’s a high probability that there is a finger there, but
some malicious scientist could have pasted two half fingers on



either side of it.” This scenario is highly improbable, but not
inconceivable.

In other words, I can choose to assume that there might be
something else behind the occluding finger, but I cannot do so
with the filled−in yellow of the blind spot. Thus the crucial
difference between a qualialaden perception and one that
doesn’t have qualia is that the qualia−laden 161

perception is irrevocable by higher brain centers and is
therefore “tamper−resistant,” whereas the one that lacks qualia
is flexible; you can choose any one of a number of different
“pretend” inputs using your imagination. Once a qualia−laden
perception has been created, you’re stuck with it. (A good
example of this is the dalmatian dog in Figure 12.2. Initially,
as you look, it’s all fragments. Then suddenly everything
clicks and you see the dog. Loosely speaking, you’ve now got
the dog qualia. The next time you see it, there’s no way you
can avoid seeing the dog. Indeed, we have recently shown that
neurons in the brain have permanently altered their
connections once you have seen the dog. )8

These examples demonstrate an important feature of qualia—it
must be irrevocable. But although this feature is necessary, it’s
not sufficient to explain the presence of qualia. Why? Well,
imagine that you are in a coma and I shine a light into your
eye. If the coma is not too deep, your pupil will constrict, even
though you will have no subjective awareness of any qualia
caused by the light. The entire reflex arc is irrevocable, and yet
there are no qualia associated with it. You can’t change your
mind about it. You can’t do anything about it, just as you
couldn’t do anything about the yellow filling in your blind
spot in the doughnut example. So why does only the latter
have qualia? The key difference is that in the case of the
pupil’s constriction, there is only one output—one final
outcome—available and hence no qualia. In the case of the
yellow disk, even though the representation that was created is
irrevocable, you have the luxury of a choice; what you can do
with the representation is open−ended. For instance, when you
experienced yellow qualia, you could say yellow, or you could
think of yellow bananas, yellow teeth, the yellow skin of
jaundice and so on. And when you finally saw the dalmatian,



your mind would be poised to conjure up any one of an
infinite set of dog−related associations—the word “dog,” the
dog’s bark, dog food or even fire engines. And there is
apparently no limit to what you can choose. This is the second
important feature of qualia: Sensations that are qualia−laden
afford the luxury of choice. So now we have identified two
functional features of qualia: irrevocability on the input side
and flexibility on the output side.

There is a third important feature of qualia. In order to make
decisions on the basis of a qualia−laden representation, the
representation needs to exist long enough for you to work with
it. Your brain needs to hold the representation in an
intermediate buffer or in so−called immediate memory. (For
example, you hold the phone number you get from the
information operator just long enough to dial it with your
fingers.) Again this 162

Figure 12.2 Random jumble of splotches. Gaze at this picture
for a few seconds (or minutes) and you will eventually see a
dalmatian dog sniffing the ground mottled with shadows of



leaves (hint: the dog’s face is at the left toward the middle of
the picture; you can see its collar and left ear). Once the dog
has been seen, it is impossible to get rid of it.
Using similar pictures, we showed recently that neurons in the
temporal lobes become altered permanently after the initial
brief exposure— once you have “seen” the dog (Tovee, Rolls
and Ramachandran, 1996).
Dalmatian dog photographed by Ron James.

condition is not enough in itself to generate qualia. A
biological system can have other reasons, besides making a
choice, for holding information in a buffer. For example,
Venus’s−flytrap snaps shut only if its trigger hairs inside the
trap are stimulated twice in succession, apparently retaining a
memory of the first stimulus and comparing it with the second
to

“infer” that something has moved. (Darwin suggested that this
evolved to help the plant avoid inadvertently shutting the trap
if hit by a dust particle rather than a bug. ) Typically in these
sorts of cases, there is only one output possible:
Venus’s−flytrap invariably closes shut. There’s nothing else it
can do. The second important feature of qualia—choice—is
missing. I think we can safely conclude, contrary to the
panpsychists, that the plant does not have qualia linked to bug
detection.

In Chapter 4, we saw how qualia and memory are connected in
the story of Denise, the young woman living in Italy who
suffered carbon monoxide poisoning and developed an
unusual kind of “blindsight.” Recall that she could correctiy
rotate an envelope to post it in a horizontal or a vertical slot,
even though she could not consciously perceive the slot’s
orientation. But if someone asked Denise first to look at the
slot and then turned off the lights before asking her to post the
letter, she could no longer do so. “She” seemed to forget the
orientation of the slot almost immediately and was unable to
insert the letter. This suggests that the part of 163

Denise’s visual system that discerned orientation and
controlled her arm movements—what we call the zombie or



the how pathway in Chapter 4— not only was devoid of
qualia, but also lacked short−term memory. But the part of her
visual system—the what pathway—that would normally
enable her to recognize the slot and perceive its orientation is
not only conscious, it also has memory. (But “she” cannot use
the what pathway because it is damaged; all that’s available is
the unconscious zombie and “it” doesn’t have memory.) And I
don’t think this link between short−term memory and
conscious awareness is coincidental.

Why does one part of the visual stream have memory and
another not have it? It may be that the qualia−laden what
system has memory because it is involved in making choices
based on perceptual representations— and choice requires
time. The how system without qualia, on the other hand,
engages in continuous real−time processing running in a
tightly closed loop—like the thermostat in your house. It does
not need memory because it is not involved in making real
choices. Thus simply posting the letter does not require
memory, but choosing which letter to post and deciding where
to mail it do require memory.

This idea can be tested in a patient like Denise. If you set up a
situation in which she was forced to make a choice, the
zombie system (still intact in her) should go haywire. For
example, if you asked Denise to mail a letter and you showed
her two slots (one vertical, one horizontal) simultaneously, she
should fail, for how could the zombie system choose between
the two? Indeed, the very idea of an unconscious zombie mak−

ing choices seems oxymoronic—for doesn’t the very existence
of free will imply consciousness?

To summarize thus far—for qualia to exist, you need
potentially infinite implications (bananas, jaundice, teeth) but
a stable, finite, irrevocable representation in your short−term
memory as a starting point (yellow).

But if the starting point is revocable, then the representation
will not have strong, vivid qualia. Good examples of the latter
are a cat that you “infer” under the sofa when you only see its
tail sticking out, or your ability to imagine that there is a
monkey sitting on that chair. These do not have strong qualia,



for good reason, because if they did you would confuse them
with real objects and wouldn’t be able to survive long, given
the way your cognitive system is structured. I repeat what
Shakespeare said: “You cannot cloy the hungry edge of
appetite by bare imagination of a feast.” Very fortunate, for
otherwise you wouldn’t eat; you would just generate the qualia
associated with satiety in your head. In a similar vein, any
creature that simply imagines having orgasms is unlikely to
pass on its genes to the next generation.

Why don’t these faint, internally generated images (the cat
under the couch, the monkey in the chair) or beliefs, for that
matter, have strong qualia? Imagine how confusing the world
would be if they did. Actual perceptions need to have vivid,
subjective qualia because they are driving decisions and you
cannot afford to hesitate. Beliefs and internal images, on the
other hand, should not be qualia−laden because they need to
be tentative and revocable. So you believe—and you can
imagine—that under the table there is a cat because you see a
tail sticking out. But there could be a pig under the table with a
transplanted cat’s tail. You must be willing to entertain that
hypothesis, however implausible, because every now and then
you might be surprised.

What is the functional or computational advantage to making
qualia irrevocable? One answer is stability. If you constantly
changed your mind about qualia, the number of potential
outcomes (or “outputs”) would be infinite; nothing would
constrain your behavior. At some point you need to say “this is
it” and plant a flag on it, and it’s the planting of the flag that
we call qualia. The perceptual system follows a rationale
something like this: Given the available information, it is 90
percent certain that what you are seeing is yellow (or dog or
pain or whatever). Therefore, for the sake of argument, I’ll
assume that it is yellow and act accordingly, because if I keep
saying, “Maybe it’s not yellow,” I won’t be able to take the
next step of choosing an appropriate course of action or
thought. In other words, if I treated perceptions as beliefs, I
would be blind (as well as being paralyzed with indecision).
Qualia are irrevocable in order to eliminate hesitation and to



confer certainty to decisions.9 And this, in turn, may depend
on which particular neurons are firing, 164

how strongly they’re firing and what structures they project to.

•
When I see the cat’s tail sticking out from under the table, I
“guess” or “know” there is a cat under the table, presumably
attached to the tail. But I don’t literally see the cat, even
though I literally see the tail. And this raises another
fascinating question: Are seeing and knowing— the qualitative
distinction between perception and conception—completely
different, mediated by different types of brain circuitry
perhaps, or is there a gray area in between? Let’s go back to
the region corresponding to the blind spot in my eye, where I
can’t see anything. As we saw in the Chapter 5 discussion on
Charles Bonnet syndrome, there is another kind of blind spot
—the enormous region behind my head— where I also can’t
see anything (although people don’t generally use the term
“blind spot” for this region). Of course, ordinarily you don’t
walk around experiencing a huge gap behind your head, and
therefore you might be tempted to jump to the conclusion that
you are in some sense filling in the gap in the same way that
you fill in the blind spot. But you don’t. You can’t. There is no
visual neural representation in the brain corresponding to this
area behind your head. You fill it in only in the trivial sense
that if you are standing in a bathroom with wallpaper in front
of you, you assume that the wallpaper continues behind your
head. But even though you assume that there is wallpaper
behind your head, you don’t literally see it. In other words,
this sort of “filling in” is purely metaphorical and does not
fulfill our criterion of being irrevocable. In the case of the
“real” blind spot, as we saw earlier, you can’t change your
mind about the area that has been filled in. But regarding the
region behind your head, you are free to think, “In all
likelihood there is wallpaper there, but who knows, maybe
there is an elephant there.”

Filling in of the blind spot is therefore fundamentally different
from your failure to notice the gap behind your head. But the
question remains, Is the distinction between what is going on



behind your head and the blind spot qualitative or
quantitative? Is the dividing line between “filling in” (of the
kind seen in the blind spot) and mere guesswork (for things
that might be behind your head) completely arbitrary? To
answer this, consider another thought experiment. Imagine we
continue evolving in such a way that our eyes migrate toward
the sides of our heads,

while preserving the binocular visual field. The fields of view
of the two eyes encroach farther and farther behind our heads
until they are almost touching. At that point let’s assume you
have a blind spot behind your head (between your eyes) that is
identical in size to the blind spot that is in front of you. The
question then arises, Would the completion of objects across
the blind spot behind your head be true filling in of qualia, as
with the real blind spot, or would it still be conceptual,
revocable imagery or guesswork of the kind that you and I
experience behind our heads? I think that there will be a
definite point when the images become irrevocable, and when
robust perceptual representations are created, perhaps even
re−created and fed back to the early visual areas. At that point
the blind region behind your head becomes functionally
equivalent to the normal blind spot in front of you. The brain
will then suddenly switch to a completely novel mode of
representing the information; it will use neurons in the sensory
areas to signal the events behind your head irrevocably
(instead of neurons in the thinking areas to make educated but
tentative guesses as to what might be lurking there).

Thus even though blind−spot completion and completion
behind your head can be logically regarded as two ends of a
continuum, evolution has seen fit to separate them. In the case
of your eye’s blind spot, the chance that something significant
is lurking there is small enough that it pays simply to treat the
chance as zero. In the case of the blind area behind your head,
however, the odds of something important being there (like a
burglar holding a gun) are high enough that it would be
dangerous to fill in this area irrevocably with wallpaper or
whatever pattern is in front of your eyes.

So far we have talked about three laws of qualia—three logical
criteria for determining whether a system is conscious or not—



and we have considered examples from the blind spot and
from neurological patients. But 165

you may ask, How general is this principle? Can we apply it to
other specific instances when there is a debate or doubt about
whether consciousness is involved? Here are some examples:
It’s known that bees engage in very elaborate forms of
communication including the so−called bee waggle dance. A
scout bee, having located a source of pollen, will travel back to
the hive and perform an elaborate dance to designate the
location of the pollen to the rest of the hive. The question
arises, Is the bee conscious when it’s doing this?10 Since the
bee’s behavior, once set in motion, is irrevocable and since the
bee is obviously acting on some short−term memory
representation of the pollen’s location, at least two of the three
criteria for consciousness are met. You might then jump to the
conclusion that the bee is conscious when it engages in this
elaborate communication ritual. But since the bee lacks the
third criterion—flexible output—I would argue that it is a
zombie. In other words, even though the information is very
elaborate, is irrevocable and held in short−term memory, the
bee can only do one thing with that information; only one
output is possible—the waggle dance. This argument is
important, for it implies that mere complexity or elaborateness
of information processing is no guarantee that there is
consciousness involved.

One advantage my scheme has over other theories of
consciousness is that it allows us unambiguously to answer
such questions as, Is a bee conscious when it performs a
waggle dance? Is a sleepwalker conscious? Is the spinal cord
of a paraplegic conscious—does it have its own sexual qualia
—when he (it) has an erection? Is an ant conscious when it
detects pheromones? In each of these cases, instead of the
vague assertion that one is dealing with various degrees of
consciousness—which is the standard answer—one should
simply apply the three criteria specified. For example, can a
sleepwalker (while he’s sleepwalking) take the “Pepsi test”—
that is, choose between a Pepsi Cola and a Coca Cola? Does
he have short−term memory? If you showed him the Pepsi, put
it in a box, switched off the room lights for thirty seconds and



then switched them on again, would he reach for the Pepsi (or
utterly fail like the zombie in Denise)? Does a partially
comatose patient with akinetic mutism (seemingly awake and
able to follow you with his eyes but unable to move or talk)
have short−term memory? We can now answer these questions
and avoid endless semantic quibbles over the exact meaning of
the word “consciousness.”

Now you might ask, “Does any of this yield clues as to where
in the brain qualia might be?” It is surprising that many people
think that the seat of consciousness is the frontal lobes,
because nothing dramatic happens to qualia and consciousness
per se if you damage the frontal lobes— even though the
patient’s personality can be profoundly altered (and he may
have difficulty switching attention). I would suggest instead
that most of the action is in the temporal lobes because lesions
and hyperactivity in these structures are what most often
produce striking disturbances in consciousness. For instance,
you need the amygdala and other parts of the temporal lobes
for seeing the significance of things, and surely this is a vital
part of conscious experience. Without this structure you are a
zombie (like the fellow in the famous Chinese room thought
experiment proposed by the philosopher John Searle11)
capable only of giving a single correct output in response to a
demand, but with no ability to sense the meaning of what you
are doing or saying.

Everyone would agree that qualia and consciousness are not
associated with the early stages of perceptual processing as at
the level of the retina. Nor are they associated with the final
stages of planning motor acts when behavior is actually carried
out. They are associated, instead, with the intermediate stages
of processing12—a stage where stable perceptual
representations are created (yellow, dog, monkey) and that
have meaning (the infinite implications and possibilities for
action from which you can choose the best one). This happens
mainly in the temporal lobe and associated limbic structures,
and, in this sense, the temporal lobes are the interface between
perception and action.

The evidence for this comes from neurology; brain lesions that
produce the most profound disturbances in consciousness are



those that generate temporal lobe seizures, whereas lesions in
other parts of the brain only 166

produce minor disturbances in consciousness. When surgeons
electrically stimulate the temporal lobes of epileptics, the
patients have vivid conscious experiences. Stimulating the
amygdala is the surest way to

“replay” a full experience, such as an autobiographical
memory or a vivid hallucination. Temporal lobe seizures are
often associated not only with alterations in consciousness in
the sense of personal identity, personal destiny and personality,
but also with vivid qualia—hallucinations such as smells and
sounds. If these are mere memories, as some claim, why
would the person say, “I literally feel like I’m reliving it”?

These seizures are characterized by the vividness of the qualia
they produce. The smells, pains, tastes and emotional feelings
—all generated in the temporal lobes—suggest that this brain
region is intimately involved in qualia and conscious
awareness.

Another reason for choosing the temporal lobes—especially
the left one—is that this is where much of language is
represented. If I see an apple, temporal lobe activity allows me
to apprehend all its implications almost simultaneously.
Recognition of it as a fruit of a certain type occurs in the
inferotemporal cortex, the amygdala gauges the apple’s
significance for my well−being and Wernicke’s and other areas
alert me to all the nuances of meaning that the mental image—
including the word “apple”—evokes; I can eat the apple, I can
smell it; I can bake a pie, remove

its pith, plant its seeds; use it to “keep the doctor away,” tempt
Eve and on and on. If one enumerates all of the attributes that
we usually associate with the words “consciousness” and
“awareness,” each of them, you will notice, has a correlate in
temporal lobe seizures, including vivid visual and auditory
hallucinations, “out of body” experiences and an absolute
sense of omnipotence or omniscience.13 Any one of this long
list of disturbances in conscious experience can occur
individually when other parts of the brain are damaged (for
instance, disturbances of body image and attention in parietal



lobe syndrome), but it’s only when the temporal lobes are
involved that they occur simultaneously or in different
combinations; that again suggests that these structures play a
central role in human consciousness.

Until now we have discussed what philosophers call the
“qualia” problem—the essential privacy and
noncommunicability of mental states—and I’ve tried to
transform it from a philosophical problem into a scientific one.
But in addition to qualia (the “raw feel” of sensations), we also
have to consider the self—the

“I” inside you who actually experiences these qualia. Qualia
and self are really two sides of the same coin; obviously there
is no such thing as free−floating qualia not experienced by
anyone and it’s hard to imagine a self devoid of all qualia.

But what exactly is the self? Unfortunately, the word “self” is
like the word “happiness” or “love”; we all know what it is
and know that it’s real, but it’s very hard to define it or even to
pinpoint its characteristics. As with quicksilver, the more you
try to grasp it the more it tends to slip away. When you think
of the word

“self,” what pops into your mind? When I think about
“myself,” it seems to be something that unites all my diverse
sensory impressions and memories (unity), claims to be “in
charge” of my life, makes choices (has free will) and seems to
endure as a single entity in space and time. It also sees itself as
embedded in a social context, balancing its checkbook and
maybe even planning its own funeral. Actually we can make a
list of all the characteristics of the “self—just as we can for
happiness—and then look for brain structures that are involved
in each of these aspects. Doing this will someday enable us to
develop a clearer understanding of self and consciousness—
although I doubt that there will be a single, grand, climactic
“solution” to the problem of the self in the way that DNA is
the solution to the riddle of heredity.

What are these characteristics that define the self? William
Hirstein, a postdoctoral fellow in my lab, and I came up with
the following list:



The embodied self: My Self is anchored within a single body.
If I close my eyes, I have a vivid sense of different body parts
occupying space (some parts more felt than others)—the
so−called body image. If you pinch my toe, it is “I” who
experiences the pain, not “it.” And yet the body image, as we
have seen, is 167

extremely malleable, despite all its appearance of stability.
With a few seconds of the right type of sensory stimulation,
you can make your nose three feet long or project your hand
onto a table (Chapter 3)! And we know that circuits in the
parietal lobes, and the regions of the frontal lobes to which
they project, are very much involved in constructing this
image. Partial damage to these structures can cause gross
distortions in body image; the patient may say that her left arm
belongs to her mother or (as in the case of the patient I saw
with Dr. Riita Hari in Helsinki) claim that the left half of her
body is still sitting in the chair when she gets up and walks! If
these examples don’t convince you that your “ownership” of
your body is an illusion, then nothing will.

The passionate self: It is difficult to imagine the self without
emotions—or what such a state could even mean. If you don’t
see the meaning or significance of something—if you cannot
apprehend all its implications—in what sense are you really
aware of it consciously? Thus your emotions—mediated by
the limbic system and amygdala—are an essential aspect of
self, not just a “bonus.” (It is a moot point whether a purebred
Vulcan, like Spock’s father in the original Star Trek, is really
conscious or whether he is just a zombie—unless he is also
tainted by a few human genes as Spock is.) Recall that the
“zombie” in the “how”

pathway is unconscious, whereas the “what” pathway is
conscious, and I suggest that the difference arises because only
the latter is linked to the amygdala and other limbic structures
(Chapter 5).

The amygdala and the rest of the limbic system (in the
temporal lobes) ensures that the cortex—indeed, the entire
brain—serves the organism’s basic evolutionary goals. The
amygdala monitors the highest level of perceptual



representations and “has its fingers on the keyboard of the
autonomic nervous system”; it determines whether or not to
respond emotionally to something and what kinds of emotions
are appropriate (fear in response to a snake or rage to your
boss and affection to your child). It also receives information
from the insular cortex, which in turn

is driven partially by sensory input not only from the skin but
also from the viscera—heart, lung, liver, stomach—so that one
can also speak of a “visceral, vegetative self or of a “gut
reaction” to something. (It is this “gut reaction,” of course, that
one monitors with the GSR machine, as we showed in Chapter
9, so that you could argue that the visceral self isn’t, strictly
speaking, part of the conscious self at all. But it can
nevertheless profoundly intrude on your conscious self; just
think of the last time you felt nauseous and threw up.)

Pathologies of the emotional self include temporal lobe
epilepsy, Cap−gras’ syndrome and Klüver−Bucy syndrome. In
the first, there may be a heightened sense of self that may arise
partly through a process that Paul Fedio and D. Bear call
“hyperconnectivity”—a strengthening of connections between
the sensory areas of the temporal cortex and the amygdala.
Such hyperconnectivity may result from repeated seizures that
cause a permanent enhancement (kindling) of these pathways,
leading the patient to ascribe deep significance to everything
around him (including himself!). Conversely, people with
Capgras’ syndrome have reduced emotional response to
certain categories of objects (faces) and people with
Klüver−Bucy or Cotard’s syndrome have more pervasive
problems with emotions (Chapter 8). A Cotard’s patient feels
so emotionally remote from the world and from himself that
he will actually make the absurd claim that he is dead or that
he can smell his flesh rotting.

Interestingly, what we call “personality”—a vital aspect of
your self that endures for life and is notoriously impervious to
“correction” by other people or even by common sense—
probably also involves the very same limbic structures and
their connections with the ventromedial frontal lobes. Damage
to the frontal lobes produces no obvious, immediate



disturbance in consciousness, but it can profoundly alter your
personality.

When a crowbar pierced the frontal lobes of a railway worker
named Phineas Gage, his close friends and relatives remarked,
“Gage wasn’t Gage anymore.” In this famous example of
frontal lobe damage, Gage was transformed from a stable,
polite, hardworking young man into a lying, cheating
vagabond who could not hold down a job.14
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Temporal lobe epilepsy patients like Paul in Chapter 9 also
show striking personality changes, so much so that some
neurologists speak of a “temporal lobe epilepsy personality.”
Some of them (the patients, not the neurologists) tend to be
pedantic, argumentative, egocentric and garrulous. They also
tend to be obsessed with

“abstract thoughts.” If these traits are a result of
hyperfunctioning of certain parts of the temporal lobe, what
exactly is the normal function of these areas? If the

limbic system is concerned mainly with emotions, why would
seizures in these areas cause a tendency to generate abstract
thought? Are there areas in our brains whose role is to produce
and manipulate abstract thoughts? This is one of the many
unsolved problems of temporal lobe epilepsy.15

The executive self: Classical physics and modern neuroscience
tell us that you (including your mind and brain) inhabit a
deterministic billiard ball universe. But you don’t ordinarily
experience yourself as a puppet on a string; you feel that you
are in charge. Yet paradoxically, it is always obvious to you
that there are some things you can do and others you cannot
given the constraints of your body and of the external world.
(You know you can’t lift a truck; you know you can’t give
your boss a black eye, even if you’d like to.) Somewhere in
your brain there are representations of all these possibilities,
and the systems that plan commands (the cingulate and
supplementary motor areas in the frontal lobes) need to be
aware of this distinction between things they can and cannot
command you to do. Indeed, a “self that sees itself as



completely passive, as a helpless spectator, is no self at all, and
a self that is hopelessly driven to action by its impulses and
urgings is equally effete. A self needs free will—what Deepak
Chopra calls “the universal field of infinite possibilities”—
even to exist. More technically, conscious awareness has been
described as a “conditional readiness to act.”

To achieve all this, I need to have in my brain not only a
representation of the world and various objects in it but also a
representation of myself, including my own body within that
representation—and it is this peculiar recursive aspect of the
self that makes it so puzzling. In addition, the representation of
the external object has to interact with my self−representation
(including the motor command systems) in order to allow me
to make a choice. (He’s your boss; don’t sock him. It’s a
cookie; it’s within your reach to grab it.) Derangements in this
mechanism can lead to syndromes like anosognosia or
somatoparaphrenia (Chapter 7) in which a patient will with a
perfectly straight face claim that her left arm belongs to her
brother or to the physician.

What neural structure is involved in representing these
“embodied” and “executive” aspects of the self?

Damage to the anterior cingulate gyrus results in a bizarre
condition called “akinetic mutism”—the patient simply lies in
bed unwilling to do or incapable of doing anything even
though he appears to be fully aware of his surroundings. If
there’s such a thing as absence of free will, this is it.

Sometimes when there is partial damage to the anterior
cingulate, the very opposite happens: The patient’s hand is
uncoupled from her conscious thoughts and intentions and
attempts to grab things or even perform relatively complex
actions without her permission. For example, Dr. Peter
Halligan and I saw a patient at Rivermead Hospital in Oxford
whose left hand would seize the banister as she walked down
the steps and she would have to use her other hand forcibly to
unclench the fingers one by one, so she could continue
walking.

Is the alien left hand controlled by an unconscious zombie, or
is it controlled by parts of her brain that have qualia and



consciousness? We can now answer this by applying our three
criteria. Does the system in her brain that moves her arm
create an irrevocable representation? Does it have short−term
memory? Can it make a choice?

Both the executive self and the embodied self are deployed
while you are playing chess and assume you’re the queen as
you plan “her” next move. When you do this, you can almost
feel momentarily that you are inhabiting the queen. Now one
could argue that you’re just using a figure of speech here, that
you’re not literally assimilating the chess piece into your body
image. But can you really be all that sure that the loyalty of
your mind to your own body is not equally a “figure of
speech”? What would happen to your GSR if I 169

suddenly punched the queen? Would it shoot up as though I
were punching your own body? If so, what is the justification
for a hard−and−fast distinction between her body and yours?
Could it be that your tendency normally to identify with your
“own” body rather than with the chess piece is also a matter of
convention, albeit an enduring one? Might such a mechanism
also underlie the empathy and love you feel for a close friend,
a spouse or−a child who is literally made from your own
body?

The mnemonic self: Your sense of personal identity—as a
single person who endures through space and time—depends
on a long string of highly personal recollections: your
autobiography. Organizing these memories into a coherent
story is obviously vital to the construction of self.

We know that the hippocampus is required for acquiring and
consolidating new memory traces. If you lost your hippocampi
ten years ago, then you will not have any memories of events
that occurred after that date.

You are still fully conscious, of course, because you have all
the memories prior to that loss, but in a very real sense your
existence was frozen at that time.

Profound derangement to the mnemonic self can lead to
multiple personality disorder or MPD. This disorder is best
regarded as a malfunction of the same coherencing principle I



alluded to in the discussion of denial in Chapter 7. As we saw,
if you have two sets of mutually incompatible beliefs and
memories about yourself, the only way to prevent anarchy and
endless strife may be to create two personalities within one
body—the so−called multiple personality disorder. Given the
obvious relevance of this syndrome to understanding the
nature of self, it is astonishing how little attention it has
received from mainstream neurology.

Even the mysterious trait called hypergraphia—the tendency
of temporal lobe epilepsy patients to maintain elaborate diaries
—may be an exaggeration of the same general tendency: the
need to create and sustain a coherent worldview or
autobiography. Perhaps kindling in the amygdala causes every
external event and internal belief to acquire deep significance
for the patient, so there is an enormous proliferation of
spuriously self−relevant beliefs and memories in his brain.
Add to this the compelling need we all have from time to time
to take stock of our lives, see where we stand; to review the
significant episodes of our lives periodically—and you have
hypergraphia, an exaggeration of this natural tendency. We all
have random thoughts during our day−to−day musings, but if
these were sometimes accompanied by miniseizures—
producing euphoria—then the musings themselves might
evolve into obsessions and entrenched beliefs that the patient
would keep returning to whether in his speech or in his
writing. Could similar phenomena provide a neural basis for
zealotry and fanatacism?

The unified self— imposing coherence on consciousness,
filling in and confabulation: Another important attribute of
self is its unity—the internal coherence of its different
attributes. One way to approach the question of how our
account of qualia relates to the question of the self is to ask
why something like filling in of the blind spot with qualia
occurs. The original motive many philosophers had for
arguing that the blind spot is not filled in was that there is no
person in the brain to fill it in for—that no little homunculus is
watching.

Since there’s no little man, they argued, the antecedent is also
false: Qualia are not filled in, and thinking so is a logical



fallacy. Since I argue that qualia are in fact filled in, does this
mean that I believe they are filled in for a homunculus? Of
course not. The philosopher’s argument is really a straw man.
The line of reasoning should run, If qualia are filled in, they
are filled in for something and what is that “something”?
There exists in certain branches of psychology the notion of an
executive, or a control process, which is generally thought to
be located in the prefrontal and frontal parts of the brain. I
would like to suggest that the

“something” that qualia are filled in for is not a “thing” but
simply another brain process, namely, executive processes
associated with the limbic system including parts of the
anterior cingulate gyrus. This process connects your
perceptual qualia with specific emotions and goals, enabling
you to make choices—very much the sort of thing that the self
was traditionally supposed to do. (For example, after having
lots of tea, I have the 170

sensation or urge—the qualia—to urinate but I’m giving a
lecture so I choose to delay action until the talk is finished but
also choose to excuse myself at the end instead of taking
questions.) An executive process is not something that has all
the properties of a full human being, of course. It is not a
homunculus. Rather, it is a process whereby some brain areas
such as those concerned with perception and motivation
influence the activities of other brain areas such as ones
dealing with the planning of motor output.

Seen this way, filling in is a kind of treating and “preparing” of
qualia to enable them to interact properly with limbic
executive structures. Qualia may need to be filled in because
gaps interfere with the proper working of these executive
structures, reducing their efficiency and their ability to select
an appropriate response. Like our general who ignores gaps in
data given to him by scouts to avoid making a wrong decision,
the control structure also finds a way to avoid gaps—by filling
them in.15

Where in the limbic system are these control processes? It
might be a system involving the amygdala and the anterior
cingulate gyrus, given the amygdala’s central role in emotion



and the anterior cingulate’s apparent executive role. We know
that when these structures are disconnected, disorders of “free
will” occur, such as akinetic mutism16 and alien hand
syndrome. It is not difficult to see how such processes could
give rise to the mythology of a self as an active presence in the
brain—a “ghost in the machine.”

The vigilant self: A vital clue to the neural circuitry underlying
qualia and consciousness comes from two other neurological
disorders—pen−duncular hallucinosis and “vigilant coma” or
akinetic mutism.

The anterior cingulate and other limbic structures also receive
projections from the intralaminar thalamic nuclei (cells in the
thalamus), which in turn are driven by clusters of cells in the
brain stem (including the cholinergic lateral tegmental cells
and the pendunculopontine cells). <b−

peractivity of these cells can lead to visual hallucinations
(penduncular hallucinosis), and we also know that
schizophrenics have a doubling of cell number in these very
same brain stem nuclei—which may contribute to their
hallucinations.

Conversely, damage to the intralaminar nucleus or to the
anterior cin−gulate results in coma vigilance or akinetic
mutism. Patients with this curious disorder are immobile and
mute and react sluggishly, if at all, to painful stimuli. Yet they
are apparently awake and alert, moving their eyes around and
tracking objects. When the patient comes out of this state, he
may say, “No words or thoughts would come to my mind. I
just didn’t want to do or think or say anything.” (This raises a
fascinating question: Can a brain stripped of all motivation
record any memories at all? If so, how much detail does the
patient remember? Does he recall the neurologist’s pinprick?
Or the cassette tape that his girlfriend played for him?) Clearly
these brain stem and thalamic circuits play an important role in
consciousness and qualia. But it remains to be seen whether
they merely play a “supportive” role for qualia (as indeed the
liver and heart do!) or whether they are an integral part of the
circuitry that embodies qualia and consciousness. Are they
analogous to the power supply of a VCR or TV set or to the



actual magnetic recording head and the electron gun in the
cathode−ray tube?

The conceptual self and the social self: In a sense, our concept
of self is not fundamentally different from any other abstract
concept we have— such as “happiness” or “love.” Therefore, a
careful examination of the different ways in which we use the
word “I” in ordinary social discourse can provide some clues
as to what the self is and what its function might be.

For instance, it is clear that the abstract self−concept also
needs to have access to the “lower” parts of the system, so that
the person can acknowledge or claim responsibility for
different self−related facts: states of the body, body
movements and so on (just as you claim to “control” your
thumb when hitching a ride but not your knee when I tap the
tendon with my rubber hammer). Information in
autobiographical memory and information about one’s body
image need to be accessible to the self−concept, so that
thought and talk about 171

self are possible. In the normal brain there are specialized
pathways that allow such access to occur, but when one or
more of these pathways is damaged, the system tries to do it
anyway, and confabulation results. For instance, in the denial
syndrome discussed in Chapter 7, there is no access channel
between information about the left side of the body and the
patient’s self−

concept. But the self−concept is set up to try automatically to
include that information. The net result of this is anosognosia
or denial syndrome; the self “assumes” that the arm is okay
and “fills in” the movements of that arm.

One of the attributes of the self−representation system is that
the person will confabulate to try to cover up deficits in it. The
main purposes of doing this, as we saw in Chapter 7, are to
prevent constant indeci−siveness and to confer stability on
behavior. But another important function may be to support
the sort of created or narrative self that the philosopher Dan
Dennett talks about—that we present ourselves as unified in
order to achieve social goals and to be understandable to
others. We also present ourselves as acknowledging our past



and future identity, enabling us to be seen as part of society.
Acknowledging and taking credit or blame for things we did in
the past help society (usually kin who share our genes)
incorporate us effectively in its plans, thereby enhancing the
survival and perpetuation of our genes.17

If you doubt the reality of the social self, ask yourself the
following question: Imagine that there is some act you’ve
committed about which you are extremely embarrassed (love
letters and Polaroid photographs from an illicit affair). Assume
further that you now have a fatal illness and will be dead in
two months. If you know that people rummaging through your
belongings will discover your secrets, will you do your utmost
to cover your tracks? If the answer is yes, the question arises,
Why bother? After all, you know you won’t be around, so
what does it matter what people think of you after you’re
gone? This simple thought experiment suggests that the idea of
the social self and its reputation is not just an abstract yarn. On
the contrary, it is so deeply ingrained in us that we want to
protect it even after death. Many a scientist has spent his entire
life yearning obsessively for posthumous fame—sacrificing
everything else just to leave a tiny scratchmark on the edifice.

So here is the greatest irony of all: that the self that almost by
definition is entirely private is to a significant extent a social
construct—a story you make up for others. In our discussion
on denial, I suggested that confabulation and self−deception
evolved mainly as by−products of the need to impose stability,
internal consistency and coherence on behavior. But an added
important function might stem from the need to conceal the
truth from other people.

The evolutionary biologist Robert Trivers18 has proposed the
ingenious argument that self−deception evolved mainly to
allow you to lie with

complete conviction, as a car salesman can. After all, in many
social situations it might be useful to lie—in a job interview or
during courtship (“I’m not married”). But the problem is that
your limbic system often gives the game away and your facial
muscles leak traces of guilt. One way to prevent this, Trivers
suggests, may be to deceive yourself first. If you actually



believe your lies, there’s no danger your face will give you
away. And this need to lie efficiently provided the selection
pressure for the emergence of self−deception.

I don’t find Trivers’s idea convincing as a general theory of
self−deception, but there is one particular class of lies for
which the argument carries special force: lying about your
abilities or boasting. Through boasting about your assets you
may enhance the likelihood of getting more dates, thereby
disseminating your genes more effectively. The penalty you
pay for self−deception, of course, is that you may become
delusional. For example, telling your girlfriend that you’re a
millionaire is one thing; actually believing it is a different
thing altogether, for you may start spending money you don’t
have! On the other hand, the advantages of boasting
successfully (reciprocation of courtship gestures) may
outweigh the disadvantage of delusion—at least up to a point.
Evolutionary strategies are always a matter of compromsie.
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So can we do experiments to prove that self−deception
evolved in a social context? Unfortunately, these are not easy
ideas to test (as with all evolutionary arguments), but again our
patients with denial syndrome whose defenses are grossly
amplified may come to our rescue. When questioned by the
physician, the patient denies that he is paralyzed, but would he
deny his paralysis to himself‘as well? Would he do it when
nobody was watching? My experiments suggest that he
probably would, but I wonder whether the delusion is
amplified when others are present. Would his skin register a
galvanic response as he confidently asserted that he could arm
wrestle? What if we showed him the word “paralysis”? Even
though he denies the paralysis, would he be disturbed by the
word and register a strong GSR? Would a normal child show a
skin change when confabulating (children are notoriously
prone to such behavior)? What if a neurologist were to
develop anosognosia (the denial syndrome) as the result of a
stroke? Would he continue to lecture on this topic to his
students—blissfully unaware that he himself was suffering
from denial? Indeed, how do I know that I am not such a
person? It’s only through raising questions such as these that



we can begin to approach the greatest scientific and
philosophical riddle of all—the nature of the self.

Our revels now are ended. These our actors,
As I foretold you, were all spirits and
Are melted into air, into thin air. …
We are such stuff
As dreams are made on,
And our little life
Is rounded with a sleep.
−−−−−− William Shakespeare
During the last three decades, neuroscientists throughout the
world have probed the nervous system in fascinating detail and
have learned a great deal about the laws of mental life and
about how these laws emerge from the brain. The pace of
progress has been exhiliarating, but—at the same time—the
findings make many people uncomfortable. It seems somehow
disconcerting to be told that your life, all your hopes, triumphs
and aspirations simply arise from the activity of neurons in
your brain. But far from being humiliating, this idea is
ennobling, I think. Science— cosmology, evolution and
especially the brain sciences—is telling us that we have no
privileged position in the universe and that our sense of having
a private nonmaterial soul “watching the world” is really an
illusion (as has long been emphasized by Eastern mystical
traditions like Hinduism and Zen Buddhism). Once you realize
that far from being a spectator, you are in fact part of the
eternal ebb and flow of events in the cosmos, this realization is
very liberating. Ultimately this idea also allows you to
cultivate a certain humility—the essence of all authentic
religious experience. It is not an idea that’s easy to translate
into words but comes very close to that of the cosmologist
Paul Davies, who said: Through science, we human beings are
able to grasp at least some of nature’s secrets. We have
cracked part of the cosmic code. Why this should be, just why
Homo sapiens should carry the spark of rationality that
provides the key to the universe, is a deep enigma. We, who



are children of the universe— animated Stardust—can
nevertheless reflect on the nature ofnthat same universe, even
to the extent of glimpsing the rules on which it runs. How we
have become linked into this cosmic dimension is a mystery.
Yet the linkage cannot be denied.
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What does it mean? What is Man that we might be party to
such privilege? I cannot believe that our existence in this
universe is a mere quirk of fate, an accident of history, an
incidental blip in the great cosmic drama.

Our involvement is too intimate. The physical species Homo
may count for nothing, but the existence of mind in some
organism on some planet in the universe is surely a fact of
fundamental significance. Through conscious beings the

universe has generated self−awareness. This can be no trivial
detail, no minor by−product of mindless, purposeless forces.
We are truly meant to be here.

Are we? I don’t think brain science alone, despite all its
triumphs, will ever answer that question. But that we can ask
the question at all is, to me, the most puzzling aspect of our
existence.

(scanner: notes not scanned)
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